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provide a practical, systematic approach to 
implementing his theories in everyday clini
cal practice. We have provided a scientific 
basis for many of his theories, which often 
preceded the available evidence. 

Chapters are divided into four parts filled 
with illustrations, photos, and step-by-step 
instructions. Part 1 provides the scientific 

IX 

P R E F A C E 

Vladimir Janda was a clinician, researcher, and educator well known not only 
in his native Prague but also around the world. His theories of muscle imbal
ance served as the basis for evaluation and treatment of patients throughout 

Europe, giving him the title Father of Rehabilitation. As he lectured in the United States 
and other parts of the world, he developed an interdisciplinary following of physio
therapists, chiropractors, and physicians. 

Janda's approach provided a unique perspective on rehabilitation to many Western 
practitioners. In contrast to the traditional structural view of rehabilitation, Janda sug
gested a more functional approach by emphasizing the importance of the sensorimotor 
system in controlling movement and in chronic musculoskeletal pain syndromes. His 
theories were so revolutionary that he was often years ahead of science. 

Janda once compared his approach to musculoskeletal pain to Mendeleev and the 
periodic table. Mendeleev created a system for classifying elements because he knew 
there was a systematic way of predicting their properties. At the time Mendeleev devel
oped the table, he left blank spaces for elements that he knew must exist because they 
fit the pattern but that were not yet discovered by science. Using a similar philosophy, 
Janda created a systematic and predictable approach to chronic musculoskeletal pain 
that has yet to be fully discovered by science. 

We were fortunate enough to spend time with Janda both in the United States and 
in Prague many times before his death in 2002. His philosophies were revolutionary 
and often contrasted the traditional theories taught in school and practiced daily in 
the United States. After implementing his approach in our clinical practice, we saw 
its practicality and results. His ideas revolutionized our approach to treating many 
patients with chronic pain, often the most difficult patients to treat. We knew we had 
to continue his legacy and protect his approach by teaching workshops to clinicians 
in the United States. 

Janda's approach has been discussed in many textbooks, often in chapters that he 
authored. Despite his popularity around the world, there was no text to integrate his 
approach into evidence-based practice. It was likely difficult for the humble Janda to 
write a textbook devoted to himself and his methods; he always gave credit to others 
in framing his approach. Many years ago he published a muscle testing book in English 
but it is now out of print. His last text on muscle testing is not available in English. There 
are several collections of his articles in English, but they are often difficult to draw 
from in clinical application. We were frustrated by a lack of any definitive resources 
to guide clinicians, so we wrote this textbook to preserve and share Janda's teachings 
with a practical, evidence-based approach. 

This book was written for health care providers treating patients with musculo
skeletal complaints. Exercise experts may also find Janda's theory of muscle imbal
ance valuable in developing exercise programs. Our goal in writing this text was to 



basis for Janda's approach to muscle imbalance. The four chapters review the differ
ent paradigms of muscle imbalance, describe the role of the sensorimotor system in 
function and dysfunction, explain different chain reactions throughout the body, and 
introduce Janda's classification of muscle imbalance. 

Part II describes the functional evaluation of muscle imbalance, outlining Janda's 
step-by-step system of evaluation. These chapters include analysis of posture, bal
ance, and gait; evaluation of Janda's movement patterns; muscle length testing; and 
soft-tissue assessment. 

Part III outlines Janda's approach to the treatment of musculoskeletal syndromes. 
Chapters include details on normalizing peripheral structures, restoring muscle bal
ance, and sensorimotor training. Each chapter has many photographs and detailed 
descriptions of evaluation and treatment techniques. 

Finally, part IV brings the theory, evidence, and practical applications together to 
apply Janda's approach to specific body regions. This helps clinicians easily implement 
Janda's approach in everyday practice when evaluating and treating cervical, upper-
extremity, lumbar, and lower-extremity pain syndromes. Each chapter describes the 
practical implementation of Janda's system of evaluation and treatment outlined in 
parts II and III. Specific musculoskeletal conditions commonly seen in the clinic, such 
as chronic neck pain, chronic back pain, shoulder impingement, and anterior knee 
pain, are also discussed with emphasis on applying Janda's approach. Each chapter 
concludes with a case study that compares Janda's approach with the traditional 
approach to treatment. 

In conclusion, we wanted to write a text that both preserves and supports Janda's 
teachings. This book is only a tool for everyday practitioners; it is not meant to address 
all chronic pain syndromes or even all muscle imbalance syndromes. Instead, it pro
vides practical, relevant, and evidence-based information arranged into a systematic 
approach that can be implemented immediately and used along with other clinical 
techniques. 

X PREFACE 



A TRIBUTE 

Vladimir Janda was born in 1928. At the age of 15, he contracted polio. He was 
paralyzed as a quadriplegic and unable to walk for 2 years. He eventually 
recovered walking function, but he developed postpolio syndrome and had 

to use a walker until the end of his life in 2002. 
As a physician, he focused on postpolio patients early on. One of his early influ

ences was Sister Kinney, who introduced the treatment of polio in Czechoslovakia. In 
1947 he served as an interpreter for Sister Kinney as a first-year medical student and 
decided to pursue an interest in physiotherapy after medical school. He received the 
Kinney Physiotherapist Certificate after graduation from medical school. He was one 
of the first physicians to combine therapy and medicine in a hands-on approach and 
one of the earliest to practice physical medicine and rehabilitation. 

He became more interested in pain syndromes of the locomotor system. His first 
book, published in 1949 at the age of 21, was on muscle testing and function and was 
the first of its kind in Czech. He continued as a prolific researcher and writer; before 
his death, he published more than 16 books and 200 papers on muscle function. 

At the age of 24, he was working in a rehabilitation center for postpolio patients. He 
was interested in evaluating the claims in muscle testing textbooks at the time. Using 
electromyography, he began studying the muscle activity of the hip joint in physio
therapy students. He found that muscles that weren't supposed to be activated actu
ally were, noting the accessory roles of muscles outside of their primary movements. 
Specifically, he found that subjects without activity in the gluteus maximus during hip 
extension used an increased pelvic tilt to accomplish the extension. This led to his 
lifelong passion to study movement rather than individual muscles, as was common 
during the polio era. He recognized the importance of testing muscle function rather 
than strength. This was the beginning of thinking globally rather than locally in terms 
of muscle function. 

In the 1960s, Freeman and Wyke published several papers on afferent input and 
mechanoreceptors. They described the use of wobble boards in the treatment of 
chronic ankle instability. Janda noted a connection between chronic ankle instability 
and chronic low back pain: proprioception. This led to Janda's development of sensori
motor training, a progressive exercise program using simple exercises and unstable 
surfaces. He rarely recommended strengthening exercises, instead focusing on bal
ance and function. This was in contrast to the traditional rehabilitation approach in 
the 1960s and '70s, which emphasized strength training. 

In 1964 Janda completed his thesis on patients with sacroiliac dysfunction, find
ing weakness and inhibition of the gluteus maximus even in the absence of pain. He 
recognized that certain other muscles were prone to weakness. Janda subsequently 
defined movement patterns to estimate the quality of movement. He discovered that 
muscle imbalance is systematic and predictable and involves the entire body. 

In 1979, he defined his crossed syndromes: the upper-crossed, lower-crossed, 
and layer syndromes. He subsequently noted that his crossed syndromes were his 
only discovery; he always gave credit for his work to the others who influenced his 
approach. Janda had a wide range of influences that provided him with a comprehen
sive viewpoint: 

• Berta Bobath, a physiotherapist, and her husband Karel, a neurophysiologist 
from London, who were leaders in neurodevelopmental principles and treat
ment in physiotherapy 

XI 
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• Hans Kraus, an Austrian physician who before World War II first described 
hypokinetic disease in low back pain, which was noted as a lack of movement 

• Karel Lewit, a colleague and lifelong friend who practiced with Janda in Prague 
for many years and shared his expertise on manual therapy and the locomotor 
system 

• Vaclav Vojta, a Czech physician who described the influence of developmental 
kinesiology in human movement and pathology 

• Alois Briigger, a Swiss neurologist who described the neurological basis of 
muscle imbalance 

• Florence Kendall, the person who first influenced Janda on the concept of 
muscle imbalance 

• John Basmajian, a Canadian expert in electromyographic analysis who led 
Janda's postdoctoral studies 

• David Simons, an expert in trigger points and muscle pain 

Janda was an avid reader and collector of books and papers on muscles. His ability 
to speak five different languages allowed him to read and learn from work performed 
all over the world. His international influence continued to spread when he served as 
a consultant to the World Health Organization in the 1960s and 70s. 

Janda founded the department of rehabilitation medicine and directed the physio
therapy school at the Charles University at Prague, where he continued to practice 
until his death on November 25, 2002. The authors of this text had the opportunity to 
be with him 3 months before on his last visit to North America. The Father of Reha
bilitation will continue to be missed by many. For an excellent review of Janda's life 
and contributions, read the paper by Morris and colleagues (2006), Vladimir Janda, 
MD, DSc: Tribute to a Master of Rehabilitation (Spine 31 [9]: 1060-4). 
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THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS 
OF MUSCLE IMBALANCE 

There are several schools of though t regarding musc le imbalance . Each 
app roach uses a different parad igm as its bas is . Vladimir Janda ' s para
digm was based on his background as a neurologis t and phys io therap is t . 

Janda was a prolific r e sea rcher and wri ter as well as a clinician and educator . 
Well versed in t he cur ren t l i terature, t he humble Janda often cited t he work 
of o the r s as t he scientific basis for an a p p r o a c h to musculoskele ta l medic ine 
he developed th rough clinical exper ience . Using his vas t a r ray of knowledge, 
Janda was able to c rea te a paradigm shift from a more s t ruc tura l a p p r o a c h to 
a more functional approach . 

Part I es tab l i shes t h e scientific basis for Janda ' s a p p r o a c h to musc le imbal
ance . He often referred to t he work of Sister Kinney, t he Boba ths , t he Kendalls, 
Freeman and Wyke, Vojta, Brugger, and his longtime friend and colleague, Karel 
Lewit. Each chap te r helps explain t h e scientific basis for Janda ' s a p p r o a c h to 
the neuromuscular sys tem and his recognition of muscle imbalance syndromes . 
Chapter 1 desc r ibes t he cur ren t phi losophical a p p r o a c h e s to musc le imbal
ance and how Janda ' s app roach relates to t h e s e cur ren t schools of thought . 
Janda taught that musc le imbalance is based on neurophysiological pr inciples 
of motor deve lopment and control . He believed tha t t he s enso r imo to r sys tem, 
c o m p o s e d of t he s e n s o r y sys tem and moto r sys tem, could not be function
ally divided, and he emphas ized the impor t ance of p rope r p ropr iocep t ion . 
Chapter 2 descr ibes t h e critical role of t he senso r imoto r sys tem in controll ing 
human movement as well as in mediat ing musc le imbalance synd romes . One 
of Janda 's mos t impor tan t clinical cont r ibu t ions to evaluat ion and t r ea tmen t 
was the recognit ion of muscu la r cha ins and their influence on pa thology and 
function. Chapter 3 reviews the concep t of chain reac t ions in t h e h u m a n body, 
descr ibing articular, muscular, and neurological chains , while c h a p t e r 4 intro
duces Janda 's classification of muscle imbalance through pathology and patho
mechanics . By combining research with clinical exper ience , J anda deve loped 
his own classification sys tem for musc le imbalance synd romes . This sys tem 
was t he only aspec t of his app roach tha t he really took credi t for, often citing 
the work of o the r s ra ther than his own. 
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STRUCTURAL AND 
FUNCTIONAL APPROACHES 

TO MUSCLE IMBALANCE 

The late Dr. Vladimir Janda (1923-2002), a Czech neurologist, observed that there 
are two schools of thought in musculoskeletal medicine: structural and functional. 
The traditional structural approach is rooted in anatomy and biomechanics. 

Orthopedic medicine is influenced by a structural approach to pathology, relying 
heavily on visualization of structures through X-ray imaging, magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), or surgery. Structural lesions are damages to physical structures such 
as ligaments and bones that can be diagnosed by special clinical tests such as the 
anterior drawer sign in anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) dysfunction. These structural 
lesions are repaired through immobilization, surgery, or rehabilitation. The diagnosis 
and treatment of structural lesions such as ligament tears are well supported in the 
scientific literature. The structural approach is the foundation of medical education 
and practice. 

In some patients, however, the diagnostic tests for structural lesions are inconclusive 
or the surgery does not cure the lesion, leaving the patient and clinician at a loss. More 
than likely, a functional lesion is the cause of the problem. Janda defined functional 
pathology as impairment in the ability of a structure or physiological system to per
form its job; this impairment often manifests in the body through reflexive changes. 
Unfortunately, this type of lesion is less easy to diagnose and treat, requiring a new 
way of thinking and visualization. Functional lesions cannot be observed directly with 
structural tools such as MRI; rather, clinicians must visualize the dysfunction virtu
ally by understanding the complex interactions of structures and systems. This is a 
paradigm shift from thinking only in terms of structure and not understanding true 
function. This functional approach allows us to better understand the cause of the 
pathology rather than focus on the pathology itself. 

The traditional structural approach relies on visualizing static structures, focusing 
on their anatomical presence, and forms the basis of most medical education. When 
describing muscle function, clinicians often look at function from an origin and inser
tion point of view, meaning a muscle functions only to move the insertion closer to 
the origin. In contrast, the functional approach recognizes the true function of the 
muscle, which is based on coordinated movement in relation to other structures, and 
takes into account the stabilizing roles of muscle. For example, the primary function 
of the rotator cuff is not to rotate; rather, it is to adduct the humeral head and stabilize 
the glenohumeral joint. While understanding both the structural and the functional 
approach is necessary for clinical practice, the functional approach is the key to reha
bilitating dysfunction syndromes. 

This chapter first differentiates the two musculoskeletal approaches of structure 
and function and then discusses the role of muscle balance in function and pathology. 
Finally, two paradigms of muscle imbalance are described: a biomechanical approach 
and a neurological approach. 
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4 ASSESSMENT A N D TREATMENT OF MUSCLE IMBALANCE 

Intrinsic Versus Extrinsic Function 
The term functional is used to describe an approach to exercise prescription that tries 
to reproduce the same movements used in a functional activity. For example, some 
may classify the movement of an overhead lifting exercise as a functional movement. 
This is only an extrinsic viewpoint of function; it's important to first remember intrinsic 
function, or the function of structures and systems. By understanding the underlying 
function of these intrinsic processes, clinicians can better understand the pathology 
of functional lesions. Three intrinsic views of function are physiological, biomechani-
cal, and neuromuscular function. 

• Physiological function is the response of tissue to dysfunction and damage as 
well as the healing process itself. Clinicians should be aware of these physiologi
cal processes so they can better understand the consequences of dysfunction 
and the process of rehabilitation. 

• Biomechanical function encompasses the osteo- and arthrokinematics involved 
in human movement and the resulting force vectors imparted on human tis
sues. Recognizing the biomechanical functions of structures helps clinicians 
understand the concept of chain reactions and how the entire kinetic chain is 
involved in both movement and pathology. 

• Neuromuscular function relates to the sensorimotor aspects of movement such 
as proprioception and reflexes. Clinicians must also understand the processes 
of motor control and motor relearning for effective exercise prescription. 

Extrinsic function is made up of the specific, purposeful, and synergistic movements 
that integrate the three intrinsic systems. Therefore, the three views of intrinsic func
tion are not independent of each other; rather, they are interdependent in all human 
movement. For example, unbalanced biomechanical joint stresses that result from 
muscle imbalance may lead to joint damage, setting up a vicious cycle of pain and 
inflammation. The structural inflammation then affects the neuromuscular system of 

Chronic shoulder pain such as that due to subacromial (SA) impingement is a 
common complaint. There are two types of SA impingement: structural (primary) 
and functional (secondary). Traditional musculoskeletal medicine takes a structural 
approach to the injury, diagnosing the injury by examining structures with special 
tests and X rays. A structural abnormality such as a hooked acromion (type III) may 
lead to structural impingement by reducing the SA space. The structural approach 
to managing primary SA impingement is surgery. In contrast, functional impinge
ment presents with normal X-ray findings, although pain and weakness are typically 
observed. Interestingly, this weakness is often pronounced in the scapular stabiliz
ers, far from the point of pain. This type of pathology requires a different treatment 
approach: restoring muscle balance through specific exercises that work not just the 
glenohumeral joint but the entire shoulder complex. 

As you can see, structural and functional shoulder pathology present differently 
and should be treated differently. If clinicians do not understand this concept and rely 
on only one type of approach, they are doomed to fail. To achieve optimal outcomes, 
clinicians should implement the appropriate approach at the appropriate time. 
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the joint, creating further dysfunction. Eventually, the body adapts the motor program 
for movement to compensate for the dysfunction. The functional cause of the problem 
is muscle imbalance, while the symptom is pain and inflammation resulting from a 
structural lesion. Therefore, it is possible to have both a structural and a functional 
lesion, but for accurate diagnosis and treatment, the clinician must decide which lesion 
is the actual cause of dysfunction. 

Clinicians must learn to treat the cause of the pain rather than the pain itself, as is 
often done in a structural approach. By not understanding or recognizing the patho
physiology of a functional lesion, clinicians may worsen a patient's condition, creating 
a downward spiral. Perhaps this is one reason why so many patients experience failed 
back surgeries: Addressing the structures through surgery is not identifying and treat
ing a functional dysfunction. 

Muscle Balance in Function and Pathology 
Muscle balance can be defined as a relative equality of muscle length or strength 
between an agonist and an antagonist; this balance is necessary for normal movement 
and function. Muscle balance may also refer to the strength of contralateral (right versus 
left) muscle groups. For example, Jacobs and colleagues (2005) reported significant 
differences in hip abductor strength between the dominant and the nondominant side 
in young adults. Muscle balance is necessary because of the reciprocal nature of human 
movement, which requires opposing muscle groups to be coordinated. Muscle imbal
ance occurs when the length or strength of agonist and antagonist muscles prevents 
normal function. For example, tightness of the hamstrings may limit the full range of 
motion (ROM) and force of knee extension. 

Muscles may become unbalanced as a result of adaptation or dysfunction. Such 
muscle imbalances can be either functional or pathological (see table 1.1). These types 
of imbalances are most common in athletes and are necessary for function. Functional 
muscle imbalances occur in response to adaptation for complex movement patterns, 
including imbalances in strength or flexibility of antagonistic muscle groups. For exam
ple, Beukeboom and coworkers (2000) reported that indoor track athletes experience 
adaptive changes of the ankle invertors and evertors because of the incline of the track. 
Soccer athletes exhibit different patterns of strength and flexibility depending on the 
position they play (Oberg et al. 1984). Ekstrand and Gillquist (1982) found that soccer 
players are less flexible than age-matched nonplayers but did not find a relationship 
between tightness and injury. Volleyball players have greater internal rotation, elbow 
extension, and wrist extensor strength compared with nonplayers (Alfredson, Pietila, 
and Lorentzon 1998; Wang et al. 1999; Wang and Cochrane 2001). Athletes who use a 
lot of overhead movements, such as swimmers (McMaster, Long, and Caiozzo; Ramsi 
et al. 2001; Rupp, Berninger, and Hopf 1995; Warner et al. 1990) and baseball players 
(Cook et al. 1987; Ellenbecker and Mattalino 1997; Hinton 1988; Wilk et al. 1993), also 

Table 1.1 Functional and Pathological Muscle Imbalance 

Atraumatic With or without trauma 

Adaptive change Adaptive change 

Activity specific Associated with dysfunction 

No pain With or without pain 
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Tissue damage and pain 

Figure 1.1 The muscle imbalance 

continuum. 

exhibit greater internal rotation strength. Baseball players generally have significantly 
more external rotation ROM and less internal rotation ROM (Borsa et al. 2005, 2006; 
Donatelli et al. 2000; Tyler et al. 1999). 

Because such imbalances are important for sports, they must be managed before they 
become pathological. Kugler and colleagues (1996) reported that the muscle imbalance that 
volleyball players exhibit in the shoulder is more pronounced in athletes with shoulder 

pain (Kugler et al. 1996). Clinicians must recognize 
when to treat muscle imbalances, given the pathol
ogy and the demands of the sport. 

When muscle imbalance impairs function, it 
is considered to be pathological. Pathological 
muscle imbalance typically is associated with 
dysfunction and pain, although its cause may or 
may not result from an initial traumatic event. 
Pathological imbalance may also be insidious; 
many people have these muscle imbalances 
without pain. Ultimately, however, pathological 
muscle imbalance leads to joint dysfunction and 
altered movement patterns, which in turn lead 
to pain (figure 1.1). Note that this muscle imbal
ance continuum may progress in either direction; 
muscle imbalance may lead to altered movement 
patterns and vice versa. 

Some injuries cause muscle imbalance, while 
others may result from muscle imbalance. Shoulder 

impingement is associated with muscle imbalances of the rotator cuff (Burnham et al. 
1993; Leroux et al. 1994; McClure, Michener, and Karduna 2006; Myers et al. 1999; Warner 
et al. 1990) and scapular stabilizers (Cools et al. 2003, 2004, 2005; Ludewig and Cook 
2000; Moraes, Faria, and Teixeira-Salmela 2008; Wadsworth and Bullock-Saxton 1997). 
Shoulder instability is also associated with muscle imbalances (Barden et al. 2005; Bell
ing Sorensen and Jorgensen 2000; Wuelker, Korell, and Thren 1998). 

Sometimes pathological imbalances are a functional compensation for an injury. For 
example, Page (2001) found that 87% of ACL-reconstructed athletes with anterior knee 
pain had weak hip abductors and tight iliotibial (IT) bands and postulated that hip 
weakness resulting from surgery is compensated for by a shortened IT band. Runners 
with IT band syndrome also exhibit weakness of hip abductors (Fredericson et al. 2000). 

Poor hip strength has been associated with anterior knee pain. Robinson and Nee 
(2007) reported that subjects with knee pain demonstrated significant decreases in 
hip extension (-52%), abduction (-27%), and external rotation (-30%) when compared 
with a control group without knee pain. Piva and colleagues (2005) found that hip 
abduction strength and soleus length could distinguish between patients with patello-
femoral pain syndrome and controls. 

Page and Stewart (2000) reported that patients with anterior innominate rotation 
in sacroiliac (SI) joint dysfunction demonstrate hamstring weakness on the involved 
side. Low back pain has also been associated with decreased ROM in hip extension 
(Van Dillen et al. 2000) and internal rotation (Ellison et al. 1990). 

Prospective studies have reported that muscle imbalance is associated with patho
logical conditions, although specific pathologies may relate to a muscle length imbal
ance, a strength imbalance, or both. For example, athletes with muscle imbalance in 
the shoulder are more likely to experience shoulder injury (Wang and Cochrane 2001). 
Prospective studies on muscle imbalances and sport injuries may help clinicians screen 
athletes before they begin their sport and implement preventive exercise programs to 
restore muscle balance in athletes. 

Muscle imbalance (tightness or weakness) 

Altered movement pattern 
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Researchers have shown that low back pain and lower-extremity injury are asso
ciated with hip extensor weakness in females but not in males (Nadler et al. 2001). 
Lower-extremity injuries have been associated with muscle weakness and tightness 
(Knapik et al. 1991), while knee tendinitis has been associated with muscle tightness 
rather than weakness (Witvrouw et al. 2001). Witvrouw and colleagues (2003) found 
that professional soccer players with tight hamstrings or quadriceps are at higher risk 
for lower-extremity injuries. They did not find any injury risk associated with tightness 
of the plantar flexors or hip adductors. 

Strength ratios are used to quantify muscle imbalance between agonists and 
antagonists in the study of sport injuries. Tyler and colleagues (2001) found that groin 
muscle strains occurring among hockey players are more prevalent in athletes with a 
ratio of hip abduction and adduction strength that is less than 80%, reporting a 17-fold 
increase in risk in athletes with low ratios. Baumhauer and coworkers (1995) reported 
that athletes with a high ratio of eversion strength to inversion strength, as well as 
athletes with a low ratio of dorsiflexor strength to plantar flexor strength, were more 
likely to experience inversion ankle sprains. 

Muscle Imbalance Paradigms 
There are two schools of thought on muscle imbalance: one that believes in a biome
chanical cause of muscle imbalance resulting from repetitive movements and posture 
and one that believes in a neurological predisposition to muscle imbalance. Both bio
mechanical and neurological muscle imbalance are seen clinically, so clinicians must 
understand both in order to make a more accurate diagnosis and treatment. Patients 
may also exhibit hybrid muscle imbalance syndromes consisting of factors from each 
paradigm, further challenging clinicians as they work to prescribe the appropriate 
treatment. 

Biomechanical Paradigm 
The traditional view of muscle imbalance relates to biomechanics. The biomechani
cal cause of muscle imbalance is the constant stress that muscles experience due to 
prolonged postures and repetitive movements. The biomechanical muscle imbalance 
paradigms are covered extensively in texts by Kendall and colleagues (1993) and 
Sahrmann (2002a) and will be mentioned only briefly here. 

Sahrmann suggests that repeated movements or sustained postures can lead to 
adaptations in muscle length, strength, and stiffness; in turn, these adaptations may 
lead to movement impairments. Muscles grow longer or shorter as the number of sar
comeres in series increases or decreases, respectively. These muscle adaptations can 
result from everyday activities that alter the relative participation of synergists and 
antagonists and eventually affect movement patterns. The precision of joint motion 
changes when a particular synergist becomes dominant at the expense of the other 
synergists; this change may lead to abnormal stresses in the joint. For example, if the 
hamstring muscle is dominant and the gluteus muscle is weak, the result may be a 
repeated hamstring strain and a variety of painful hip joint dysfunctions. Hence, careful 
monitoring of the precision of joint motion as indicated by the path of the instantaneous 
center of rotation is imperative to identify the muscles that display dominance. Treat
ment is directed toward restoring the precise joint motion by shortening the longer 
muscles and strengthening the weaker muscles. 

Recently, Bergmark (1989) introduced a classification scheme that divides the 
muscle systems equilibrating the lumbar spine into global and local. Global muscles 
are superficial, fast-twitch muscles. They have a tendency to shorten and tighten. 

7 
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Local muscles, on the other hand, are slow-twitch, deep stabilizers that are prone 
to weakness. Bergmark (1989) described the local system as muscles inserting or 
originating at lumbar vertebrae and the global system as muscles originating on the 
pelvis and ribs. There is some overlap between the two systems, with portions of 
individual muscles exhibiting characteristics of both systems. While mostly structur
ally based, Bergmark's classification scheme also has some functional (neurological) 
components related to motor control, lending itself to the control model of lumbar 
stability (Hodges 2005). 

Neurological Paradigm 
Although Janda is considered the father of the neurological paradigm of muscle imbal
ance, he did also recognize that muscle imbalances may result from biomechanical 
mechanisms (Janda 1978). He felt that muscle imbalance in today's society is com
pounded by a lack of movement through regular physical activity as well as a lack of 
variety of movement, most notably in repetitive movement disorders. 

The neurological approach to muscle imbalance recognizes that muscles are pre
disposed to become imbalanced because of their role in motor function. The neural 
control unit may alter the muscle recruitment strategy to stabilize joints temporarily 
in dysfunction. This change in recruitment alters muscle balance, movement patterns, 
and ultimately the motor program. 

Janda considered muscle imbalance to be an impaired relationship between 
muscles prone to tightness or shortness and muscles prone to inhibition. More spe
cifically, he noted that predominantly static or postural muscles have a tendency to 

tighten. In various movements, they are activated more 
than the muscles that are predominantly dynamic and 
phasic in function, which have a tendency to grow weak 
(Janda 1978). He found these characteristic patterns of 
muscle imbalance in children as young as 8 , noting that 
the pattern does not differ among individuals—rather, 
only the degree of the imbalance differs. Janda believed 
these patterns of muscle imbalance to be systematic and 
predictable because of the innate function of the sensori
motor system (see chapter 2). 

Janda described functional pathology as impaired func
tion of the motor system in the pathogenesis of common 
pain conditions. He noted that all systems in the human 
body function automatically except for the motor system. 
He recognized that muscles are very vulnerable and labile 
structures and believed that muscles, being the most 
exposed part of the neuromuscular system, provide an 
excellent window into the function of the sensorimotor 
system. He often stated that muscles are at a functional 
crossroads because they must respond to stimuli from the 
central nervous system (CNS) as well as react to changes 
in the peripheral joints (see figure 1.2). 

Janda noted how natural reflexes influence muscle balance and function, leading 
to adaptation throughout the body through chain reactions. Recognizing the interac
tion of joint structure, muscle function, and CNS control in function, he believed that 
changes in one system are reflected by adaptive changes elsewhere in the body. Janda 
asserted that many chronic musculoskeletal pain conditions result from defective 

Figure 1.2 Muscles are at 

a functional crossroads be

tween the central nervous 

system (CNS) and the periph 

eral nervous system (PNS). 

CNS 

PNS 

Muscle 
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motor learning that prevents the motor system from properly reacting or adapting 
to different changes within the body. This abnormal recovery of the motor system is 
then reflected in poor mechanical and reflexive motor performance. 

From Janda's viewpoint, chronic musculoskeletal pain and muscle imbalance are a 
functional pathology mediated by the CNS (see figure 1.3). He based his approach on 
his observations that patients with chronic low back pain exhibit the same patterns of 
muscle tightness and weakness that patients with upper motor neuron lesions such as 
cerebral palsy exhibit, albeit to a much smaller degree. Muscle imbalance often begins 
after injury or pathology leads to pain and inflammation. Imbalance may also develop 
insidiously from alterations in proprioceptive input resulting from abnormal joint 
position or motion. These two conditions lead muscles to either tighten (hypertoni-
city) or weaken (inhibition), creating localized muscle imbalance. This imbalance is a 
characteristic response of the motor system to maintain homeostasis. Over time, this 
imbalance becomes centralized in the CNS as a new motor pattern, thus continuing a 
cycle of pain and dysfunction. Janda believed that muscle imbalance is an expression 
of impaired regulation of the neuromuscular system that is manifested as a systemic 
response often involving the whole body. 

Structural pathology Functional pathology 

Figure 1.3 Janda's neurological paradigm of muscle imbalance. 

Janda's neurological paradigm was further strengthened by his findings of minimal 
brain dysfunction in patients with chronic low back pain (Janda 1978). He found a lack 
of coordinated behavior in all areas of function, including psychological (intellectual 
and stress adaptation) as well as neuromuscular (motor and sensory deficits) dys
function. He concluded that the presence of minimal brain dysfunction symptoms in 
80% of patients with chronic low back pain supports the theory of an organic lesion 
of the CNS with maladaptation of the system as a functional pathology (Janda 1978). 
In doing so, he became one of the first to support a biopsychosocial approach to low 
back pain. 

Altered movement patterns and 
adaptive changes 

Muscle imbalance response: 
hypertonicity and inhibition 

Pain and pathology 

• inflammation 

• fatigue and stress 

Altered proprioceptive input 

• abnormal joint motion 
or position 
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Clearly, Janda's approach was influenced by his clinical observations as a neurolo
gist, while Sahrmann's approach suggests a more biomechanical influence. We see 
both types of muscle imbalance clinically. While evaluating patients with muscle imbal
ance, clinicians must be able to determine if the imbalance is due to neurological or 
biomechanical etiology. Table 1.2 compares the two approaches. 

Table 1.2 Comparison of Janda's and Sahrmann's Approaches to Muscle Imbalance 

Basic concept Repeated movements and sustained postures cause tissue 

changes and movement patterns. 

A joint develops a directional susceptibility to movement 

(DSM) in a specific direction. The DSM becomes the cause 

of pain because of the microtrauma caused by stress or 

movement in the specific direction. 

A deviation of the path of instantaneous center of rotation 

(PICR) from the kinesiological standard is the result of 

impairments in the movement system. 

The purpose of the examination is to identify the DSM and 

the contributing factors for diagnosis. 

All structures from both the CNS and the 

musculoskeletal system are interdependent. 

The muscular system is at a functional crossroads 

since it is influenced by stimuli from both systems. 

Proper proprioceptive information is integral to motor 

regulation. 

Etiology of 

imbalance 

Muscles maintained in a lengthened position add 

sarcomeres. This shifts the length-tension curve to the 

right and increases their tension generation capacity 

("stretch weakness"). On the other hand, muscles 

maintained in a shortened position lose sarcomeres and 

become weak and infiltrated with connective tissue. 

The length-tension curve shifts to the left ("active 

insufficiency"). 

Dissociated length-tension changes occur in synergistic 

muscles. One of the synergistic pair becomes short and 

the other maintains a normal length or is excessively 

long. The more dominant muscle becomes short and the 

compensatory motion is often rotation. 

There are characteristic patterns of muscle tightness 

and weakness to pain and pathology at peripheral 

joints. These muscle reactions are not random but are 

consistent throughout the whole muscular system. 

Muscle responses to joint dysfunction are similar to 

those of spastic muscles seen in structural lesions of 

the CNS (e.g., hemiplegia and cerebral palsy). 

Systemic response of the muscular system is due to 

both extrinsic and intrinsic factors.These factors are 

a result of a reflex (neurological) nature as well as a 

result of adaptation due to lifestyle. 

Muscle imbalance is considered as one of the 

perpetuating factors for recurrences and chronic pain 

syndromes. 

Movement 

impairment 

In a multijoint system, movement occurs at the joint with 

least resistance. This is associated with a compensatory site 

of movement. 

The compensatory movement is usually in a specific 

direction at a joint. The stabilizing structures (muscles, 

ligaments, capsule) become more flexible than those at the 

primary joint. 

Muscles prone to tightness are approximately one-

third stronger than those prone to inhibition. 

Tight muscles are readily activated during various 

movements. 

Characteristic patterns of impaired movement 

provide clues to presence of imbalance (six tests). 

Evaluation Evaluation involves identifying all impairments and their 

contributions to the pain syndrome. 

Identifying the mechanical cause is more important than 

identifying the painful tissues in correcting the problem 

and alleviating the pain, unless the tissue degeneration or 

strain is severe. 

Muscle evaluation includes posture analysis, gait 

analysis, muscle length assessment, and movement 

coordination. 

Evaluation of movement patterns is more important 

than evaluating the strength of individual muscles. It 

evaluates the timing (sequencing) of the firing pattern 

and the degree of the activity of the synergists. 

Treatment Address muscular component by shortening long muscles, 

reducing load on weak or long muscles, and supporting 

weakened or strained muscles. 

Utilize specific muscles to train patient to activate specific 

muscles in a precise manner. 

Emphasize correct use of muscles in postural positioning 

activity and functional activity. 

Normalize function of all peripheral structures. 

Restore muscle balance of tight and weak muscles. 

Improve CNS control and programming by increasing 

proprioceptive flow from the periphery and activate 

systems that regulate coordination, posture, and 

equilibrium. 

Improve endurance in coordinated movement 

patterns. 
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Summary 
Functional pathology of the motor system describes impaired function of structures 
rather than damage to structures. Traditionally, clinicians have taken a more struc
tural approach, relying on their knowledge of anatomy and biomechanics in a purely 
orthopedic approach to chronic musculoskeletal pain. In contrast, the functional 
approach recognizes unseen mechanisms related to the function of the neuromuscular 
system. Muscle imbalance is an example of a functional pathology in which opposing 
muscle groups are imbalanced in length or strength, creating abnormal joint func
tion. There are several muscle imbalance paradigms, most notably biomechanical 
and neurological perspectives, each with clear clinical evidence. Dr. Vladimir Janda 
was a pioneer in neurological muscle imbalance leading to chronic musculoskeletal 
pain. He suggested that the nervous system plays a key role in pain pathogenesis 
and maintenance. 
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Janda believed that the joints, muscles, and nervous system are functionally inte
grated, and the premise of his approach to muscle imbalance was the integration 
of the sensory system and the motor system. Janda noted that these two systems, 

while anatomically separate, must function together as one: the sensorimotor system. 
The sensorimotor system is global; it regulates function throughout the body and is 
interconnected. Sensory information is connected to motor response through the CNS 
and peripheral nervous system (PNS). This creates a looped system in which afferent 
information from the environment is processed in the CNS, which then sends efferent 
information back to the motor system; the subsequent motor activity then provides 
more afferent feedback to continue the cycle (see figure 2.1). Because of this intercon-
nectivity, any changes in the sensorimotor system are reflected elsewhere in the system. 

Panjabi (1992a) described a model of spinal stabilization similar to Janda's philoso
phy. Panjabi's model consists of three subsystems: the skeletal system, the muscular 
system, and the CNS. A dysfunction in any component within the subsystem can lead 
to one of three conditions: 

1. Successful compensations from another system, or normal adaptation 

2. Long-term adaptation by one or more subsystems 

3. Injury to one or more components of any subsystem, or pathological adaptation 

This chapter begins by using a computer analogy to describe the software and hard
ware that make up the sensorimotor system and to discuss the input of information 
through sensory receptors, the processing of that information, and the output that 
signals the movement of muscle fibers. Next, the chapter looks at the postural and 
joint stabilizing mechanisms that are the neuromuscular results of the sensorimotor 
system. Then it concludes with a discussion of the role that the sensorimotor system 
plays in joint pathology and the local and global effects of that pathology. 

Sensorimotor Hardware and Software 
Motor control can be described in terms of hardware and software and input and 
output on a computer. Information from various sources (keyboard, mouse, and so on) 
is inputted to the central processing unit (CPU) of the computer, which then processes 
that information with various types of software. Finally, information is outputted via 
the screen or printer. 
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Sensory Receptors 
Sensory input into the CNS is referred to as afferent information. Sherrington (1906) first 
defined proprioception as the sense of position, posture, and movement. Although the 
specialized afferent receptors had not been identified at the time, Sherrington knew 
the human body had some system of information to control movement from proprio
ceptors (Sherrington 1906). Nearly a century later, Lephart and Fu (2000) redefined 
proprioception as the "acquisition of stimuli by peripheral receptors, as well as the 
conversion of these mechanical stimuli to a neural signal that is transmitted along 
afferent pathways to the CNS for processing" (Lephart and Fu 2000, xvii-xix). Note that 
the definition of proprioception does not include the processing or response from 
sensory information, as many clinicians and researchers often mistake when measur
ing proprioception through joint position sense or detection of motion. These two 
measurements are indirect measures of the processing of proprioceptive information 
rather than direct measures of proprioception itself. 

Afferent information sent from sensory receptors plays several roles in creating 
motor responses (Holm, Inhahl, and Solomonow 2002). These include (a) directly trig
gering the reflex response; (b) determining the parameter of programmed, voluntary 
responses; and (c) integrating feedback and feed-forward mechanisms for automatic 
motor output for maintaining balance during standing and walking. 

Cohen and Cohen (1956) described an arthrokinematic reflex in which afferent 
information from joint receptors coordinates the activity of the muscles around the 
joint. Proprioceptive input includes information on position sense from muscle and 
joint afferents as well as information on movement from exteroceptors in the skin 
(Grigg 1994). In the computer analogy, sensory receptors can be considered to be the 
hardware used to input information into the CNS. The hardware structures involved in 
sensory input are specialized afferent receptors that include the mechanoreceptors, 
muscular receptors, and exteroceptors. 

Mechanoreceptors 

Wyke (1967) identified four types of mechanoreceptors in joint capsules. Capsular 
afferents are activated at the limits of motion and provide information on joint 
position. The different types occur in different areas of the joint and demonstrate 
different stimulation thresholds and adaptations to stimuli. Each type provides 
specific afferent information regarding joint position (Grigg 1994). These are sum
marized in table 2.1. 

Wyke and Polacek (1975) noted that all articular mechanoreceptors exhibit 
powerful facilitatory or inhibitory reflexive influence on the muscles involved in 
maintaining gait, posture, and respiration. In particular, type I receptors contribute 

Table 2.1 Articular Mechanoreceptors 

Type 1, Ruffini Superficial layers of 

capsule 

Static and dynamic, low 

threshold, slow adapting 

Stretch, particularly in 

limits of rotation 

Type II, Paciniform Deeper layers of capsule 

and articular fat pads 

Dynamic, low threshold, 

rapid adapting 

Compression 

Type III, Golgi tendon organ Joint ligaments Dynamic, high threshold, 

slow adapting 

Active tension (not 

passive tension) 

Type IV, free nerve endings Fibrous capsule and fat 

pads 

Nociceptive, high 

threshold, nonadapting 

Pain and inflammation 

(not directional) 
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significantly to postural and kinesthetic sensations. Wyke and Polacek went on to 
note that damage to mechanoreceptors caused by disease or trauma results in 
reflexive abnormalities in posture and movement as well as disrupts postural and 
joint position awareness. 

Muscular Receptors 

There are two types of muscular receptors that provide proprioceptive information: 
muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs (GTOs). Muscle spindles (intrafusal fibers) 
are located within the muscles and run parallel to the muscle fibers (extrafusal fibers). 
Muscle spindles detect the length and the rate of change of the extrafusal fibers, thus 
providing information for conscious perception of limb position and movement (Fitz-
patrick, Rogers, and McCloskey 1994). GTO receptors are located within the tendons 
of muscles as well as within their fascial coverings. These receptors are sensitive to 
muscle contraction. 

Exteroceptors 

Specialized receptors in the skin that sense touch are referred to as exteroceptors. 
These receptors provide proprioceptive information on movement as the skin is 
stretched at various points along the ROM (Grigg 1994). For example, if the knee 
is fully extended, the skin behind the knee becomes taut, signaling knee extension. 
Other receptors in the skin such as thermoreceptors and pain receptors provide affer
ent information though not proprioceptive information per se. These receptors do, 
however, generate signals that stimulate the motor responses of the flexor reflex and 
crossed extensor reflex. These reflexes are also called withdrawal reflexes since they 
create a reflexive motor reaction to remove a body part from a dangerous stimulus. 
They are spinal-level reflexes designed to protect the body from nociceptive stimuli 
such as heat or pain. 

During both of these withdrawal reflexes, the flexors of the extremity are activated 
while the extensors are relaxed. In the flexor reflex, only the involved side is active, 
while the crossed extensor reflex involves both limbs. The crossed extensor reflex 
flexes the involved limb and relaxes the extensors while concomitantly extending 
the opposite limb and relaxing the flexors. An example of this reflex is the reaction to 
stepping on a tack; the hip and knee on the involved side flex while the contralateral 
extensors activate to support the limb. 

Key Areas of Proprioception 
Articular receptors contribute significantly to postural reflexes, joint stabilization, 
and motor control (Freeman and Wyke 1966, 1967a). Three key areas of propriocep
tive input for the maintenance of posture are the sole of the foot, the SI joint, and the 
cervical spine. 

Sole of the Foot 

Afferent input from the sole of the foot affects postural awareness (Kavounaodias 
et al. 2001; Roll, Kavounoudias, and Roll 2002). Cutaneous reflexes from the foot are 
important to posture and gait (Aniss, Gandevia, and Burke 1992; Freeman and Wyke 
1966; Haridas, Zehr, and Misiaszek 2005; Horak, Nashner, and Diener 1990; Knikou, Kay, 
and Schmit 2007; Meyer, Oddsson, and De Luca 2004; Sayenko et al. 2007). Lower-limb 
afferents alone provide enough information to maintain upright stance and are critical 
in perceiving postural sway (Fitzpatrick, Rogers, and McCloskey 1994; Fitzpatrick and 
McCloskey 1994; Tropp and Odenrick 1988). In addition, movement discrimination 
in the ankle is better barefoot when compared with wearing shoes (Waddington and 
Adams 2003b). Stimulation of the sole of the foot improves kinesthesia and postural 
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sway (Maki et al. 1999; Watanabe and Okubo 1981; Waddington 2003). Altered feedback 
from cutaneous receptors alters gait and patterns of muscle activation (Freeman and 
Wyke 1967a; Nurse and Nigg 2001). Visual input often substitutes for a loss of plantar 
sensory information in healthy patients (Meyer, Oddsson, and De Luca 2004; McKeon 
and Hertel 2007) and lumbar discectomy patients (Bouche et al. 2006). 

The position and posture of the foot and ankle may also play an important role in 
proprioceptive input. Individuals with supinated or pronated feet exhibit less postural 
control than people with neutral feet exhibit (Tsai et al. 2006). Also, Hertel, Gay, and 
Denegar (2002) showed increased postural sway in subjects with cavus feet compared 
with subjects with neutral feet. This increase is likely due to the hypomobility of a 
supinated foot or the decreased afferent sensory input resulting from reduced plantar 
contact. 

Sacroiliac Joint 

Lumbar proprioception is needed for proper gait (Fukushima and Hinoki 1984). The 
SI joint helps transmit forces between the lower extremity and the trunk. Vilensky 
and colleagues (2002) showed that proprioceptive input from the mechanoreceptors 
in the SI joint is important for maintaining upright posture. Because of its influence 
in proprioception, gait, and posture, the SI joint is often a source of dysfunction in 
patients with chronic low back pain. Although the SI joint itself is arguably hypomo-
bile, proprioceptive dysfunction may well be the main factor in SI joint dysfunction. 

Cervical Spine 

Cervical spine afferents from cervical facets contribute to postural stability (Abrahams 
1977) and play a role in cervical pain (McLain 1994). In infants, primitive reflexes 
related to the position of the neck, such as the tonic neck reflexes, directly influence 
the position of the trunk, as is demonstrated in stereotypical patterns. Also, patients 
with chronic cervical dysfunction often exhibit balance deficits (Karlberg, Persson, 
and Magnusson 1995; Madeleine et al. 2004; McPartland, Brodeur, and Hallgren 1997; 
Sjostrom et al. 2003; Treleaven, Jull, and Sterling 2003, 2005). 

Proprioceptive information travels upward in the spinal cord along specific tracts 
that depend on the type of information being transmitted. Unfortunately, there is no way 
to measure isolated proprioceptive input. Current methods to evaluate proprioception 
involve conscious awareness and include joint position sense and time to detect pas
sive movement (TTDPM). Other indirect methods of studying proprioception include 
measuring reflexive latency using electromyography (EMG), postural stability, and 
somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEPs). Proprioception from several areas has been 
investigated with SSEPs. Tibone, Fechter, and Kao (1997) found that shoulder ligaments 
and tendons produce similar SSEPs, while articular cartilage and the humeral head 
do not produce SSEPs. The ACL demonstrates SSEPs (Pitman et al. 1992) that can be 
restored after ACL rupture through ACL reconstruction (Ochi et al. 2002). 

Conscious proprioception travels up the dorsolateral tracts, while unconscious 
proprioception travels at much higher velocities along the spinocerebellar tract. 
Regardless of the tract used, specific proprioceptive information terminates at various 
levels within the CNS for processing. 

Central Processing 
The software involved in motor control includes information from several levels. In the 
computer analogy, the background operating system is the collection of basic move
ment patterns that humans are born with for motor control. These include primitive 
reflexes and balance and righting reactions. Programs that run on the operating system 
are the functional movements and skills needed for daily life. 
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The sensorimotor system is controlled on three levels: the spinal, subcortical, 
and cortical levels (see table 2.2). The processing at the three levels differs in speed, 
control, and awareness. 

Spinal Fastest Involuntary Unconscious 

Subcortical Intermediate Automatic Subconscious 

Cortical Slowest Greatest Conscious 

Muscle spindle 

Quadriceps 
femoris 

Spinal Level 

Control at the spinal level involves isolated spinal cord reflexes that are influenced 
directly by afferent information from joint receptors. These reflexes are very fast, 
involuntary, and unconscious and are coordinated between agonist and antagonist 
muscles. Sherrington (1906) identified this coordination as the law of reciprocal inhi
bition: When an agonist contracts, its antagonist automatically relaxes. 

An example of this law is the stretch reflex, com
monly seen as the knee jerk resulting from a patel
lar tendon tap. Figure 2.2 shows how the patellar 
tendon tap elongates the quadriceps fibers, 
sending afferent signals via muscle spindle affer-
ents. These signals are then processed within the 
spinal cord segment to facilitate the quadriceps to 
restore tendon length (shorten) and at the same 
time inhibit the antagonist hamstrings to allow for 
knee extension. This inhibition occurs through an 
inhibitory interneuron within the spinal cord and 
is referred to as reciprocal inhibition. 

The opposite of the spinal-level muscle spindle 
reflex is the GTO reflex. When GTO receptors 
become stretched, their afferent signals inhibit 
the motor neuron innervating the agonist while 
facilitating the motor neuron of the antagonist. Therefore, this reflex is also known as 
an autogenic inhibitory reflex. In this situation, overstretched muscle reflexively relaxes 
in order to avoid injury. 

Subcortical Level 

The next level of neuromuscular control is the subcortical level. This level, which 
includes the brain stem, thalamus, hypothalamus, vestibular system, and cerebellum, 
is responsible for equilibrium as well as for automatic postural, righting, and balance 
reactions. The thalamus is an important relay station for information passing through 
the CNS. This region gives meaning to perceptions and is involved in temperature sen
sation through the spinothalamic tract. The vestibular system plays a critical role in 
maintaining upright posture through its intricate arrangement of semicircular canals. 
These canals are oriented in three planes and allow for the sensation of head position. 
The cerebellum is involved in coordinating movement as well as equilibrium. 

The subcortical region involves multiple levels of activation rather than isolated 
segmental reflexes, although its responses are subconscious and automatic. Propriocep
tive information can pass through the subcortical area via the spinocerebellar tracts 
or proceed directly into the cortical level via dorsolateral tracts. 

Spinal cord 

la inhibitory 
interneuron 

Motor neuron 

Figure 2.2 Neural circuits of the stretch reflex. 

Repr inted, by permission, from R.M. Enoka, 2008, Neuromechanics of human 

movement, 4th ed . (Champaign, IL: H u m a n Kinetics), 262. 
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Cortical Level 

The highest level of neuromuscular control is the cortical level. The cortex allows 
us to initiate and control complex and voluntary movements. The cortical region is 
the phylogenetically youngest portion of the CNS and is probably the most fragile 
component of the system. The cortical level is the summation of processing from 
the lower-level input. Conscious motor control at the cortical level is slowest but 
most variable. This also provides the ability to improve conscious motor control 
with training. 

The three key regions of the cortex are the primary motor cortex, premotor area, 
and supplemental motor area. The primary motor cortex receives proprioceptive 
information, the premotor area organizes and prepares movement, and the supple
mental motor area programs groups of muscles for complex movements. 

Feedback and feed-forward mechanisms are also controlled centrally. These two 
mechanisms are vital for motor learning and motor control to maintain posture and 
joint stability. Both feedback and feed-forward mechanisms rely on afferent informa
tion, but they differ in their regulation related to sensory detection of movement. 
Feedback mechanisms regulate motor control by correcting movement after sensory 
detection. They use closed reflex loops of mechanoreceptors and muscles across 
joints such as the shoulder (Guanche et al. 1995), lumbar spine (Solomonow et al. 
1998), and knee (Tsuda et al. 2001). Cutaneous receptors in the foot connect directly 
to motor neurons controlling the ankle joint (Aniss, Gandevia, and Burke 1992). 

Open-loop feed-forward mechanisms anticipate movement before sensory detec
tion, in particular providing postural stabilization before limb movement in both the 
neck (Falla, Jull, and Hodges 2004) and the trunk (Hodges and Richardson 1997a, 
1997b). Feed-forward function usually is quantified as EMG onset longer than 20 ms 
before motion (Aruin and Latash 1995; Hodges and Richardson 1997b). 

Motor Output 
The hardware for motor control output includes the alpha and gamma motor neurons 
innervating muscle fibers. Alpha motor neurons relay voluntary motor commands, 
while gamma motor neurons regulate unconscious length. The gamma motor neurons 
are controlled by the intrafusal muscle spindle afferents and are not responsible for 
extrafusal muscle contraction. 

Motor units are groups of muscle fibers innervated by a single motor neuron. 
Motor units with larger numbers of muscle fibers are responsible for gross move
ments and often are located in proximal postural muscles. Motor units with smaller 
numbers of muscle fibers are involved in fine movements. Descending signals that 
initiate muscle action are modified by the sensory input from proprioceptive nerve 
endings (Holm, Inhahl, and Solomonow 2002). Proprioceptive feedback is essential 
to proper recruitment to specific fiber types (Drury 2000). Generally muscle fibers 
are classified into two types based on their contraction times and metabolism: slow-
twitch (Type I) fibers and fast-twitch (Type II) fibers. Type I or slow-twitch fibers 
are aerobic and fatigue resistant, while Type II or fast-twitch fibers are anaerobic 
and fatigable. 

Efferent signals to muscle fibers are either facilitatory or inhibitory Both facilita-
tory and inhibitory signals are summated to determine the ultimate efferent response 
of facilitation or inhibition. Muscle contracts when it reaches an activation threshold 
as a result of alpha motor neuron signaling at the motor end plate. All fibers within 
a motor unit either contract or relax as a result of an efferent signal. This phenom
enon is known as the all or none principle. As mentioned earlier, when a motor unit 
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is facilitated the antagonist receives an inhibitory signal to relax, as described by 
Sherrington's law of reciprocal inhibition. Table 2.3 summarizes the structural and 
functional components of the sensorimotor system. 

Table 2.3 Structural and Functional Components of the Sensorimotor System 

Mechanoreceptors Spinal tracts Peripheral nerves (alpha and gamma 

Muscular receptors Subcortical (brain stem) motor neurons) 

Exteroceptors Cortical Muscle 

Neuromuscular Aspects of Postural Stability 
and Joint Stabilization 

The commonly used term neuromuscular refers to the interdepen
dence of the sensory and motor systems, especially regarding the 
effects of the CNS on the muscular system, which controls the 
skeletal system. Muscles often act as movers as well as stabilizers 
during functional movement; therefore, neuromuscular control can 
be defined as the unconscious activation of muscular stabilizers to 
prepare for and respond to joint movement and loading for func
tional joint stability (Riemann and Lephart 2002a). These stabilizing 
mechanisms occur both globally through postural stabilization 
and locally through functional joint stabilization. 

Postural Stabilization 
Postural stability (commonly referred to as balance) is defined 
as the ability of the body to maintain its center of gravity (COG) 
within its base of support (BOS) within the limits of stability (LOS). 
This arrangement is referred to as an inverted cone (see figure 2.3). 
When the COG is aligned within the BOS, the body is stable; as the 
COG and BOS lose alignment, postural stability decreases. 

Postural stability is the result of the input, processing, and output 
of information from the PNS and CNS. In particular, the informa
tion involved in postural stability includes visual, vestibular, and 
somatosensory information. The visual system provides informa
tion on the surrounding environment and the relationship of the 
eyes to the horizon. The vestibular system provides information on 
head and body position as well as provides feedback from a moving 
BOS. Somatosensation encompasses all input from the periphery, 
including proprioception, thermoreception, and pain. Attention and 
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Figure 2.3 The inverted cone of postural 

stability. 
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Figure 2.4 The postural stability loop. 

Figure 2.5 Balance strategies: (a) ankle, (b) hip, and 

(c) step. 

cognition can also affect postural stability (Shumway-
Cook and Woolacott 2000; Shumway-Cook et al. 1997). 
Because postural stability requires cognitive resources 
to process somatosensory input, any additional pro
cess that uses those resources can reduce a person's 
ability to maintain postural stability. All of this informa
tion is evaluated and processed in the CNS to create the 
necessary motor output commands to maintain pos
tural stability. This entire process occurs constantly 
and automatically in a loop (figure 2.4). 

The responses of the motor system to maintain 
postural stability are known as automatic postural 
responses (APRs; Cordo and Nashner 1982; Horak and 
Nashner 1986). These responses are mediated on a 
subcortical level, mainly in the cerebellum. They occur 
on the subconscious level before voluntary movement 
and are not modifiable by conscious effort (Cordo and 
Nasnher 1982). These automatic postural reactions are 
divided into three characteristic balance strategies: 
the ankle, hip, and step strategies (Horak and Nashner 
1986). These three strategies are activated progres
sively to restore the alignment of the COG and BOS. 

• Ankle Strategy (figure 2.5a). The ankle plays a 
central role in postural correction (Tropp and Oden-
rick 1988). Small changes to the COG are corrected 
through the ankle to reposition the COG over the BOS. 
This strategy commonly occurs when a person stands 
on altered support surfaces such as foam pads. The 
correction occurs distally to proximally while the head 
and hips move synchronously. This response is also 
known as an inverted pendulum. 

• Hip Strategy (figure 2.5b). Larger changes to the 
COG are corrected through a multisegmental stra
tegy at the hips. The correction occurs proximally to 
distally as the head and hips move asynchronously. 
This strategy is used when standing on small support 
surfaces. 

• Step Strategy (figure 2.5c). When unable to reposi
tion the COG with the ankle or hip strategy, the body 
repositions the BOS under the COG by taking a step. 

Through EMG analysis, Horak and Nashner (1986) quantified the stereotypical, 
specific, and directional responses to weight-shift perturbations at the ankle. These 
responses have very short latencies, occurring between 73 and 110 ms after pertur
bation (Horak and Nashner 1986). This indicates that these responses occur on an 
automatic rather than voluntary level. The body responds to an anterior weight shift 
(AWS) with a characteristic pattern of dorsal muscle activation that begins with the 
distal gastrocnemius muscle, which is followed by the hamstrings and the lumbar 
paravertebrals. The posterior weight shift (PWS) is countered by a ventral muscle 
response that begins distally with the tibialis anterior and then involves the quad
riceps and finally the abdominal muscles. Therefore, the muscle group opposite the 
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direction of the weight shift or perturbation is responsible for maintaining postural 
stability. A medial weight shift (MWS) activates lateral muscles for stabilization, while 
a lateral weight shift (LWS) activates medial muscles. Table 2.4 summarizes these pat
terns of automatic muscle activation. These directional weight shifts can be measured 
objectively using computerized posturography and can be quantified as postural sway, 
which is the deviation of the COG within the BOS. 

Table 2.4 Muscle Activation in Response to Weight Shifts 

Anterior Gastrocnemius, hamstrings, lumbar paravertebrals 

Posterior Tibialis anterior, quadriceps, abdominal muscles 

Medial Peroneals, lateral hamstrings, hip abductors 

Lateral Tibialis posterior, medial hamstrings, hip adductors 

Horak, Nashner, and Diener (1990) reported that subjects with vestibular deficits 
use less hip strategy, while subjects with somatosensory deficits use more hip strategy. 
Injury, as well as the natural aging process, can alter normal APR patterns. Patients 
with musculoskeletal injury exhibit different postural patterns. Researchers have 
reported that subjects with functional ankle instability (Tropp and Odenrick 1988) 
or chronic low back pain (Byl and Sinnott 1991) demonstrate an increase in the hip 
strategy (rather than the ankle strategy) to maintain postural stability. Researchers 
have also found that older adults use the hip strategy more than younger subjects 
do (Okada et al. 2001). Woolacott (1986) reported that up to 50% of older adults have 
lost the ankle strategy or reverse the order of the balance reactions to begin with 
the step strategy. 

Researchers have also recorded a reflexive activation of muscles that helps the 
body maintain postural stability when moving the limbs. Aruin and Latash (1995) 
demonstrated through EMG analysis that perturbing the COG with arm movement 
activates a feed-forward mechanism involving the superficial postural muscles to main
tain stability in the opposite direction of the arm movement; thus these researchers 
noted a direction-specific response. In contrast, Hodges and Richardson (1997a, 1997b) 
demonstrated that in response to limb movement, the deeper transversus abdominis 
functions as a feed-forward postural stabilizer regardless of movement direction. 
Other trunk muscles (such as the obliques, multifidus, and rectus abdominis) vary 
in activation specific to the direction of the extremity motion, being activated in the 
opposite direction of motion. 

Functional Joint Stabilization 
Balance of agonists and antagonists is necessary to aid ligaments in providing joint 
stability and to equalize pressure distribution at the articular surface (Baratta et al. 
1988). Joint stability results from both static and dynamic mechanisms. Static stability 
comes from passive structures such as bony congruity, ligaments, and joint capsules. 
Dynamic stability is created by muscular contraction and is referred to as functional 
joint stabilization. Cholewicki, Panjabi, and Khachatryan (1997) demonstrated a co-
contraction of the trunk flexors and extensors around a neutral spine in healthy indi
viduals. Locally, neuromuscular control of the sensorimotor system is responsible for 
functional joint stabilization. 
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Functional joint stabilization relies on the same automatic mechanisms that global 
stabilization uses to stabilize localized joints throughout the body. Often stabilization is 
required before movement, as is seen in the concept of proximal stability before distal 
mobility Proprioceptive information is critical to functional stability and often relies 
on the feedback and feed-forward mechanisms described previously. Proprioceptive 
deficits can predict ankle injury (Payne, Berg et al. 1997). Functional joint stabiliza
tion is an automatic, fast, and unconscious process rather than a slow, deliberate, and 
voluntary action. 

Closed-loop reflexes have been implicated in the functional stabilization of several 
joints, including the shoulder rotator cuff and glenohumeral ligaments (Guanche et al. 
1995) and the knee stabilized by the ACL, quadriceps, and hamstrings (Solomonow 
et al. 1987; Tsuda et al. 2001). Muscles around the knee have been shown to stabilize 
joints reflexively in response to both perturbation (Buchanan, Kim, and Lloyd 1996) 
and electrical stimulation (Kim et al. 1995) of the collateral ligaments. Buchanan, Kim, 
and Lloyd (1996) demonstrated that perturbations at the knee evoke characteristic and 
predictable automatic responses of stabilizing muscles; these responses are indepen
dent of the muscles' roles as flexors or extensors. Mechanoreceptors of the sole of the 
foot have reflexive connections with muscles surrounding the ankle (Aniss, Gandevia, 
and Burke 1992; Nakajima et al. 2006). Stimulation of plantar cutaneous afferents at 
the heel elicits a reflex contraction of the soleus, which may help to control balance 
(Sayenko et al. 2007). 

The transversus abdominis contracts to maintain intra-abdominal pressure during 
trunk movement and stabilization (Cresswell, Grundstrom, and Thorstensson 2002). 
Holm, Inhahl, and Solomonow (2002) reported that stimulation of lumbar afferents from 
the discs, capsules, and ligaments activates the multifidus and longissimus muscles 1 to 
2 levels above and below the stimulated segments for reflexive stabilization. Similarly, 
Solomonow and colleagues (1998) showed that stress to the lumbar supraspinous liga
ment causes the multifidus muscle to stiffen from 1 to 3 lumbar segments away from 
the stimulation in order to prevent instability. 

Fatigue may play an important role in proprioception. Janda believed that fatigue 
impedes feedback from the muscle spindle, thus affecting proprioception and posture. 
Lee and coworkers (2003) noted that muscle mechanoreceptors are responsible for 
decreased proprioception after fatigue. While some researchers have shown that 
muscle fatigue affects proprioception in the shoulder (Lee et al. 2003; Myers et al. 1999) 
and the trunk extensors (Vuillerme, Anziani, and Rougier 2007), others have shown 
little effect of fatigue on proprioception in the knee (Bayramoglu, Toprak, and Sozay 
2007) and ankle (Shields, Madhavan, and Cole 2005). 

Only 25% of a maximum voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC) is needed to provide 
articular joint stiffness (Hoffer and Andreassen 1981), and as little as 1% to 3% MVIC is 
required in the lumbar spine (Cholewicki, Panjabi, and Khachatryan 1997); therefore, 
absolute muscle strength is not the most important variable in pathology or rehabili
tation of functional instability. Instead, the proper timing and automatic activation of 
dynamic stabilizers are more important than strength for functional stability, a finding 
that redirects our focus from strength to reflexive activation in both evaluation and 
treatment of chronic instability. 

Pathology in Proprioception 
The sensory system is the key to proper function of the motor system. Kurtz (1939) 
was the first to describe joint instability caused by proprioceptive dysfunction rather 
than ligamentous laxity. Freeman, Dean, and Hanham (1965) first described functional 
instability as a repetitive joint instability in the presence of normal strength and 
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structure. They postulated that this instability was due to deafferentation, or the loss 
of afferent information into the CNS because of damage to joint mechanoreceptors in 
the injured ankle ligaments. 

Tropp (2002) updated the definition of functional instability as a sensation of insta
bility or recurrent sprains (or both) due to proprioceptive and neuromuscular deficits. 
Clinically, we see functional instability in diagnoses such as chronic sprain, microin-
stability, or chronic subluxation. Functional instability likely is present in patients with 
chronic pain in the ankle, shoulder, knee, back, and neck. 

O'Connor and colleagues (1992) used an animal model to demonstrate the impor
tance of afferent proprioceptive information in maintaining joint integrity. They 
evaluated the amount of knee joint degeneration in three groups of dogs: afferent 
denervation but ligamentous intact, ACL deficient (ACL-D), and ACL-D with denervation. 
The investigators noted no arthritic change in the denervated group, some changes 
in the ACL-D group, and significant arthritis in the unstable and denervated group. 
They concluded that the dogs in the denervated group were able to adapt their move
ment strategies and minimize stress and damage, whereas dogs in the unstable group 
experienced joint damage, particularly with the loss of afferent input. They termed 
this process neurogenic acceleration of osteoarthrosis (O'Connor et al. 1992). Barrett, 
Cobb, and Bentley (1991) noted that reduced proprioception in older adults may be 
responsible for the initiation or advancement of knee degeneration. 

Proprioceptive deficits can create dysfunction throughout the sensorimotor system. 
Wojtys and Huston (1994) suggested that a lack of proprioception delays the protec
tive muscular responses of reflexive joint stabilization. SSEPs that indirectly measure 
proprioception have shown abnormal levels in patients with knee instability (Pitman 
et al. 1992) and shoulder instability (Tibone, Fechter, and Kao 2002) compared with 
individuals without instability 

Ultimately, proprioceptive deficits lead to both local and global dysfunction. Insuf
ficient or improper afferent information affects CNS processing, which in turn affects 
motor output and joint function. Therefore, clinicians must consider the whole body 
in sensorimotor dysfunction rather than focus on localized symptoms. Both muscle 
activation and balance strategies can change with joint pathology, suggesting both 
local and global effects. 

Local Effects 
Patients with low back pain (Gill and Callaghan 1998; Parkhurst and Burnett 1994; 
Taimela, Kankaanpaa, and Luoto 1999) and chronic neck pain (Heikkila and Astrom 
1996; Revel et al. 1994) exhibit decreased proprioception. Joint effusion commonly 
causes reflexive inhibition of local muscles at the knee (Morrissey 1989; Stokes and 
Young 1984) and ankle (Hopkins and Palmieri 2004), likely through spinal reflex path
ways (lies, Stokes, and Young 1990). The degree of muscle inhibition is related to the 
amount of joint damage (Hurley 1997). Muscle atrophy has also been found in the 
suboccipitals of patients with chronic neck pain (McPartland, Brodeur, and Hallgren 
1997), in the multifidus of patients with chronic low back pain (Hides et al. 1994), 
and in the vastus medialis of patients with ACL injuries (Edstrom 1970). Because this 
atrophy persists after the acute pain and injury, selective atrophy of Type II muscle 
fibers probably results from instability rather than pain (Edstrom 1970). Joint damage 
decreases the excitability of the alpha motor neuron (Hurley 1997), even when pain 
is not present (Shakespeare et al. 1985), implying that afferent information may play 
a more important role than pain in inhibition. 

Changes in local muscle firing patterns have been found in many chronic musculo
skeletal pathologies, suggesting a sensorimotor dysfunction. For example, patients 
with shoulder impingement demonstrate delayed activation of the lower trapezius 
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(Cools et al. 2003), subscapularis (Hess et al. 2005), and serratus anterior (Wadsworth 
and Bullock-Saxton 1997). Chu and colleagues (2003) demonstrated unbalanced 
muscle activation after elongating the ACL. They found increases in quadriceps EMG 
but no change in hamstring activation. Voight and Weider (1991) found a reversal in 
the normal firing pattern of the extensor mechanism in patients with anterior knee 
pain. Compared with pain-free subjects, patients with anterior knee pain had a faster 
onset of the vastus lateralis and a delayed onset of the vastus medialis. Patients with 
functional ankle instability demonstrate arthrogenic inhibition and prolonged reac
tion times of the peroneals (Konradsen and Ravn 1990; McVey et al. 2005; Santilli et al. 
2005). Similarly, patients with chronic low back pain exhibit poor postural control and 
altered muscle responses (Oddson et al. 1999; Newcomer et al. 2002; Radebold et al. 
2000; Taimela et al. 1993; Wilder et al. 1996). Other researchers have demonstrated 
delayed activation of the trunk muscles (particularly the transversus abdominis) in 
patients with chronic low back pain (Hodges and Richardson 1998; Radebold et al. 
2001) and groin pain (Cowan et al. 2004). 

Global Effects 
Global effects of joint pathology are being discovered now, suggesting the entire motor 
system compensates for a loss of local stabilization through altered movement pat
terns. Proximal hip weakness has been implicated in female patients with anterior knee 
pain (Ireland et al. 2003). Bullock-Saxton (1994) found both local and global changes in 
patients with unilateral ankle sprains, noting local decreases in vibratory sensation at 
the ankle and significant alterations in proximal hip muscle recruitment. Hip weakness 
is also associated with functional ankle instability (Friel et al. 2006). Global postural 
stability deficits have been associated with ankle instability (Bullock-Saxton 1995; 
Cornwall and Murrell 1991; Goldie, Evans, and Bach 1994; Lentell, Katzman, and Walters 
1990; Perrin et al. 1997; Ryan 1994; Tropp and Odenrick 1988; Wikstrom et al. 2007), 
knee instability (Zatterstrom et al. 1994), knee osteoarthritis (Hassan, Mockett, and 
Doherty 2001; Wegener, Kisner, and Nichols 1997), chronic neck pain (Karlberg, Persson, 
and Magnusson 1995; McPartland, Brodeur, and Hallgren 1995; Sjostrom et al. 2003), 
and chronic low back pain (Alexander and Lapier 1998; Byl and Sinnott 1991; Luoto 
et al. 1998; Mientjes and Frank 1999; Radebold et al. 2001). McPartland, Brodeur, and 
Hallgren (1997) concluded that reduced proprioceptive input from atrophied muscles 
results in chronic pain and poor postural stability because of a lack of proprioceptive 
inhibition of nociceptors at the dorsal horn in the spinal cord. 

Higher motor system functions compensate for functional instability. Edgerton and 
colleagues (1996) proposed that decreased muscle recruitment (such as inhibited 
muscle) can result in increased recruitment from compensating motor neuron pools, 
possibly leading to further injury. Patients with ACL deficiency (Alkjaer et al. 2002; 
Chmielewski, Hurd, and Snyder-Mackler 2005; Gauffin and Tropp 1992; McNair and 
Marshall 1994), chronic back pain (Byl and Sinnott 1991), or ankle instability (Beckman 
and Buchanan 1995; Bullock-Saxton et al. 1994; Brunt et al. 1992; Delahunt, Monaghan, 
and Caulfield 2006; Monaghan, Delahunt, and Caulfield 2006; Tropp and Odenrick 1988) 
exhibit altered muscle activation and movement patterns in areas remote from the 
primary pathology. Delahunt, Monaghan, and Caulfield (2006) reported that patients 
with functional ankle instability exhibit altered kinematics during gait that are most 
likely due to compensatory changes in the feed-forward control of the motor program. 

Compensatory movements for pain or dysfunction eventually become ingrained 
in the motor cortex, essentially reprogramming normal movement patterns. Some 
individuals with chronic instability such as ACL deficiency compensate well for their 
physical and functional limitations globally through the sensorimotor system; such 
patients are known as copers. ACL-D copers exhibit different patterns of muscle activa
tion than noncopers exhibit (Alkjaer et al. 2002; Alkjaer et al. 2003; Chmielewski, Hurd, 
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and Snyder-Mackler 2005). Copers exhibit increased co-contraction of the hamstrings 
and quadriceps during functional activities, while noncopers exhibit a decreased knee 
extension moment to reduce anterior shear. Therefore, global compensatory copers 
change their muscle firing patterns, while local compensatory noncopers change their 
biomechanics around the joint. 

An interesting finding in some chronic musculoskeletal pathology is bilateral dys
function in unilateral injury (Bullock-Saxton, Janda, and Bullock 1994; Cools et al. 
2003; Roe et al. 2000; Wadsworth and Bullock-Saxton 1997; Wojtys and Hutson 1994). 
Bullock-Saxton, Janda, and Bullock (1994) found that subjects with chronic ankle sprain 
exhibit altered muscle activation patterns on both the injured and the uninjured sides. 
This supports the view that chronic pain is mediated by the CNS and suggests that 
clinicians should remember to consider the areas beyond the pain when addressing 
chronic joint pain. 

Further evidence of the whole-body influence of the sensorimotor system is seen 
in studies of the crossover training effect. Unilateral strength training has been shown 
to increase neural activity and strength in the contralateral extremity by 10% to 30%, 
suggesting a strong CNS influence on the muscular system (Evetovich et al. 2001; Housh 
and Housh 1993; Moore 1975; Moritani and deVries 1979; Pink 1981; Ray and Mark 1995; 
Uh et al. 2000). Also, eccentric training of agonist muscles has been shown to increase 
strength in antagonists by 16% to 31% (Singh and Karpovich 1967). 

Summary 
The sensorimotor system is a complex integration of afferent and efferent information. 
Specialized receptors provide proprioceptive information that is processed at multiple 
levels. Efferent output provides stabilization globally through postural stability or 
locally through functional joint stabilization. Proprioception undoubtedly plays a key 
role in functional stabilization. The role of the sensorimotor system in pathology is 
well established. Clinicians addressing chronic pathology should remember to evalu
ate and treat the entire system. 
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CHAIN REACTIONS 

In patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain, the source of the pain is rarely the 
actual cause of the pain. In fact, Czech physician Karel Lewit noted, "He who treats 
the site of pain is often lost." Lewit's colleague Vladimir Janda conceptualized of 

musculoskeletal pathology as a chain reaction. He was a strong proponent of looking 
elsewhere for the source of pain syndromes, often finding symptoms distant from the 
site of the primary complaint. 

Janda noted that due to the interactions of the skeletal system, muscular system, and 
CNS (described in chapter 1), dysfunction of any joint or muscle is reflected in the quality 
and function of others, not just locally but also globally. Janda recognized that muscle and 
fascia are common to several joint segments; therefore, movement and musculoskeletal 
pathology are never isolated. He often spoke of muscle slings, groups of functionally inter
related muscles. Because muscles must disperse load among joints and provide proximal 
stabilization for distal movements, no movement is truly isolated. For example, trunk 
muscle stabilizers are activated before movement of upper or lower limbs begins (Hodges 
and Richardson 1997a, 1997b); therefore, it might be possible that shoulder pathology is 
related to trunk stabilization or trunk pathology is related to shoulder movement. 

The human body possesses the biomechanical characteristic of tensegrity defined 
as the inherent stability of structures based on synergy between tension and com
pression forces. This means that the structure of the body provides it with inherent 
stability as it rearranges itself in response to changes in load. Increased tension in 
one area is accompanied by a change in tension in another, allowing constant stability 
with changing structure. For example, the body can change from standing to squatting 
while maintaining stability of the lumbar spine by increasing tension around the trunk. 

Janda also acknowledged the importance of the entire sensorimotor system as a neu
rological chain (as suggested in chapter 2), noting that pathology in the sensorimotor 
system is reflected by adaptive changes elsewhere in the system. Further, Janda recog
nized two distinct systems of muscles that are linked neurodevelopmentally, the phasic 
and tonic systems. This recognition eventually led to his muscle imbalance paradigm. 

In general, chain reactions can be classified as articular, muscular, or neurological; 
however, remember that no system functions independently. The type of chain reac
tion that develops depends on the functional demands, and its success depends on 
the interaction of these three systems (table 3.1). Pathology within a primary chain 
may be linked to dysfunction in a secondary chain, or vice versa. 

Table 3.1 Interactions of Three Systems for Chain Reactions 

Articular Muscular Postural 
Neurological Kinetic 

Muscular Articular Synergists 
Neurological Muscle slings 

Myofascial chains 

Neurological Articular Primitive reflexive chains 
Muscular Sensorimotor system 

Neurodevelopmental locomotor chains 
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This chapter reviews the three types of chains, beginning with articular chains. The 
articular chains maintain posture and movement throughout the skeletal system. Next, 
the chapter describes the muscular chains, which provide movement and stabiliza
tion through muscular synergists, slings, and fascial chains. Finally, it explains how 
neurological chains provide movement control through protective reflexes, neuro-
developmental motor progression, and the sensorimotor system. Collectively, these 
three chains form a neuromusculoskeletal model of functional movement. 

Articular Chains 
Articular chains result from the biomechanical interactions of different joints through
out a movement pattern. There are two types of articular chains: postural and kinetic. 

Postural Chains 
Postural chains are the position of one joint in relation to another when the body is 
in an upright posture. Postural chains influence positioning and movement through 
structural and functional mechanisms. Structural mechanisms describe the influence 
of static skeletal positioning on adjacent structures, while functional mechanisms 
describe the dynamic influence that the position of keystone structures (the pelvis 
and scapulae) has on muscles attaching to those structures. Structural chains are 
influenced by static joint position, while functional chains are influenced by muscle 
activity around joint structures. 

Structural Postural Chains 
The positioning of skeletal structures directly influences adjacent structures. The most 
recognized postural chain occurs throughout the spine. The postural position of the 
cervical, thoracic, and lumbar spine is often assessed in patients with musculoskeletal 
pain. Proper positioning in these regions is also emphasized during exercise to promote 
normal and safe movement. 

Because the regions of the spinal column are interconnected through the vertebral 
system, changes in one region may affect another region through a chain reaction. Poor 
posture is a chain reaction occurring throughout the spine, from the position of the 
pelvis to the position of the head. Alois Brugger, a Swiss neurologist, used a cogwheel 
mechanism to describe this postural chain reaction in the spine (figure 3.1; Brugger 
2000); this description became known as Brugger sitting posture. Poor sitting posture 

Figure 3.1 Cogwheel chain mechanism of poor posture. 

Adapted from A. Brugger, 2000, Lehbruch der Funktionellen Stbrungen des Bewegungssystems [Textbook of the functional 
disturbances of the movement system] (Brugger-Verlag GmbH, Zollikon & Benglen), 197. 
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Elevated ribs 

encourages a posterior pelvic tilt (a counterclockwise 
cogwheel) that reduces the normal lordosis of the 
lumbar spine. This reverses the normal kyphosis of the 
thoracic spine through a counterclockwise cogwheel 
that then creates a counterclockwise cogwheel within 
the cervical spine. This final cogwheel influences the 
forward position of the head in typical poor posture. 

Briigger used his cogwheel illustration as a teaching 
aid for patients. He encouraged them to assume proper 
posture by using the lower cogwheel to move the pelvis 
forward, which in turn moves the chest upward through 
the middle cogwheel and then stretches the neck to 
reposition the head through the uppermost cogwheel. 

The rib cage is also an important skeletal structure 
to consider in the assessment of posture because of its 
direct influence on the position of the thoracolumbar 
spine. Patients with weakness of the diaphragm or 
deep spinal stabilizers often elevate the lower rib cage 
during inspiration as a compensation for breathing 
(see figure 3.2). This creates a localized hyperextension of the thoracolumbar junction 
that leads to segmental instability and subsequent dysfunction. The repetitive and 
continuous elevation of the ribs relative to the fixation point on the spinal vertebrae 
leads to posterior rotation of the ribs on the vertebrae at the costovertebral joint and 
to relative anterior rotation of the vertebrae on the ribs. Often this situation is compli
cated by loss of segmental thoracic spinal extension and hyperkyphosis. 

The intercostal soft tissue and fascia can further limit rib cage mobility and promote 
the strategically necessary but pathological posture. Ideal posture is sacrificed in 
favor of maintaining respiratory integrity. As noted with Briigger's cogwheel concept 
of movement between spinal sections, the change of thoracic mobility and posture 
results in or can be caused by pathological postural compensations in the remaining 
sections. When correcting postural faults, mobility must be restored to the costover
tebral joints and the intercostalis tissue and fascia so that the patient can integrate the 
ideal spinal and rib position into training a proper respiratory stereotype that serves 
both breathing and spinal stability. 

Thoraco-lumbar 
fulcrum 

Figure 3.2 The influence of rib position on 
thoracolumbar position. 

Functional Postural Chains 
The postural position of keystone structures con
tributes to pathology and dysfunction. Keystone 
structures include skeletal structures that serve as 
attachment points for groups of postural muscles, 
most notably the pelvis, ribs, and scapulae. These 
attachments may serve as either origins or inser
tions of muscle. Muscle tightness or weakness may 
be caused by or may be the cause of altered postural 
positioning. The position of these structures is consid
ered a key in the assessment of posture and in the role 
these structures play in dysfunction (see chapter 5). 

As stated previously, the pelvis can influence the 
position of the adjacent lumbosacral spine. It can 
also influence the length-tension relationship of 
muscles originating from the pelvis, such as the hip 
flexors and hamstrings. Anterior positioning of the 
pelvis is associated with tightness of the hip flexors, 
while posterior positioning of the pelvis is associated 
with tightness of the hamstrings (see figure 3.3). 

Figure 3.3 The influence of pelvic tilt on muscle length 
and tension, (a) Neutral position, (b) Posterior tilt, which 
results in tight hamstrings, (c) Anterior tilt, which results in 
tight hip flexors. 

Reprinted from R.S. Behnke, 2006, Kinetic Anatomy, 2nd ed. (Champaign: 
Human Kinetics), 140. 
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Seventeen muscles either originate or insert on the scapula, influencing the posi
tion and movement of the shoulder girdle as well as the spine. For example, tightness 
of the upper trapezius from the cervical region influences shoulder joint movement 
by positioning the scapula upward and downwardly rotated. These functional pos
tural chains can also influence movement patterns globally throughout the body via 
kinetic chains. 

Kinetic Chains 
Kinetic chains are most commonly recognized as the concepts of open kinetic chain 
and closed kinetic chain activities, in which focus is on movement of the joints. These 
kinetic chains are easily identified through biomechanical assessments such as gait 

assessment. The chain reaction of the lower extremity 
during gait is well known by its obligatory and sometimes 
compensatory movements. For example, foot pronation 
causes tibial internal rotation, which causes knee valgus 
and hip internal rotation. During gait, the neuromuscular 
system must control these linked kinetic motions. Often, 
pathology is related to a dysfunction in compensation in the 
kinetic chain: Through the kinetic chain, foot pronation may 
cause faulty lumbar positioning, requiring additional trunk 
stabilization. Therefore, clinicians must look away from the 
site of pain for possible biomechanical contributions. 

For example, orthopedic surgeon Ben Kibler (1998a) 
used kinetic chains to describe both function and pathol
ogy of the shoulder. He noted that in the overhead throwing 
motion, force is summated throughout the kinetic chain via 
force production at various joints from the lower body to the 
hand (see figure 3.4). Kibler recognized that any change in 
timing or force generation may result in poor performance 
or pathology at another level within the chain. This demon
strates the principle that the kinetic chain is only as strong 
as its weakest link. 

Muscular Chains 
Muscular chains are groups of muscles that work together or influence each other 
through movement patterns. There are three subtypes of muscular chains: synergists, 
muscle slings, and myofascial chains. Each type of muscular chain interdepends on 
both the articular and the neurological systems. 

Synergists 
A synergistic muscle works with another muscle (agonist) to produce movement or 
stabilization around a joint. Synergists may include secondary movers, stabilizers, or 
neutralizers. For example, during shoulder rotation, the rotator cuff is active. However, 
the rhomboids, serratus anterior, and trapezius must work as stabilizers of the scapula 
to ensure a stable origin for the rotator cuff. Therefore, pseudoweakness of the rotator 
cuff may be caused by poor stabilization of the scapula; if the scapula is stabilized 
manually, the patient demonstrates normal strength of the rotator cuff. 

Synergists work together for isolated joint motion. Synergistic muscular chains are 
also recognized in force coupling. Force couples are two equal and opposite muscle 
forces that produce pure rotation around a center of motion. For example, the rotator 
cuff and deltoid provide a force couple for shoulder abduction. Clinicians must evalu
ate force coupling within a muscular chain for movement dysfunction. 

Time 
Figure 3.4 Kinetic chain dysfunction in overhead 
throwing. 

Adapted from W.B. Kibler, 1998, Determining the extent of 
the functional deficit. In Functional rehabilitation of sports and 
musculoskeletal injuries, edited by W.B. Kibler et al. (Gaithersburg, 
MD: Aspen Publishers), 16-19. 
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Muscle Slings 
In contrast to synergists that work together locally for isolated joint motion, muscle 
slings are global, providing movement and stabilization across multiple joints. Muscle 
slings (also referred to as muscle loops) have been recognized in European anatomy 
and medicine since the 1930s. Benninghof (1994), Tittel (2000), Briigger (2000), and 
Myers (2001) described how chains of muscles that are linked together, often in loops, 
influence the quality of the entire movement. Muscle slings are thought to facilitate 
rotation and to transfer forces through the trunk, particularly from the lower body to the 
upper body (Vleeming et al. 1995). Muscle slings also provide stabilization and move
ment in reciprocal and contralateral movements such locomotion. Typically, muscle 
slings are interconnected, as one muscle insertion is connected to the next muscle's 
origin via a common keystone structure (see table 3.2). These keystone structures act 
as fixation points from which the entire chain of muscles can stabilize. Myers (2001) 
referred to these muscular chains as anatomy trains and based his patterns on fascial 
connections throughout the body. Europeans, however, recognized the functional con
nections of muscles in their description of muscle slings and chains. Janda recognized 
both fascial and functional factors in muscular chains. 

Several major muscle slings have been identified. Muscles within these slings work 
together to produce functional movement rather than isolated muscle contraction; there
fore, we cannot think of muscle strength solely in terms of origin and insertion. Interest
ingly, Bergmark's classification (Bergmark 1989) generally considers the muscles involved 
in these slings to be global muscles due to their origins on the pelvis and thoracic cage. 

Table 3.2 Muscle Slings and Their Anatomical Keystones 

Rhomboid, serratus anterior Scapula 

Rhomboid, triceps Scapula 

Trapezius, biceps Scapula 

Biceps, pectoralis minor Scapula 

Biceps, pectoralis major Humerus 

Latissimusdorsi, triceps Humerus 

Serratus anterior, external oblique Ribs 

Pectoralis major, internal oblique Ribs 

Internal oblique, external oblique Linea alba 

Internal oblique, gluteus medius Pelvis 

Internal oblique, sartorius Pelvis 

External oblique, adductors Pelvis 

Hamstrings, gluteus maximus Pelvis 

Gluteus maximus, contralateral latissimus dorsi Pelvis, thoracolumbar fascia 

Gluteus maximus, quadriceps Femur 

Hamstrings, hip flexors Femur 

Hamstrings, tibialis anterior Tibia 

Quadriceps, plantar flexors Tibia 
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Extremity Flexor and Extensor Slings 
Extremity slings are designed for simultaneous compound movements of the limbs. In 
the lower extremity, the extensor sling consists of the gluteus maximus, rectus femoris, 
and gastrocnemius for hip extension, knee extension, and ankle plantar flexion, respec
tively (see figure 3.5). The iliopsoas, hamstrings, and tibialis anterior combine for hip 
flexion, knee flexion, and ankle dorsiflexion, respectively. During gait, for example, the 
swing phase activates the flexor chain with simultaneous hip flexion, knee flexion, and 
ankle dorsiflexion. During stance, the extensor chain propels the lower extremity with 
hip extension, knee extension, and plantar flexion. Throughout the gait cycle, these 
two chains alternate between facilitation and inhibition and reciprocate between the 
left and right limbs—in other words, the flexor chain is activated in the swinging leg 
while the extensor chain is activated in the stance leg. When both slings are activated 
simultaneously, the lower extremity is stabilized. 

Flexor sling 

Extensor sling 

Figure 3.5 Flexor and extensor muscle slings in the lower extremity. 

Based onT. Myers, 2001, Anatomy trains (Edinburgh, Scotland: Churchill Livingstone). 

Flexor sling 

Extensor sling 

Figure 3.6 Flexor and extensor muscle 
slings in the upper extremity. 

Based on T. Myers, 2001, Anatomy trains (Edinburgh, 
Scotland: Churchill Livingstone). 

The upper-extremity flexor sling includes the pectoralis major, 
anterior deltoid, trapezius, biceps, and hand flexors, while the 
upper-extremity extensor sling consists of the rhomboids, poste
rior deltoid, triceps, and hand extensors (see figure 3.6). These 
extremity slings are activated along with the lower-extremity 
slings for reciprocal gait. During the swing phase, activation 
of the right upper-extremity flexor sling is coupled with activa
tion of the left lower-extremity flexor sling, and vice versa. The 
functionality of these upper- and lower-extremity slings is well 
demonstrated in reciprocal gait. 
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Trunk Muscle Slings 
Muscle slings in the trunk are necessary for facilitating reciprocal gait patterns between 
the upper and lower extremity as well as for rotational trunk stabilization. Three slings 
have been identified: the anterior, spiral, and posterior slings. The biceps, pectoralis 
major, internal oblique, contralateral hip abductors, and sartorius comprise the ante
rior sling (see figure 3.7). Wrapping from the posterior to the anterior, the rhomboids, 
serratus anterior, external oblique, contralateral internal oblique, and contralateral 
hip adductors create a spiral sling (see figure 3.8). 

Figure 3.7 Anterior trunk muscle sling. 
Adapted, by permission, from NSCA, 2008, Biomechanics of resistance 
exercise, by E. Harman. In Essentials of strength training and conditioning, 
3rd ed., edited byT.R. Baechle and R.W. Earle (Champaign, IL: Human 
Kinetics), 68. 

Figure 3.8 Spiral trunk muscle sling. 

Adapted, by permission, from NSCA, 2008, Biomechanics of resistance 
exercise, by E. Harman. In Essentials of strength training and conditioning, 
3rd ed., edited byT.R. Baechle and R.W. Earle (Champaign, IL: Human 
Kinetics), 68. 
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The hamstrings, gluteus maximus, thoracolumbar fascia, contralateral latissimus 
dorsi, and triceps create a posterior sling for extension during reciprocal gait, for 
trunk stabilization, and for force transmission from the lower to upper body (see 
figure 3.9). Vleeming and colleagues (1995) suggested that this posterior dynamic 
stabilizing muscular chain provides a stabilizing force for the ipsilateral SI joint. 
They noted that the ipsilateral gluteus maximus and the contralateral latissimus 
dorsi are connected functionally via the thoracolumbar fascia. Further, the gluteus 
maximus and latissimus dorsi are coactivated contralaterally during gait and trunk 
rotation (Mooney et al. 2001) as well as during running (Montgomery, Pink, and 
Perry 1994). 

The posterior chain can be a key indicator of dysfunction in the gluteus maximus and 
SI joint. Janda first noticed this in 1964 (Janda 1964), when he found that patients with 
an inhibited gluteus maximus (often due to SI dysfunction) activate the contralateral 
latissimus dorsi during active hip extension, thus demonstrating the compensation 
of this posterior chain. 

Figure 3.9 The figure on the left illustrates the superficial anatomy of the latissimus dorsi, gluteus maximus, and 
thoracolumbar fascia, while the figure on the right depicts the interconnectivity of these muscles through the thoracolumbar 
fascia (solid line), and the influence of the posterior chain on the upper and lower extremities. 

Adapted, by permission, from NSCA, 2008, Biomechanics of resistance exercise, by E. Harman. In Essentials of strength training and conditioning, 3rd ed., edited by 
T.R. Baechle and R.W. Earle (Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 68. 
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The posterior chain was extended further through the discovery of the connection of 
the hamstrings to the ipsilateral gluteus maximus and erector spinae via the sacrotuber
ous ligament (figure 3.10). This finding supports the interconnectivity of the legs and the 
trunk through the posterior chain via the lumbar spine (Gracovetsky 1997). This chain 
can continue ipsilaterally or contralaterally (figure 3.11) from the sacrotuberous ligament. 
During gait, the body often compensates for weakness of the gluteus maximus with a 
reverse action of the erector spinae to extend the hip; this compensatory chain reaction 
is facilitated by the sacrotuberous ligament link. Hungerford, Gilleard, and Hodges (2003) 
found that patients with SI joint pain exhibit early activation of the biceps femoris and 
delayed activation of the gluteus maximus during single-leg stance; this finding suggests 
the biceps femoris helps stabilize the SI joint through the sacrotuberous ligament. 

Sacrotuberous 
ligament 

Ischial tuberosity 

Biceps femoris 

Figure 3.10 The role of the sacrotuberous ligament 
in the posterior chain. 

Adapted from R.S. Behnke, Kinetic Anatomy, 2nd ed. (Champaign, IL: 
Human Kinetics), 174. 

Muscle 

Fascia 

Figure 3.11 The sacrotuberous 
ligament facilitates either an ipsilateral or 
a contralateral posterior muscle sling. 

Adapted from S. Gracovetsky, 1997. Linking the spinal 
engine with the legs: a theory of human gait. In 
Movement, stability, and low back pain, edited by V.A. 
Mooney et al. (Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone), 243. 

Brugger described a long, diagonal muscle loop used for maintenance of posture 
(Brugger 2000). He thought that normal posture requires coordination of the muscles 
within this functional grouping and that any muscle within the group may be involved in 
maintaining poor posture. Brugger's diagonal loop includes muscles that lift the chest, 
externally rotate the shoulder, retract the scapula, support the abdomen, anteriorly tilt 
the pelvis, and functionally support the leg. These muscles are the pectoralis major, 
infraspinatus, lower trapezius, sternocleidomastoid (SCM), scalene, TrA, diaphragm, 
sartorius, tensor fascia lata (TFL), peroneals, tibialis anterior, and posterior tibialis. 

Often neuromuscular pathology is found within the same sling. By understanding 
the function and paths of these slings, clinicians may become better at diagnosing 
challenging musculoskeletal pain syndromes. For example, right shoulder pain may 
be related to left hip dysfunction and vice versa. These dysfunctions may present 
clinically as pain, muscle imbalances, or trigger points (TrPs) within the sling. 
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Patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain nearly always exhibit TrPs or tender 
points. These are areas that are painful to palpation and that often represent focal 
areas of hyperirritability in the muscle fibers. Lewit (2007) described a nociceptive 
chain related to postural balance. This nociceptive chain is seen clinically through 
tender points or TrPs. While this chain often occurs on only one side of the body, 
it may cross the body into the contralateral side. Common areas for this crossover 
include the SI joint and the spinal joints L5-S1, T12-L1, T4-T5, and C7-T1. These areas 
coincide with transitional zones within the spine. 

Hong and Simons (1992) described how specific key TrPs facilitate satellite triggers 
along a chain. Often it is difficult to differentiate TrPs from tender points. In general, 
TrPs exhibit characteristic patterns of referred pain upon palpation, while tender 
points typically do not refer pain. For the purpose of evaluating chronic musculo
skeletal pain, the clinician should determine if a chain of TrPs or tender points is 
present. This chain can then be used as an indicator of treatment effectiveness. If the 
chain improves after treatment, it is involved in maintaining pain. For more informa
tion on assessing TrPs and tender points, see chapter 8. 

Myofascial Chains 

Fascia is critical to integrated joint motion. It can exert tensile force via its attach
ments between muscle and bone, or it can produce an outward force via muscles 
contracting within fascial envelopes. It often forms aponeurotic attachments for 
muscles, particularly in the thoracolumbar fascia and abdominal fascia of the trunk. 
Fascia serves as a vital link to multiple muscles acting together for movement as 
well as connects the extremities through the trunk. For example, the thoraco
lumbar fascia links the lower extremity (gluteus maximus) and the contralateral 
upper extremity (latissimus dorsi; Vleeming et al. 1995), transferring load across 
the midline to control limb extension and trunk rotation (Snijders, Vleeming, and 
Stoeckart 1993). These fascial layers help connect muscle throughout the region, 
creating myofascial chains. 

Abdominal Fascia 
The abdominal fascia attaches to the external oblique, internal oblique, TrA, pecto
ralis major, and serratus anterior. It contains the links that form the diagonal muscle 
sling among the external oblique, pectoralis major, and serratus anterior. 

Thoracolumbar Fascia 
The thoracolumbar fascia attaches to the external oblique, internal oblique, TrA, 
latissimus dorsi, and gluteus maximus. It consists of three distinct layers: the 
anterior, middle, and posterior layers. The anterior fibers envelop the psoas and 
quadratus lumborum. The middle layer is continuous with the TrA and attaches 
to the obliques and latissimus dorsi. The posterior layer is probably the most 
important layer. It is designed to transmit forces among the shoulder girdle, lumbar 
spine, pelvis, and lower extremity (Vleeming et al. 1995; Barker and Briggs 1999). 
Interestingly, the posterior layer also attaches to the lower border of the rhomboid 
major and splenius cervicis to link the lumbar region and upper quarter (Barker 
and Briggs 1999). 

The thoracolumbar fascia may play an important role in proprioception. Yahia and 
colleagues (1992) found that the thoracolumbar fascia contains mechanoreceptors; 
this finding suggests that it may contribute to sensorimotor control of the lumbar 
spine. These mechanoreceptors likely send information on tension to modify muscle 
activation. 
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Fascia has been viewed clinically as a potential source of dysfunction. The thora
columbar fascia exhibits microscopic pathological changes in patients with chronic 
low back pain (Bednar et al. 1995). Because several muscles are connected through 
the same fascia, myofascial chains may contain restrictions and dysfunction in one 
area that influence a remote area. Because of its lack of extensibility and its intimate 
relationship with the muscular system, fascia may limit free movement of joints, 
facilitating further dysfunction (Lewit 2007). Clinicians should always consider the 
influence of fascia when evaluating chain reactions. 

Neurological Chains 
Obviously, the body is well linked neurologically through the PNS and CNS. These 
neurological chains are seen in protective reflexive movements, the sensorimotor 
system, and neurodevelopmental movement patterns. 

Protective Reflexives 
Arguably, the most important neuromuscular chains in the human body provide 
critical reflexes for function and protection. Two fundamental protective reflexes 
are the crossed extensor and withdrawal reflexes. These reflexes are triggered by 
sensory receptors. In the withdrawal reflex, a noxious stimulus such as excessive 
heat causes a limb to pull away from the stimulus; this reflex activates the flexors 
and inhibits the extensors on that side. In the crossed extensor reflex, a cutane
ous noxious stimulus facilitates the flexors on the same side while facilitating the 
extensors on the contralateral side, causing the contralateral limb to extend and 
provide support. 

Janda described four additional reflex chains (Janda 1986b) that are critical for 
the basic life skills of gait, prehension, eating, and breathing: 

1. Locomotion. In the lower extremity, the combination of extension, adduction, 
and rotation provide the basis for gait patterns used to escape danger. 

2. Prehension. In the upper extremity, flexion, adduction, and internal rotation 
are combined to bring food to the mouth. 

3. Mastication. Adduction of the jaw (closing the mouth) is necessary to chew 
food. 

4. Breathing. The breathing mechanism is highly automatized and is not easily 
influenced voluntarily for long durations. 

These primitive reflexes serve as the basis for all human movement patterns. 
Under extreme or pathological conditions (stress, fatigue, or structural lesions), 
these reflexes tend to dominate (Janda 1986b). 

Sensorimotor Chains 
The sensorimotor system is linked neurologically through the afferent and efferent 
systems described in chapter 2. In controlling movement, feedback and feed-forward 
mechanisms provide a chain reaction of neuromuscular events. This provides both 
local and global dynamic stabilization of joints through muscular chains. These sen
sorimotor chains are affected by afferent input, controlled by the CNS, and realized 
through efferent motor output. Essentially, groups of muscles are linked together 
neurologically for function. Sensorimotor chains include reflexive stabilization chains 
and adaptation chains. 
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Reflexive Stabilization 

Diaphragm 

Transversus 
abdominis 

Multifidus 

Sacrum 

Pelvic symphisis 

Figure 3.12 The pelvic chain. 

Reflexive stabilization is an example of a functional neurological chain reaction. As 
discussed in chapter 2, reflexive stabilization occurs subconsciously through the sen
sorimotor system. Muscles contract to provide stabilization either locally or globally. In 
studying global stabilization, Horak and Nashner (1986) demonstrated chain reactions 
of muscle activation traveling from distal to proximal in response to perturbations; 
these reactions are the APRs (see chapter 2). These responses are characteristic of 
the direction of the shift, as demonstrated by a chain reaction of muscle activation on 
the opposite side: An anterior weight shift activates posterior dorsal muscles, while a 
posterior shift activates anterior ventral muscles. Davey and colleagues (2002) found 
that the contralateral erector spinae are activated during ipsilateral shoulder abduc
tion, regardless of the influence of gravity. This observation suggests sensorimotor 
influence for spinal muscle stabilization during extremity movement. 

The most important stabilizing sensorimotor chain 
is the pelvic chain, consisting of the TrA, multifidus, 
diaphragm, and pelvic floor (figure 3.12; Lewit 2007). 
These four muscles are coactivated for trunk stability 
and force transmission. The pelvic chain is the corner
stone of stability for the rest of the body; each muscle 
is linked intimately through the sensorimotor system. 
Because of this link, the pelvic region often shows the 
earliest signs of dysfunction occurring elsewhere in 
the sensorimotor chain. Pelvic weakness has been 
associated with both proximal and distal pathologies 
such as low back pain (Nadler, Malanga, and DePrince 
et al. 2000, 2002; Nadler, Malanga, and Bartoli 2002), 
groin strains (Tyler et al. 2001), IT band syndrome 
(Fredericson 2000), anterior knee pain (Cichanowski 
et al. 2007), ACL tears (Ireland et al. 2003), and ankle 
sprains (Bullock-Saxton 1994). 

When initiating arm or leg movements, the body 
reflexively activates the TrA in a feed-forward mecha

nism that is independent of the speed and direction of the limb movements (Hodges and 
Richardson 1997a, 1997b). Howev85er, in patients with low back pain, the TrA is delayed, 
suggesting a sensorimotor dysfunction (Hodges and Richardson 1996,1998). Janda was 
one of the first to note weakness of the TrA in patients with chronic low back pain (Janda 
1987). Similarly, the TrA is delayed in subjects with groin pain (Cowan et al. 2004). 

The pelvic floor and abdominal muscles each contract in response to the other, sug
gesting a pattern of coactivation (Sapsford et al. 2001). Researchers have shown that 
the diaphragm and TrA are activated with arm movement both in sitting and in standing 
(Hodges and Gandevia 2000a, 2000b). This finding suggests the diaphragm has both 
respiratory and postural function. Expiration activates all abdominal muscles (Hodges, 
Gandevia, and Richardson 1997), demonstrating a functional relationship between 
respiration and sensorimotor function that has implications for chronic low back pain. 

The sensorimotor chain depends on proprioception; joint dysfunction often disrupts 
the dynamic stabilization of sensorimotor chains. For example, in evaluating the sen
sorimotor function of the cervical spine in patients with chronic whiplash disorders, 
researchers found delayed activation of the deep neck flexors with upper-extremity 
tasks (Falla 2004; Falla, Jull, and Hodges 2004). Poor proprioception resulting from 
injury to neck proprioceptors is thought to contribute to this sensorimotor dysfunction. 

Similar pathologies are noted in the shoulder and result from joint pathology; these 
include delayed activation of the middle and lower trapezius in subjects with shoulder 
impingement (Cools et al. 2003) as well as delayed activation of the serratus anterior 
in swimmers with impingement (Wadsworth and Bullock-Saxton 1997). Patients with 
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functional ankle instability change their postural stabilization by using a hip strategy, 
while subjects without instability favor an ankle strategy (Tropp and Odenrick 1988). 

Sensorimotor Adaptation Chains 
Janda described chain reactions to dysfunction within the sensorimotor system (Janda 
1984). He noted that any change in the sensorimotor system due to pain or pathology is 
reflected by compensations throughout the system that lead to systemic and predictable 
patterns. Many signs and symptoms of impaired function of the musculoskeletal system 
may have a hidden cause in an unrecognized dysfunction located elsewhere (Janda 1993). 
Understanding these adaptation chains helps clinicians comprehend and predict the 
development of functional impairments and thus provide appropriate evaluation and 
treatment. Janda identified two chains of adaptation (or generalization) in the sensori
motor system: horizontal (anatomic) adaptation and vertical (neurological) activation. 

1. Horizontal adaptation. Horizontal adaptation occurs when impaired function in 
one joint or muscle creates reaction and adaptation in other joint segments. It is most 
commonly seen in the spine; for example, low back pain often leads to cervical syn
dromes. Horal (1969) reported that 50% of subjects with low back pain develop cervical 
symptoms an average of 6 y after the first onset of low back pain. Muscle imbalances 
conform to horizontal adaptation, creating predictable patterns (see chapter 4). Hori
zontal adaptation can be proximal to distal or distal to proximal; it has been described 
most often as distal to proximal in the case of ankle sprains. Several researchers have 
found weakness and changes in muscle activation in the hip in subjects with ankle 
instability (Bullock-Saxton et al. 1994; Beckman and Buchanan 1995; Nicholas, Strizak, 
and Veras 1976) and anterior knee pain (Robinson and Nee 2007). This finding points 
to the importance of assessing beyond the site of injury through sensorimotor chains. 

2. Vertical adaptation. Vertical adaptation occurs between the PNS and the CNS: Adap
tation of one part of the sensorimotor system impairs the function of the entire motor 
system. This adaptation may progress from the PNS to the CNS or from the CNS to the PNS. 
Vertical adaptation is seen as a change in the motor programming that is then reflected 
in abnormal movement patterns. Vertical adaptation has been demonstrated in several 
musculoskeletal conditions, most notably by changes in global movement patterns or 
postural control. For example, Delahunt, Monaghan, and Caulfield (2006) reported that 
patients with functional ankle instability exhibit altered kinematics during gait that are 
most likely due to compensatory changes in the feed-forward control of the motor program. 

Neurodevelopmental Locomotor Patterns 
There are two groups of muscles regulated throughout the body by the CNS: the tonic 
muscle system and the phasic muscle system. They are separated phylogenetically by 
their neurodevelopmental progression. Tonic system muscles are older phylogeneti
cally and are dominant. They are involved in repetitive or rhythmic activities and in the 
withdrawal reflex in the upper and lower extremities. Their function is predominantly 
that of flexion. Phasic system muscles, on the other hand, are more predominant in 
extension movements. The phasic muscles are younger phylogenetically and typically 
work against gravity, acting as postural stabilizers. 

Infants are born with several innate reflexes that serve as the basis for motor pro
grams. The tonic and phasic systems are involved in several stereotypical movements 
and are influenced by body position and its relation to gravity. These include the tonic 
labyrinthine reflex, symmetrical tonic neck reflex (STNR), and asymmetrical tonic neck 
reflex (ATNR). These reflexes become integrated in normal human development but 
remain or reemerge in upper motor neuron pathologies such as cerebral palsy and stroke. 

The study of movement in infants as they mature is known as developmental kinesiol
ogy. Neurodevelopmentally, the tonic and phasic systems progress as the infant motor 
system develops. Fetal posture is maintained by the tonic (flexor) muscle system, which 
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creates reciprocal inhibition against activation of phasic extensors. At approximately 
1 mo of age, the phasic and tonic systems of the neck coactivate, allowing the baby to 
raise the head for visual orientation, with the phasic system acting against the tonic 
system. By 4 mo, the sagittal plane motor program is in place, allowing the baby in 
the supine position to flex both the hips and knees with a stable pelvic chain. At 5 to 
7 mo, trunk rotation is evident as the oblique muscular chains are activated. Finally, 
the tonic and phasic chains within the extremities progress until upright posture is 
functional at approximately 3 y. 

Janda identified other characteristics in these two groups of muscle. Though there 
is a relationship between the neurological innervations of a motor unit and the physio
logical fiber type, Janda was very careful to mention that there is no strong correlation 
between the physiological muscle fiber type (Type 1 slow-twitch and Type II fast-twitch 
fibers) and the tonic-phasic classification system of muscles. This is often an area of 
confusion: Physiologically, tonic and phasic muscles refer to the predominant meta
bolic fiber type; while neurologically, tonic and phasic muscles refer to their classi
fication in neurodevelopmental movement patterns. Therefore, neurodevelopmental 
descriptions of muscle refer to the tonic and phasic systems of muscles as opposed 
to the tonic and phasic characteristics of individual muscle fiber types. Note that the 
tonic-phasic classification system is not rigid because of each person's variability in 
neurological control. 

The tonic and phasic muscle systems do not function individually; rather, they work 
together through coactivation for posture, gait, and coordinated movement. This is 
what is meant by the concept of muscle balance: an interaction of the tonic and phasic 
systems for optimal posture and movement. This interaction provides centration 
of joints during movement, creating a balance of muscular forces to maintain joint 
congruency through movement. Several European clinicians such as Vojta and Peters 
(1997), Kolar (2001), and Brugger (2000) have noted the importance of recognizing 
this coactivation and balance in movement and posture. 

The tonic and phasic systems are coactivated in specific chains of movement. Each 
chain is made up of a series of synergistic movements that are combined into coordi
nated movement patterns. These chains of movement reflect primitive reflexes and 
movement patterns and serve as the default motor program on which humans base 
more complicated movements. Upper-quarter (cervical and upper-extremity) tonic-
phasic coactivation patterns are used for prehension, grasping, and reaching, while 
lower-quarter (lumbar and lower-extremity) patterns are used for creeping, crawling, 
and gait. The upper quarter and the lower quarter demonstrate similar but distinctive 
patterns of movement in the tonic and phasic systems (see table 3.3). 

Table 3.3 Tonic and Phasic Chains of the Upper and Lower Quarter 

Functional movements Prehension, grasping, reaching Creeping, crawling, gait 

Tonic chain Flexion 
Internal rotation 
Adduction 
Pronation 

Plantar flexion 
Inversion 
Flexion 
Internal rotation 
Adduction 

Phasic chain Extension 
External rotation 
Abduction 
Supination 

Dorsiflexion 
Eversion 
Extension 
External rotation 
Abduction 
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CHAIN REACTIONS 

The proper balance of these two systems is demonstrated in normal gait and posture. 
The integration of the tonic and phasic systems between the upper and lower body is 
responsible for reciprocal locomotion. Specifically, the coactivation of the contralateral 
upper- and lower-quarter systems throughout the body produces the characteristic 
patterns of reciprocal arm and leg movements. For example, during the swing phase (leg 
flexion, a tonic movement pattern) of the left lower extremity, the right upper extremity 
performs a tonic movement pattern (arm flexion). During the stance phase (leg exten
sion), the opposite arm is also extended, reciprocally coactivating the phasic system 
throughout the body (figure 3.13). This coordination of the limbs remains consistent 
during various locomotor activities such as walking, creeping, and swimming (Wannier 
et al. 2001). There is a direct neurological link between the upper extremity and the 
lower extremity. In their review, Ferris, Huang, and Kao (2006) noted that recent studies 
indicate that upper-limb activation has an excitatory effect on lower-limb activation 
during locomotor tasks. 

Figure 3.13 Reciprocal locomotion and coactivation patterns. 

Imbalance in one system can lead to postural compensation and adaptive changes in 
the opposing system, leading to muscle imbalance. These innate chains of movement 
allow clinicians to predict patterns of muscle imbalance and provide more effective 
assessment and treatment of musculoskeletal pain. It is not a coincidence that the 
muscles involved in these tonic and phasic chains respond characteristically in muscle 
imbalance syndromes. For example, the muscles that accomplish upper-quarter tonic 
movements (pectoralis major, subscapularis, forearm flexors, and pronators) are more 
prone to tightness, while the muscles involved in upper-quarter phasic movements 
(deltoid, posterior rotator cuff, forearm extensors, and supinators) are more prone to 
weakness. These are the observations Janda used to create his original classification 
of muscle imbalance (see chapter 4). 

The ultimate function of a muscle relates directly to its functional demands at a 
specific moment; therefore, muscles can act both as flexors and as extensors. The 
neurological control of a muscle is the key factor in determining whether a muscle is 
a mover, stabilizer, or neutralizer at any point in time. What does not change is the 
predisposition of a muscle to function as a flexor or an extensor based on its phylo-
genetic classification and baseline neurological function. 

Anterior chain: 
Right arm and left leg 
are in flexion 

Posterior chain: 
Left arm and right leg 
are in extension 
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Summary 
Understanding chain reactions helps clinicians quickly identify and predict functional 
pathology. The concept of chain reactions emphasizes the clinical principle of looking 
beyond the site of pain and focusing on the cause of pain rather than the source of 
pain. There are three interdependent chains—the articular, muscular, and neurological 
chains—that should be considered in chronic neuromusculoskeletal pain. Adaptations 
within any chain in the body can be helpful or harmful; the clinician must decide if 
these adaptations are pathological or functional. 
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PATHOMECHANICS OF 
MUSCULOSKELETAL PAIN 

AND MUSCLE IMBALANCE 

Janda believed that pain is the only way the musculoskeletal system can protect 
itself. As stated in previous chapters, functional pathology of the sensorimotor 
system points to the importance of examining dysfunction rather than structural 

lesions. Chronic musculoskeletal pain often arises from a functional pathology with 
resultant structural inflammation. Janda noted that structural lesions rarely cause 
pain themselves; rather, the inflammatory processes surrounding structural damage 
cause pain. Often, the site of pain is not the cause of the pain; unfortunately, some 
clinicians focus on the area of chronic pain (structure) rather than the cause of pain 
(function). An understanding of functional pathology forces clinicians to reevaluate 
their approach to the management of chronic musculoskeletal pain. 

This chapter begins by reviewing the pathology of musculoskeletal pain. Next, the 
pathomechanics of muscle imbalance are presented with a discussion on tonic and 
phasic muscle systems and faulty movement patterns. The chapter then describes 
possible causes of muscle tightness and weakness and concludes with Janda's classi
fication of muscle imbalance syndromes. 

Pathology of Musculoskeletal Pain 
Patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain continue to experience pain after a period 
of time that a peripheral pathology would normally resolve. This persistent pain sug
gests a persistent peripheral input. These patients also exhibit altered pain process
ing in the CNS. Evidence for the central influence of pain on the CNS is seen in the 
phenomenon of pain centralization, which often occurs in chronic pain patients. Pain 
stimuli can alter sensitivity to the central perception of pain and can alter the afferent 
signal at multiple levels. Curatolo and colleagues (2001) demonstrated centralized 
hypersensitivity to pain in patients with chronic neck pain resulting from whiplash. 
They found lowered pain thresholds in healthy regions throughout the body, regard
less of the type of nociceptive input. 

A simple algometer can be used to quantify a patient's response to painful pressure 
by measuring the pressure pain detection threshold (PPDT); a lower threshold means 
greater sensitivity to painful pressure. Changes in the PPDT both at the site of pain 
and elsewhere in the body indicate altered pain processing in the CNS. Patients with 
chronic musculoskeletal pain in fibromyalgia (FM; Gracely et al. 2002) and low back 
pain (Giesecke et al. 2004; Giesbrecht and Battie 2005) exhibit altered pain processing 
throughout the body. 

Further evidence of CNS influence of chronic musculoskeletal pain comes from the 
finding that muscle dysfunction often occurs in both the symptomatic side and the 
contralateral side (Bullock-Saxton, Janda, and Bullock 1994; Cools et al. 2003; Roe et al. 
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2000; Wadsworth and Bullock Saxton 1997; Wojtys and Huston 1994). This finding has 
been confirmed by experimental pain studies demonstrating CNS mediation of chronic 
pain (Ervilha et al. 2005; Falla, Farina, and Graven-Nielsen 2007; Graven-Nielsen, Svens-
son, and Arendt-Nielsen 1997). Thus clinicians should evaluate and treat chronic muscle 
imbalance and chronic musculoskeletal pain as a global sensorimotor dysfunction. 

Janda believed that muscles, as opposed to bones, joints, and ligaments, are most 
often the cause of chronic pain. Direct causes of muscle pain include muscle and 
connective tissue damage, muscle spasm and ischemia, and tender points or TrPs. 
Janda stated that most pain is associated with muscle spasm but is not the result of 
the spasm itself; rather, the pain is caused by ischemia from the prolonged muscle 
contraction. Prolonged muscle spasm leads to fatigue, which ultimately decreases the 
force available to meet postural and movement demands. 

Indirect causes of muscle pain include altered joint forces due to muscle imbalance 
influencing movement patterns. Joint dysfunction without spasm usually is painless. 
For example, Janda (1986b) showed that subjects with SI joint distortion (faulty align
ment) but no pain demonstrated significantly greater inhibition of the gluteus maximus 
and gluteus medius during hip extension and abduction when compared with subjects 
without faulty alignment. 

Muscle imbalance can develop after both acute 
pain and chronic pain. Acute pain leads to a localized 
muscle response that changes the movement pattern 
to protect or compensate for an injured area (Lund 
et al. 1991). Over time, this altered movement pattern 
becomes centralized in the CNS. While the theory of 
a vicious cycle of pain and spasm is indeed question
able (Lund et al. 1991), a vicious cycle of chronic pain 
involving the CNS and PNS seems plausible. These 
muscle imbalances often initiate the cycle shown 
in figure 4.1. Components of the cycle include the 
following: 

• Muscle imbalance. Chronic pain is associated 
with a protective adaptive response in muscle in 
which agonists decrease in tone while antagonists 
increase in tone (Graven-Nielsen, Svensson, and 
Arendt-Nielsen 1997; Lund et al. 1991). This neurologi-
cally mediated response is seen in specific groups of 
muscles prone to tightness and weakness. The pattern 

of neurological imbalance is based on neurodevelopment of the tonic and phasic 
muscle systems (Janda 1978). Muscle imbalance presenting with facilitation of an 
agonist inhibits the antagonist (Baratta et al. 1988), possibly increasing risk of injury. 

• Impaired movement patterns and postural changes. Postural responses to pain 
are common, facilitating the flexor response to protect the injured area. The protective 
adaptation to pain through compensatory movement results in decreased ROM and 
altered movement patterns (Lund et al. 1991). Tightness of antagonists subsequently 
inhibits agonists based on Sherrington's law of reciprocal inhibition (Sherrington 1906). 
This imbalance leads to further alterations in normal movement patterns. Impaired 
movement patterns may be compounded by the reemergence of primitive movement 
patterns and reflexes. 

Impaired 
movement 

patterns and 
postural changes 

Figure 4.1 The chronic musculoskeletal pain cycle 
presented from a neurological perspective. 

Pain and 
inflammation 

Muscle 
imbalance 

(tightness anc 
weakness) 

Joint 
degeneration 
and postural 
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Altered joint forces 
and altered 
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• Faulty motor programming and motor learning. Reemergence of primitive move
ment patterns and reflexes obviously affects normal movement patterns. Repetitive 
faulty movement patterns eventually supersede a normal motor program because 
of the effect of motor learning. The faulty program becomes ingrained in the motor 
cortex as the new normal program for a specific movement pattern, thus reinforcing 
the faulty movement. 

• Altered joint forces and altered proprioception. Altered movement patterns 
change the normal patterns of joint stress. Muscle imbalance alters joint position, 
changing the distribution of stresses on the joint capsule and surfaces. Afferent input is 
essential in the modification of muscle activation to make movement well coordinated 
and functional (Holm, Inhahl, and Solomonow 2002). 

• Joint degeneration. Poor proprioception ultimately may be responsible for 
joint degeneration (Barrett, Cobb, and Bentley 1991; O'Connor et al. 1992). The 
recently discovered central pattern generators (CPGs) in the spinal cord may 
provide some protection to joints (O'Connor and Vilensky 2003) by balancing the 
contraction of agonists and antagonists during gait. Janda believed that muscle 
imbalance presents a much greater danger for joints than muscular weakness 
alone presents (Janda 1993). Therefore, functional pathology may in fact cause 
structural pathology. 

• Chronic pain. Inflammatory mediators such as histamine and bradykinins are 
known to cause pain. Joint pain and inflammation sensitize musculoskeletal afferent 
receptors (Guilbaud 1991; Schaible and Schmidt 1985; Sessle and Hu 1991). As stated 
earlier, pain causes an adaptive response of muscle imbalance and altered posture 
and movement patterns and thus facilitates the vicious cycle. 

Pain does not necessarily precede inhibition or spasm; rather, altered proprioception 
is a more important factor (Janda 1986a). Muscle imbalance may cause pain or may 
be caused by pain. Altered muscle tension usually is the first response to nocicep
tion by the sensorimotor system; this change in tension leads to muscle imbalances. 
Changes in the motor system may occur before the onset of pain and may predispose 
the development of spinal pain (O'Sullivan et al. 1997). Patients with low back pain 
(especially those with sciatica) demonstrate significant decreases in lumbar extensor 
strength when compared with controls (McNeill et al. 1980). 

Janda believed that pain is the strongest stimulus to central motor programming. 
Both experimental and clinical pain can alter EMG patterns in functional tasks (Made
leine et al. 1999). Throwing athletes with shoulder pain exhibit delayed activation of 
the subscapularis when compared with those without pain (Hess et al. 2005). 

Johansson and Sojka (1991) proposed that prolonged static muscle contractions 
activate type III and IV afferents, activating the gamma motor neurons on the side of 
the contraction as well as the contralateral muscle. This activation influences the 
stretch sensitivity of muscles on both sides of the body, increasing muscle stiffness 
and creating a vicious cycle. 

Painful stimuli seem to have an inhibitory effect on muscle activation. Matre and 
colleagues (1998) noted that experimental pain increases the stretch reflex, possibly 
leading to overactivation; however, pain stimulation does not increase activation of 
the alpha motor unit. This observation questions the validity of a peripheral vicious 
cycle of muscle spasm, as the pain itself does not cause muscle spasm—rather, spasm 
causes pain due to ischemia. 
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The pain adaptation model is used to describe acute pain from muscle (Lund 
et al. 1991) and is often used to refute the pain and spasm cycle. The pain adapta
tion model predicts a decrease in EMG activity of the agonist and an increase in EMG 
activity of the antagonist, as well as a decrease in strength, range, and velocity of 
movement. This adaptation is thought to be due to small-diameter muscle afferents, 
interneurons, and alpha motor neurons. Researchers have demonstrated less power
ful and slower movement in experimental pain models (Graven-Nielsen, Svensson, 
and Arendt-Nielsen 1997), a finding that supports the pain adaptation model. Lund 
and coworkers (1991) defined dysfunction as a normal protective response to pain 
rather than a cause of pain. 

Janda referred to minimal brain dysfunction as a congenital risk factor for developing 
chronic pain (Janda 1978), becoming one of the first to note the influence of biopsycho-
social factors in chronic low back pain. Minimal brain dysfunction is a developmental 
syndrome with characteristics of choreoathetosis and microspasticity—identified 
through increased muscle tone and hyperreflexive tendon responses—and slight 
paretic signs, all of which are usually asymmetrical (Janda 1978). Minimal brain 
dysfunction results in an inefficient overflow of muscle activity with a subsequent 
decrease in the ability to perform and adjust fine movements. Janda found that 80% 
of 500 patients with chronic low back pain of early onset in adulthood had symptoms 
of minimal brain dysfunction (Janda 1984). 

Pathomechanics of Muscle Imbalance 
Janda thought that the muscular system lies at a functional crossroads since it is 
influenced by both the CNS and the PNS. Muscles must be able to respond to a variety 
of simultaneous factors such as gravity, repetitive movement, and upright posture. 
Muscles are influenced by both neurological reflexes and biomechanical demands; 
therefore, muscles can be considered to be a window into the function of the sensori
motor system. Postural defects resulting from muscular imbalance also provide clues 
to sensorimotor function. 

While treating patients with upper motor neuron lesions such as cerebral palsy 
and cerebrovascular accident, Janda recognized the neurological manifestations of 
muscle imbalance. Cerebral palsy accompanies the loss of central inhibition against 
the constant peripheral afferent input of the force of gravity, which is augmented 
by activities of daily living (ADL). In 1964, Janda reported weakness of the gluteal 
muscles in patients with SI joint dysfunction (Janda 1964). He subsequently found 
that patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain (most notably chronic low back 
pain) exhibit the same patterns of muscle tightness and weakness as patients with 
CNS disorders exhibit, a finding that indicates a link between muscle imbalance and 
the CNS. 

Tonic and Phasic Systems 
As described in chapter 3, the tonic system is the first used by the human body, as 
it is responsible for maintaining the fetal posture in newborn infants. The phasic 
system soon is activated as the infant learns to lift her head for visual orientation. 
The development of normal movement patterns utilizes reflexive coactivation of 
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the tonic and phasic systems. These reflexes (such as the Babinski reflex, ATNR, 
and so on) disappear in the normally developing child; however, in patients with 
upper motor neuron lesions, such as cerebral palsy or stroke, these default patterns 
reemerge or predominate. Specifically, muscles that are phylogenetically tonic dem
onstrate increased tone or spasticity, while muscles that are phylogenetically phasic 
demonstrate decreased tone or spasticity. In patients with chronic musculoskeletal 
pain, this pattern of muscle imbalance occurs at a much lower level, manifesting as 
tightness and weakness in the tonic and phasic muscles, respectively. This finding 
supports Janda's observation that chronic musculoskeletal pain is mediated by the 
CNS and reflected in the sensorimotor system throughout the body. It also allows us 
to predict typical muscle responses because of these neurodevelopmental chains. 

Janda conceptualized muscle imbalance as an impaired relationship between 
muscles prone to tightness or shortness and muscles prone to inhibition (Janda 1964). 
More specifically, he believed that muscles predominantly static, tonic, or postural in 
function have a tendency to get tight and are readily activated in various movements— 
more so than muscles that are predominantly dynamic and phasic in function, which 
have a tendency to grow weak (Janda 1978). The fundamental differences between 
these two systems are the basis for Janda's functional approach to muscle imbalance 
(see table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 Tonic and Phasic Muscle Systems 

Phylogenetically older 

Generally flexor or postural muscles 

Phylogenetically younger 

Generally extensor muscles 

Tendency toward tightness, hypertonia, shortening, 
and contractures 

Tendency toward weakness, hypotonia, and 
lengthening 

Readily activated in movement, especially with 
fatigue or novel or complex movement patterns 

Less readily activated in most movement patterns 
(delayed activation) 

Less likely to atrophy More likely to atrophy 

Less fragile More fragile 

Typically one-joint muscles Typically two-joint muscles 

While some research shows a predominance of Type I muscle fibers in tonic muscles 
and more Type II fibers in phasic muscles (Johnson et al. 1973), Janda was careful to 
point out that it is not possible to differentiate phasic and tonic groups of muscles 
histologically (Janda 1978). He noted that fiber type doesn't always influence function: 
Rather, muscle performs based on functional demands and the sensorimotor system. 
Muscle fibers may also change histologically in response to functional demands. Uhlig 
and colleagues (1995) performed neck muscle biopsies on patients with whiplash and 
found significant transformation toward more Type II fibers, similar to the pattern seen 
in patients with rheumatoid arthritis. 
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Janda (1983) believed that muscle should not be considered as postural or anti-
gravity muscle based on the two-leg stance. He preferred to consider the function of 
muscle in relation to a one-leg stance, noting that the muscles involved in maintaining 
upright posture during single-leg balancing show a tendency toward tightness. Janda's 
classification of muscles prone to tightness and weakness is shown in table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Janda's Classification of Muscles Prone to Tightness or Weakness 

Suboccipitals 
Pectorals (major and minor) 
Upper trapezius 
Levatorscaplua 
SCM 

Scalenes* 
Latissimus dorsi 

Upper-extremity flexors and pronators 
Masticators 

Middle and lower trapezius 
Rhomboids 
Serratus anterior 
Deep cervical flexors (longus colli and capitis) 
Scalenes* 
Upper-extremity extensors and supinators 
Digastricus 

LOWER QUARTER 

Quadratus lumborum 
Thoracolumbar paraspinals 
Piriformis 
Iliopsoas 
Rectus femoris 
TFL-IT band 

Hamstrings 
Short hip adductors 
Triceps surae (particularly soleus) 
Tibialis posterior 

Rectus abdominis 
TrA 
Gluteus maximus 
Gluteus medius, minimus 
Vastus medialis, lateralis 
Tibialis anterior 
Peroneals 

*The scalenes may be tight or weak. 

This classification is not rigid. Janda noted that no muscle is exclusively phasic or 
tonic; some muscles may exhibit both tonic and phasic characteristics. Muscles do, 
however, have a tendency to be either tight or weak in dysfunction. For example, the 
scalenes are phylogenetically classified as phasic muscles, but often they are prone 
to tightness due to overload resulting from poor posture and ergonomics. Muscles 
that are prone to tightness are sometimes found to be weak, while muscles prone to 
weakness are sometimes found to be tight. Simply put, these findings might suggest 
the presence of a localized structural lesion rather than a functional pathology of the 
sensorimotor system. 

Czech physiotherapist Pavel Kola? expanded on Janda's original list of tonic and 
phasic muscles from a more neurodevelopmental perspective (Kola? 2001). He classified 
the following muscles as phasic: rectus capitis anterior, supraspinatus, infraspinatus, 
teres minor, and deltoid, and the following muscles as tonic: coracobrachialis, brachio-
radialis, subscapularis, and teres major. Kola? also noted that the latissimus dorsi 
may be either tonic or phasic. In contrast to Janda, Kola? categorized the piriformis 
and gastrocnemius as phasic muscles and suggested that the biceps, triceps, and hip 
adductors exhibit both tonic and phasic portions. Specifically, the long head of the 
triceps and short head of the biceps are tonic, while the medial and lateral triceps 
and long head of the biceps are phasic. The short adductors are tonic, while the long 
adductors are phasic. 
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Faulty Movement Patterns 
As noted earlier in the chapter, Lund and colleagues' pain adaptation model (1991) 
supports Janda's theory of facilitation of antagonists (flexors) and inhibition of ago
nists (extensors) in response to pain. The subsequent muscle imbalances lead to 
changes in movement patterns. Altered recruitment patterns typically begin with a 
delayed activation of a primary mover or stabilizer, along with early facilitation of a 
synergist. Muscle tightness leads to overactivation of certain muscles, while muscles 
that should be activated are not, possibly due to inhibition or motor reprogramming 
(Janda 1987). Janda (1978) noted that altered peripheral input due to pain leads to 
these changes in muscle activation, causing faulty movement patterns that eventually 
become centralized in the motor program. 

Janda found these characteristic patterns of muscle imbalance in children as young as 
8 y (Janda 1989b). Muscle tightness increases between ages 8 and 16 and then remains 
constant. Janda found a correlation between body height and muscle tightness as well 
as poor fitness (Janda 1989b). He further noted that imbalances in children begin in the 
upper extremity as opposed to the lower extremity, as is seen in adults. He believed 
these patterns of muscle imbalance to be systematic and predictable because of the 
innate function of the sensorimotor system. Subsequently, adaptive changes within the 
sensorimotor system (either vertical or horizontal) affect the entire system, most often 
progressing proximally to distally. This muscular reaction is specific for each joint, suggest
ing a strong relationship between joint dysfunction and muscle imbalance (Janda 1986a). 

Although Janda is considered the father of the neurological paradigm of muscle 
imbalance, he recognized that muscle imbalances also occur as a result of biomechani-
cal mechanisms (Janda 1978). Lifestyle often contributes to muscle imbalance as well; 
Janda felt that muscle imbalance in today's society is compounded by stress, fatigue, 
and insufficient movement through regular physical activity as well as a lack of variety 
of movement (Jull and Janda 1987). This lack of variety contributes to repetitive move
ment disorders. Janda noted that most repetitive movements reinforce the postural 
system, neglecting the phasic system, and lead to imbalance. 

Causes of Muscle Tightness and Weakness 
Muscle tension (or tone) is the force with which a muscle resists being lengthened 
(Basmajian 1985). Muscle tension may also relate to a muscle's activation potential 
or excitability; thus, testing muscle tension has two components: viscoelastic and 
contractile (Mense and Simons 2001; Taylor, Brooks, and Ryan 1997). The viscoelastic 
component relates to the extensibility of structures, while the contractile component 
relates to the neurological input. Each of these components plays a role in the causes 
of muscle tightness and weakness (see table 4.3). 

Table 4.3 Contractile and Noncontractile Components of Muscle Tightness 
and Weakness 

Contractile and neuroflexive 
components 

Limbic system activation 
TrPs 
Muscle spasm 

Reciprocal inhibition 
Arthrogenic weakness 
Deafferentation 
Pseudoweakness 
TrP weakness 
Fatigue 

Viscoelastic and adaptive 

components 

Adaptive shortening Stretch weakness 

Tightness weakness 
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Muscle Tightness 
Janda felt that muscle tightness is the key factor in muscle imbalance. In general, 
muscles prone to tightness are one third stronger than muscles prone to inhibition 
(Janda 1987). Muscle tightness creates a cascade of events that lead to injury. Tightness 
of a muscle reflexively inhibits its antagonist, creating muscle imbalance. This muscle 
imbalance leads to joint dysfunction because of unbalanced forces. Joint dysfunction 
creates poor movement patterns and compensations, leading to early fatigue. Finally, 
overstress of activated muscles and poor stabilization lead to injury. 

Janda believed that there are three important factors in muscle tightness (Janda 
1993): muscle length, irritability threshold, and altered recruitment. Muscles that are 
tight usually are shorter than normal and display an altered length-tension relation
ship. Muscle tightness leads to a lowered activation threshold or lowered irritability 
threshold, which means that the muscle is readily activated with movement (Janda 
1993). Movement typically takes the path of least resistance, and so tight and facili
tated muscles often are the first to be recruited in movement patterns. Tight muscles 
typically maintain their strength, but in extreme cases they can weaken. 

Structurally, increased muscle tension is caused by a lesion of the CNS that results 
in spasticity or rigidity, as is seen in cerebral palsy or Parkinson's disease. Tight 
muscles are also described as hypertonic or facilitated. Functionally, increased muscle 
tension results from either neuroflexive or adaptive conditions. These two conditions 
are based on the contractile (neuroflexive factors) and viscoelastic (adaptive factors) 
components of muscle tension. 

Neuroflexive Factors for Increased Tension 
Factors from the contractile components of muscle that increase tension are limbic 
system activation, TrPs, and muscle spasm: 

• Limbic system activation (Umphred 2001). Stress, fatigue, pain, and emotion con
tribute to increased muscle tightness through the limbic system. Muscle spasms due 
to limbic system activation usually are not painful but are tender to palpation. They 
are most frequently seen in the shoulders, neck, and low back and in tension headache. 

• TrPs (Simons et al. 1999). TrPs are focal areas of hypertonicity that are not pain
ful during movement but are painful with palpation. Essentially, they are localized, 
hyperirritable taut bands within muscle. 

• Muscle spasm (Mense and Simons 2001). Muscle spasm causes ischemia or an 
altered movement pattern or joint position resulting from altered tension. The spasm 
itself does not cause pain because spasm is not associated with increased EMG activity 
(Mense and Simons 2001). Muscle spasm is a typical response to joint dysfunction or 
pain irritation due to an impairment of interneuron function at the spinal level (Janda 
1991). Muscle spasm leads to a reflex arc of reciprocal inhibition for protection and 
subsequently impaired function of the motor system. These muscles are also tender 
to palpation. 

Adaptive Factors for Increased Tension 
Increased muscle tension also results from adaptive shortening (Kendall et al. 1993; 
Sahrmann 2001). Over time, muscle remains in a shortened position, causing a 
moderate decrease in muscle length and subsequent postural adaptation. Adaptive 
shortening is often considered overuse. These shortened muscles usually are not 
painful at rest but are tender to touch. They exhibit a lowered irritability threshold 
and are readily activated with movement. Over the long term, strength decreases 
as active fibers are replaced by noncontractile tissue. It is very important for the 
clinician to identify the cause of increased muscle tension in order to apply the 
appropriate treatment. 
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Causes of Muscle Weakness 
Muscle tension can decrease as a result of a structural lesion in the CNS such as a 
spinal cord injury or stroke. A loss of tension leads to flaccidity or weakness. Weak 
muscles are also described as hypotonic or inhibited. Functionally, muscle can be weak 
as a result of neuroflexive or adaptive changes and may exhibit delayed activation in 
movement patterns. 

Neuroflexive Factors for Decreased Tension 
Many contractile factors can contribute to decreased muscle tension: 

• Reciprocal inhibition (Sherrington 1907). Muscle becomes inhibited reflexively 
when its antagonist is activated. Weakness is often reflex-mediated inhibition second
ary to increased tension of the antagonist. 

• Arthrogenic weakness (Stokes and Young 1984; DeAndrade, Grant, and Dison. 
1965). Muscle becomes inhibited via anterior horn cells due to joint swelling or dysfunc
tion. This weakness also leads to selective atrophy of Type II fibers (Edstrom 1970). 

• Deafferentation (Freeman, Dean, and Hanham 1965). Deafferentation is a decrease in 
afferent information from neuromuscular receptors. Damage to joint mechanoreceptors (as 
seen with ligamentous injury) with subsequent loss of articular reflexes can cause altered 
motor programs, often influencing many muscles remote from the injured area (Bullock-
Saxton 1994). This loss of afferent information ultimately leads to de-efferentation, or the 
loss of efferent signals to alpha motor neurons, which results in decreased muscle strength. 

• Pseudoparesis (Janda 1986a). Pseudoparesis is a clinical presentation of weakness 
of neuroflexive origin. Pseudoparesis has three clinical signs: hypotonia upon inspec
tion and palpation, a score of 4 out of 5 on a manual muscle test, and a change in the 
muscle activation pattern that may include delayed onset with early synergist activa
tion or decreased EMG levels. Facilitatory techniques often restore muscle strength 
and activation. Normally facilitatory input can be inhibitory to a pseudoparetic muscle 
(Janda 1986a). 

• TrP weakness (Simons, Travell, and Simons 1999). Hyperirritable bands of muscle 
fiber decrease the stimulation threshold, leading to overuse, early fatigue, and ulti
mately weakness. Muscles with active TrPs fatigue more rapidly than normal muscles 
do (Mense and Simons 2001), and they exhibit a decreased number of firing motor 
units and poor synchronization (Janda 1993). 

• Fatigue. Muscle fatigue can be caused by metabolic or neurological factors. Often 
during exercise muscles are fatigued before pain is experienced. Thus the patient 
develops compensatory and faulty movement patterns before experiencing pain. 

Adaptive Factors for Decreased Tension 
Noncontractile factors causing decreased muscle tension are stretch weakness and 
tightness weakness: 

• Stretch weakness (Kendall, McCreary, and Provance 1993; Sahrmann 2002a, 2002b). 
Stretch weakness is a condition in which a muscle is elongated beyond physiological 
neutral but not beyond the normal ROM (Janda 1993). Prolonged muscle elongation 
causes muscle spindle inhibition and the creation of additional sarcomeres. The increased 
muscle length also changes the length-tension curve. Stretch weakness is also known 
as positional weakness and is often associated with overuse and postural changes. 

• Tightness weakness (Janda 1993). This is the most severe form of muscle tight
ness. It is often overlooked clinically. Overused muscle shortens over time, changing 
the muscle's length-tension curve and becoming more readily activated and weaker 
after time. There is also an increase in the noncontractile tissue and a decrease in 
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elasticity, leading to hypertrophy. Ultimately, overuse leads to ischemia and degenera
tion of muscle fibers, which further weakens the muscle. 

When an inhibited and weak muscle is resisted, as is the aim of strengthening exercises, 
its activity tends to decrease rather than increase (Janda 1987). It is important to distin
guish between neuroflexive weakness and structural weakness. Often, if the tight antago
nist is stretched, the weak and inhibited muscle spontaneously increases in strength. 

Janda's Classification of Muscle 
Imbalance Patterns 

Through his observations of patients with neurological disorders and chronic musculo
skeletal pain, Janda found that the typical muscle response to joint dysfunction is 
similar to the muscle patterns found in upper motor neuron lesions, concluding that 
muscle imbalances are controlled by the CNS (Janda 1987). Janda believed that muscle 
tightness or spasticity is predominant. Often, weakness from muscle imbalance results 
from reciprocal inhibition of the tight antagonist. The degree of tightness and weak
ness varies between individuals, but the pattern rarely does. These patterns lead to 
postural changes and joint dysfunction and degeneration. 

Janda identified three stereotypical patterns associated with distinct chronic pain 
syndromes: the upper-crossed, lower-crossed, and layer syndromes. These syndromes 
are characterized by specific patterns of muscle weakness and tightness that cross 
between the dorsal and the ventral sides of the body. 

Upper-Crossed Syndrome 
Upper-crossed syndrome (UCS) is also referred to as proximal or shoulder girdle 
crossed syndrome (figure 4.2a; Janda 1988). In UCS, tightness of the upper trapezius 
and levator scapula on the dorsal side crosses with tightness of the pectoralis major 
and minor. Weakness of the deep cervical flexors ventrally crosses with weakness of 
the middle and lower trapezius. This pattern of imbalance creates joint dysfunction, 
particularly at the atlanto-occipital joint, C4-C5 segment, cervicothoracic joint, gleno-
humeral joint, and T4-T5 segment. Janda noted that these focal areas of stress within 

Figure 4.2 (a) UCS and (b) common posture in UCS. 
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the spine correspond to transitional zones in which neighboring vertebrae change 
in morphology. Specific postural changes are seen in UCS, including forward head 
posture, increased cervical lordosis and thoracic kyphosis, elevated and protracted 
shoulders, and rotation or abduction and winging of the scapulae (figure 4.2b). These 
postural changes decrease glenohumeral stability as the glenoid fossa becomes more 
vertical due to serratus anterior weakness leading to abduction, rotation, and winging 
of the scapulae. This loss of stability requires the levator scapula and upper trapezius 
to increase activation to maintain glenohumeral centration (Janda 1988). 

Lower-Crossed Syndrome 

Weak: 
Abdominals 

Tight: 
Thoracolumbar 

extensors 

Lower-crossed syndrome (LCS) is also referred to as distal or pelvic crossed syndrome 
(figure 4.3a; Janda 1987). In LCS, tightness of the thoracolumbar extensors on the dorsal 
side crosses with tightness of the iliopsoas and rectus femoris. Weakness of the deep 
abdominal muscles ventrally crosses with weakness of the gluteus maximus and medius. 
This pattern of imbalance creates 
joint dysfunction, particularly at 
the L4-L5 and L5-S1 segments, SI 
joint, and hip joint. Specific postural 
changes seen in LCS include anterior 
pelvic tilt, increased lumbar lordosis, 
lateral lumbar shift, lateral leg rota
tion, and knee hyperextension. If 
the lordosis is deep and short, then 
imbalance is predominantly in the 
pelvic muscles; if the lordosis is shal
low and extends into the thoracic 
area, then imbalance predominates 
in the trunk muscles (Janda 1987). 

Janda identified two subtypes 
of LCS: A and B (see figure 4.3, b-c). 
Patients with LCS type A use more 
hip flexion and extension movement 
for mobility; their standing posture 
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Figure 4.3 (a) LCS and two types of posture in the LCS: (b) type A posture and (c) type B posture. 
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demonstrates an anterior pelvic tilt with slight hip flexion and knee flexion. These 
individuals compensate with a hyperlordosis limited to the lumbar spine and with a 
hyperkyphosis in the upper lumbar and thoracolumbar segments. 

Janda's LCS type B involves more movement of the low back and abdominal area. 
There is minimal lumbar lordosis that extends into the thoracolumbar segments, 
compensatory kyphosis in the thoracic area, and head protraction. The COG is 
shifted backward with the shoulders behind the axis of the body, and the knees are 
in recurvatum. 

Deep stabilizing muscles responsible for segmental spinal stability are inhibited 
and substituted by activation of the superficial muscles (Cholewicki, Panjabi, and 
Khachatryan 1997). Tight hamstrings may be compensating for anterior pelvic tilt or 
an inhibited gluteus maximus. LCS also affects dynamic movement patterns. If the hip 
loses its ability to extend in the terminal stance, there is a compensatory increase in 
anterior pelvic tilt and lumbar extension. This compensation creates a chain reaction 
to maintain equilibrium, in which the increased pelvic tilt and anterior lordosis increase 
the thoracic kyphosis and cervical lordosis (see chapter 3). 

In adults, muscle imbalance begins distally in the pelvis and continues proximally 
to the shoulder and neck area. In children, this progression is reversed, and muscle 
imbalance begins proximally and moves distally. 

Layer Syndrome 
Janda's layer syndrome (also referred to as the stratification syndrome) is a combina
tion of UCS and LCS (see figure 4.4). Patients display marked impairment of motor 
regulation that has increased over time and have a poorer prognosis than those with 
isolated UCS or LCS due to the long-standing dysfunction. Layer syndrome often is 
seen in older adults and in patients who underwent unsuccessful surgery for herni
ated nucleus pulposus. 
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Gluteus maximus 
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Upper trapezius 
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Figure 4.4 Janda's layer syndrome. 

Based on G. Jull and V. Janda, 1987, Muscles and motor control in low back pain. In Physical 
therapy for the low back, edited by L.T.Twomney and J.R.Taylor (Oxford, United Kingdom: 
Churchill Livingstone). 
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Chronic musculoskeletal pain can be caused by a number of pathologies, making it dif
ficult for the clinician to provide a specific diagnosis. Janda recognized a relationship 
between muscle imbalance and chronic pain that is mediated by the sensorimotor 
system. He outlined the tonic and phasic groups of muscle as being prone to tightness 
and weakness, respectively. Further, he identified several factors from both contractile 
and noncontractile components causing changes in muscle tension. While chronic 
pain is difficult to treat, clinicians must be able to recognize Janda's UCS, LCS, or layer 
syndrome in order to provide appropriate treatment. A specific evaluation involving 
postural analysis and examination of movement patterns can diagnose these muscle 
imbalance syndromes. A specific treatment plan is then initiated to address the local 
and global changes associated with these syndromes. 

Summary 
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FUNCTIONAL 
EVALUATION OF MUSCLE 

IMBALANCE 

The functional evaluation of muscle imbalance includes the patient's history 
and current complaints, orthopedic procedures, and, most importantly, 
visual and palpatory observations. The exam involves gathering little 

pieces of information and combining them, no matter how trivial they may 
seem, into a scenario describing the possible etiology and pathomechanism of 
the patient's complaints. The functional evaluation requires not only a variety 
of skills and a deep practical understanding of the topics discussed in part 
I but also a clear understanding and appreciation of functional anatomy and 
its kinesiology. 

The four chapters of part II emphasize the visual and palpatory skills the 
clinician needs in order to critically assess and systematically organize faulty 
movement patterns to form a clinical framework for diagnosis and treat
ment. The skills required to integrate visual and palpatory subtleties into an 
orthopedic evaluation can be daunting but nevertheless feasible with careful 
practice. Great technical advances in posture and gait assessment in research 
laboratories have provided exciting new insights into and objective measures 
of the locomotor system, some of which prove or disprove previous empiri
cal observation. However, visual observation and palpation, when skillfully 
practiced, provide the clinician with valuable and immediate feedback on the 
patient's adaptation, compensation, or decompensation. In short, functional 
examination of the muscular system provides a window into the patient's 
overall sensorimotor system. 
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POSTURE, BALANCE, 
AND GAIT ANALYSIS 

Analysis of standing posture provides a clinician with a wealth of information 
about the status of the muscular system. It also provides cues for subsequent 
clinical tests, such as muscle length or strength testing or evaluation of par

ticular movement patterns, to confirm or refute what is observed. Adequate balance, 
timing, and recruitment of the musculature are imperative for smooth and efficient 
movement patterns. Imbalance or impairment in recruitment and coordination of 
muscles in any part of the kinetic chain manifests as faulty patterns and inefficient 
energy expenditure. Skilled observation of single-limb balance and gait provides impor
tant information about possible overstresses of critical segments or lack of muscular 
stability in the kinetic chain that may be causing or perpetuating musculoskeletal pain. 

This chapter describes an assessment of static posture in standing and dynamic 
posture in balance and gait. Clinicians must always consider the entire body and 
sensorimotor system when evaluating chronic pain. A clinician can gather valuable 
information on the overall status of the sensorimotor system before even touching 
the patient. With experience, this assessment can be completed in several minutes. 
Although postural analysis is not diagnostic in and of itself, it provides a clinical guide 
for subsequent assessment and confirmatory tests. 

Muscle Analysis of Standing Posture 
Posture is a composite alignment of all the joints of the body at any given moment in 
time (Kendall, McCreary, and Provance 1993). Posture may also be described in terms 
of muscle imbalance, given that faulty alignment may cause undue stress and strain on 
bones, joints, ligaments, and muscles. From a biomechanical point of view, imbalance 
between opposing muscles in standing posture changes alignment and adversely affects 
the position of the parts of the body above or below the faulty area. Functionally, the 
neurological, muscular, and articular systems form an inseparable unit, which Janda 
termed the sensorimotor system (see chapter 2). Static posture provides a window into 
the overall status of the CNS, in that the muscular system lies at the functional cross
roads between the CNS and the osteoarticular system. The muscular system exerts 
a strong influence on the articular system and CNS and vice versa. Hence, functional 
pathology in any part of the sensorimotor system is reflected by alterations in function 
elsewhere in the system. The primary functions of muscles to produce and control 
motion, to stabilize, and to protect joints are regulated by the CNS. 

Dysfunction in muscles and the motor system as a result of injury, chronic overuse, 
pathology, and sedentary habits often leads to observable changes in muscle function. 
In addition, muscle function resulting from joint dysfunction usually displays charac
teristic patterns of inhibition or spasms, with subsequently poorer motor performance 
and postural control (Janda 1978,1994, 1986a, 1987; Janda, Frank, and Liebenson 2007; 
Brumagne et al. 2000; Byl and Sinnot 1991; Gill and Callaghan 1998; Tuzun et al. 1999; 
Heikkila and Astrom 1996). Muscles may respond by developing TrPs, imbalances, or 
altered movement patterns. Muscle imbalance often leads to postural changes due to 
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alterations in resting muscle tone. Thorough analysis of muscles is essential to provide a 
clearer understanding of the status of the motor system and its relevance to the patient's 
symptoms. Again, clinicians must always consider the entire body and sensorimotor 
system when evaluating chronic pain. As described previously, functional pathology is 
both local and global and may be influenced by any number of chain reactions. 

During muscular analysis, the clinician observes the symmetry, contour, and tone 
of the muscles, as the muscles observed in static posture tend to respond through 
hyperactivity, hypertonicity, and hypertrophy or through atrophy, weakness, and 
inhibition. Careful and precise analysis of the shape, bulk, and tone of muscles may 
provide clues as to the amount of use or the contribution to a faulty movement pattern. 
Following is a description of a systematic postural and muscle analysis. Chapters 6 
and 7 describe confirmatory tests of movement pattern and muscle length. Table 5.1 
outlines an algorithm for systematic postural analysis. 

Posterior View 
Ideally, standing postural analysis is performed with the patient wearing minimal 
clothing and standing in good lighting. Patients are observed in three views: posterior, 
anterior, and lateral. Postural observation always begins at the pelvis regardless of 
the area of the primary complaint because most chronic musculoskeletal pain is first 
evident in postural asymmetries. 

Position of the Pelvis 
First the clinician makes an overall impression of postural alignment, taking note of 
the spinal curves, looking for any inadequacy or excessiveness, any structural or 
biomechanical variations such as scoliosis or leg-length discrepancy, and any other 
orthopedic deviations. Much attention is directed toward the position of the pelvis, as 
dysfunctions in the lumbar spine, SI joint, and lower limbs are often reflected in this 
region. Clinical and radiological studies (Levine and Whittle 1996; Dayet et al. 1984) 
have shown significant correlations between lumbar lordosis and pelvic tilt in that 
altering the pelvic tilt significantly changes the angle of lumbar lordosis. Pelvic tilt also 
tends to influence the orientation of the head and other parts of the body. 

The position of the pelvis is observed for alignment in the sagittal, frontal, and 
transverse planes. The iliac crests are palpated for symmetry in height and rotation. 
The most common types of deviation that occur in the pelvis are anterior or posterior 
tilt in the sagittal plane, lateral tilt in the frontal plane, and rotation in the transverse 
plane (see figure 5.1). There are five key points to observe in the pelvis: 

Figure 5.1 Pelvic posi t ion showing (a) lateral shift and pelvic rotat ion and (b) 

anter ior t i l t . 



Table 5.1 Algorithm for Systematic Postural Assessment 

1. Pelvis Lateral tilt 

-

Leg discrepancy 

Lumbar or SI pathology 

Shortness of quadratus 

lumborum or latissimus dorsi 

Iliac crest height difference Modified Thomas test 

Single-leg stance test 

Muscle length tests 

Lateral shift Lumbar pathology 

Short hip adductors or 

weakened hip abductors 

Pelvis shifted laterally relative 

to trunk 

Rotation Lumbar or SI pathology 

Shortness of TFL 

ASIS anterior of the 

contralateral ASIS 

Hip medial rotation toward 

where pelvis is rotated 

Anterior pelvic tilt Gluteus medius or maximus 

inhibition or weakness 

Hip flexor hypertonicity or 

shortness 

Increased lumbar lordosis 

Posterior pelvic tilt Tight hamstrings Flat back or decreased lumbar 

lordosis 

2. Buttocks Lower gluteal fold SI joint dysfunction on ipsilateral 

side 

Gluteus maximus inhibition 

Ipsilateral hamstring 

hypertrophy 

Hip extension 

Palpation 

Muscle strength tests for 

gluteals 

3. Hamstrings Hypertrophy of lower two 

thirds of the belly of the 

hamstring 

Gluteus maximus inhibition on 

ipsilateral side 

LCS 

Hamstring hypertonicity, 

stiffness, or shortness 

Palpation 

Hip extension 

Hamstring length test 

4. Adductors S shape in proximal groin 

area (adductor notch) 

Bulkier S shape that may be 

due to shortened pectineus 

Hypertonicity in obliques 

Lumbar dysfunction 

Possible leg-length discrepancy 

Abductor weakness 

Abdominal wall weakness 

Abductor weakness 

Abdominal weakness 

TrPs in adductors 

Rectus abdominis attachment 

on pubic symphysis 

Palpation 

Hip adductor length test 

Hip abduction 

Muscle strength tests for 

gluteals 

5. Calf and 

triceps surae 

Broad and short Achilles 

tendon 

Prominence of soleus belly 

Low back pain 

Use of improper shoes 

Poor posture that usually causes 

a larger gastrocnemius and 

soleus on dominant leg 

Tight gastrocnemius or soleus 

Low back pain 

Plantar fasciitis 

Increased pronation of foot 

Palpation 

Calf length test 

6. Shape of 

heel 

Rounded heel—normal 

Quadratic heel—central mass 

shifted to posterior 

Pointed heel—central mass 

shifted to anterior 

Weakness of dorsiflexors 

Postural adaptation 

Hypertonicity in gluteus 

maximus 

Tight hamstrings driven by 

pelvis 

Headaches 

Palpation of cervical 

muscles, suboccipital 

Foot function test 

7. Spinal 

extensors 

Asymmetrical 

Thoracolumbar paraspinals 

Horizontal groove 

Low back pain 

Segmental hypermobility 

Fascial tightness 

LCS 

Abdominal weakness or 

incoordination 

Instability of lower spine 

Tight hip flexors 

Schober's test 

Passive mobility testing 

Observation of abdominal 

function 

Breathing pattern 

(continued) 
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Table 5.1 (continued) 

9. Abdominal 

wall 

Breathing pattern Excessive upper versus lower 

breathing 

Tightness 

TrPs 

Curl-up 

Breathing 

Hypertonic upper versus 

lower quadrant 

Weak and inefficient diaphragm 
Weak abdominal muscles 

Lateral groove 

Low back pain 

Adductor spasm Increased groove of rectus Hypertonic accessory muscles of 

respiration 

Abdominal wall weakness or 

incoordination 

Weak abdominal muscles 

Lateral groove 

Low back pain 

Adductor spasm 

Pseudohernia Poor stability, weakened TrA 

Weak abdominal muscles 

Lateral groove 

Low back pain 

Adductor spasm 

10. Thigh Bulk medial to lateral 

Vastus medialis bulk 

visible or prominent 

Sport related 

Tight rectus femoris 

Forced knee hyperextension 

L4 lesions 

Lateral position of patella 

Tendency to hyperextend knee, 

possible weakness 

Lateral deviation of patella 

Superior-lateral ITbandTrP 

Movement pattern tests 

(hip extension, abduction) 

Muscle length tests 

(hamstrings) 

Palpation 

Single-leg stance test 

10. Thigh 

Patella shifting Foot dysfunction 

Proprioceptive deficits 

Balance impairments 

11.Leg Smaller tibialis anterior 

Flattening of L5 

L5 dysfunction Lumbar pain 

Gait impairments 

Muscle tests 

Palpation 

12. Upper 

extremity 

Contour of deltoids 

Medial rotation of arms 

Arm position in sagittal plane 

Humeral head position 

UCS 

Rule out Scheuermann's disease 

Weakness of external rotators 

Insufficient dynamic scapular 

stabilization 

Tight or short latissimus dorsi, 

pectoral muscles 

Muscle length tests of 

latissimus dorsi, pectoral 

muscles 

Muscle strength tests of 

mid-and lower trapezius, 

shoulder external rotators 

13. Pectorals Increased bulk 

Nipples face out 

superiorly or laterally 

UCS Tender points 

TrPs 

Medial rotation of arms 

Shoulder protraction 

Restricted rib mobility 

Palpation 

Pectoral muscle length 

tests 

14. Head Forward head 

Groove anterior to SCM 

UCS 

Scalene and deep cervical flexor 

weakness 

Pain 

TrPs 

Head flexion 

Cervical spine exam 

Mobility 

Palpation 

14. Head 

>90° angle between chin and 

neck 

Hypertonic suprahyoid muscles TMJ dysfunction 

Head flexion 

Cervical spine exam 

Mobility 

Palpation 
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8. Scapula Winging medial to lateral UCS Weakness of dynamic scapular Push-up 

region Gothic shoulders Tight pectorals stabilizers Arm abduction 

(straightening of the shoulder C2 dysfunction Tight pectoral muscles, upper Head flexion 

and neckline) trapezius, or levator scapulae Muscle length tests for 

pectoral muscles, upper 

trapezius, levator scapulae 

Muscle strength tests for 

mid- and lower trapezius, 

serratus anterior, deep 

cervical flexors 
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1. An increased anterior pelvic tilt with an associated increase in lumbar 
lordosis leads to the pelvic crossed syndrome (Janda 1987; Janda, Frank, 
and Liebenson 2007). Contributing factors may include shortened or tight 
one- or two-joint hip flexors and lumbar extensors and weakness of the 
abdominal and gluteal muscles. 

2. A posterior tilt usually is coupled with a flattened lumbar spine and 
may be associated with tight hamstrings (see figure 5.2; Kendall, McCreary, 
and Prvance 1993). 

3. Pelvic lateral tilt in the frontal plane is noted if one iliac crest is higher 
than the other. Tightness of the quadratus lumborum or latissimus dorsi 
may cause a lateral pelvic tilt. Radiological findings or leg-length measure
ments can be used to rule out structural leg-length discrepancies. Neverthe
less, lateral pelvic tilt usually is associated with the functional shortening 
of one leg secondary to muscle imbalances. Muscles that contribute to 
shortening of the leg are the one-joint hip adductors, iliopsoas, and qua
dratus lumborum. A shortened ipsilateral latissimus dorsi may also create 
a functional shortening of the leg via elevation of the pelvis from the trunk. 
On the other hand, a shortened piriformis may contribute to the functional 
lengthening of the leg (Janda 1995). 

4. Lateral pelvic shift is detected when the pelvis is shifted laterally 
with respect to the trunk. A lateral pelvic shift may be caused by a lumbar 
pathology or by unilateral shortening of the hip adductors and associated 
hip abductor weakness or inhibition. 

5. Rotation of the pelvis in the transverse plane is detected when the anterior 
superior iliac spine (ASIS) is anterior to the contralateral ASIS. This is often associ
ated with hip medial rotation on the side toward which the pelvis is rotated. The 
contributing factor is often a shortened TFL-IT band on the side toward which the 
pelvis is rotated (Sahrmann 2001). 

Buttock Region 
Observation of the gluteus maximus is directed toward the upper quad
rant of the buttock region. The size, symmetry, and contour of the glutei 
are noted. The ideal glutei are well rounded; the gluteal line is horizontal. 
The left and right sides should be symmetrical. The glutei (maximus, 
medius, and minimus) are prone to hypotonia and are often inhibited 
early in chronic low back pain. Figure 5.3 illustrates asymmetrical gluteal 
muscles. 

Flattening of the gluteal muscles in the upper quadrant of the buttocks 
or buttocks with a loosely hanging appearance may indicate weakness 
of the gluteus maximus or arthrogenic inhibition of the gluteus maximus 
due to dysfunction in the ipsilateral SI joint (Janda 1978; Janda, Frank, and 
Liebenson 2007; Hungerford, Gilleard, and Hodges 2003). Muscle changes 
associated with SI joint dysfunction include ipsilateral gluteus maximus 
inhibition or weakness; painful spasms in the ipsilateral iliacus, pirifor
mis, and rectus abdominis; and contralateral gluteus medius inhibition 
or weakness (Janda 1978). 

Figure 5.2 Posterior pelvic t i l t . 

Figure 5.3 Asymmetr ical 

g luteal muscles. 
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Hamstrings 
The clinician observes the symmetry and contour of the hamstrings at the distal two 
thirds of the muscle belly of the posterior thigh (figure 5.4). Dominance or hypertrophy 
of the hamstrings usually is associated with hypotrophy or inhibition of the gluteus 
maximus on the ipsilateral side and hypertrophy of the thoracolumbar paraspinals. 
The hamstring muscles function synergistically with the gluteus maximus to produce 
hip extension. When there is gluteus maximus inhibition, the hamstrings substitute 
with hip extension during gait propulsion; therefore, gluteal atrophy often is associ
ated with hypertrophy of the hamstrings on the ipsilateral side. 

Adductors 
The clinician observes the shape and contour of the proximal one 
third of the medial thigh muscles; normally this part of the thigh forms 
a very shallow S curve. A bulkier muscle belly or a deeper S curve in 
the upper medial thigh may indicate short or hypertonic one-joint 
adductors, namely the pectineus muscle. This is also known as an 
adductor notch, which can be seen in the upper part of the right thigh 
in figure 5.4. This area is often tender upon palpation in patients with 
painful hip joint dysfunctions. Tightness in the hip adductors may 
also be associated with leg-length discrepancy, lateral shift of the 
pelvis, or hip joint dysfunctions. Hip abductor weakness or inhibi
tion is a common finding in hip joint dysfunction and tight or tender 
adductors. 

Figure 5.4 The hamstrings at 
the distal two thirds of the muscle 
belly of the posterior thigh. Note 
the adductor notch (increased 
bulk) seen in the upper part of the 
right thigh. 

Figure 5.5 The gastrocnemius and 
soleus. When the entire triceps surae 
is short, the Achilles tendon appears 
shorter and broader (left side). 

Triceps Surae 
The clinician observes the bulk and shape of both the gastrocnemius 
and the soleus at the proximal and distal portions of the muscles, 
respectively (figure 5.5). If the entire triceps surae is short, the Achilles 
tendon appears shorter and broader. The lack of dorsiflexion range 
resulting from short and tight plantar flexors may prevent the patient 
from achieving a full heel strike during the gait cycle, forcing a com
pensatory hyperlordosis in the lumbar region for forward progression 
(Janda 1994; Janda, Frank, and Liebenson 2007). If the soleus is short 
and hypertrophied, the lower leg appears more cylindrical in shape, 
in contrast to the normal inverted bottleneck shape. Soleus tightness 
may be a hidden cause of back pain (Travell and Simons 1992) and may 
suggest an existing or a previous ankle or foot dysfunction (Janda 1994; 
Janda, Frank, and Liebenson 2007). 
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Shape of the Heel 
The heel is rounded in shape during normal weight 
bearing on the heel and forefoot, (see figure 5.6). A 
quadratic or square shape indicates that the patient's 
center of mass is directed posteriorly; this may 
overstress the heel during gait. The lack of shock 
absorption at heel strike may attenuate forces up the 
kinetic chain to cause dysfunction in the knee, hip, 
and spine (Perry 1992; Powers 2003). On the other 
hand, a pointed heel suggests an anteriorly directed 
center of mass that possibly overstresses the forefoot 
during the gait cycle. 

Foot Posture 

Normal 

Figure 5.6 Heel shapes. 

The foot plays an important role in weight bearing and propulsion, both of which require 
a high degree of stability. In addition, the foot must be flexible enough to adapt to uneven 
surfaces and absorb shock. The multiple bones and joints of the foot form an arch to serve 
the functions of both stability and flexibility. Inadequate muscular support of the foot 
leads to excessive stress on the various joints in the foot and on the proximal joints up the 
kinetic chain. Muscle imbalances in the lower kinetic chain can alter the precise balance 
of the foot and over time can cause tendon stresses or deformities such as hammertoes, 
claw toes, hallux valgus or bunions, curled toes, and so on. People with abnormally long 
toes, flat feet, or high arches have a greater tendency to develop toe deformities. 

Spinal Extensors 
Symmetry of the erector spinae muscle bulk at the lumbar and thoracolumbar regions is 
compared from side to side. In ideal postures, there are no significant differences between 
sides and regions of the spine. Hypertrophy of the thoracolumbar spinal extensors may 
indicate a compensatory overactivation of these muscles as a result of poor stabilization 
of the deep spinal stabilizers at the lumbar spine, a weak gluteus maximus, or tight hip 
flexors (see figure 5.7). In the presence of a weak and inhibited gluteus maximus, the 
ipsilateral thoracolumbar extensors help extend the trunk over the leg during the push-off 
phase of gait. This creates repetitive instability of the thoracolumbar spinal segments. 

A horizontal groove may also be present. This groove indicates segmental hyper-
mobility and is often the location where most lumbar motion is observed. 

Pointed 

Figure 5.7 Spinal extensors, (a) Asymmetrical lumbar extensors and (b) horizontal 
grooves. 
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Scapular Region 
The position of the scapula and the distance between the vertebral border of the 
scapula and the spine give valuable information about the quality of the musculature 
in this region. Normally the scapula is positioned between T2 and T7 and about 3 in. 
(7.6 cm) from the spine (Sahrmann 2001). The scapula should rest on the rib cage 
without observable winging. Any deviations from the normal position provide the clini
cian with valuable information on the quality and amount of shoulder girdle muscle 
activation. Flattening or hollowing of the interscapular area indicates inhibition and 
weakness of the rhomboids or middle trapezius (figure 5.8a). Similarly flattening of the 
infraspinous or supraspinous fossa of the scapula indicates inhibition and weakness 
of the posterior rotator cuff (figure 5.8b). 

If there is observable vertebral winging of the scapula (figure 5.8c), a weak serratus 
anterior or lower trapezius may be at fault. If the position of the scapula is abducted 
more than 3 in. (7.6 cm) from the spine (figure 5.9d), the imbalance may be reflected 
by weak dynamic scapular stabilizers (rhomboids and middle trapezius) and an 
overactive pectoralis major or minor or upper trapezius. In addition, overactive or 
dominant levator scapulae or rhomboids may cause the scapula to rotate downward, 
often contributing to impingement of the SA structures during arm elevation. All of 
these deviations contribute to the UCS described by Janda (see chapter 4). 

Figure 5.8 Scapular region, (a) Flat interscapular area with winging, (b) Infraspinatus atrophy (right 
side), (c) Scapular winging, (d) Scapular abduction. The left scapula is abducted more that 3 in. (7.6cm) 
from the spine. 
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Line of Neck and Shoulder 
Tightness or shortness of the upper trapezius and levator scapulae can be observed 
at the line of the neck and shoulder. Straightening of this line indicates tightness of 
the upper trapezius. A gothic shoulder may also be observed when the upper trape
zius is tight (figure 5.9a). The gothic shoulder is named after the Gothic-style church 
windows. If the levator scapulae is tight, a levator notch is observed (figure 5.9b) 
as an additional upward bulge in the area of the superior angle of the scapulae—in 
other words, at the insertion of the levator scapulae. Upper trapezius hyperactivity 
or dominance typically is associated with elevated and rounded shoulders, a forward 
head, and upper cervical extension, as found in Janda's UCS. 

Figure 5.9 Line of the shoulder and neck, (a) Gothic shoulder on right. Note the increased slope of 
the line, (b) Levator notch, on left. 

Anterior View 
Once the posterior postural assessment is completed, the patient turns around. The 
clinician then assesses the anterior view, beginning again at the pelvic area. 

Pelvic Tilt 
The clinical observes the level of both ASISs. The findings here should confirm those 
of the pelvic position in the posterior view. 

Abdominal Wall 
The role of the abdominal muscles in the stabilization of the spine has been well 
established (Richardson et al. 2002; Richardson, Hodges, and Hides 2004; Hodges and 
Richardson 1996, 1998; McGill 2002). A sagging or protruding abdomen may reflect 
generalized weakness of the abdominal muscles and thus poor stabilization and pro
tection of the low back from both normal and sudden movements. In addition, the 
upper and lower quadrants of the abdominal wall should be compared. An increased 
tone of the upper quadrants relative to the lower quadrants as well as a superiorly 
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elevated rib cage suggests a faulty respiratory pattern (figure 5.10a; Lewit 1991; Kolaf 
2007). Overdominance of the obliques and a weak rectus abdominus may be observed 
as a distinct groove lateral to the rectus (figure 5.10b). This finding usually indicates 
decreased stabilization by the abdominal muscles in the anterior-posterior direction. 
Janda used the term pseudohernia to describe a lateral bulge in the abdomen, which 
indicates a weakness in the TrA (figure 5.106). 

Figure 5.10 Abdominal wall, (a) Elevated position of rib cage, (b) Lateral abdominal groove (left 
side of the torso) and pseudohernia (right side of the torso). 

Anterior Thigh Muscles 
The quadriceps and TFL influence the lumbopelvic posture because of their insertions 
on the anterior ilium. Shortness or hypertonicity of these muscles contributes to the 
anterior pelvic tilt or rotated position in Janda's LCS (see chapter 4). Normally, the bulk 
of the TFL on the anterior proximal portion of the thigh is not visible in males and is 
rounded in females. However, a TFL that is distinct and coupled with the appearance 
of a groove on the lateral thigh usually indicates a short TFL that dominates over its 
synergist, namely the gluteus medius (figure 5.11). A tight tensor along with a weak 
gluteus medius and weak hip lateral rotators may result in a superior-lateral shift of 
the patella (Janda 1987; Janda, Frank, and Liebenson 2007). A short rectus femoris 
may contribute to a superior positioning of the patella in relation to the opposite knee. 

A hypertrophied vastus medialis (figure 5.12) may indicate that the patient's sport 
requires repeated forced hyperextension of the knee joint, as is seen in soccer players 

Figure 5.11 Lateral groove associated with 
tightness of the TFL. 
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or cyclists. Genu recurvatum often accompanies vastus medialis hypertrophy. An 
atrophied medial quadriceps may indicate weakness of the entire muscle complex, as 
is commonly seen with arthrogenic inhibition of the knee. 

Altered or inadequate proprioception from the knee joint may be detected by observ
ing patella shifting in a superior-inferior direction. Such a shift is due to compensatory 
hyperactivity of the rectus femoris, typically the result of poor proprioception and 
neuromuscular control. Knee joint pathology often is responsible for such propriocep
tive changes (Janda 1987 ; Janda, Frank, and Liebenson 2007). 

Arm Position 
Ideal shoulder alignment is less than one 
third of the humeral head protruding in 
front of the acromion (figure 5.13a) and 
neutral rotation with the antecubital fossa 
facing anteriorly and the olecranon process 
facing posteriorly. In addition, the proximal 
and distal ends of the humerus should lie 
in the same vertical plane. Any deviations 
from the ideal may indicate an imbal
ance of muscles about the shoulder joint 
complex. The most common deviation is 
medial rotation of the arms, which points to 
dominance of the medial shoulder rotators 
(see figure 5.13b), namely the pectoral and 
latissimus dorsi muscles over the lateral 
rotators. Internal rotation of the arms may 
also indicate a fixed thoracic kyphosis as 
in Scheuermann's disease or minimal brain 
dysfunction (Janda, 1978, 1994; Janda, 
Frank, and Liebenson 2007). 

Pectoral Muscles 

Figure 5.13 Position of the arms, (a) Ideal alignment of head and 
shoulders, (b) Medial rotation of the arm with anterior translation. 

Tightness of the pectoralis major and minor usually results 
in a typical rounded and protracted shoulder position, as 
is often found in the UCS. A prominent muscle belly below 
the clavicle or a fuller thickness of the anterior axillary fold 
indicates a tight pectoralis major. The nipple line should 
be observed in males. Elevation of one nipple in relation to 
the other indicates tightness of the pectoral muscles on the 
elevated side (figure 5.14). 

Figure 5.14 Nipple line elevation. 
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Figure 5.15 Left flattened deltoids 
with associated internal rotation of 
the arms. 

Deltoids 
Ideally, the deltoid muscles are rounded and symmetrical. Flattening 
of the deltoid muscle suggests a weakness or atrophy of the muscle 
(figure 5.15) and may be associated with a dysfunction at the C3-C4 
segment. This is also an early sign of shoulder dysfunction. 

Figure 5.16 Overactive SCM and 
scalene muscles. 

Figure 5.17 Uneven eye position, 
head compensation, and facial 
scoliosis. 

Sternocleidomastoid and Scalenes 
In a patient with ideal posture, the SCM is slightly visible at the distal 
attachment at the sternum. Prominence of this muscle elsewhere with 
a groove along the medial border may indicate an overactive and tight 
SCM paired with weak deep cervical flexors (figure 5.16). Overactive 
SCM and scalene muscles may also result from an impaired respira
tory pattern in which they act as accessory respiratory muscles due 
to diaphragm weakness or poor rib stabilization. In contrast, a groove 
anterior to the SCM indicates scalene weakness and often is noted in 
older adults. 

Facial and Head Alignment 
Visual position is the most important factor in orienting the head in 
the frontal plane (Zepa et al. 2003). The orientation of the eyes and 
other facial features in relationship to head position is an important 
diagnostic indicator for chronic musculoskeletal pain. Typically, the 
eyes should be parallel to the ear level, nose, and mouth. In some cases, 
the anatomical position of one eye is slightly higher than the position 
of the other (figure 5.17). During development the child compensates 
by orienting the head so that the eyes are parallel with the horizon. 
This changes the natural position of the head, which usually is slightly 
rotated to one side for compensation. 

Janda described facial asymmetry, or facial scoliosis, in which the 
eyes, nose, and mouth are not parallel to each other, indicating a more 

severe alignment problem affecting the entire body (figure 5.17). He identified four 
points on the face to be aligned: the middle of the forehead, the bridge of the nose, 
the midmouth, and the midjaw. When present, facial scoliosis indicates possible total 
body asymmetry, which was also Janda's empirical observation of the various types 
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of minimal brain dysfunction. Janda noted that persons with total body asymmetry 
have a poorer prognosis in chronic pain syndromes when compared with patients with 
isolated body asymmetries. Zepa and colleagues (2003) found that facial asymmetry 
is not affected by trunk asymmetry and hence concluded that facial scoliosis causes, 
rather than results from, body asymmetry. 

Lateral View 
The final postural view is the lateral view. With the patient in this position, the clini
cian first observes the general alignment of the head and spine, noting any excessive 
lordosis or kyphosis. 

Chin and Neck Angle 
The line of the throat is made by the angle between the chin and the 
throat. In the ideal posture, this angle is about 90°. Straightening of 
this line, which creates an angle greater than 90° (see figure 5.18), 
usually indicates an increased tone of the suprahyoid muscles; this 
may be the underlying cause of a temporomandibular joint (TMJ) 
dysfunction (Janda 1994). 

Head Position 
A forward head position is associated with an increased angular 
excursion at the upper and lower aspects of the cervical spine and 
is linked to weakness of the deep cervical flexors and dominance or 
tightness of the SCM, suboccipital, and scalene muscles. It is a classic 
sign of UCS. The faulty position of the head over the shoulders may 
overstress the atlanto-occipital, C3-C4, and T3-T4 joints. Poor endur
ance of the deep neck flexors has been associated with forward head posture in both 
healthy individuals (Grimmers and Trott 1998) and subjects experiencing headaches 
(Watson and Trott 1993). 

Figure 5.18 Excessive angle 
between the chin and the neck. 

Evaluation of Balance 
Janda noted that people rarely stand static on both legs. A majority 
of the gait cycle involves a single-leg stance, which requires lateral 
stabilization of the pelvis. The muscular lateral pelvic brace is pro
vided by the gluteus medius, gluteus minimus, and TFL. As stated in 
chapter 2, poor postural stability is associated with several chronic 
musculoskeletal pain conditions such as neck and back pain. In addi
tion, single-leg balance can discriminate patients with chronic back 
pain from those without pain (Luoto et al. 1998) and can be used to 
screen for risk of injury (McGuire et al. 2000; Tropp, Ekstrand, and 
Gillquist 1984). 

A quick clinical test of these muscles is to have the patient stand 
on one leg. The patient is then asked to raise the opposite hip to 45° 
and knee to 90° while keeping the eyes open (see figure 5.19). 

The single-leg stance test can be analyzed both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. Janda also described the following assessments of 
balance: 

Figure 5.19 The single-leg stance test. 
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• Static balance, qualitative assessment. First, the clinician observes the quality 
of the movement as the patient attains and maintains single-leg balance, noting the 
amount of preshift to the stance leg and any unevenness of the pelvis or shoulders. 
Normally, preshift to the stance leg is no more than 1 in. (2.5 cm), and the patient 
should be able to maintain this single-leg stance for about 15 s without any compen
satory movements. Excessive preshift of the pelvis, inability to hold 15 s of unilat
eral stance, elevation of the contralateral shoulder, or hip hiking indicates possible 
dysfunction. Inhibition or weakness of the lateral pelvic stabilizers is suspected if 
pelvic deviations are observed. These deviations include a lateral pelvic shift, contra
lateral hip drop (Trendelenburg sign), or medial rotation of the femur (secondary to 
the predominance of the TFL and hip medial rotators over the weaker or inhibited 
gluteus medius, gluteus minimus, and deep hip lateral rotators). The clinician also 
looks for excessive activity of the knee, tibialis anterior, or toes, which might indicate 
poor proprioception. 

• Static balance, quantitative assessment. As in the qualitative test, the patient is 
asked to stand on one leg and, while keeping the eyes open, raise the opposite hip to 
45° and flex the opposite knee to 90°. Next the patient is instructed to fix his gaze at a 
point directly in front of him and then close his eyes and attempt to balance himself 
on one leg for 30 s. The test is repeated up to five times per leg, and the best time is 
recorded for each leg. The test is discontinued if the patient opens his eyes, reaches 
with his arms, touches his non-weight-bearing foot onto the stance leg, hops, or puts 
his foot down. The following are the normative data for single-leg balance according 
to age (Bohannon et al. 1984): 

Age Eyes Closed 
20-49 y 24-29 s 

50-59 y 21s 

60-69 y 10 s 

70-79 y 4 s 

• Dynamic balance testing (Janda's perturbation test). Janda also described a 
more dynamic balance assessment in which he provided a small, unexpected displace
ment on the sacrum of patients during quiet standing. Patients were not aware of the 
perturbation and thus did not brace themselves. This test gave important information 
on the sensorimotor system processing for dynamic balance. Janda noted the domi
nant strategy the patient used to respond to the perturbation, studying the depth of 
forward displacement, the latency of attaining equilibrium, and the overall subjective 
quality of the response. 

Evaluation of Gait 
Gait mechanics have been discussed thoroughly in various texts (Perry 1992; Profes
sional Staff Association of Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center 1989; Powers 2003; 
Inman 1966; Inman et al. 1981). The gait pattern is the most automatized move
ment; the basic reflexes for gait are regulated at the spinal cord level. However, 
the more complex reflexes are regulated on the subcortical or cortical levels. The 
gait pattern is highly individualized and deeply fixed in the CNS; it can be changed 
only with great difficulty. Walking involves a sequence of repetitious limb motions 
used to propel the body forward while maintaining stance stability. The gait cycle 
is defined as a single sequence of events for a single limb. Usually, the beginning 
is designated as the initial contact of the heel; the limb then progresses through 
midstance, terminal stance, and finally the swing phase. The gait cycle is 60% stance 
phase and 40% swing phase. 
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Phases of Gait and Associated Tasks 
There are three distinct phases of the gait cycle. These are weight acceptance, single-
limb support, and limb advancement. 

• Weight acceptance. This phase is the most demanding task of the gait cycle 
because it requires an abrupt transfer of weight to a limb that has just completed the 
swing phase. Its two subphases include (1) initial contact, the point at which the foot 
touches the floor, typically at the heel, and (2) loading response, which covers the 
time from initial contact to contralateral toe-off. The three objectives of the weight 
acceptance phase are shock absorption, weight-bearing stability, and preservation of 
progression. 

• Single-limb support. In this phase a person must support the body weight on 
one limb in addition to stabilizing the entire body while moving the body beyond 
the stationary foot. Its two subphases include (1) midstance (10%-30% of gait cycle), 
which is a single-limb stance used from contralateral toe-off to heel-off, and (2) termi
nal stance (30 %-50% of gait cycle), which is a single-limb stance used from heel-off to 
initial contact of the contralateral limb. 

• Limb advancement. This phase involves completing limb advancement for for
ward progression as well as preparing the limb for stance. There are four main sub-
phases of limb advancement: preswing, initial swing, midswing, and terminal swing. 
Table 5.2 summarizes the critical events in the gait cycle. 

Table 5.2 Critical Events in the Gait Cycle by Phase 

Heel strike 

Knee flexion and ankle 

plantar flexion 

Heel rocker 

Ankle dorsiflexion 

Heel rise 

Knee extension 

Hip hyperextension (trailing limb) 

Adequate pelvic stability 

Ankle rocker 

Forefoot rocker 

Ankle dorsiflexion Ankle dorsiflexion 

Adequate knee flexion (40°-60°) Knee extension 

Adequate knee flexion Adequate hip flexion (20- 30°) 

Adequate knee flexion (15°-25°) 

Gait Pathology in Muscle Imbalance Syndromes 
Adequate balance, timing, and recruitment of the musculature are imperative for 
smooth and efficient gait patterns. Any imbalance or any impaired recruitment and 
coordination of muscles in any part of the kinetic chain results in faulty patterns and 
inefficient energy expenditure. Skilled gait analysis provides important information to 
the clinician about possible overstresses of critical segments in the kinetic chain that 
may be causing or perpetuating a pain problem. 

During the polio epidemic in the United States, several specific gait patterns were 
identified. These patterns corresponded to specific muscle weaknesses: 

Muscle Weakness Gait Pattern 
Gluteus medius Trendelenburg 

Gluteus maximus Lurch 

Quadriceps Knee hyperextension 

Tibialis anterior Foot slap 
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Not unsurprisingly, these muscles are the ones Janda classified as muscles prone to 
weakness. It is not uncommon to see these types of pathological gait to a very small 
degree in patients with LCS. 

Janda described three specific types of gait. Each pattern relates to the mechanism 
used to propel the body forward. 

• Proximal gait pattern. The body is propelled forward primarily through excessive 
hip and knee flexion, followed by hip extension past the midline. Greater overstress at 
the hip joints may result from this type of gait. The COG remains relatively level, and 
stresses on the ankle joint are minimal. 

• Distal gait pattern. The body is propelled forward primarily through excessive 
plantar flexion with minimal motion at the hip and knee joints; the knee remains in 
extension. This gait pattern appears bouncy, as the COG is elevated with each step 
and the body simply falls forward. Overstress at the ankle and foot usually results 
from this type of gait. 

• Combined gait pattern. Janda noted a combination of the proximal and distal 
gait patterns in some patients. These patients tend to have minimal hip flexion (as 
seen in the proximal gait pattern), as well as internal rotation, knee flexion, and foot 
eversion. The lower-extremity movement resembles that of the Charleston dance 
pattern. 

Assessment and Observation of Gait 
Gait assessment provides an overall picture of the dynamic function of the sensori
motor system. Patients are often instructed to walk distances of 20 ft (6.1 m) or more 
several times while the clinician observes the entire body both anteriorly and poste
riorly. Much attention is directed toward the pelvis and trunk in the sagittal, frontal, 
and transverse planes. 

Sagittal Plane 
In the ideal gait pattern with adequate trunk stability, the pelvis and shoulders move 
forward in the same plane. However, if trunk stability is inadequate, the shoulders 
will lag behind the pelvis, causing overstress at the thoracolumbar or cervical joints. 

During the terminal stance of gait, there should be an apparent hip hyperextension 
or trailing limb posture. However, if there is inadequate hip extension due to muscle 
imbalance or joint stiffness, the axis of motion may shift from the hip to the lumbar 
segments. The result is increased lumbar extension that overstresses these segments 
with each step the person takes. Overstress at the lumbar segments increases if the 
patient exhibits an existing anterior pelvic tilt. 

The clinician should also study the movement of the upper extremities. The patient 
should demonstrate reciprocal flexion of the arm in tandem with movement of the 
contralateral hip (i.e., left swing phase equals left arm flexion). If there is no move
ment in the arms, the trunk often compensates with trunk rotation, which may place 
additional stress on spinal structures. 

Frontal and Transverse Planes 
Adequate lateral pelvic brace during the single-limb support in both the frontal and 
transverse planes is needed for efficient energy expenditure. The COG should stay 
relatively level when lateral pelvic and trunk stability is adequate. The primary muscles 
involved in supporting the lateral pelvic brace are the gluteal and abdominal muscles. 
The function of the gluteal muscles, in particular the gluteus medius, is necessary to 
counter the adduction moment and to control the femoral medial rotation during the 
early stance phase of the gait cycle. Excessive hip adduction during gait is the result 
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of gluteus medius weakness (Reischl et al. 1999). Inadequate lateral pelvic and trunk 
stability and control often result in greater lateral pelvic shift on the stance leg, contra
lateral pelvic drop, or excessive pelvic rotation. In short, if pelvic motion is detected, 
it is usually excessive. 

Janda also assessed backward walking to determine whether a gluteus maximus 
was simply inhibited or truly weak. If the gluteus maximus is weak, there will be 
a lack of hip extension that is compensated for by an increased lumbar lordosis 
or anterior pelvic tilt. If the gluteus maximus is only inhibited, the backward walk 
appears normal. 

Summary 
The sensorimotor system is functionally interdependent with the neurological and 
musculoskeletal systems. The muscular system lies at a functional crossroads because 
of its influence from both the CNS and the osteoarticular system. Dysfunction in any 
component of these systems is reflected by alterations in function elsewhere in the 
system, in the form of altered muscle balance, tone, contraction, coordination, and 
recruitment. Thorough analysis of posture, balance, and gait is essential to provide 
a clearer understanding of the status of the motor system and its relevance to the 
patient's symptoms. 
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Classic muscle strength testing involves providing a resistance against the char
acteristic movement of the tested muscle. Strength is tested along the structural 
lines of origin and insertion. Functional movement is never isolated because 

it is produced by several muscles acting as prime movers, synergists, or stabilizers 
that coordinate together. In addition, functional strength does not require maximal 
activation; rather, muscle onset and timing are more important. Hence, classic manual 
muscle strength testing does not provide sufficient or reliable information about the 
recruitment of all the muscles involved in functional movement. 

While manual muscle testing (MMT) is an important tool, it gives clinicians little 
more than a quantification of weakness. Muscles that test strong during MMT may 
actually be inhibited when performing a coordinated movement pattern. On the other 
hand, muscles that test weak during MMT may only be inhibited. Janda described 
this as pseudoparesis (Janda 1989). He suggested that there are three characteristics 
of pseudoparesis: hypotonia, a score of 4 out of 5 during MMT, and delayed onset or 
absent EMG. 

According to Janda, movement pattern analysis is more reliable than studying pain 
when assessing functional pathology because pain is very subjective. Movement pat
terns are examined immediately after the postural assessment so that touch or facilita
tion by the clinician does not influence any motor patterns. When observing movement 
patterns, the clinician should focus not only on the strength of the movement but also, 
and more importantly, on the sequencing and activation of all the synergists involved 
in the movement. In this respect, the initiation of the movement is more important 
than the final phase or completion of the movement. Understanding the quality and 
control of the movement pattern is imperative, as these characteristics may contribute 
to or perpetuate adverse stresses on the spine and other structures. Although move
ment and activation patterns are individualized due to variability in motor control, 
both typical and abnormal patterns can be observed. This chapter focuses on Janda's 
six basic movement patterns and their tests; these tests provide the clinician with 
valuable information regarding a patient's preferred movement strategy. Additional 
movement tests and selected MMT complementary to Janda's basic movement tests 
are also discussed. 

Janda's Basic Movement Patterns 
Janda identified six basic movement patterns that provide overall information about 
a particular patient's movement quality and control; these movements form the basis 
of the hip extension, hip abduction, curl-up, cervical flexion, push-up, and shoulder 
abduction movement pattern tests. Janda offered several important guidelines to 
follow when assessing these movements: 

• The patient should disrobe as much as possible so that the clinician may visual
ize all parts of the body. 

C H A P T E R 

6 
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• The clinician should provide minimal verbal cues so that the patient's preferred 
movement pattern may be observed. 

• The clinician should not touch the patient at all, as touch can be facilitatory. 

• The patient should perform each movement slowly over three trials. 

Each test has a typical motor response as well as clinical indicators of functional 
pathology. While Janda considered the firing order of these movements to be an impor
tant clinical sign, he also noted that the compensatory patterns observed during these 
movement tests are more valuable for diagnosis. The beginning of the movement is 
the most important for information on motor control (Janda 1984; Janda, Frank, and 
Liebenson 2007). The clinician should observe both the left and right sides for com
parison. Muscle or limb trembling during these tests is considered a positive finding, 
indicating weakness or fatigue. Some patients do not need to perform all six tests at 
once; the clinician should decide which tests are indicated based on the postural 
analysis and history. Table 6.1 lists key indicators for the movement tests. 

Table 6.1 Key Indicators for Janda's Movement Tests 

Hip extension Decreased gluteus maximus bulk 
Increased hamstring bulk 
Observation of spinal horizontal grooves or creases 
Anterior pelvic tilt 
Increased or asymmetrical paraspinal bulk 
Decreased trailing limb posture at terminal stance during gait 

Hip abduction Lateral shift or rotation of pelvis 
Asymmetrical height of iliac crest 
Observation of adductor notch 
Adducted hips or varus position 
Increased lateral IT groove 
Positive result on single-leg stance test 
Trendelenburg sign or increased lateral pelvic shift during loading response during gait 

Trunk curl-up Decreased abdominal tone 
Lateral grooves in abdominal wall 
Impaired respiration 
Pseudohernia 

Cervical flexion Prominence of sternocleidomastoid at mid- to distal insertion 
Forward head posture 
Increased angle (>90°) between chin and neck 
Impaired respiration 

Push-up Forward head with protracted shoulders 
Increased internal rotation of arms 
Nipples that face out superiorly and laterally (in males) 
Scapula winging, tipping 

Shoulder abduction Forward head with protracted shoulders 
Gothic shoulder 
Levator notch 
Scapular winging, tipping 
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Hip Extension Movement Pattern Test 
During the terminal stance of the normal gait cycle, the hip extends to the trailing limb 
posture of 10° of apparent hyperextension. There are 5° of backward pelvic rotation 
that contribute to these 10° of hyperextension. The functional significance of this 
trailing limb posture is that it allows the body to advance past the stable limb for 
forward progression (Perry 1992; Professional Staff Association of Rancho Los Amigos 
Medical Center 1989). Stiff or short hip flexors may reduce the available range in the 
hip and force the body to move the axis of rotation from the hip joint to a proximal 
point, namely the lumbar spine, in order to get the 
necessary forward progression. 

The hip extension movement test is analyzed 
clinically to determine the patient's preferred 
recruitment pattern. The sequencing and degree 
of activation of the hamstrings, gluteus maximus, 
spinal extensors, and shoulder musculature are 
observed. To perform this test, the patient lies 
prone with the arms at the sides and the feet hang
ing over the table to allow for neutral leg rotation 
(see figure 6.\a). The patient's head should be 
placed in as neutral a position as possible. The 
patient is asked to lift the leg slowly toward the 
ceiling. Normally, the gluteus maximus as well as 
the contralateral lumbar erectors activate early 
in the movement. Janda suggested that a normal 
pattern of activation during prone hip extension is 
the hamstrings followed by the gluteus maximus fol
lowed by the contralateral erector spinae followed 
by the ipsilateral erector spinae. 

The most common sign of a faulty movement pat
tern is over activation of the hamstrings and erector 
spinae and delayed or absent contraction of the 
gluteus maximus. The poorest pattern occurs when 
the thoracolumbar extensors or even the shoulder 
muscles initiate the movement delayed or absent 
the gluteus maximus contribution. Clinically, this 
pattern is observed as an anterior pelvic tilt with 
hyperlordosis in the lumbar spine as the patient 
lifts the leg into extension (figure 6.1b). Mechanical 
and compressive stresses in the lumbar spine are 
the result. An inability to maintain knee extension 
during the test should also be noted, as this obser
vation may suggest hamstring dominance over the 
gluteus maximus (figure 6.1c). Positive findings 
during this test are associated with hypertrophy 
of the hamstrings and thoracolumbar extensors 
as well as atrophy of the gluteus maximus during 
postural analysis. 
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Figure 6.1 Prone hip extension test, (a) Starting position. 
(b) Lumbar extension and anterior pelvic tilt during hip 
extension, (c) Knee flexion during hip extension. 
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Occasionally, this faulty movement pattern overflows into the upper quarter and 
may be an underlying cause of neck pain. Clinicians should watch the contralateral 
insertion of the latissimus dorsi on the humerus for activation during hip extension. 
Such activation suggests poor spinal stabilization that is compensated for by a reverse 
action of the latissimus via the thoracolumbar fascia. Increased activity of the upper 
trapezius during the hip extension test is a sign of poor prognosis. 

Studies of healthy human subjects (Bullock-Saxton, Janda, and Bullock 1994; 
Vogt and Banzer 1997; Pierce and Lee 1990; Hungerford, Gilleard, and Hodges 2003) 
have shown variations in the recruitment patterns and prime movers used for 
hip extension. Pierce and Lee (1990) found inconsistent patterns among healthy 
subjects; however, they began their hip extension test in 30° of hip flexion rather 
than in the neutral hip position used by Janda. Nevertheless, it is generally agreed 
that a delayed recruitment or a weak activation of the gluteus maximus induces 
compensatory overload stresses on the lumbar spine that are accompanied by 
simultaneous thoracolumbar erector spinae overactivity. Lewis and Sahrmann 
(2005) showed that patients with anterior hip pain have delayed onset of the gluteus 
maximus. Other studies (Hungerford, Gilleard, and Hodges 2003; Vogt and Banzer, 
1997; Hodges and Richardson, 1996, 1998; McGill 2002; Radebold et al. 2001; Lee 
1980) have shown the importance of the feed-forward mechanism (i.e., the antici
patory and stabilizing role of the abdominal muscles and lumbar erector spinae) 
in the premovement phase of hip extension for stabilizing the trunk to control the 
pelvis during limb movement. 

Hip Abduction Movement Pattern Test 
During the loading response phase of the gait cycle, the lower fibers of the gluteus 
maximus, hamstrings, and adductor magnus act eccentrically to counteract the hip 
flexion torque; thus, the hip joint is stabilized with minimal trunk flexion. In addition, 
the TFL, posterior gluteus medius and minimus, and upper fibers of the gluteus maxi
mus contract eccentrically to stabilize the pelvis in the frontal plane. The result is 

that during midstance of the gait cycle, the pelvis is 
stabilized by the hip abductor group counteracting 
a strong varus (adductor) torque, thus preventing 
a hip drop or lateral shift of the pelvis. 

The hip abduction test provides direct informa
tion about the quality of the lateral muscular pelvic 
brace and indirect information about the stabiliza
tion of the pelvis in the frontal plane during gait. 
This test is performed with the patient lying on 
her side with her bottom leg in a flexed position. 
The top leg is placed in a neutral position, in line 
with the trunk (figure 6.2a). The prime movers 
for hip abduction are the gluteus medius, gluteus 
minimus, and TFL, while the quadratus lumborum 
and abdominal muscles stabilize the pelvis during Figure 6.2a Hip abduction test. Start. 
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limb movement. The patient is instructed to lift 
the leg toward the ceiling (figure 6.2b). The normal 
pattern of hip abduction is abduction to about 
20° without any hip flexion or internal or external 
rotation and with a stable trunk and pelvis—in 
other words, abduction without any hip elevation 
or trunk rotation. 

Typically, the first sign of an altered movement 
pattern is the tensor mechanism of hip abduc
tion facilitated by a tight TFL. Instead of pure hip 
abduction in the plane of the trunk, the movement 
is combined with hip flexion (figure 6.2c) due to 
the TFL's dual action as a hip flexor and abductor. 

The poorest movement pattern is observed 
when the hip abduction is initiated by contraction 
of the quadratus lumborum before 20° of hip abduction, resulting in a lateral pelvic 
tilt or hip hike (figure 6.2d). In this case, the role of the quadratus lumborum changes 
from pelvic stabilizer to prime mover. Alterations observed in hip abduction can cause 
excessive stresses to the lumbosacral segments and hip during gait. Positive findings 
during the hip abduction test are associated with tightness of the IT band and atro
phy of the gluteal muscles on the ipsilateral side during postural analysis and a failed 
single-limb stance test. 

Figure 6.2 Hip abduction test, (c) Tensor mechanism, (d) Hip hike. 
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Trunk Curl-Up Movement Pattern Test 
During the trunk curl-up, the abdominal muscles contract and shorten, thus flexing the 
spine. The upper trunk rounds, the lower back flattens, and the pelvis tilts posteriorly. 
The upward movement is completed when the scapulae clear the table. During this 
phase, the heels should remain in contact with the table. After the curl-up phase is 
completed, the hip flexors become dominant in further curling the spine into a sit-up 
position (Kendall, McCreary, and Provance 1993). 

The trunk curl-up test estimates the interplay between the iliopsoas and the abdomi
nal muscles. With the patient supine, the clinician analyzes the patient's preferred way 
of curling up. If the curl-up is performed with adequate abdominal contraction, a flexion 
or kyphosis of the upper trunk is observed. However, if the movement is performed 
primarily with the hip flexors, curling of the upper trunk is minimal and an associated 
anterior tilt of the pelvis may be observed. 

The patient can also perform the curl-up test with the examiner placing his hands 
under the patient's heels to detect early loss of pressure (figure 6.3). If a loss of heel 
pressure is detected before the end of the curl-up, the test is positive, indicating the 
dominance of the hip flexors over the abdominal muscles (Jull and Janda 1987; Janda, 
Frank, and Liebenson 2007). This test has caused confusion and misinterpretation by 
some individuals describing a Janda crunch or Janda sit-up in which the patient per
forms the trunk curl while isometrically contracting the hamstrings. Janda suggested 
placing the hands under the patient's heels to detect heel elevation rather than provide 
resistance to knee flexion. Therefore, there is no such exercise as the Janda crunch, 
as some individuals have advocated. 

Kendall has advocated using two separate tests to differentiate the upper- and lower-
abdominal muscles because of their different attachments and respective lines of pull. 
The primary muscles involved in the trunk curl are the internal obliques and rectus 
abdominis; hence the term upper-abdominal muscles. The lower-abdominal muscles 
comprise the external obliques and the lower rectus abdominis, and these muscles 
are tested with the double-leg lowering test (Kendall, McCreary, and Provance 1993). 

Lehman and McGill (2001) contend that a significant functional separation does not 
exist between the upper- and lower-abdominal muscles since the abdominal fascia 
contains the rectus abdominis and connects laterally to the aponeurosis of the three 
layers of the abdominal wall. Although regional differences do exist, all components 
of the abdominal muscles work both together and independently, resulting in spinal 
stability. The authors suggest the need for several exercise tests to challenge the vari
ous functioning divisions of the abdominal muscles (McGill 2002). 

Figure 6.3 Curl-up test, (a) Start, (b) Finish. 
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Cervical Flexion Movement Pattern Test 
The primary deep flexors of the head and cervical spine are the longus capitis, 
longus colli, and rectus capitis anterior. Cervical spine and head flexion are also 
assisted by the SCM and anterior scalenes (Kendall, McCreary, and Provance 1993). 
A proper movement pattern would entail cervicocranial flexion throughout the test. 
The cervical flexion test estimates the interplay between the deep cervical flexors 
and the synergists, namely the SCM and anterior scalenes (see figure 6.4a). Surface 
EMG recordings of the SCM (Jull 2000) and direct recording of the deep neck flexor 
activity (Falla, Rainoldi, Merletti, and Jull 2003; Falla, Jull, Dall'Alba, Rainoldi, and 
Merletti 2003) have demonstrated a disturbance in synergistic movement in patients 
with idiopathic neck pain and patients with neck pain after whiplash injury. Impair
ments in the strength and endurance needed by the deep neck flexors for segmental 
control and support (Janda 1994; Jull 2000; Jull, Kristjansson, and Dall'Alba 2004) are 
compensated for by increased activity in the superficial SCM and anterior scalene. 
This finding is particularly true with patients experiencing recurrent headaches (Falla 
et al. 2003a,2003b; Falla, Jull, and Hodges 2004; Falla, Jull, and Hodges 2006; Jull, Barett, 
Magee, Ho 1999; Cibulka 2006). 

This test is positive when the chin or jaw juts forward at the initiation of the move
ment (figure 6.46). A jutting chin or jaw suggests a dominance of the SCM and sca
lenes over the weaker deep cervical flexors. A forward head posture indicates weak 
or inhibited deep cervical flexors. Observation of bulkiness at the middle of the SCM 
when the patient is at rest also suggests weakness of these flexors. 

If the pattern is unclear, the clinician places 1 or 2 fingers against the patient's fore
head to apply a slight resistance to the movement. This allows the clinician to detect 
any anterior translation of the cervical segments, which would confirm inadequate 
stabilization by the deep cervical flexors. 

Figure 6.4 (a) Cervical flexion test. (b)The chin is jutting out, indicating a positive test. 
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Push-Up Movement Pattern Test 
The push-up test examines the quality of dynamic scapular stabilization. When the 
patient performs the test properly, the scapula abducts and upwardly rotates as the 
trunk is lifted upward during the push-up. There is no associated scapular elevation. 
The force-coupling action of the serratus anterior and trapezius is imperative to provide 
the proper scapular movement, with the scapular synergists contributing to its stabil
ity (Cools et al. 2003). Weakness of the serratus anterior becomes evident when the 
patient displays winging of the scapula or excessive scapular adduction or is unable 
to complete the range of scapular motion in the direction of abduction. Dominance 
of the upper trapezius and levator scapulae is demonstrated by excessive shoulder 
elevation or shrug. The lowering of the body from the maximum push-up position is 
more sensitive in detecting excessive scapular rotation, elevation, tipping, winging, 
adduction, or abduction because of the eccentric loading on the muscles. The type 
of impaired scapular motion detected depends on the dominance of the associated 
synergists involved in the push-up movement pattern. 

The push-up test is performed with the patient lying in a prone position with the 
legs extended in preparation for performing the push-up movement from the feet (see 
figure 6.5, a-b). The clinician observes the quality of scapular and torso movements 
and notes any deviations from the ideal push-up movement (see figure 6.5, c-d). This 

Figure 6.5 Push-up test, (a) Starting position, (b) Ending position, (c) Deviation, (d) Deviation. 
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test is quite challenging, as it requires adequate 
strength and endurance of the arm and torso mus
cles to maintain the erect posture of the body. If the 
patient is unable to perform this test with straight 
legs, she may perform the test with bent legs 
(figure 6.5e). Scapular winging, gothic shoulders, 
levator notch, and excessive bulk of the pectoral 
muscles observed during postural analysis indicate 
that the clinician should include the push-up test to 
confirm the muscular imbalances associated with 
the UCS described by Janda. 

Figure 6.5e The push-up test performed from the knees. 

Shoulder Abduction Movement Pattern Test 
The shoulder abduction test examines the coordination of the 
shoulder girdle muscles, namely the deltoids, rotator cuff mus
cles, upper trapezius, and levator scapula. Shoulder abduction 
in the frontal plane consists of synergistic abduction, scapular 
upward rotation, and scapular elevation. 

The shoulder abduction test is performed with the patient 
in a seated position with the arms at the sides and the elbows 
flexed in order to control undesired rotation (figure 6.6a). 
Shoulder abduction comprises three major actions: abduction 
in the glenohumeral joint, upward rotation of the scapula, and 
elevation of the scapula. Activation of the contralateral upper 
trapezius is normal for stabilization. The decisive point of this 
movement pattern is at 60° of shoulder abduction, where there 
is an associated scapular elevation. Any noticeable elevation of 
the shoulder girdle before 60° of shoulder abduction is positive 
for incoordination and impairment of the force couples among 
the muscles involved in shoulder abduction (figure 6.6, b-c). 
Repeated or sustained shoulder girdle arm movements may 
overstress the spinal structures. 

Possible causes of excessive scapular elevation during shoul
der abduction are an overactive upper trapezius and levator 
scapulae. Initiation of shoulder abduction via shoulder girdle 
elevation, as is seen in patients with frozen shoulder syndrome, 
is also considered pathological. The worst scenario observed is 
contralateral lateral side bending of the trunk to initiate shoulder 
abduction. This movement pattern indicates severe weakness of 
the rotator cuff or deltoid and shortness or overactivity of the 
contralateral quadratus lumborum. Hypertrophy of the upper 
trapezius and atrophy of the deltoid and posterior rotator cuff 
are associated with positive findings. In addition, the shoulder 
abduction test commonly is associated with the observation 
of a gothic shoulder or levator notch during postural analysis. 

Figure 6.6 Shoulder abduction test, (a) Beginning position. 
(b) Faulty movement pattern, (c) Excessive right shoulder 
elevation before 60° of shoulder abduction. Note right cervical 
rotation, which indicates a dominance of the levator scapulae. 
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Additional Movement Tests 
Complementary to Janda's Tests 

Figure 6.7 The CCF test. 

There are several other clinical tests of movement patterns that are complementary 
to Janda's basic movement tests. Some of these are tests for the deep cervical flexors, 
TrA, abdominal wall, and respiratory muscles. 

Craniocervical Flexion Test 
The craniocervical flexion (CCF) test assesses the strength and endurance of the deep 
neck flexors (Jull 2000). The patient is in a supine position with the knees bent and the 
feet flat (hook-lying position) to relax the lumbar spine. The head is in a neutral position; 
it should not be extended and the chin should not jut forward. If the patient is not able 

to achieve this neutral position of the head, a small 
folded towel should be placed under the occiput, 
to leave the cervical spine free (see figure 6.7). An 
inflatable biofeedback pressure cuff is placed under 
the cervical spine to provide support. The inflatable 
cushion should not push the cervical spine forward, 
as this takes it out of the neutral position. Once the 
ideal position is established, the cushion is inflated 
to 20 mmHg. The pressure cuff dial can be turned 
toward the patient, so that he can see that the dial 
is set to 20 mmHg. The patient is then instructed to 
gently nod the head to a target of 22 mmHg on the 
cuff and to hold the dial steady for 10 s while breath
ing normally. If successful, the patient is instructed 
to relax to 20 mmHg and, after resting, to perform 
the chin nod movement to a target of 24 mmHg and 
hold for 10 s. This procedure is repeated to target 

pressures of 26,28, and 30 mmHg; each time the patient should maintain the target pres
sure for 10 s. Ideal performance is when the patient holds the pressure steady for 10 s 
at 28 or 30 mmHg. Failure occurs if the patient is unable to reach the target pressure or 
hold the target pressure for 10 s. Another sign of failure is overactivation of the super
ficial SCM muscles. Both patients with insidious-onset cervical pain and patients with 
whiplash demonstrate significantly increased SCM EMG activity when compared with 
control subjects at each test level, regardless of whether the pain is acute or chronic 
(Jull, Kristjansson, and Dall'Alba 2004). Falla, Jull, and Hodges (2004) have shown the 
association between poor performance of this test and dysfunction of the deep cervi
cal flexors. The CCF test may provide a more specific method to assess and retrain the 
deep cervical flexors when compared with the conventional cervical flexion exercises in 
which superficial muscle activity may mask impaired performance of the deep cervical 
flexors (O'Leary et al. 2007). 

Transversus Abdominis Test 
A latent or absent recruitment of the TrA and activation of the multifidi have been 
demonstrated in both acute and chronic low back pain cases (Richardson, Jull, Hodges, 
and Hides 1999; Hodges and Richardson 1996, 1998). The Queensland group has 
observed that a drawing in, or hollowing, of the abdominal wall recruits the TrA and 
so has developed an assessment and treatment tool to target the motor reeducation 
of this muscle. Independent activation of the TrA is a skill and requires practice, even 
in people without a history of low back pain. The clinician must carefully observe the 
contraction of the superficial abdominal muscles to flatten the abdominal wall. 
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The abdominal hollowing test can be performed in any body position, but it is useful 
to have the patient perform the test in the prone position to increase the awareness 
of the abdominal movements (figure 6.8a). The clinician monitors the active contrac
tion of the TrA by palpation medial to the anterior superior iliac spines. The patient 
is instructed to gently draw her lower abdomen and navel inward toward the spine 
without moving the spine or pelvis. Once the patient has practiced several times, the 
formal testing can be performed. 

A pressure cuff is positioned under the abdomen so that the navel lies in the center 
of the cuff and the distal edge of the cuff is at the level of the ASISs (figure 6.8b). The 
cuff is inflated to 70 mmHg and the patient is instructed to draw in the lower abdomen 
gradually, as performed in the practice sessions. Ideally, the patient is able to reduce 
the pressure by 4 to 6 mmHg by contracting the TrA and then maintain this reduced 
pressure for 10 s. This maneuver is repeated 10 times. Inadequate TrA contraction 
results in a pressure reduction of less than 4 mmHg, whereas excessive contraction 
of the superficial abdominal muscles results in a pressure reduction of greater than 
10 mmHg. The clinician must also watch for thoracolumbar hypertonus, lumbar exten
sion, posterior pelvic tilt, and breath holding. 

Figure 6.8 (a) Abdominal hollowing in the prone position, (b) Pressure cuff placement for the prone position. 

Recruitment of the TrA has been shown to be impaired following injury (Richardson 
et al. 1999) and abdominal hollowing has been advocated by the Queensland group as 
a means to increase TrA recruitment. While hollowing may be used for motor reeduca
tion, McGill and colleagues have argued that hollowing does not ensure or enhance 
spinal stability (McGill 2002; Grenier and McGill 2007). 

Sufficient spinal stability can be ensured by abdominal bracing. Abdominal bracing 
does not entail a hollowing or pushing out of the abdominal wall. Rather, it requires 
maintaining a mild isometric contraction in the abdominal wall, or stiffening up the 
entire abdominal wall without changing it geometrically (Juker et al. 1998; McGill 2002). 
The coactivation of the TrA and external and internal obliques has been demonstrated 
to ensure spinal stability in various possible positions of instability (Lehman and McGill 
2001; McGill 2002; Grenier and McGill 2007). High levels of co-contraction are rarely 
required: McGill (2002) proposes that 10% or less maximal voluntary co-contraction of 
the abdominal wall is sufficient for ADL. However, if a joint has lost stiffness because 
of damage, more co-contraction may be required. 

The clinician introduces the concept of abdominal bracing by asking the patient to 
stiffen up one joint, perhaps an elbow, by simultaneously contracting the flexors and 
extensors. The patient is then asked to palpate her muscles and joints and to compare 
the co-contraction and relaxation of the muscles in various positions of the joint. Once 

Abdominal Bracing 
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the patient can successfully stiffen up various peripheral joints, she is asked to repli
cate the technique on her torso. It is important to observe how the patient performs 
an abdominal brace. An ideal technique does not involve a geometric change in the 
shape of the belly. The clinician should not see excessive sucking in or a pushing out 
of the abdominal wall as in a Valsalva maneuver. The patient is then instructed to add 
some level of abdominal bracing to independent arm or leg movements and eventually 
incorporate bracing into her exercise program or ADL. 

Breathing Patterns 
Breathing is regulated and coordinated by the autonomic nervous system. The rate 
and volume of breath is influenced by physical, chemical, and emotional factors. 
Under normal functioning circumstances, the rate and volume of breathing return to 
the relaxed baseline state once a demand or threat has been removed. Faulty respira
tion develops subcortically to compensate for injury or pain or to maintain the blood 
pH in response to stress, altitude, infection, or pathology. A faulty breathing pattern 
may perpetuate on a subcortical level and lead to an ingrained motor program, even 
when the initial trigger no longer exists. This is often seen in chronic hyperventilation 
(Gardener 1996), in which the faulty pattern often becomes self-perpetuating. 

Correcting a faulty respiratory pattern is integral to the success of any rehabilitation 
program addressing the movement system. Treatment must be directed at restoring 
normal subcortical motor programs through motor training. For respiratory training 
to be effective, the new motor program must be practiced repeatedly under various 
conditions until it becomes the program of choice. When voluntary motor training is 
unsuccessful, reflex therapy as described by Vojta and Peters (2007) and Kolar (2007) 
is necessary to activate postural reactions including physiological respiration. Lewit 
(1980) contends that no other movement can be normalized if the breathing pattern is 
not. Thus, a routine examination of the neuromuscular system must include an evalu
ation of the respiration pattern, especially for patients with chronic musculoskeletal 
pain symptoms and limited response to previous therapies. 

The primary muscles responsible for respiration are the diaphragm, intercostals, 
scalenes, TrA, pelvic floor muscles, and deep intrinsic spinal muscles (Hruska 1997). 
Each of these muscles plays a role in both respiration and spinal stabilization. According 
to Kendall, McCreary, and Provance (1993), of the 20 primary and accessory muscles 
associated with respiration, almost all of them have a postural function. 

Some patients may show relatively normal respiratory patterns when relaxed in 
a supine position but may change into accessory-muscle or chest breathers when 

challenged in a functional position such as sitting at a 
computer or standing erect. Thus respiration patterns 
should be assessed with the patient in various positions, 
especially any painful positions used in ADL. A simple 
test is for the clinician to gently rest her hands on the 
patient's shoulders during quiet breathing to note any 
upward movement of the shoulders that would indicate 
accessory respiration (figure 6.9). There are several things 
to observe in assessing respiration: 

• Initiation of breath—the initiation of breathing 
should be at the abdominal region and not the 
chest. 

• Lateral excursion of the lower rib cage during 
inspiration—movement of the rib cage is best 
assessed with the patient in the seated or stand
ing position. 

Figure 6.9 Assessment of accessory respi ration 
with the patient in sitting position. 
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• Upper-chest expansion during the final phase of inspiration—the most common 
faulty pattern is the superior or cranial excursion, or lifting of the upper ribs 
by the scalenes and upper trapezius to substitute for inefficient or inhibited 
diaphragm activity. 

There are several primary respiratory faults: 

• Superior excursion, or lifting of the entire rib cage during inspiration 

• Chest movements that predominate over abdominal movements 

• Minimal or absent lateral excursion of the lower ribs 

• Paradoxical breathing, or hollowing of the abdomen during inhalation and bulg
ing of the abdomen during expiration 

• Inability to maintain an abdominal brace during normal breathing 

The following secondary respiratory faults may also be present: 

• Shallow breathing with minimal or absent movement in the abdomen or rib cage 
• Asymmetrical rib cage or abdomen movements 

• Alterations in the sequencing of motion from lower abdomen to middle chest 
to upper chest 

• Observable or palpable excessive tension in face, neck, or jaw 

• Frequent sighs or yawns 

Selected Manual Muscle Tests 
MMT has been covered extensively in many texts. This section focuses on MMT of a few 
key muscles that are often tested weak with the movement pattern tests. Aside from 
quantifying the strength of the muscle, noting the quality and intensity of the muscle con
traction is important; hence, the clinician should palpate the muscle that is being tested. 
The gluteus maximus and medius are involved in stabilizing the pelvis, particularly in 
stance and gait. These are the muscles that commonly are weakened or inhibited in the 
LCS. The middle and lower trapezius are weakened or inhibited in the UCS, often resulting 
in shoulder and cervical pain dysfunctions. Latency in recruitment in these muscles has 
been demonstrated in subjects with shoulder impingement syndromes (Cools et al. 2003). 

Gluteus Maximus 
Gluteus maximus strength is tested with the patient in 
the prone position with the knees flexed to 90° in order 
to place the hamstrings in a mechanically disadvantaged 
position for assisting in hip extension (see figure 6.10). 
The clinician moves the patient's thigh into hip exten
sion, ensuring that the lumbar spine is neutral (neither 
flexed or extended). Once this position is established, 
the patient is instructed to hold the leg up actively as 
the clinician gradually removes the support under the 
thigh. At the same time, the clinician monitors the qual
ity of the muscle contraction with her other hand over 
the gluteus muscle belly and observes for compensatory 
movements at the lumbar spine and pelvis. If the patient 
is able to hold the thigh against gravity, the clinician 
provides gradual downward resistance at the distal 
thigh. The muscle is graded according to how much 
resistance the patient is able to hold against. 

Figure 6.10 MMT of the gluteus maximus. 
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Gluteus Medius 
Gluteus medius strength is tested with the patient in 
the side-lying position (see figure 6.11). The patient's 
bottom leg is flexed at the hip and knee, and the pelvis 
of the top leg is rotated slightly forward to place the 
posterior fibers of the gluteus medius into an anti-
gravity position (Kendall, McCreary, and Provance 
1993). The clinician then abducts the leg. A slight 
external rotation of the hip is added to challenge the 
posterior fibers of the gluteus medius. The patient is 
then instructed to hold the leg in the test position. If 
the patient is able to hold the position, the clinician 
applies resistance near the ankle in the direction of 
adduction and slight flexion. Weakness of the gluteus 
medius may become apparent by the inability of the 
patient to hold the test position, by the tendency 

of the muscle to cramp, or by the posterior rotation of the pelvis in an attempt to 
substitute with the TFL and the gluteus minimus. 

Middle and Lower Trapezius 
The tests for the middle and lower trapezius are especially useful for patients with 
faulty shoulder positions or upper-back, cervical, and arm pain. These muscles are 
often weak or inhibited in the UCS. The middle and lower trapezius are tested with 
the patient in a prone position. The patient's arm is abducted at 90° or 130°, respec
tively, and slightly externally rotated (see figure 6.12, a-b). Care is taken to place the 
shoulder in external rotation to ensure the upward or lateral rotation of the scapula. 
The patient should be able to hold the test position of adduction and upward rota
tion without shoulder girdle elevation. Resistance is applied in a downward direction 
(toward the table) at the distal forearm. Weakness in the middle and lower trapezius is 
apparent when the patient is unable to hold the test position. Weakness may also result 

Figures 6.12 (a) MMT for the middle trapezius, (b) MMT for the lower trapezius. 

Figure 6.11 MMT of the gluteus medius. 
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in scapular abduction and a forward position of 
the scapula due to the dominance of the pectoral 
muscles or scapular elevation due to the domi
nance of the upper trapezius. Another common 
faulty pattern is increased medial rotation of the 
shoulder and downward or lateral rotation of the 
scapula through increased rhomboid muscle activ
ity. The muscles of the middle and lower trapezius 
reinforce the thoracic spine extensors, and when 
they are weak they increase the tendency toward 
kyphosis at the midthoracic spine. 

Janda suggested another way to test the lower 
trapezius (figure 6.12c). The patient lies down in a 
prone position with the test arm overhead, in line 
with the line of pull of the lower trapezius. The 
clinician places her hand on the lower trapezius 
at the medial edge of the scapula. The patient is 
then instructed to adduct and depress his scapula against the clinician's resistance. 
The clinician grades the quality and quantity of lower-trapezius activation while noting 
any compensatory movements of the cervical spine and lumbar spine into extension 
or any overactivation of the thoracolumbar paraspinals and latissimus dorsi. 

Summary 
In functional pathology, the quality of movement is more important than the test 
for muscle strength. The clinician focuses on the quality, sequencing, and degree of 
activation of the muscles involved in the movement pattern in order to evaluate the 
coordination of the synergists. The quality and control of the movement pattern are 
imperative, as the movement pattern may contribute to or perpetuate adverse stresses 
on the spine and other joint structures. 
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Figure 6.12c Janda's test for the lower trapezius. 



MUSCLE LENGTH TESTING 

As described in chapter 4, Janda identified a group of muscles prone to tightness 
(see table 4.2 on page 48). Muscle tightness decreases R O M , facilitates (often 
unwanted) activation, or causes inhibition of a reciprocal muscle. Clinicians 

must be able to quantify muscle tightness and determine its possible causes in order 
to provide the most effective treatment. Generally, assessment of muscle length is 
performed after the movement pattern assessment and is used to confirm the clinical 
observations made during the posture and movement pattern evaluations. 

According to Mense and Simons, "Muscle tone or muscle tension depends physio
logically on two factors: the basic viscoelastic properties of the soft tissues associ
ated with the muscle, and/or the degree of activation of the contractile apparatus of 
the muscle" (Mense and Simons 2001, p. 99; see figure 7.1). The basic viscoelastic 
properties of the muscle involve muscle tightness, stiffness, and loss of extensibility 
(length), whereas the contractile apparatus involves increased contractile activity as 
seen in trismus spasms of T M J muscles or spasmodic torticollis. With respect to the 
viscoelastic changes, the muscle may shorten or stiffen (decrease in extensibility) 
secondary to the shortening of the contractile muscle fibers or the retraction of the 
intramuscular connective tissue or adjacent fascia. On the other hand, contractile 
muscle tone may involve the majority of muscle fibers in the muscle or a selected 
number of muscle fibers as seen in taut bands in TrPs (see chapter 8). 

Clinically, resting muscle tone is a combination of both contractile and viscoelastic 
properties. Tight muscles have a higher resting muscle tone and a lower irritability thresh
old, meaning that these muscles are more readily recruited in movements. The presence 
of a higher muscle tone and its presence and its lower irritability threshold contribute to 
the inhibition of the reciprocal muscle. The perpetuation of this pattern contributes to 
the perpetuation of muscle imbalance, often leading to pain and dysfunction. Stretching 
a tight muscle or inhibiting the resting muscle tone of a tight muscle may spontaneously 
improve the strength of the inhibited reciprocal muscles; this improvement is probably 
mediated via Sherrington's law of reciprocal inhibition (Sherrington 1906). 

Muscles that are moderately tight generally test stronger than normal. However, in 
the case of pronounced muscle tightness, some decrease of muscle strength occurs. 
Janda referred to this weakness as a tightness weakness indicating long-standing 
tightness (Janda 1986a). The treatment for this kind of tightness is not strengthening, 
as strengthening results in further shortening and thus further weakness. Instead, 

Viscoelastic properties Contractile activity 

Figure 7.1 Factors influencing muscle tone. 

Adapted, by permission, from S. Mense and D.G. Simons, 2001, Muscle pain: Understanding its nature, diagnosis, and 
treatment. Pain associated with increased muscle tension (Baltimore: Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins), 100. 
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treatment is directed toward stretching the viscoelastic property, or the noncontractile 
but retractile connective tissue, of the muscle. 

Muscle length testing is most useful for patients with recurrent or chronic pain. 
Increased muscle tone or decreased muscle length may provide an explanation for 
limited success of a strengthening program of weak muscles. This chapter presents 
detailed techniques for testing key lower- and upper-quarter muscles and provides a 
commentary on joint hypermobility. 

Muscle Length Assessment Technique 
Muscle length testing involves elongating the muscle in the direction opposite of its 
action while assessing its resistance to passive lengthening. Precise testing requires 
that one of the bony attachments of the muscle (usually the origin) be in a fixed posi
tion while the other bony attachment is moved passively in the direction of lengthening 
the muscle. In other words, muscle length testing assesses the resistance to passive 
movement. This is in contrast to typical flexibility or R O M testing. The actual ROM can 
be measured for documentation purposes, but it gives limited clinical information in 
muscle imbalance syndromes. The most valuable clinical information is the muscular 
end feel and the location of the R O M end feel. The elongation of the muscle should be 
performed slowly to avoid eliciting a quick stretch of the muscle spindle and subse
quently inducing a twitch response and muscle contraction. In addition, for the best 
accuracy and precision, muscle length testing should be performed when the patient 
is not in acute pain in order to avoid pain inhibition and muscle guarding. In summary, 
there are four steps to assessing muscle length: 

1. Ensure maximal lengthening of the muscle from origin to insertion. 

2. Firmly stabilize one end (usually the origin). 

3. Slowly elongate the muscle. 

4. Assess the end feel. 

Following are the procedures for testing key muscles. Clinicians do not have to 
perform muscle length testing on every muscle listed; instead, they should assess the 
muscles that the postural and movement pattern analysis indicate as being possibly 
tight. Once tight muscles have been identified, the clinician can establish a muscle 
imbalance pattern (if present) and begin to look for causes of the tightness. Table 7.1 
provides the normal results of muscle length for flexibility testing. 

Table 7.1 Normal Results of Muscles Tested for Length 

Iliopsoas 0° hip extension, 10° with overpressure 

Rectus femoris 90° knee extension, 125° with overpressure 

TFL-IT band 0° hip abduction (neutral), 15°-20° with overpressure 

Adductors 0° hip abduction (neutral), 20°-25° with overpressure in the modified Thomas test position 

45° hip abduction in supine position 

Hamstrings 80° hip flexion with contralateral leg extended 

90° hip flexion with contralateral leg flexed 
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Triceps surae 0° ankle dorsiflexion 

Quadratus lumborum Thoracolumbar curve should be smooth and gradual 

Piriformis Gradual soft end feel 

Upper trapezius Gradual soft end feel 

Levator scapulae Gradual soft end feel 

SCM Gradual soft end feel 

Pectoralis major Sternal portion (lower fibers): with shoulder abducted at 150°, arm should be 

horizontal to table and 15°-20° with overpressure 

Sternal portion (midfibers):with shoulder abducted to 90°, arm should be horizontal 

to table and 30° with overpressure 

Clavicular portion: with shoulder abducted to 60°, arm should hang freely over table 

Paraspinals Schober's test: excursion of >2.4 in. (6 cm) 

Lower-Quarter Muscles 
The muscles of the lower quarter include those of the leg, pelvis, and lower back. The 
muscles prone to tightness are those involved in maintaining a single-leg stance (Janda 
1987). Tightness of the hip flexors and tightness of the thoracolumbar extensors are 
hallmark signs of Janda's LCS. 

Modified Thomas Test for Hip Flexor 
The modified Thomas test (figure 7.2, a-e) allows the clinician to assess four different 
muscles prone to tightness namely, the one-joint hip flexor, iliacus and psoas major, 
and the two-joint hip flexors, rectus femoris and TFL-ITB. Tightness of the hip flexors 
limits hip hyperextension in gait and may cause an anterior pelvic tilt. Weakness of 
the gluteus maximus often is due to facilitation of the hip flexors. 

Patient Position 
The patient is asked to sit on the edge of the table, with the coccyx and ischial tuber
osities touching the table and one foot on the floor. Then, the patient is asked to flex 
the opposite hip and knee toward the chest and maintain the position with the hands 
(see figure 7.2a). 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands beside the leg not being tested, facing the patient. While supporting 
the patient by placing one hand on the midthoracic spine and the other on the knee, 
the clinician passively rolls the patient down to the table to the supine position. The 
clinician needs to ensure that the patient's knees are flexed, lumbar spine is flexed, 
and pelvis is in posterior rotation to fix the origin of the hip flexors. 
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Test 
The clinician passively lowers the tested leg until resistance is felt or movement at 
the pelvis is detected. With the patient's thigh in the final resting position, the clini
cian observes whether it is in neutral and parallel to the table or abducted. A normal 
length of the one-joint hip flexors with the lumbar spine and sacrum flat on the table 
is indicated by the posterior thigh touching the table (0° of hip extension). With slight 
overpressure, the thigh should reach 10° to 15° of hyperextension (figure 7.2, b-c). 
Prominence of a superior patellar groove (figure 7.2d) suggests a short rectus femoris, 
while prominence of a lateral IT groove suggests a short IT band (see figure 7.2e). 

Figure 7.2 Modified Thomas test, (a) Starting position. 

(b) Normal length of the hip flexors, (c) Short hip flexors. 

(d) Prominence of the patellar groove, suggesting a 

short rectus femoris. (e) Prominence of the IT groove, 

suggesting a short IT band. 
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The position of the thigh should be examined for the following: 

• Flexed position of the hip. To differentiate between the one- and two-joint hip 
flexors when the thigh does not reach or touch the table, the clinician should extend 
the knee to place the two-joint hip flexors on slack. If the range of hip flexion decreases 
and moves closer to the table, the two-joint hip flexors are predominately short. If the 
hip flexion range remains unchanged, the one-joint hip flexors are predominantly short. 

• Abducted position of the thigh. The clinician should be able to move the patient's 
hip into 15° to 25° of passive abduction and 15° to 20° of passive adduction. The 
clinician brings the patient's thigh to neutral; if hip flexion increases, a TFL-IT band 
shortness is confirmed. A lateral deviation of the patella may also be observed when 
the TFL is tight. 

• Knee flexion less than 80°. Ideally, the rectus femoris lengthens to provide about 
80° of knee flexion with the hip at 0° of extension. A short rectus femoris is suggested 
by knee flexion less than 80°. Prominence of a superior patellar groove may also be 
observed when the rectus femoris is short. 

Hamstring Muscle Length Test 
The gluteus maximus and hamstrings are synergists for hip extension. However, when 
the gluteus maximus is weak, the hamstrings often act as the primary hip extensor 
in order to compensate for the gluteus maximus, and this altered muscle imbalance 
eventually leads to faulty movement and recruitment patterns. Hamstring length should 
be assessed in patients who display altered hip extension or increased muscle bulk in 
the distal two thirds of the hamstrings on postural assessment. 

Patient Position 
The standard position is supine with the opposite leg extended. Alternatively, the 
opposite leg can be flexed to allow the back extensors to relax or to accommodate a 
patient with short hip flexors. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands beside the leg being tested, facing the patient. In order to control 
for leg rotation, the clinician cradles the patient's heel in the crook of her elbow and 
places slight pressure on the tibia in order to maintain knee extension during the 
straight-leg raise. The clinician places her other hand on the ASIS of the leg being 
tested; this is done in order to detect pelvic movement (see figure 7.3). 

Figure 7.3 Hamstring length test, (a) Starting position, (b) Ending position. 
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Test 
The clinician passively raises the leg being tested until the pelvis moves upward, 
which indicates the end of the hamstring length. The normal length of the hamstrings, 
as indicated by Kendall, McCreary, and Provance (1993), is 80° of hip flexion with the 
contralateral leg extended and 90° with the contralateral leg flexed. Hip flexion of 70° 
or less reveals a significant loss of hamstring extensibility that may lead to reflexive 
inhibition of the quadriceps or gluteus maximus. 

Adductor Muscle Length Test 
The adductors stabilize the hip in conjunction with all the other pelvic girdle and trunk 
muscles. When the adductors are tight or hypertonic, their antagonists (the gluteus 
medius and deep hip external rotator intrinsic muscles) may experience reciprocal 
inhibition. Adductor muscle length should be tested when an adductor notch is noted 
during the postural assessment or when a patient stands with excessive hip adduction 
with or without excessive medial femoral rotation. Single-leg balance and gait analysis 
may reveal inadequate lateral pelvic stability. 

Patient Position 
The patient lies supine with the legs extended. The leg not being tested is placed into 
15° of abduction in order to assist with stabilization of the pelvis. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands beside the leg being tested, facing the patient. In order to control 
for leg rotation, the clinician cradles the patient's heel in the crook of her elbow and 
places slight pressure on the tibia in order to maintain knee extension during the 
straight-leg raise. The clinician places her other hand on the ASIS of the leg being 
tested; this is done in order to detect pelvic movement. 

Test 
The clinician passively slides the patient's leg into abduction until lateral movement of the 
pelvis is detected. The normal length of the adductors, as stated by Kendall, McCreary, and 

Provance (1993), is hip abduction to 
45° without lateral movement of the 
pelvis (figure 7.4a). If the adductors 
are found to be short, the one- and 
two-joint hip adductors can be dif
ferentiated by passively flexing the 
knee to 15°. Doing so places the 
two-joint hip adductors (adductor 
longus, gracilis, and medial ham
strings) on slack. An increase in 
the range of hip abduction when 
the knee is flexed indicates that 
the shortness is in the two-joint 
hip adductors. If the hip abduction 
remains unchanged, the one-joint 
hip adduc tors are likely short 
(figure 7.4b). 

Figure 7.4 (a) Ending position of the adductor muscle length test, (b) Differen

tiating the one- and two-joint adductors. 
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Triceps Surae Muscle Length Test 
Triceps surae tightness is often the hidden cause of low back pain (Janda 1987; Janda, 
Frank, and Liebenson 2007). When the triceps surae are tight, the body's center of mass 
shifts anteriorly, often causing compensatory overactivation of the thoracolumbar 
paraspinals to maintain erect posture during quiet stance and gait. This overactivation 
places abnormal compressive stresses on the lumbar segments and helps perpetuate 
the chronic low back pain cycle. 

Patient Position 
The patient lies supine with the leg not undergoing testing flexed and the correspond
ing foot resting on the table. The leg being tested is extended with the foot hanging 
over the edge of the table. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician sits or stands at the edge of the table, facing the patient. The clinician's 
hand should be in a hook position, with the third, fourth, and fifth metacarpophalangeal 
joints flexed (see figure 7.5a). Starting at the patient's calf muscle, the clinician slides 
her hand along the leg, coming to a stop at the calcaneus. At this point, the clinician 
holds the calcaneus between the hook and the fleshy part of the thenar eminence. 

Test 
The clinician distracts the ca lcaneus caudal ly 
until all the slack is taken up by the triceps surae 
or no further movement is detected. Then the 
clinician rests the thumb of her other hand on 
the lateral border of the patient's forefoot; the 
thumb rests on the fifth metatarsal head (see 
figure 7.5b). While maintaining the calcaneal dis
traction, the clinician passively applies pressure 
to the forefoot in the direction of dorsiflexion, 
keeping the subtalar joint neutral as much as 
possible (figure 7.5c). 

Figure 7.5 (a) Hook position, (b) and (c) Triceps surae length test. 
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The normal length of the triceps surae allows for the foot to be in 0° of dorsiflex-
ion. If muscle shortness is noted, the clinician can differentiate whether the two-joint 
gastrocnemius or the one-joint soleus is the primary muscle contributing to the 
shortness. To do this, the clinician flexes the patient's knee joint while maintaining 
the calcaneal distraction and forefoot pressure. If the range of ankle dorsiflexion 
increases, the shortness is caused by the gastrocnemius by virtue of relaxing the 
muscle at the knee joint. The soleus is the tight muscle if the ankle range is unchanged 
when the knee is flexed. 

Quadratus Lumborum Muscle Length Test 
Hip abduction is performed primarily by the hip abductors (namely the gluteus 
medius and minimus) and the TFL, with synergistic activity and stabilization provided 
by the quadratus lumborum, abdominal muscles, and deep intrinsic back extensors. 
When the gluteus medius and minimus are weak or inhibited, the TFL or quadratus 
lumborum compensates by becoming the primary mover. The hip abduction move
ment test provides the clinician with a picture of the participation of these muscles. 
As described in chapter 6, the most impaired movement pattern of hip abduction is 
when the quadratus lumborum initiates the movement, which results in hip hiking. 
Hip hiking places excessive side-bending compressive stresses on the lumbar seg
ments. Thus, a tight quadratus lumborum may be another hidden cause of low back 
pain (Janda 1987 ; Janda, Frank, and Liebenson 2007). 

The quadratus lumborum is a difficult muscle to test because of the multiple 
spinal segments that it spans. The true length test should be performed passively 
with the patient in a prone position, but this test may be impractical in the clinic 
because it requires two clinicians. The side-lying and standing tests may be more 
practical . 

Quadratus Lumborum Muscle Length Test 
In Prone Position 
Two clinicians are required to administer the quadratus lumborum muscle length test 
when the patient is in a prone position to ensure a true passive muscle length test. 
The patient's pelvis is stabilized by one clinician, while the other clinician passively 
side bends the patient's torso. 

Patient Position 
The patient is prone with the torso supported on a rolling stool. The lumbar spine is 
in a relatively neutral position (figure 7.6a). 

Clinician Position 
The patient's pelvis is fixed by the one of the clinicians. The other clinician stands at 
the head of the patient, facing the patient. 

Test 
While the patient's pelvis is fixed by one of the clinicians, the other clinician pas
sively bends the patient's torso toward one side until pelvic movement is detected 
(figure 7.6, b-c). The smoothness or straightening of the thoracolumbar spinal curve 
is then observed. 
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Quadratus Lumborum Muscle Length Test 
in Side-Lying Position 
The side-lying test was advocated by Janda to provide a fixed stable base at the pelvis 
while the trunk is bent to the side by virtue of extending the lower arm. This test is 
possible only if the patient has a relatively pain-free shoulder and adequate strength 
and stability in the shoulder girdle musculature to lift the torso. 

Patient Position 
With the patient in standing, the clinician makes a 
mark on the inferior angle of the scapula. Then, the 
patient lies on the side that is being tested, with the 
bottom arm flexed under the head and the top arm 
on the table for stability (see figure 7.7). The clinician 
ensures that the patient's spine is in a neutral position 
with respect to flexion and rotation. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands behind the patient and places 
one hand just below the iliac crest of the patient. 
This allows the clinician to monitor movement of the 
pelvis during the test. 

Test 
The patient extends the bottom arm to raise the upper trunk laterally. The movement 
is stopped when the clinician detects pelvic motion. The distance between the table 
and the mark on the inferior angle of the scapula is measured. The inferior angle of 
the scapula should be raised 2 in. (or 3-5 cm) off the table. The quality and smooth
ness of the spinal curve are also noted. If the quadratus lumborum is shortened, the 
lumbar spine remains straight. 

Figure 7.7 Testing the quadratus lumborum with the 

patient in a side-lying position. 
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Figure 7.6 (a) Starting position for testing the quadratus lumborum. (b) Ending position, (c) Ending position on other side. 

Note the decreased smoothness of the spinal curve with Left lateral trunk side bending. 
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Standing Lateral Trunk Flexion Test 
for the Quadratus Lumborum 
The simplest clinical screening test for the quadratus lumborum is to observe the 
spinal curve during active lateral trunk flexion. The curve of the thoracolumbar spine 
should be relatively smooth with most of the curve occurring above the lumbar seg
ments (see figure 7.8a), owing to the fact that there is more segmental joint play in the 
thoracic versus lumbar segments. The curve is also observed for any sharp fulcrum 
areas where the primary side bending is occurring from. 

Patient Position 
The patient stands erect with the arms relaxed at the sides. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands behind the patient. 

Test 
The patient bends to each side while the clinician observes the smoothness of the 
spinal curve. If the quadratus lumborum is shortened, the lumbar spine appears 
straight when the patient bends to the opposite side, and a fulcrum is seen above 
L4-L5 (see figure 7.8b). 

Figure 7.8 Testing of the quadratus lumborum. (a) Smooth spinal curve, (b) Curve 

fulcrums above L4-L5; note the fulcrum from which side bending occurs. 
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Paraspinals Muscle Length Test 
The paraspinals are often overactivated in response to insufficient deep spinal stabili
zation by the abdominal, pelvic floor, and gluteal muscles. Overactivation also is found 
when the hip flexors are tight, as in Janda's LCS. A clue to overactive and dominant 
paraspinals is the observation of excessive paraspinal muscle bulk when the patient is 
standing quietly or in prone position. Another clue is an inability to flatten the lumbar 
spine when in the supine position. A confirmatory test is prone hip extension in which 
an increased lumbar extension or anterior pelvic tilt is observed. 

Like the quadratus lumborum, the paraspinals are difficult to assess because of 
the multiple segments they span. A screening test for the paraspinals is the modified 
Schober's test, which is described later. 

Patient Position 
The patient sits with the hips and knees bent at 90° and with a 
slight posterior pelvic tilt. The clinician makes a mark on the 
sacrum at the level of the posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS) 
and another mark on the spine 4 in. (10 cm) from the mark made 
on the sacrum. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands or squats behind the patient and places the 
hands on the patient's iliac crest to monitor pelvic movement 
when the patient flexes forward. 

Test 
The patient flexes forward until movement at the pelvis is detected. 
At this time, the clinician measures the distance between the two 
marks at the end of the movement (figure 7.9). An excursion of 
2.4 in. (6 cm) or more suggests a normal length of the lumbar para
spinals. A more reliable test, however, is to use an inclinometer to 
make objective measurements of lumbar flexion mobility. 

Piriformis Muscle Length Test 
The piriformis is prone to hypertonicity because of its attachments from the sacrum 
and greater trochanter. Positional changes straying from the ideal alignment of the 
pelvic girdle and hip often cause tonal changes in the piriformis secondary to its low 
irritability threshold. The piriformis, along with its synergists, namely the gluteus 
maximus, quadratus femoris, obturators, and gemelli, is an external rotator of the hip. 
In addition, the piriformis may assist in hip abduction and extension. Its role becomes 
more pronounced when the gluteal muscles are weak or inhibited and hence move
ment patterns deviate from the ideal. 

Patient Position 
The patient lies supine with the legs extended. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands beside the leg being tested and places that leg into hip flexion 
less than 60°. 

Figure 7.9 Excursion with trunk flexion at 

the end of the movement. 
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Test 
The clinician stabilizes the pelvis by applying compression toward the hip joint via the 
long axis of the femur. While maintaining the compressive force into the hip joint, the 
clinician adducts and medially rotates the hip (see figure 7.10a). The normal end feel is 
a gradual soft resistance toward the end of the R O M . If the muscle is tight, the end feel 
may be hard or abrupt and the patient may perceive a deep ache in the buttock region. 

Janda noted that the piriformis acts as a hip internal rotator when the hip is flexed 
past 60° due to its orientation in that position. Therefore, he suggested testing the 
piriformis in hip flexion at 90°. This is done by following the procedure just described 
but flexing the hips to 90° and then externally rotating the hip (figure 7.10b). 

Figure 7.10 (a) Piriformis test at 60° of hip flexion, (b) Piriformis test at 90° of hip flexion. 

Palpation of the Piriformis Muscle 
Palpation of the piriformis is performed in addition to testing its length in order to 
provide further information on the degree of muscle tension and irritability. 

Patient Position 
The patient lies prone with her head comfortably 
turned to one side and her feet hanging over the 
table to ensure neutral rotation of the hips. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands on the side of the leg being 
tested. Four landmarks are used to determine the 
location and palpation of the piriformis: the ischial 
tuberosity, the ASIS, the greater trochanter, and the 
PSIS (see figure 7.11). The muscle is found at the 
intersection of the lines drawn between the ASIS 
and the ischial tuberosity and between the PSIS 
and the greater trochanter. 

Test 
Using a flattened hand position, the clinician gently sinks her hand into the gluteus 
muscle and pushes it caudally. The clinician then places her other hand on top of 
the flattened hand to palpate the piriformis. A patient with a nonirritable pirifor
mis perceives a pressure on the muscle. On the other hand, a tight piriformis is 

Figure 7.11 Location and palpation of the piriformis. 
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extremely sensitive and tender to palpation. In the case of an irritable piriformis 
with an entrapped sciatic nerve, the patient might perceive a reproduction of sciatic 
symptoms. 

Upper-Quarter Muscles 
The muscles of the upper quarter include those of the cervical spine, shoulder, and 
arm. The muscles prone to tightness are those involved in a protective flexor response. 
Tightness of the upper trapezius, pectoral muscles, and suboccipitals in particular is 
a hallmark sign of Janda's UCS. 

Pectoralis Minor Muscle Length Test 
Because of its attachments onto the coracoid process and the superior margins of the 
third, fourth, and fifth ribs, the pectoralis minor muscle tilts the scapula anteriorly 
and assists in forced inspiration respectively (Kendall, McCreary, and Provance 1993). 
Pectoralis minor tightness contributes to a faulty position of the scapula that in turn 
changes the force couples and muscular balance in the shoulder girdle. Pectoralis 
minor shortness is observed during postural analysis as an excessively anteriorly 
translated or protracted humeral position. 

Patient Position 
The patient lies supine with the knees flexed and the arms resting by 
the sides. The clinician makes a mark on the posterior border of the 
acromion. The distance between this mark and the table is measured. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician views the mark on the patient from a superior view. 

Test 
The normal distance between the acromion and the table is 1 in. (or 
2 cm; Sahrmann 2002). The horizontal levels of the anterior aspects 
of the acromions can be compared with each other (see figure 7.12). 
The two acromions should be on the same level; a higher acromion 
indicates possible pectoralis minor tightness. 

Pectoralis Major Muscle Length Test 
A short pectoralis muscle holds the humerus in medial rotation and adduction that in 
turn abducts the scapula away from the spine. This may be observed during postural 
analysis as excessive medial rotation of the shoulder and protraction of the scapula. 
In addition to changing the biomechanical alignment of the shoulder complex, a short 
or hypertonic pectoralis major inhibits its antagonists, namely the shoulder external 
rotators and scapular adductors, through reciprocal inhibition. 

Patient Position 
The patient lies supine with the glenohumeral joint that is being tested at the edge of 
the table. The corresponding scapula should be supported on the table. 

Clinician Position 

Figure 7.12 The pectoralis minor muscle 

length test. 

The clinician stands on the side of the shoulder being tested, facing the patient. The clini
cian places his forearm on the patient's sternum to stabilize the thorax during the test. 
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Test 
The different portions of the pectoralis major are tested separately. The clinician is 
able to target the specific portions by changing the amount of shoulder abduction. 

• Lower sternal fibers. The clinician abducts the patient's 
arm to 150° with slight external rotation. The normal length of 
these pectoral fibers allows the patient's arm to rest in a hori
zontal position; slight overpressure produces end-feel resistance 
(figure 7.13a). The clinician should also palpate the sternal fibers 
medial to the axilla for tenderness. Shortness or hypertonicity of 
the muscle is indicated by an inability of the arm to reach hori
zontal or a palpable tenderness in the muscle. 

• Midsternal fibers. The clinician abducts the patient's arm to 
90° and palpates the muscle fibers at the second rib interspace. The 
normal length of these fibers allows the patient's arm to rest below 
the horizontal (figure 7.13b). There is gradual end-feel resistance 
when the clinician applies slight overpressure. Palpation does not 
produce tenderness. 

• Clavicular fibers. The clinician places the patient's arm in an 
extended position close to the body and allows the arm to come 
to a rest. The normal length of these fibers allows the patient's 
arm to rest below the horizontal (figure 7.13c). The clinician 
applies a gentle anteroposterior and caudal pressure through the 
glenohumeral joint as well as palpates the fibers just inferior to 
the clavicle. Resistance to this pressure should be gradual and 
fibers should not be tender to palpation. 

Figure 7.13 Pectoralis major muscle length test for (a) lower sternal fibers, (b) midsternal fibers, and (c) clavicular fibers. 

Latissimus Dorsi Muscle Length Test 
The latissimus dorsi is a large, flat muscle spanning the last six thoracic vertebrae, 
the last four ribs, the thoracolumbar fascia from the sacral and lumbar vertebrae, and 
the external lip of the iliac crest to its insertion onto the intertubercular sulcus of the 
humerus. Because of its many attachments, the latissimus dorsi can medially rotate, 
adduct, and extend the humerus as well as extend the lumbar spine and anteriorly 
tilt the pelvis. A short latissimus dorsi is observed as excessively medially rotated 
shoulders and contributes to a decreased R O M for shoulder flexion. 
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Patient Position 
The patient lies supine with the hips and knees 
bent to relax the paraspinals. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands beside the arm being tested. 

Test 
The clinician passively elevates the patient's arm 
toward the head of the table. The normal length 
of the latissimus dorsi allows the arm to rest hori
zontally to the table with the lumbar spine flat on 
the table. Tightness of this muscle is indicated by 
the arm resting above horizontal or by the lumbar 
spine going into extension (see figure 7.14). 

Upper-Trapezius Muscle Length Test 
The force couples among the upper, middle, and lower muscles of the trapezius 
provide dynamic stabilization to the scapula, contributing to the upward rotation 
of the scapula necessary for shoulder elevation. Excessive scapular elevation and 
inadequate upward rotation often result from a tight upper trapezius and a weak 
middle trapezius or lower trapezius. This force-couple imbalance affects not only the 
shoulder girdle complex but also the cervical spine because of the attachments of 
the upper trapezius onto the superior nuchal line, l igamentum nuchae, and spinous 
processes. 

Upper-trapezius tightness or hypertonicity is often associated with the gothic 
shoulder seen in postural analysis. Another indicator of upper-trapezius tightness is 
excessive shoulder elevation before 60° of shoulder abduction. 

Patient Position 
The patient lies supine with the hips and knees bent to relax the paraspinals. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands or sits at the head of the table, facing the patient. 
The clinician then fully flexes the patient's head, laterally flexes the 
head away from the tested side, and finally rotates the head toward 
the tested side. The position of the patient's head is supported on the 
side not being tested by the clinician's hand and forearm or gently 
supported by the clinician's abdomen. 

Test 
While maintaining the patient 's head in a stabil ized posi t ion as 
just described, the clinician depresses the shoulder girdle on the 
tested side by applying a caudal pressure on the acromion and 
clavicle (figure 7.15). The length of the upper trapezius is assessed 
qualitatively by noting the end-feel resistance. The normal end feel 
is gradual rather than abrupt. The upper trapezius can be palpated 
on the belly of the muscle at the midclavicular area. The right and 
left sides should be compared. The clinician can selectively increase 
the tension in the upper fibers of the upper trapezius by adding 
ipsilateral neck rotation. 

Figure 7.15 Muscle length testing 

of the upper trapezius. 

Figure 7.14 Tightness of the latissimus dorsi. 
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Levator Scapulae Muscle Length Test 
The levator scapulae and its synergist the upper trapezius are strong elevators of 
the shoulder girdle. Additionally, the levator scapulae is a downward rotator of the 
scapula; this may impair the ideal movement of the shoulder into full elevation. 
Tightness of the levator scapulae is associated with the presence of a levator notch 

during postural analysis and excessive shoulder elevation before 60° 
of shoulder abduction. 

Figure 7.16 The levator scapulae 

muscle length test. 

Patient Position 
The patient lies supine with the hips and knees bent to relax the 
paraspinals. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands or sits at the head of the table, facing the patient. 
The clinician positions the patient's head the same way it is positioned 
for the upper-trapezius muscle length test. However, for this test the 
head is rotated to the side being tested (figure 7.16). 

Test 
The clinician notes the quality of the resistance and compares resistance 
from side to side. To look for tender points, the clinician palpates the 
levator scapulae at the area of the superior angle of the scapula. 

Sternocleidomastoid Muscle Length Test 
Head flexion is performed primarily by the longus colli, longus capitis, and rectus 
capitis. These muscles are assisted by the secondary muscles, which are the SCM and 
anterior scalenes. When the primary deep cervical flexors are weak, the secondary 
muscles often perform the movement, resulting in hyperextension of the cervical spine 
during the head flexion movement test as described by Janda. Tight SCM muscles are 
often associated with a forward head posture as well as prominence of the muscle in 
the midbelly to distal attachment. 

Patient Position 
The patient lies supine with the head off the table. The clinician supports the patient's head. 

Clinician Position 
The clinician stands at the head of the table, supporting the 
patient's head. Because of the vulnerability of the vertebral 
artery and the stress this position places on this artery, the 
vertebrobasilar artery insufficiency (VBI) test must be per
formed first. 

Test 
Once the VBI test has been ruled negative, the clinician first 
rotates the patient's head away from the tested side and 
then gradually extends the head, supporting it all the while 
(figure 7.17). The end feel is assessed. 

Figure 7.17 The SCM muscle length test. 
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Hypermobility 
Constitutional hypermobility is a vague nonprogressive clinical syndrome that is 
characterized by a general laxity of connect ive tissues, muscles , and ligaments in 
particular. It involves the entire body, although not all areas are affected to the same 
extent. It is found more frequently in women than in men and typically involves the 
upper part of the body. The classic sign of hypermobility is excessive R O M in vari
ous joints throughout the body. Other signs include lower muscle tone upon palpa
tion and decreased evident muscle hypertrophy even with vigorous strengthening 
exercises. Patients with constitutional hypermobility may develop muscle tightness 
with increased tone as a compensatory mechanism to stabilize the unstable joints, 
particularly the weight-bearing joints. When a muscle is tight, gentle stretches, if 
necessary, should be conducted. Muscles in constitutional hypermobili ty tend to 
have a lower muscle tone and in general are weaker. Hence, they are more prone to 
overuse and more likely to develop TrPs. Inhibition and release of these TrPs are 
imperative. 

Assessment of hypermobility is the estimation of muscle tone via palpation and 
ROM. However, in the clinic, R O M tests usually are sufficient to provide information 
about the status of hypermobility in a patient. The most useful upper-body tests include 
the high arm cross (figure 7.18a), touching the hands behind the back (figure 7.18b), 
elbow extension (figure 7.18c), and hyperextension of the thumb (figure 7.18d). In 
the lower part of the body, the most useful tests are bending forward (figure 7.18e), 

Figure 7.18 Hypermobility tests, (a) High arm cross, (b) Touching the hands behind the back, (c) 

Elbow extension, (d) Hyperextension of the thumb, (e) Forward bending. 

(continued) 
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the straight-leg raise test for determining hamstring length (figure 7.18f), and ankle 
dorsiflexion (figure 7.18g). 

Figure 7.18 (continued) Hypermobility tests, (f) Straight-leg raise, (g) Ankle dorsiflexion. 

Summary 
Muscle imbalance is the altered relationship between the muscles that are prone 
to inhibition or weakness and the muscles that are prone to tightness or shortness. 
Imbalance is not an isolated response of an individual muscle but rather a systemic 
reaction of a whole series of striated muscles. Janda proposed that the development of 
tightness or weakness does not occur randomly but occurs in typical patterns. Muscle 
length tests, end-feel assessment, and muscle palpation are integral to the functional 
evaluation of musculoskeletal pain syndromes. 
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The final step in the functional evaluation is soft-tissue assessment through pal
pation. Before the soft-tissue assessment, information gathered through visual 
inspection of posture, balance, and movement patterns is combined with specific 

testing of muscle length and strength. Soft-tissue assessment is performed near the 
end of the evaluation since it can be both facilitatory and painful, thus giving inac
curate information about a functional pathology. The soft-tissue assessment includes 
the examination of tender points and TrPs as well as an examination of soft tissue. 

As noted in previous chapters, muscle dysfunction manifests itself as abnormal 
muscle tone, which is either increased (hypertonic) or decreased (hypotonic). The 
term global muscle dysfunction or global muscle tone is used to describe the clinical 
scenario in which one or several entire muscles undergo abnormal changes in tone. 
Unlike global muscle dysfunction, the TrP is a focal or localized type of dysfunction. 
TrPs are focal areas of hypertonicity that are not painful during movement but are 
painful upon palpation. They are localized, hyperirritable taut bands within the muscle 
(Travell and Simons 1992; Simons, Travell, and Simons 1999; Mense and Simons 2001). 
The overall tone and length of the muscle harboring these TrPs are not necessarily 
abnormal: Only one or more subsections of the muscle may be affected. These hyper
tonic taut bands have a decreased threshold to stimulation and tend to contract first 
but inefficiently in voluntary movement. This type of focal muscle dysfunction typically 
is associated with myofascial pain syndrome (MPS). 

The brain controls all movements of the body through muscles. Hence, it should 
follow that alterations in muscle tone are typical neurological reflex responses to the 
irritation of spinal nerves, joints, discs, muscles, or ligaments (Mense and Simons 
2001; Simons 1996). These responses lead to a reflex arc of reciprocal inhibition for 
protection and subsequently cause impaired function of the motor system (Janda 
1986, 1991). These reflex responses typically are seen in acute disc herniations in 
which there is inhibition of the deep multifidus and concurrent excitation and muscle 
guarding in the more superficial erector spinae. Another typical example of these pro
tective reflex responses is seen in ACL tears, when inhibition of the quadriceps occurs 
concurrently with excitation or hypertonicity of the hamstrings. A muscle can also be 
inhibited reflexively when its antagonist is activated, as described by Sherrington's law 
of reciprocal inhibition (see chapter 2). TrPs found in globally hypotonic muscles such 
as the gluteus medius have been described by Janda as areas of muscle incoordination 
(Janda 1986; Jull and Janda 1987). This type of muscle incoordination likely is due to 
alterations in the neural control of muscle tone. 

The two-volume textbook by Travell and Simons (Travell and Simons 1992; Simons, 
Travell, and Simons 1999) provides a complete and comprehensive understanding of 
focal muscle dysfunction, TrPs, and myofascial pain patterns commonly found in the 
various regional pain syndromes. TrPs found in focal muscle dysfunction are associated 
with MPS. These myofascial TrPs occur in a characteristic pattern for each skeletal 
muscle in the human body (Travell and Simons 1992; Simons, Travell, and Simons 1999). 
Like the dermatomal patterns seen in inflamed nerve roots, the myofascial referred 
pain patterns can serve as important diagnostic criteria. 

Chapter 3 of this text described the TrP chains (Hong and Simons 1992; see table 3.3) 
and Lewit's nociceptive chain (in Lewit 2007) of tender points and TrPs. A key TrP in 
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a particular muscle can induce a satellite TrP in other muscles that are functionally 
related to the muscle harboring the key TrP Inactivation of the key TrP often sponta
neously inactivates the satellite TrP. 

Clinicians should sometimes consider TrPs and tender points as indicators or symp
toms rather than pathologies. For example, tender points and TrPs associated with 
fibromyalgia (FM) may in fact be a symptom of an underlying neuromuscular pathol
ogy. Often clinicians can determine the effectiveness of a treatment by evaluating the 
tenderness of these points before and after treatment. If the points decrease in pain 
after treatment, the treatment may have had a positive global effect. Direct treatment 
of TrPs includes spray and stretch, heat, electrical stimulation (TENS [transcutane
ous electrical nerve stimulation therapy] and interferential therapy), and active ROM. 
Combinations of these treatments, as well as ischemic compression, are effective at 
reducing TrP pain (Hou et al. 2002). 

This chapter begins with a description of TrPs commonly found in MPS and dis
tinguishes these TrPs from tender points commonly found in FM. The etiology and 
pathophysiology of both TrPs and tender points are summarized based on current 
available evidence. In addition, the concept of developmental kinesiology is presented 
to provide further understanding of the correlation and interplay of the components of 
the motor system and how a disturbance of this motor system equilibrium or a muscle 
imbalance often manifests as TrP chains. The latter part of this chapter describes the 
palpatory assessment of soft tissue for key tonic muscles that tend to become tight 
or hypertonic as described in Janda's UCS and LCS. 

Characteristics of Trigger Points 
Active TrPs often manifest as pain that the patient describes as his primary complaint. 
Latent TrPs exhibit the same characteristics that active TrPs exhibit, although to a 
lesser extent. In addition, latent TrPs do not reproduce the patient's primary com-
laint or symptoms. However, both can cause significant motor dysfunction. A TrP is 
often activated by mechanical abuse of the muscle in the form of muscle overload, 
be it acute, sustained, or repetitive trauma. Active TrPs are often found in patients 
with a current complaint of pain. Deep manual palpation of an active TrP reproduces 
the patient's pain. On the other hand, latent TrPs may reside in muscles not actively 
causing any symptoms. Patients often do not perceive any spontaneous symptoms 
from a latent TrP at rest or during ADL. However, pain from a latent TrP may become 
familiar or apparent when provoked by deep palpation. An acute TrP may revert 
spontaneously to a latent state when perpetuating factors cease to irritate the tissue 
(Travell and Simons 1992; Simons, Travell, and Simons 1999; Simons 1996; Mense and 
Simons 2001). Pain symptoms may disappear, but the latent TrPs can be reactivated 
when the muscle stress is induced. This may explain the recurrence of similar pain 
episodes over several years. The symptoms associated with myofascial TrPs include 
pain, weakness, paresthesias, loss of coordination, and decreased work tolerance. 
Active TrPs are common in postural muscles in the neck, shoulder, and pelvic girdle 
and in the masticatory muscles. Also commonly involved are the upper trapezius, 
levator scapulae, SCM, scalene, and quadratus lumborum. Incidentally, these are the 
same muscles described as the tonic muscles that Janda recognized as being prone 
to tightness or hypertonicity. 

The type of pain described by a patient often provides a clue as to the source of the 
pain. Patients with active myofascial TrPs often describe their pain as aching pain, and 
typically their pain is poorly localized. However, localized pain can be induced by deep 
palpation over the TrP nodule, or knot. Patients with myofascial pain may also describe 
a referred pain, or a perception of pain in a body region that is anatomically distant from 
the pain generator. The severity, constancy, and extent of the referred pain depends 
on the irritability or sensitivity of the TrP. Myofascial pain frequently, but not always, 
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occurs within the same dermatome, myotome, or sclerotome a TrP occurs in (Travell 
and Simons 1992, Simons, Travell, and Simons 1999). Active myofascial TrPs can disturb 
motor coordination, as is seen in patients who complain of giving way of the knee; this 
giving way is caused by a TrP in the vastus medialis that produces a profound inhibition 
of the quadriceps. Due to referral, TrPs can influence muscles at a considerable distance. 
In addition, TrPs cause stiffness and weakness of the involved muscles. Myofascial stiff
ness of the muscle is often reported after inactivity or resting in a sustained position. 

Trigger Points Versus Tender Points 
Tender points need to be distinguished from TrPs for effective treatment. Tender 
points associated with FM are widespread and nonspecific. The etiology of tender 
points is still unknown, and it is uncertain which specific soft tissues are tender in 
these patients. Hence, local treatment applied to tender points is ineffective. On the 
other hand, specific treatment of TrPs associated with myofascial pain often is dramati
cally effective owing to the fact that myofascial pain arises from muscle dysfunction 
(Schneider 1995). Tender points are often found in FM, a condition characterized by 
widespread, nonspecific soft-tissue pain and a lowered threshold to any type of firm 
palpation of the muscles and soft tissues. Biopsy studies of tender points have shown 
no significant abnormalities or tissue changes of the myofascial tissues in the area 
of complaint, a finding that has led to a current theory that patients with FM have a 
dysfunction in pain processing by the CNS and not a dysfunction in the peripheral soft 
tissues. FM is a systemic disease and is hypothesized to be caused by a dysfunction 
in the limbic system or neuroendocrine system. It often requires a multidisciplinary 
treatment approach that includes psychotherapy, antidepressant medications, and 
a moderate exercise regime (Salter 2002; Hendriksson 2002; Schneider 1995; Simons 
1996; Simons, Travell, and Simons 1999). 

On the other hand, the MPS is a condition with regional and typical referred pain 
patterns characterized by TrPs. Myofascial TrPs are found within a taut band of skeletal 
muscle and have a characteristic nodular texture upon palpation. TrPs are thought to 
develop after trauma, overuse, or prolonged spasm of muscles. They show specific 
biochemical and histological abnormalities in biopsy studies, and they display spikes 
of spontaneous electrical activity while the adjacent tissue remains electrically silent 
(Mense and Simons 2001; Hong and Simons 1992, 1998; Simons 1996, Simons, Travell, 
and Simons 1999). Janda's description of myofascial TrPs as muscle incoordination 
(Janda 1991) appears to be quite appropriate, in that the affected muscle features hyper
tonic areas surrounded by adjacent normotonic muscle fibers. Thus, myofascial TrPs 
often respond to manual treatment methods such as TrP pressure release (formerly 
known as ischemic compression), specific stretching, and postisometric relaxation 
(Simons, Travell, and Simons 1999; Janda 1987; Janda, Frank, and Liebenson 2007). 
Table 8.1 summarizes the differences between TrPs and tender points. 

Table 8.1 Characteristics of Tender Points and Trigger Points 

EMG No abnormalities in myofascial tissues in the 

area of complaint 

Spikes of spontaneous electrical activity 

while the adjacent tissue remains silent 

Tissue texture No tissue texture change; tissue merely 

exhibits tenderness or hyperalgesia upon 

light palpation 

Distinct palpable small nodules found 

within a taut band of muscle tissue 

Location Pervasive tenderness and global 

hyperalgesia 

Any skeletal muscle but especially muscles 

that are prone to repetitive overuse 

(microtrauma) or frank injury (macrotrauma) 
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Myofascial TrPs and tender points are equally tender at the cutaneous, subcutane
ous, and intramuscular levels. However, myofascial TrPs are abnormally tender only at 
circumscribed TrP sites, which are invariably found in the midbelly of skeletal muscles 
(Hong 1999; Simons, Travell, and Simons 1999), and at specific sites of referred ten
derness. On the other hand, abnormal tenderness in patients with FM is widespread, 
without any specific pattern. Muscles harboring TrPs often feel tense because of the 
palpable small nodules or taut bands within the muscle itself, whereas muscles of a 
patient with widespread tenderness often feel softer and more doughy (Travell and 
Simons 1992; Simons, Travell, and Simons 1999). 

Developmental Kinesiology Approach 
to Trigger Points 
As described in chapter 3, developmental kinesiology provides a better understanding 
of the correlation and interplay of all components of the motor system. Humans are 
immature at birth, both in function and morphology. After birth, development continues 
in both function and morphology and is completed at the age of 4, when gross motor 
function reaches full maturity. The shape of the hip joint, plantar arch, and spinal curve 
in a newborn changes during the course of normal development. Motor development 
in infancy is automatic and depends on the optical orientation and emotional needs of 
the child. Motor development is genetically determined, and motor functions develop 
on an automatic, subconscious level. The morphological development of the skeleton 
as well as joint positions and posture greatly depends on the stabilizing function of the 
muscles necessary for resultant movement. Each joint has a well-determined movement 
as part of a motor pattern. The anatomical structure determines the biomechanical 
ideal joint movement. Each position that a joint adopts is dynamically controlled by 
specific parts of muscles that stabilize the joint at any given time. The position and 
stabilization of joints through coordinated muscular activity between the phylogeneti-
cally older tonic muscles (flexors) and the phylogenetically younger phasic muscles 
(extensors) result from CNS control. The muscle function that is encoded by motor 
programs develops as the CNS matures. Disturbance of the equilibrium between the 
tonic and phasic muscles by CNS lesions, immaturity, pain, trauma, habitual patterns, 
or repetitive overuse often results in dominance by the tonic system, or the muscles 
that tend to tightness or hypertonicity. 

When the tonic system dominates, there is always a corresponding inhibition of 
the phasic muscles as well as inhibition of the postural function of the diaphragm and 
pelvic floor muscles (Jull and Janda 1987; Lewit 1999, 2007; Kolar 2001, 2007). Distur
bance of the tonic-phasic system equilibrium or muscle imbalance often manifests as 
painful lesions in the form of TrPs. While typically more prevalent in tonic muscles, 
TrPs can exist in either tonic or phasic muscles because of their functional anatomical 
interconnections. The spread of these TrP or nociceptive chains depends primarily 
on the chronicity of the dysfunction. 

Lewit (1999, 2007) described a nociceptive chain related to TrPs throughout the 
body. Nociceptive chains develop with the progression of time and the chronicity of 
a painful dysfunction. Lewit observed that patients with chronic pain often exhibit 
TrPs on one side of the body. He postulated that the spread of muscular dysfunc
tion throughout one side is related to postural balance. For example, dynamic right 
shoulder girdle and right pelvic girdle stabilization is required to push an object 
with the right arm while in the standing position. The head is also stabilized by the 
right shoulder girdle musculature. This chain is mainly unilateral and characteristic 
of chronic painful conditions. The contralateral side often demonstrates a marked 
reduction in response and activity. Upon palpation, TrPs are found mainly on one 
side, as is shown in table 8.2. 
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Table 8.2 The Trigger Point or Nociceptive Chain 

Cervical area SCM, scalene, deep extensors of the craniocervical junction, splenius, upper trapezius, 

levator scapulae 

Thoracic area Pectoralis major, pectoralis minor, diaphragm, subscapularis, serratus anterior, iliocostalis 

Lumbar 

(abdominal) area 

Abdominal muscles (rectus abdominis, obliques), longissimus, quadratus lumborum, 

psoas major 

Pelvic girdle Pelvic floor, diaphragm, short adductors, hamstrings, glutei (maximus, medius), piriformis, 

rectus femoris, iliacus, TFL 

Lower extremity Long toe extensors, tibialis anterior, soleus, short toe flexors and extensors 

Shoulder girdle Subscapularis, infraspinatus, supraspinatus, deltoids, teres major, triceps long head 

Forearm and hand Pronators, supinators (biceps brachii), long and short finger extensors and flexors 

Adapted, by permission, from K. Lewit, 2007, Managing common syndromes and finding the key link. In Rehabilitation of the spine, 
edited by C. Liebenson (Philadelphia, PA: Lippincott, Williams, and Wilkins), 784. 

Kolar (2001, 2007) proposed that the functioning of any muscle is determined not 
only by its specific function or action but also, and more importantly, by its stabilization. 
Insufficient stabilization is often the cause of muscular dysfunction. It is well accepted 
that proximal stability is necessary for distal movements. For instance, the quality 
of wrist flexion depends on shoulder stability, which in turn depends on abdominal 
stabilization of the trunk. Thus the condition of the abdominal muscles can affect the 
quality of wrist flexion. 

Localized changes in muscle tension affect joint 
function via force-couple imbalances and vice 
versa. The chain reaction of local tonal differences 
in muscles, especially those harboring TrPs, is not 
haphazard or random. A TrP is never an isolated 
phenomenon; it always has an interconnected chain 
of TrPs, as described in chapter 3. When a key TrP 
is released, the interconnected chain of TrPs is also 
released. A TrP freezes, or immobilizes, a joint in a 
certain position and also changes its articular pat
tern. A TrP found in an area of muscle that stabilizes 
a particular joint position affects the corresponding 
sections of the muscle as well as the muscles function
ally connected to it. For example, in order to maintain 
a given position of the arm (see figure 8.1), specific 
fibers of the pectoralis major contract. Meanwhile, 
the pectoralis major attachment point is stabilized by 
the activation of other functionally related muscles, such as the abdominal muscles, 
scapular adductors, serratus anterior, and even muscles at the hip. Hence, when the 
pectoralis major harbors a TrP, it is not uncommon to locate associated satellite TrPs 
in the muscles that are related functionally to the pectoralis major. 

Additionally, the close interplay between joint restrictions and muscular TrPs can 
enhance or perpetuate dysfunction. For example, in the forward head posture, move
ment restrictions at the cervicocranial junction often relate to hypertonic or tight and 

Figure 8.1 The pectoralis major when a patient is in a 

side-lying position. 
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short cervicocranial extensor and SCM muscles. The head is stabilized by muscles in 
the shoulder girdle, which in turn is balanced over the trunk and lower extremities. 
Thus dysfunction in any part of the neuromusculoarticular system is never localized; 
it affects the function and movement of all or part of the whole kinetic chain. Table 8.3 
provides an example of the effect that forward head posture has on TrPs throughout 
the body. 

Table 8.3 Trigger Points and Joint Dysfunction in the Forward Head Posture 

Cervical area Hypertonic or short SCM muscles and deep craniocervical extensors produce reclination 

at the craniocervical junction and movement restrictions. 

TrPs occur in the upper trapezius and levator scapula and produce associated 

movement restrictions at the cervicothoracic junction. 

Thoracic area TrPs occur in the pectoralis major, diaphragm, and dorsal erector spinae and restrict 

movement of the thoracic spine and rib cage. An inspiratory position of the rib cage 

is often observed in rib cage and thoracic spine stiffness due to the dominance of the 

accessory inspiratory respiratory muscles over the diaphragm. 

Lumbar area Most prominent TrPs in the rectus abdominis are particularly painful and are found 

at the attachments at the lower arch of the ribs, xiphoid, pubic symphysis, erector 

spinae, and gluteus maximus. TrPs are often found in the pelvic floor, psoas, quadratus 

lumborum, and adductors. Movement restrictions are often found at the lumbar and 

hipjoints. 

Lower extremity TrPs occur in the biceps femoris with movement restrictions at the fibular head 

and occur in the short plantar flexors (soleus) with movement restrictions at the 

tarsometatarsal joints. 

Adapted, by permission, from K. Lewit, 2007, Managing common syndromes and finding the key link. In Rehabilitation of the spine, 
edited by C. Liebenson (Philadelphia, PA: Lippincott, Williams, and Wilkins), 784. 

Assessment of Trigger Point 
or Tender Point Chains 

The first rule of palpation is that the muscle should be relaxed as much as possible. 
Knowledge of the anatomy and mechanical actions of muscles is important for locat
ing the muscles. If active contraction is performed initially by the patient in order to 
help the clinician locate the muscles of interest, the clinician needs to ensure that the 
patient is completely rested before beginning palpation. 

Palpation Techniques 
Travell and Simons (1992) and Simons, Travell, and Simons (1999) have advocated 
three key palpation techniques for the morphological assessment of TrPs: flat, snap
ping, and pincer palpation. Although these methods are differentiated for teaching 
purposes, clinicians often overlap them once expertise is established. All require the 
muscle to be as relaxed as possible before being palpated. 
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Flat Palpation 
In flat palpation, the clinician uses the pads of the fin
gers to move across the fiber orientation of the muscle 
while compressing over a firm or bony underlying 
structure (see figure 8.2). This movement allows detec
tion of changes in the underlying structures. In this way, 
a TrP can be trapped and the nodule assessed. Further 
direct compression over the nodule often provokes a 
pain response from a patient and concomitantly elicits 
a stereotypical referral pattern. Flat palpation works 
well on broad, flat muscles as well as muscles that are 
not easily accessible, such as the diaphragm or psoas 
major. 

Figure 8.2 Flat palpation. 

Snapping Palpation 
When a taut band is detected by flat palpation, the cli
nician uses a rigid finger to perform a brisk transverse 
snapping of the taut band (see figure 8.3). The snapping 
motion is likened to the motion used to pluck a guitar 
string, except that in snapping palpation, contact with 
the surface is maintained. A local twitch response is 
elicited when a TrP is provoked. Snapping palpation is 
quite effective on superficial long muscles such as the 
erector spinae and rectus abdominis. 

Figure 8.3 Snapping palpation. 

Pincer Palpation 
To form the pinch position, the thumb and a rigid finger 
assume a C shape (see figure 8.4). The target tissue is 
pinched to locate TrPs between the thumb and finger 
while allowing the tissue to roll between the fingers. 
The clinician assesses for local taut bands and a local 
twitch response. 

Figure 8.4 Pincer palpation. 
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Palpation Procedures 
The clinician first instructs the patient about what to expect from deep palpation of the 
muscles. The patient is then asked to assess the pressure: whether it feels like pressure 
or pain and how it compares from side to side. The patient can also be instructed to 
rate the pressure sensation on a scale of 0 to 10. Using the pads of the fingers as in 
the flat palpation technique, the clinician applies a firm and gradual pressure to the 
muscle, while assessing the tone and texture of the soft tissue. The clinician repeats 
the procedure on the other side while having the patient compare the pressures from 
side to side. The clinician must take care to use equal pressure on both sides when 
palpating TrP chains. The clinician then proceeds to test other muscles in the chain, 
as shown in figure 8.5, taking note of how the TrPs are linked. A diagram is helpful for 
charting TrP chains; the clinician looks for consistent patterns and areas where chains 
cross over to the opposite side of the body. 

Figure 8.5 TrP and tender point palpation diagram. 

Adapted from NSCA, 2008, Biomechanics of resistance exercise, by E. Harman. In Essentials of strength training and conditioning, 3rd 
ed., edited byT.R. Baechle and R.W. Earle (Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 68. 
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A pain algometer can be useful in quantifying 
TrP or tender point pain (see figure 8.6). Using 
the algometer to gradually increase the pressure 
on a painful point provides an objective measure 
of pain. The resulting number can be documented 
and used to track progress. 

Palpation of key muscles that tend to become 
tight or hypertonic in Janda's UCS and LCS is pre
sented in the sidebar that follows. Key muscles 
include quadratus lumborum, thoracolumbar 
fascia, psoas major, piriformis, adductor magnus, 
hamstrings, medial gastrocnemius, medial soleus, 
sole of the foot, subocciptials, sternocleidomas
toid, upper trapezius, levator scapulae, pectoralis 
major, and lateral wrist extensors. 

SOFT-TISSUE ASSESSMENT 

Figure 8.6 Using a pain algometer to quantify TrP or 

tender point pain. 

This section describes the procedures for palpating trigger points in key tonic muscles. 

Locate the posterior aspect of the 12th rib and follow the rib with your 
fingers until you reach the lateral edge of the erector spinae. The qua
dratus lumborum is a deep muscle located laterally to the erector spinae 
between the lower arch of the posterior ribs and the posterior iliac crest. 
Sink your fingers slowly into the quadratus lumborum and assess the 
quality of the soft tissue. Note the patient's response. 

Posterior Crest of the Ilium (Thoracolumbar Fascia) 

Locate the posterior crest of the ilium where the thoracolumbar fascia 
attaches itself. The thoracolumbar fascia serves as an attachment of 
multiple muscles such as the latissimus dorsi and abdominal muscles. 
Palpate for tenderness along the posterior crest of the ilium. 

Palpation of the 
thoracolumbar fascia. 
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Ask the patient to lie supine with the hips and knees slightly bent. Locate 
the ASIS and the umbilicus and draw an imaginary line between these 
two points. The psoas major is located midway between these two points, 
lateral to the rectus abdominis. Slight active hip flexion will help you 
locate this muscle. Once the psoas muscle is located, gradually sink your 
fingers into the muscle and assess its quality. Note the patient's response. 

Piriformis 

Quadratus femoris 

The location of the piriformis. 

Palpation of the 

psoas major. 

Ask the patient to lie prone. Locate 
the greater trochanter, ischial tuber
osity, ASIS, and PSIS. Draw a pair 
of imaginary lines: one between 
the ASIS and ischial tuberosity and 
one between the PSIS and greater 
trochanter. The piriformis muscle is 
located at the intersection of these 
two lines. Using a flat hand position, 
gently sink into the gluteus muscle 
and push it caudally. Place your other 

hand on top of the flattened hand to palpate the piriformis muscle. A 
patient with a nonirritable piriformis will perceive a pressure on the muscle. 
In contrast, a patient with a tight piriformis or a TrP will be extremely 
sensitive and tender to palpation. A patient with an irritable piriformis 
associated with an entrapped sciatic nerve may perceive a reproduction 
of the sciatic symptoms. 

Palpation of the piriformis. 

The adductor magnus is located between the adductor longus and the 
gracilis. You may direct your palpation of this muscle at the proximal or 
middle portion of the medial thigh. 

Hamstrings 

Palpation of the 
adductor magnus. 

The hamstring muscles are located on the posterior portion of the thigh. 
The medial hamstrings, namely the semimembranosus and semiten-
dinosus, attach distally to the medial condyle of the tibia. The lateral 
hamstrings, namely the long and short head of the biceps femoris, join 
together to form the biceps femoris tendon at the lateral aspect of the 
knee, just proximal to its insertion into the head of the fibula. Direct your 
palpation of the hamstrings at the middle portion of the muscle belly. 

Palpation of the hamstrings. 

Adductor Magnus 

Psoas Major 
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Medial Gastrocnemius and Soleus 
Direct your palpation of the gastroc
nemius at the proximal aspect of 
the muscle belly on the medial leg. 
Direct your palpation of the soleus 
at the distal aspect of the leg. 

Sole of the Foot 

Palpation of the medial 
gastrocnemius. 

Palpation of the medial soleus. 

Palpate the sole of the foot first on the plantar surface at the first meta
tarsal interspace. Examine the entire plantar fascia from the metatarsals 
to the calcaneus for tender points. 

Palpation of the first 
metatarsal interspace. 

The most prominent bony structure below the occiput is the spinous process of 
C2. Locate the suboccipitals by asking the patient to slightly extend the head. 
Palpate each side of C2. 

Sternocleidomastoid 

Palpation of the 
suboccipitals. 

Locate the SCM by having the patient bend to the ipsilateral side and 
contralaterally rotate the head. Once this muscle is located, palpate for 
tenderness. 

Palpation of the SCM. 
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The upper trapezius spans the area between the spinous process of the 
cervical spine and the lateral third of the inferior border of the clavicle. 
To locate this muscle, have the patient bend to the ipsilateral side and 
contralaterally rotate the head and elevate the shoulder. Once this muscle 
is located, the patient is asked to relax the head completely and the clini
cian palpates it at its midpoint on the shoulder and neckline. Palpation of 
the upper trapezius can be performed in an erect or recumbent position. 

Levator Scapulae 

Palpation of the upper trapezius. 

The levator scapulae spans the area between the transverse processes 
of the cervical spine and the superior angle of the scapula. To locate this 
muscle, have the patient slightly extend, bend to the side and rotate ipsi-
laterally, and elevate the shoulder until the superior angle of the scapula 
reaches its highest point. Once this muscle is located, the patient is asked 
to relax completely and the clinician palpates the muscle towards the 
superior angle of the scapula. Palpation of the levator can be performed 
in an erect or recumbent position. 

Muscle length tests of the pectoralis major are described in chapter 7. You may palpate the three portions of the 
muscle simultaneously with the muscle length tests or perform palpation and testing separately. Palpate the 
lower fibers of the pectoralis major at the anterior axillary wall. Palpate the middle fibers of the sternal portion at 
the second sternocostal interspace. Palpate the clavicular portion of the pectoralis major inferiorly to the clavicle. 

Lateral Wrist Extensors 

Palpation of the pectoralis major: 
sternal portion, middle libers. 

Palpation of the pectoralis major: 
clavicular fibers. 

First locate the lateral epicondyle of the humerus. Direct your palpation 
of the wrist extensors to the musculature just inferior to it. 

Palpation of the lateral 
wrist extensors. 
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Scars 
Soft-tissue assessment should always include the evaluation of scars. A scar penetrates 
all layers of soft tissue from the skin to the fascia overlying the bone. Under normal heal
ing circumstances following an injury, scar tissue should adapt fully to the surrounding 
layers of soft tissue and should function normally. However, if inadequate or abnormal 
healing occurs, the soft tissue around the scar becomes restricted and its ideal func
tion is affected. This finding is termed an active scar. Active scars and their associated 
dysfunctional fascia are often chained up with TrPs and joint dysfunction at a location 
away from the site of the scar. Patients do not normally seek help for scars; instead, 
they may report symptoms of low back or cervical pain, headaches, difficulty breathing, 
and so on. Thus, the clinician must determine the relevance of a scar (if present) to the 
patient's symptoms. If palpation of an active scar reproduces a patient's symptoms, 
there is a key link between the scar and the patient's complaint or dysfunction. 

When assessing scars, the clinician should note the appearance and temperature 
as well as note if the scar appears highly vascularized or if erythema is present or 
remains after light palpation. Warmth at the site of the scar may signify ongoing 
inflammation. An active scar often exhibits an increased skin drag. In other words, 
the skin at the site of the scar does not stretch or move easily. In many instances, 
there may be a thicker skin fold. The resistance to movement of the scar is assessed 
in all directions until a barrier is reached. The barrier is described by Lewit as the 
first palpable sign of resistance of the tissue, where the spring quality of the tissue is 
altered. The pliability or loss of springing in the tissue assists the clinician in identify
ing areas for treatment and reassessment. The scar is also evaluated for its sensitivity 
to palpation, stretching, or compression. Pain points are frequently found at the end 
of scars (Lewit 2007). 

Myofascia 
Janda noted the importance of fascia linking the entire musculoskeletal system into 
one unit. Fascia is made of collagen protein, which is very strong and has little elastic
ity. Collagen is produced by fibroblasts, and it orients itself along the lines of tension. 
This connective tissue not only links muscles and other body organs but also creates 
compartments or layers of muscle groups. 

Fascia has been viewed clinically as a potential source of dysfunction, particularly 
in chronic MPS (Travell and Simons 1992; Simons, Travell, and Simons 1999). MPS 
and FM are characterized by TrPs or tender points, respectively. Specific treatment 
techniques such as soft-tissue mobilization, myofascial release, spray and stretch, and 
instrument-assisted soft-tissue mobilization such as the Graston technique may be 
helpful in these conditions. Chapter 9 provides more details on soft-tissue treatments. 
While it is possible for myofascial structures to be the primary cause of pain, clini
cians should look for the source of dysfunction elsewhere in the sensorimotor system. 

Summary 
Muscle dysfunction manifests as either increased (hypertonic) or decreased (hypo
tonic) muscle tone. TrPs and tender points are often found in muscles that undergo 
tonal changes. TrP and tender point chains can be found in both tonic and phasic 
muscles and play an important role in perpetuating chronic musculoskeletal pain syn
dromes. Clinicians must remember that TrPs are often not the cause of dysfunction; 
rather, they are a symptom. Clinicians are encouraged to look for the functional cause 
of the soft-tissue dysfunction, which may be related to joint pathology, sensorimotor 
dysfunction, or other soft-tissue dysfunctions such as scars and hypomobile fascia. 
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TREATMENT OF MUSCLE 
IMBALANCE SYNDROMES 

The rehabilitation of the musculoskeletal system is based on the strong 
relationship between the CNS and the motor system; the logical assump
tion is that improving the quality of information improves the quality of 

CNS decision making in motor execution. The motor system acts as a window 
into the function of the CNS and frames the quality of its performance and its 
limits. Within the rehabilitation process, the diagnosed pathology may be clini
cally irrelevant. It is often the ensuing functional pathology that is the obstacle 
and that requires treatment. As a rule, the clinical picture correlates better 
with functional change than with structural pathology (Lewit 1997). 

Improving CNS function is the ultimate goal of rehabilitation. This is accom
plished by achieving efficient brain function through full processing and 
integration of afferent information from the senses and full expression of the 
motor system within its biomechanical capabilities, thus achieving physical, 
emotional, and chemical homeostasis and flexibility. 

The three subsystems described by Panjabi (1994) are the control, passive, 
and active subsystems. They form a didactic triad and are linked and altered 
by their proprioceptive relationship. Change in any one system, or wheel, 
alters the position of the other wheels. Janda strongly felt that the evaluation 
of any patient must recognize the functional indivisibility of the subsystems. 
Muscles, ligaments, tendons, and fasciae form a single functional unit rather 
than separate entities, and the division between joint and muscle afferents is 
artificial (Gillquist 1996). Along with the viscera and skeleton, they make up 
the framework for collecting and expressing data processed by the CNS in 
response to the internal and external environment. Janda firmly believed that 
the CNS and motor system function as one unit, the sensorimotor system. He 
suggested treatment be organized into three stages: 

1. Normalization of the peripheral structures. All peripheral structures 
outside the CNS must be treated in order to improve the quality of affer
ent information being received by the CNS. 
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2. Restoration of muscle balance. The balance between the phasic and 
tonic muscle systems must be improved as a prerequisite for improving 
coordination. 

3. Facilitation of afferent system and sensory motor training. This training 
improves movement coordination and therefore promotes ideal mechani
cal loading of biological structures and efficient motor execution. 

An optional but important addition to sensory motor training has always 
been the activation of primitive locomotor reflexes. Coordination and joint 
stability are improved by evoking complex reflex synergies that are stored at 
the midbrain level and that form the basis for gross motor system maturity. 
These synergies can be considered key factors in improving the quality of 
motor execution. However, this is a relatively complex approach to master, and 
proficiency and supervised training in learning and performing this approach 
are necessary. This Vojta approach is therefore beyond the scope of this text. 

Part III details the different components of muscle imbalance interven
tion. Chapter 9 describes the procedures for normalization of the peripheral 
structures. Chapter 10 describes different techniques for restoring muscle 
imbalance through facilitation and inhibition techniques. Finally, chapter 11 
reviews Janda's facilitation of the afferent system and his sensorimotor train
ing program. 
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NORMALIZATION OF 
PERIPHERAL STRUCTURES 

This chapter briefly discusses why peripheral structures are treated and then looks 
at techniques directed at the CNS to bring about profound peripheral changes 
as well as techniques directly aimed at the peripheral structures. The reason for 

looking at both types of techniques is that the strong link between the CNS and the 
periphery has shown certain global techniques to be vital in rapidly improving the 
status of the peripheral structures. These global techniques can reduce the amount 
and time spent on localized techniques. 

Treatment approaches to the periphery can be divided according to the tissue type, 
the nature of the dysfunction, and the degree to which the dysfunction has a systemic 
effect. Janda defined peripheral structures as all tissues and organs lying outside the 
CNS and its meninges. Janda considered normalizing and treating the peripheral struc
tures as the first step in the rehabilitation process, as a prerequisite for improving the 
quality of afferent input to the CNS. Accurate information from the proprioceptors is 
necessary to coordinate movement and protect joints (Freeman, Dean, and Hanham 
1965; Freeman and Wyke 1967a). Therefore, improving the quality of the afferent input 
is a priority. Restoring this input augments the potential ability to improve motor 
control. However, the influence of proprioceptors on the nervous system is relatively 
subordinate in comparison with the driving influence of higher centers. This way, the 
integrated processes of the CNS avoid being overwhelmed constantly by prioritized 
but unnecessary external stimuli. However, this situation may be altered if the incom
ing information serves a protective function (Lederman 1997). 

There are claims based on the current accepted knowledge of the properties of 
mechanoreceptors and reflex activity that manual reflexive techniques are ineffec
tive in controlling the motor system (Lederman 1997). However, we see evidence to 
the contrary daily in the clinical setting. The means by which these motor changes 
effected by manual reflexive techniques occur may be unexplained as of yet, and our 
current knowledge may fall short in utilizing the correct parameters for measuring and 
researching these reproducible clinical phenomena. Nevertheless, they do exist and 
in the appropriate situation can be utilized with good effect as a useful adjunct to the 
more active phase of rehabilitation. 

Techniques that normalize the peripheral tissue can be divided into two types. Cen
tral techniques indirectly affect peripheral structures, while local techniques directly 
affect the structures. A clinician cannot strictly treat the periphery without treating the 
CNS and vice versa. So it is up to the practitioner to utilize this relationship effectively 
both in treatment and in reassessment. 

C H A P T E R 

9 
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Central Indirect Techniques 
Techniques that are not necessarily directed at manipulating the pathological tis
sues but have a powerful systemic or general peripheral effect on these tissues are 
considered to be central indirect techniques. A few examples of such approaches 
are the Vojta approach, primal reflex release technique (PRRT), and Feldenkrais. A 
detailed explanation of these techniques is beyond the scope of this text, but they 
are mentioned here to demonstrate their complementary role in Janda's approach. 

Vojta Approach 
The Vojta (pronounced voy-tah) approach is based on the genetically encoded motor 
function that is linked to development and maturation of the CNS. Specific positions 
and reflex points are used to summate afferent input to the CNS. This input can elicit 
partial patterns of movement that are related to the development of gross motor 
function and can enhance the quality of motor activation and joint stabilization by 
improving the body's ability to create the fixed points necessary for efficient muscle 
activity. Initially used by Vaclav Vojta, a Czech pediatric neurologist, to treat children 
with cerebral palsy and other motor developmental delays, the Vojta approach has 
been adapted for use with an adult population. One of its foremost pioneers is physio
therapist Pavel Kolar, of the Czech Republic, who developed his own techniques 
called dynamic neuromuscular stabilization (Kolar 2001; 2007). Patients are placed 
in certain neurodevelopmental postures to stimulate reflexive movement patterns. 
Certain pressure points are used to evoke motor patterns that are related to the 
gross motor patterns of creeping and turning (see figure 9.1, a-b). These postures 

Figure 9.1 (a) Crawling 
neurodevelopmental posture. 
(b) Turning neurodevelopmental 
posture. 
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and patterns help to reset the motor system in cases of long-standing dysfunction. 
Clinically it is difficult for the patient to voluntarily replicate ideal gross motor syner
gies, especially after injury or in patients with long-standing compensatory motor 
strategies. It is therefore necessary to try to elicit a more effective and pure motor 
pattern—without the patient's compensatory voluntary input—by accessing the 
basic subcortical motor programs that are stored in the CNS. After summated reflex 
stimulation, voluntary exercises can be performed with increased quality and aware
ness of movement. Janda viewed the Vojta approach as a unique and integral part of 
rehabilitating patients who had poor motor control strategies that could not be easily 
influenced by more localized techniques and sensory motor training. 

Primal Reflex Release Technique 
The PRRT approach blends several simple manual procedures in an attempt to 
decrease the undesirable effects of startle, withdrawal, and joint protective reflexes 
that often accompany nociception and pain (lams 2005). While these reflexes play 
an important role in the survival and coping strategies of humans, they can be over-
activated and remain overactive in the form of undesirable physiological changes 
such as altered muscle tone or limited ROM. TrP and tender point chains exagger
ate autonomic responses to mild stimuli, emotional overreaction, and so on; if the 
residual effects are left untreated they can plague the patient, resulting in continued 
symptoms that hamper expected recovery. Developed by the American physical 
therapist John Iams, PRRT is gaining popularity and is part of a paradigm shift within 
the rehabilitation process. The rapid physiological changes that can be achieved by 
PRRT make it a very useful clinical tool. Used as a stand-alone or adjunctive treat
ment, it can simplify the symptom presentation by eradicating unwanted tender 
points and subsidiary symptoms that often confuse the practitioner. For example, a 
patient who experienced recent trauma may present with significant pain and limited 
motion in his shoulder. If these findings are due to a protective response, then within 
one PRRT treatment session he may experience an 80% to 90% lasting improvement! 
Such results are not common in the traditional approach to treatment, since the 
traditional approach does not appreciate or totally ignores the vital role of the CNS 
in rapidly altering the patient's physiological and symptomatic presentation. In the 
traditional approach, local techniques are evaluated for their local effect, and no 
or little attempt is made at a centrally mediated intervention. The indivisibility of 
neurology and orthopedics is missed or not strongly utilized. 

Feldenkrais 
The Feldenkrais method, developed by Moshe Feldenkrais in the 1940s, changes 
movement strategies through verbal instruction for exercise performance (aware
ness through movement) and sensory integration, which involves manual move
ment manipulation of the patient by the practitioner. This manipulation improves 
the unconscious and conscious perception of movement, which in turn allows the 
patient to understand inefficient movement and explore acceptable alternatives. 
These alternatives are rapidly incorporated into the motor program, thereby elimi
nating undesirable motor strategies. Feldenkrais published the theoretical basis and 
basic exercises in his 1967 book, Improving the Ability to Perform. In 1972 the English 
version, Awareness Through Movement, was published. In it he describes awareness 
as taking place in the delay between thought and action and how awareness then 
relates to movement change (Feldenkrais 1972). 
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Local Direct Techniques 
Techniques that are directed at the pathological or pathogenic tissues have a powerful 
local effect that may have a more general effect as well. The choice of techniques will 
depend on the patient evaluation, the practitioner's knowledge, the technique's suit
ability to the patient, and the desired goal. Local direct techniques include soft-tissue, 
neural tension, joint mobilization, Bowen, lymphatic, and orthotic techniques, just 
to name a few. There are a few indirect local techniques such as strain and counter-
strain (Jones 1964) that do not engage the local pathological barrier of restriction 
but instead move away from it for treatment. 

Soft-Tissue Techniques 
Soft-tissue techniques are useful in managing scars, adhesions, and contractures. Any 
restriction in soft tissue (including skin, fascia, and muscle) affects movement and 
function both locally and globally. Scars may have a range of conditions that result 
in limited joint movement, pain, and postural changes. Cross-linking (chemical bond
ing), cellular matrix damage, adhesions, and contractions caused by myofibroblastic 
activity may all alter scar mobility, as is evidenced by postsurgical scars. Adhesions 
are abnormal deposits of connective tissue that occur between surfaces that should 
be able to glide by each other. Adhesions often result from some previous insult, 
infection, or inflammation between muscle layers or between tendons and their 
sheaths. Contractures are the shortening of connective tissue, which may be due to 
cross-linkages and adhesions that occur in muscles and ligaments and directly affect 
ROM. If the different fascial layers cannot move freely, they bias the movement of the 
underlying joint and can affect muscle function. 

TrPs can be considered to be precursors to adhesions within muscle tissue. They 
can become hard, painful, palpable lesions that can be observed in muscles experi
encing chronic overuse or injury. These hardened structures have been observed in 
cadavers (Schade 1919), a finding indicating that they are not due to muscle tonal 
changes alone but are structural alterations or contractures that affect the consistency 
of the tissue. Throughout several years, the observation of referred pain associated 
with these nodular phenomena and their identical qualities with TrPs became obvi
ous (Reynolds 1983). The works of Simons and Travel (1999) and Mense and Simons 
(2001), among others, deal extensively with TrPs and acute and chronic pain genera
tion within the motor system. Their effects can be multifactorial in affecting sensory 
motor function. 

Since scars can involve adhesions and contractures and cause TrP formation in 
muscles, they can be used as a primary example for explaining soft-tissue assess
ment and treatment. Dormant scars are generally older, more mobile, and nonpainful. 
Active scars should be treated because they have an extensive effect on the sensory 
afferents to the CNS and can cause adverse motor function both locally and generally. 
Lewit (1997) and Janda have always given the treatment of scars a high priority in 
normalizing peripheral afferent information. The evaluation of soft-tissue restrictions 
includes several aspects: 
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• Appearance. If the scar appears highly vascularized or if erythema is present or 
is easily evoked by light palpation (and remains thereafter), then the scar is active 
and needs to be treated manually. 

• Temperature. Warmth at the site of a scar may signify ongoing physiological 
activity that is either normal (a scar that is still healing) or abnormal (a scar with 
chronic inflammation). 

• Sensitivity. All layers of the scar should be examined. If a part of the scar or the 
entire scar is painful to palpation, including stretching or compression, it may be 
active. Scars that are well healed should not be painful. 

• Hyperhydrosis. Increased sweat production along the scar path can be tested by 
estimating the degree of skin drag and comparing sides or involved and uninvolved 
areas of skin. Skin drag is the feeling of increased resistance that is noted where there 
is increased moisture. The practitioner lightly strokes the skin of the scar by lightly 
running the fingers at a constant but moderate speed along the area of interest. Either 
simultaneously or in sequence, the practitioner strokes an area of unscarred skin and 
compares the amount of resistance felt to that felt on the scar. Hyperalgesic (skin) 
zones (Lewit 1999) often display increased skin drag due to autonomic activity. These 
zones are sensitive regions of skin related segmentally to other superficial or deep 
lesions, displaying decreased springing and elasticity. 

• Elastic quality. The springing technique of assessing give and elasticity or pli
ability of the palpated tissue is applied and comparisons are made side to side. This 
helps identify areas for treatment or reassessment. 

• Soft-tissue texture. The texture of the tissue is palpated for variations in con
sistency. The clinician assesses the tissue for uniformity, unevenness, or edema and 
compares the tissue with normal skin. 

• Mobility restriction. The clinician first assesses the mobility at the barrier of the 
different layers of fascia and tissue that the scar traverses and of the scar itself. The 
physiological barrier is described by Lewit (1991) as the point where the first resistance 
at passive motion is met. It is also where the presence or absence of springing can be 
estimated. The loss of springing or the natural giving way of the elastic properties of 
tissues is of significant clinical value in determining if the tissue under inspection is 
normal or pathological. 

• Inhibition. The muscles near or underneath the scar will often be inhibited. The 
muscles can be manually tested for strength loss and reassessed after treating the scar. 

Specific techniques such as soft-tissue mobilization, instrument-assisted soft-
tissue mobilization, cross-friction massage, and myofascial release (MFR) are useful 
in restoring normal soft-tissue movement. The primary goal is to eliminate abnor
mal nociception responses and movement restrictions. Many different myofascial 
techniques are available. These can be applied in increasing degree of force, from 
low-grade sustained gentle barrier release holds such as postisometric relaxation 
(PIR), which is the voluntary relaxation of hypertonic muscles achieved by the 
patient after a short mild isometric contraction of the same muscles (Lewit 1999), 
to grade 5 fascial thrusts (Iams 2005), until the elastic recoil properties of the tissue 
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and mobility are normalized (see figure 9.2, a-e). In addition, respiratory or ocular 
synkinesis can enhance the effect of PIR. For example, relaxation of the masseters 
can be enhanced by oral inhalation during the relaxation phase (see figure 9.3). Like
wise, gazing caudally during the contraction while supine and then looking cranially 
during the relaxation phase of a hip flexor stretch can speed up tone normalization 
and TrP resolution. 

Figure 9.2 (a) Scar distraction, (b) Multivector dynamic release of a deeper scar, (c) Sustained static 
release of deeper scar tissue, (d) S-form mobilization of a scar, (e) The fascial barrier at which connective 
tissue thrust mobilization can occur. 

In addition to hands-on techniques, other modalities such 
as laser or ultrasound may be effective at breaking up active 
scar tissue. Whatever the technique, the tissue is restored 
to normalcy by making side-to-side comparisons. Often the 
autonomic reactions dissipate as the treatment progresses; 
this may take several sessions depending on the degree of 
dysfunction. The influence of scars can be far reaching because 
they can affect different tissues that in turn can affect other 
functions. 

Figure 9.3 Masseter relaxation with 
respiratory synkinesis. 
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Neural Tension Techniques and Neurodynamics 
The role of adverse neural tension (ANT) as a physiological and physical factor in 
limiting ROM and compromising sensory and motor function has been demonstrated 
by Butler (1991), Elvey (1986), and Shacklock (2005). ANT or altered neurodynamics 
can cause or aggravate existing symptoms and can hinder objective and subjective 
improvement of the patient. 

The CNS is a dynamic continuum that is sheathed within the musculoskeletal 
system and must follow its every move. Therefore, the CNS is evaluated for ANT 
by loading the soft tissues through a base test system with sequential and variable 
joint movements. These include, among others, passive neck flexion, the straight-leg 
raise, the slump test, and four variations of upper-limb neurodynamic tests (ULNT; 
see figures 9.4 through 9.7). If symptoms are reproduced, increased, or decreased 
by these tests, then there is good reason to pursue a more thorough evaluation and 
treatment of ANT. 

Figure 9.4 The passive neck flexion test. 

Figure 9.6 The slump test. 
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The cause of nociception or pain can be traced to either the nervous system (con
tent) or the surrounding tissue (container) that protects the nervous system and to 
which the nervous system must adapt. The treatment of neurodynamic tension is a 
clinically significant intervention and one the clinician must address competently 
by utilizing the recommended techniques for resolving the issue of container versus 
content. The details of treatment techniques such as sliding and flossing or tension
ing are beyond the scope of this chapter and are best reviewed in the texts by Butler 
(1991) and Shacklock (2005). 

Joint Mobility Techniques 
Joint mobility techniques such as joint mobilization and manipulation are valuable 
therapeutic techniques. The increase of physiological ROM, the reduction in nocicep
tive input to the dorsal horn, and the evoking of analgesia through manipulation have 
been supported in the literature (Herzog et al. 1999; Herzog 2000; Conway et al. 1993; 
Zusman 1986; Wright 1995). It can be inferred that graded mobilizations may have a 
similar but possibly milder effect compared to joint manipulation. Since mobilizations 
tend to be repeated many more times in one session than the manipulative thrust is 
repeated, it may be assumed that the mobilizations can create a cumulative effect. 

The need for these techniques, which may be graded 1 through 5 in degree of 
intensity, should be carefully considered and evaluated. They are barrier techniques, 
involving the identification of a barrier restriction to normal mobility and then the 

Figure 9.7 Upper-limb neurodynamic tests. 
(a) Radial nerve; (b) median nerve, and (c) 
ulnar nerve. 
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application of force to overcome that barrier. The clinician must ensure that the 
choice of applying force to the barrier restriction is the best choice in light of the 
given evaluative information. Contraindications for the use of manipulation are well 
detailed (Barker et al. 2000; Grieve 1991; Gifford and Tehan 2003). Overcoming a bar
rier with force is not always the correct or ideal treatment because these restrictions 
may be protective. The cause for their protective strategy may not be localized to 
the restricted area, and the patient may not be well served by a local application of 
this type of barrier technique. 

Lewit (1986, 1987) described the strong relationship between myofascial TrPs 
and articular dysfunction. He stressed throughout his teachings that both should be 
evaluated and, in light of the overall exam, prioritized and treated. The subsequent 
reexamination would then guide the therapist along the most effective path of deal
ing with the arthromyofascial dysfunction. For example, a patient's low back pain and 
altered pelvic mobility may have a relationship to limited fibula head mobility and 
the presence of a TrP in the hamstring belly of the biceps femoris. After a thorough 
exam and history—maybe a trip or stumble on that leg or a higher concentration of 
dysfunction in that limb—the release of the fibula head may be prioritized and the 
results seen in the abolishment of the hamstring TrP, the decrease in low back pain, 
and the improvement of pelvic mobility. 

Remember, however, that restoring ROM through these techniques without ensur
ing that there are concomitant stability and strength through the new range is not 
good therapy. The active and control subsystems must be assessed for their ability 
to stabilize the motion made available. 

Lymphatic Techniques 
The flow of lymph has been considered to be an important factor in restor
ing normal physiological function. The human body is more than 60% 
water; one-third of its fluid is extracellular and two-thirds are intracellular 
(Lederman 1997). Localized pitting edema can often accompany injury 
following ankle sprains and surgery. (Pitting occurs when temporary 
deformation of the tissue—the pit—can be seen after applying point 
pressure to the edematous tissue.) Nonpitting edema is often related to 
more systemic pathology and often requires a more complicated treat
ment that may involve oral medication. 

Muscles play an important role in moving lymph (figure 9.8). Manual 
techniques such as active muscle pump or rhythmic compression and 
decompression with external machines assist the hydrokinetic move
ment of extracellular fluid between the interstitial and lymphatic system 
and the blood plasma (Ganong 1981). Intermittent compression and 
decompression must be performed with sufficient pressure to affect the 
deeper vascular structures. 

Fluid transport in and out of the joints depends on joint movement. 
Moderate amounts of active motion that do not aggravate pain in the 
involved joint are useful for decreasing joint edema given that the 
aggravating inflammatory cause has been addressed. Localized intersti
tial edema can be observed (along with muscle dysfunction) over the 
involved muscle belly or between the tendons and also at the tendino-
osseous junction. It often resolves rapidly once the muscle chain has 
been treated and normal afference and function are restored. 

Muscle pump 

Artery 

Figure 9.8 The role of the 
muscles in transferring lymph from 
artery to vein. 
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It has been suggested in the literature that modalities such as electrical stimula
tion (stimulation on the subsensory, sensory, and motor levels), iontophoresis, and 
ultrasound can be used to affect localized lymph movement and drainage in both 
acute and chronic situations by either inhibiting edema formation (sensory-level 
electrical stimulation) or aiding in its dispersal (Starkey 1999). However, it seems 
that significant results are obtained with some form of muscle activity (Walloe and 
Wesche 1988; Mann, Morrissey, and Cywinski 2007). 

Orthotic Techniques 
There is some evidence that orthotics can alter neural input and therefore affect posture 
and muscle function. Guskiewicz and Perrin (1996) reported that patients with acute 

ankle sprains demonstrated significant decreases in postural sway 
after wearing custom-fit orthotics. Orthotics may enhance joint 
proprioception, increasing the patient's ability to detect pertur
bations and control postural sway. Similarly, Rothbart (2005) has 
cited changes in postural statics and the improvement of chronic 
musculoskeletal pain as a result of applying dynamic control 
insoles to the feet of patients (see figure 9.9). The global effects 
of microwedges on posture can be appreciated in the treatment 
approach of the posturology schools in Canada, France, and Italy. 

Orthotics can be a useful adjunct to treatment; however, their 
introduction and use must be monitored by skilled practitio
ners. The effects of such devices must be weighed against the 
constraints they place upon the foot joints. Limiting the motion 
of the foot can have serious neurological consequences even if 

the biomechanical reasoning for the orthotic device appears sound and logical. Many 
practitioners have found themselves in the situation where the patient experiences a 
worsening of symptoms or develops new, unwanted symptoms from using orthotics 
despite all the positive indicators and carefully measured casting of the orthotic devices. 

Pathogenic foot types can be observed in both planus (low longitudinal arched) and 
cavus (high longitudinal arched) feet. The structure of the feet may indicate the potential 
for pathology but may not necessarily determine or cause any pathology. The goal is to 
improve the stability of the foot and restore integrity during function, which involves 
ideal coordination, balance, strength, and power development to assist in locomotion 
and other general transfers associated with ADL. If these conditions are met irrespec
tive of foot type, then the foot is biomechanically efficient and stable. There is evidence 
suggesting that stabilizing intrinsic muscle activity and function differ in shod versus 
unshod feet, in that the shod feet experience decreased intrinsic muscle development 
and depend more on passive structures for stabilization (Robbins and Hanna 1987). 

Summary 
After a comprehensive examination of the patient, peripheral structures are normalized 
by applying techniques appropriately targeting the different types of pathological tissue 
conditions. The goal is to normalize them as much as possible and enhance the quality 
of beneficial afferent input to the CNS as well as provide an environment that promotes 
healing and reactivation. The more powerful techniques target the CNS directly and 
achieve strong global responses from the sensory motor system. These techniques rap
idly affect physiological processes and improve the symptoms and functional status of the 
patient. The more localized techniques address focused local deficits and complement 
each other. The unity of CNS and peripheral structures must be utilized and continually 
assessed by their response to treatment strategies. This helps clinicians zero in on the 
important deficits and create a more effective rehabilitation for their patients. 

Figure 9.9 Dynamic control insoles. 
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This chapter reviews different factors leading to muscle weakness and inhibition or 
tightness and shortening and the immediate treatment recommended by Janda. 
In addition, other therapies, some of which may be as effective or important 

procedures in light of new ideas and interventions, are also discussed. The goals of 
therapy are then summarized at the end. 

Muscle imbalance must be viewed as both a local and a global response to afferent 
input. If treatment only targets imbalance as a local agonist and antagonist dysfunc
tion, it will probably not have a lasting effect. The local and global imbalances are both 
expressions of CNS dysfunction between two complementary systems, the tonic and 
phasic systems. Muscle imbalances are discussed in detail in chapter 4. 

The changes in muscle tone that result from aberrant afference lead to a cascade 
of events. The vicious cycle can continue and propagate, eventually leading to an 
acute breakdown of function at the weakest link; namely, that segment or part of a 
kinetic chain that is unable to adapt any further to the altered conditions. As a result, 
the weak link experiences an acute injury or inflammatory response and ultimately 
undergoes compensation or adaptation. Adaptation may progress vertically, in which 
case changes affect the CNS. Changes may also occur horizontally, affecting adjacent 
or contralateral joints and tissues. 

Janda et al. (2007) recognized that different factors can alter muscle tone. Initially 
there is a neuromuscular response and then later more structural changes may occur 
within the contractile and noncontractile tissues. Changes in muscle tone that are 
not related to actual lesions of the nervous system (including upper and motor lower 
neurons) involve both the contractile and the noncontractile elements of the muscle: 
neuroreflexive and viscoelastic components, respectively. 

• Neuroreflexive factors. There are many factors that alter muscle tone neuro-
reflexively. Many tissues can be involved in the reflexive responses of the CNS to 
positive or negative stimuli. These reflexes may be related to withdrawal, flight, fight, 
or freeze responses to stressors both mental and physical. Autonomous changes (e.g., 
changes in peristalsis, blood pressure, hydrosis, heart rate, or sphincter tone) and 
somatic changes (e.g., changes in muscle tone, nociception, resting posture, and skin 
sensitivity) have been demonstrated during these responses, and therefore global 
normalization of these observed symptoms can be an important indicator of the degree 
of homeostasis achieved postincident and posttreatment. 

• Viscoelastic and connective tissue changes. The shortening of muscle and con
nective tissue over time can be seen as a long-term response to continued or intermit
tent stimuli. For example, shortened pectoralis muscles or hip flexors are a common 
clinical finding accompanied by limited ROM or movement substitution. 

C H A P T E R 
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Lewit (1999) described the loss of springing and altered elasticity of the soft tis
sues in the presence of pathology. One example is the loss of springing in the inter-
digital connective tissues of the toes within the segmental dermatome of an active 
discogenic lumbar lesion. 

In analyzing musculoskeletal dysfunction, limitation of motion itself is not neces
sarily a painful phenomenon. Joint blockage or limitation in joint play is also not 
painful unless accompanied by a change in muscle tone. Janda believed that muscle 
fatigue was often a predominating factor in dysfunction. The muscle, fascia, and 
nervous system span several segments, and this often leads to referred pain and 
the propagation of dysfunction. The initial treatment is to normalize muscle tone 
and results in the decrease of palpatory tone in the hypertonic muscles. Janda et al. 
(2007) described several causative factors that induce tonal changes leading to either 
inhibition and weakness or hypertonicity and tightness. 

Factors Contributing to Muscle Weakness 
Muscle weakness in chronic musculoskeletal pain must be differentiated from true 
weakness and from pseudoparesis, in which a muscle tests weak but is only tem
porarily inhibited (Janda 1986a). Several factors causing weakness may contribute 
concomitantly or separately in any given pathology, and careful analysis is needed 
to apply the appropriate treatment. Specific treatment techniques addressing the 
various causes of weakness are described shortly. 

Tightness Weakness 
With overuse or trauma, muscle becomes tight. There is a shift of the muscle length-
strength curve, and the muscle may appear stronger. However, continued overuse 
increases the amount of noncontractile tissue, decreases elasticity, and then causes 
ischemia leading to degeneration of muscle fibers and eventual weakness. Tightness 
weakness is considered to be the most severe form of muscle shortening. 

• Treatment: The involved muscle is stretched with the necessary techniques 
for contractile or noncontractile elements. Usually, stretching must be performed 
daily for 2 to 3 wk. The muscle must be checked to ensure that it is not inhibited 
by the stretching procedures, and then it can be strengthened through gradual 
progression. 

Arthrogenous Weakness 
Arthrogenous weakness is inhibition of muscle activity via the anterior horn cells 
secondary to joint dysfunction or swelling. For example, a meniscal derangement 
in the knee may lead to joint dysfunction and edema with resulting tendency for 
inhibition of the vasti muscles. 

• Treatment: The normalization of joint function can be aided by direct mobiliza
tion or manipulation. Facilitation and activation of exteroceptors can be achieved 
with techniques such as brushing, which is lightly stroking the limb or the segments 
adjacent to the involved joints. The involved muscles can then be strengthened 
through gradual progression. 
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Trigger Point Weakness 
TrPs can develop in response to a variety of stressors or stimuli (Mense and Simons 
2001). Hyperirritable fiber bands decrease the stimulation threshold of the muscles 
unevenly, leading to inefficient activation, overuse, and early fatigue and weakness. 

• Treatment: TrPs can be selectively deactivated using any of many different 
techniques such as PIR, spray and stretch, and strain and counterstrain. The involved 
muscles can then be strengthened through gradual progression. 

Stretch Weakness 
Prolonged and repeated elongation of muscle inhibits muscle spindle activation and 
can contribute to the addition of sarcomere units. In addition, habitual positions 
can place a muscle on stretch for significant durations. Also referred to as positional 
weakness, the resulting weakness is due to inhibition by antagonist tightness. 

• Treatment: Relaxation and stretching of the short, overactive antagonist or 
synergist is performed initially. Then facilitation of the muscle spindle and strength
ening of the lengthened muscle are initiated gradually, by often training the muscle 
within a shortened arc. 

Reciprocal Inhibition 
Reciprocal inhibition occurs when an antagonist for a specific movement has 
increased in tone and as a result inhibits force production by the agonist during that 
movement. This imbalance of forces can alter joint motion, cause pain, and reduce 
overall ideal function. A classic example is lateral epicondylitis, which can be driven 
by the increased tone of the pronator and flexor groups of the forearm and the 
inability of the extensors to maintain their strength and provide balanced movement. 

• Treatment: Muscle tone and strength are normalized via direct relaxation or 
other inhibitory techniques for the antagonistic muscles. If strength is not completely 
restored to the inhibited agonist, then facilitatory techniques are also applied. These 
include brushing, drop and catch, origin-insertion facilitation, and dry needling. 

Additional Treatment Techniques 
for Muscle Weakness 

Because the muscle spindle plays an important role in regulating muscle tone and 
the reactivity of the muscle to a stimulus, treatment of muscle weakness aims at 
stimulating and increasing the response of the muscle spindle of the pseudoparetic 
muscle. The initial effect that an exercise activity has on strength may be caused 
by different factors. Strength changes are specific not only to task, speed, and angle 
but also to technique and learning (Jones et al. 1989) and the CNS response to the 
stimuli (Manion et al. 1999). Facilitation techniques are not strengthening exercises 
but should stimulate and prepare the muscle's contractile ability and coordinated 
response to loading. These preparations should precede the strengthening interven
tion. Resistance training of pseudoparetic muscles is contraindicated, as it decreases 
the muscle's efficiency in responding to loading. This inhibition of motor units may 
be due to direct overload or to substitution of movement by synergistic muscles 
(Janda 1986a in Grieve; Janda 1987). 
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Facilitation techniques address four basic proprioceptors: muscle spindles, GTOs, 
mechanoreceptors, and exteroceptors. Table 10.1 summarizes these techniques. 

Table 10.1 Common Treatment Techniques for Weak Muscle 

Stretching + exercise • 
Skin brushing, stroking + 
exercise 

• 

TrP deactivation + 
exercise 

• 

Muscle spindle facilitation • • • • • 
Vibration • • • • • 
Oscillation • • • • 
Brushing, tapping • • • • • 
Drop and catch • • • 
Origin-insertion 
stimulation 

• • • • • 

Kinesio taping, taping • • • • • 
Isometrics • • • • • 

The Briigger exercises, acupuncture, and PNF affect both facilitation and inhibition and therefore have not been 
placed in the table. 

Vibration 
Research has demonstrated that applying vibration either 
locally or generally has a positive effect on the force of 
muscle contraction (Bosco et al. 1999; Luo, McNamara, 
and Moran 2005). The muscle spindle is sensitive to small-
amplitude vibrations of 50 to 200 Hz and will increase force 
output during a voluntary contraction. Placing the targeted 
muscle group in a lengthened position can enhance the effect. 

Isometric and limited dynamic exercises can be per
formed on a vibration plate (see figure 10.1). Doing so 
improves muscle performance parameters such as strength 
and power afterward (Bosco et al. 1999). Frequencies that 
are used clinically range from 30 to 200 Hz with amplitude 
ranges in millimeters. The tonic vibration reflex (TVR) 
described by Hagbarth and Eklund (1966) is a reflex con
traction induced by vibration that can be demonstrated in 
all skeletal muscles. Local application of vibration to the 
inhibited antagonist can normalize the tone of the agonistic 
muscle groups. The effect can last up to 30 min, during which 
time functional movement can be trained with an altered 
muscle input that facilitates more normal physiology. 

Figure 10.1 Vibration plate. 
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Oscillation 
Oscillation involves rapidly alternating directions of motion 
over very short amplitudes. Amplitude, intensity, frequency, and 
method of application can be modulated to deliver an engaging 
series of exercises for facilitating muscle activation and coordina
tion of movement. Several oscillating tools can be used to facilitate 
muscle activation. For example, oscillation with a Flexbar can 
activate muscles in the entire upper quarter (see figure 10.2; Page 
et al. 2004). 

Brushing and Tapping 
Brushing has been advocated by Rood to facilitate the spindle via 
the anterior horn cell and gamma loop (Carr and Shepherd 1980). 
Local or generalized brushing may be performed manually or elec
trically and may improve muscle activity as well as the patient's 
perception and experience of the muscle group or segment. Brush
ing the bottom of the foot may stimulate proprioceptors in the sole 
to increase the amount of afferent information (figure 10.3). Tapping 
over the muscle belly can be facilitatory, as it promotes localized 
quick stretching of the muscle fibers that enhances the myotatic 
reflex and therefore the contractility of the muscle. 

Drop and Catch 
Drop and catch is basically a quick stretch technique to facilitate 
the muscle spindle and muscle contraction via the myotatic reflex. 
It must be used with good control of all involved segments by the 
therapist and a short amplitude of application to minimize injury 
risk. It may be useful for an aberrant movement pattern of a seg
ment or an inhibited muscle or muscle group. The inhibited muscle 
group is shortened passively and then placed in a supported static 
position. The clinician explains to the patient that at a randomly 
selected moment the support will be removed. The patient must 
initiate a rapid active contraction to prevent the segment from drop
ping uncontrollably out of the assumed position. This sequence 
is repeated 5 or 6 times. The drop and catch technique is often 
preceded just before by rubbing, tapping, or vibrating the involved 
muscle and its overlying skin for several seconds. It is best suited 
to large muscle groups and more robust joints such as the hip, 
knee, or elbow (see figure 10.4). 

Figure 10.2 Flexbar oscillation in the 
upper extremity. 

Figure 10.3 Brushing the bottom of the 
foot for proprioceptive stimulation. 

Figure 10.4 The drop and catch 
technique. 
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Acupuncture and Dry Needling 
Given the high correlation between acupuncture points and TrPs (Melzack, Stillwell, 
and Fox 1977), using acupuncture needles to dry needle into the motor points and 
TrPs of muscles is very effective in eliminating TrPs or tender points that affect muscle 
contraction and performance (Hong 1994; Jaeger and Skootsky 1987). In addition to 
providing central analgesic effects (Hsieh et al. 2001), the stimulation of acupuncture 
points affects the limbic system and subcortical gray structures of the brain (Hui and 
Lui 2000), thereby influencing muscle tone throughout the motor system. This influ
ence can aid in the normalization of ROM and muscle function. 

In their book Biomedical Acupuncture for Pain Management: An Integrative Approach, 
Ma, Ma, and Cho (2005) provide a logical and structured approach to the dry needling 
of palpable tender points (that may include TrPs). Dry needling can improve motor 
function and modulate pain locally and centrally, among other things. The evaluative 
process and treatment differs significantly from those of traditional Chinese medicine 
in that the choice of points is determined by palpable tenderness in specific anatomi
cal locations and is not related to meridians or the attributes traditionally assigned 
to them. Also, no herbs are recommended or administered as part of the treatment. 
Dry needling can be performed three times a week or more in conjunction with other 
therapies. Reassessment after each session determines the need for subsequent 
treatments. Unfortunately dry needling is not an option for many physical therapists, 
although it should be. 

Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation 
Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF), developed by Kabat (1950) and Knott 
and Vossin the 1950s, has provided a useful basis for facilitating and guiding movement 
synergies that reflect natural components of gross motor function and development 
while at the same time inhibit unwanted hypertonicity and hypotonicity. With the 
use of maximum available resistance, quick stretches, spiral and diagonal patterns, 
and rhythmic and combined motions, PNF restores and improves motor control and 
movement perception in patients. Exposing the CNS to familiar synergistic movement 
components can guide the therapist in choosing appropriate movements and emphasis. 
In chronic pain situations in which altered movement and degraded quality of move
ment may be a limiting factor, PNF can serve as an entry portal for change. 

Origin-Insertion Facilitation 
Origin-insertion facilitation, introduced by G. Goodheart in 1964 (Goodheart Jr. 1964; 
Walther 1988), led to the development of applied kinesiology and eventually clinical 
kinesiology. It focuses on the indirect facilitation of a neurologically inhibited muscle 
via the anterior horn. Facilitation is achieved by manually stimulating receptors and 
nerve endings as well as cutaneous receptors located at the origin and insertion of 
muscles. The suspected muscle is isolated as much as possible via positioning and is 
tested with a patient-initiated MMT The practitioner observes the muscle's ability to 
contract isometrically on command; any sign of lag or give during the initial 2 to 3 s of 
the test is interpreted as neural incoordination and a sign of inhibition—in other words, 
hyperpolarization of the motor neuron. The origin and insertion of the muscle are then 
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massaged for several seconds, and the muscle is reevaluated for an improvement in 
its ability to contract swiftly and effectively and to stabilize the assumed position iso-
metrically without lag or give. This technique is suitable for many muscles, large or 
small, and can be very effective in improving muscle contractility and strength output 
(Walther 2000). 

Muscle testing, origin-insertion manual therapy, and isometrics are also important 
aspects of the muscle activation techniques (MAT) developed by Greg Roskopf. How
ever, the evaluative premise and thought process for MAT differ significantly from those 
of applied kinesiology. MAT is a system of biomechanical evaluation and treatment 
designed to address muscle imbalances and to restore agonist-antagonist balance. 
It includes a joint-specific ROM exam and the assessment of weakness and inhibition 
of correlated positional muscles. This approach to muscle activation is an important 
and basic aspect of the initial rehabilitation phase. 

All muscles under voluntary control must be able to contract sufficiently and 
within sufficient time to maintain a direct relationship to the imposed load and speed 
of loading in order to satisfy the demands of any required task. If this basic criterion 
cannot be met, strengthening exercises will not be as effective. The Web site www. 
muscleactivation.com can furnish the reader with more information. 

Brugger Concept 
The Swiss neurologist Alois Brugger treated functional pathology by evaluating posture 
and movement to establish a neurophysiological basis for a patient's symptoms and 
a possible treatment strategy (Pavlu et al. 2007). Factors causing intermittent or con
stant disturbances give rise to physiological overload and nociception. The response 
is protective hypertonic or hypotonic arthro-tendo-myosis. Adaptation manifests as 
an altered posture, ROM, or movement pattern and symptoms of pain and discomfort. 
The exercise choices are based on deficits in the range of movement and signs of 
imbalance rather than pathology displayed by the patient. Treatment includes several 
components, which are described in the following sections. 

Interstitial Edema Control 
Edema control is performed before exercise by applying a hot compress massage to 
the edematous areas identified during the evaluation. Deep transverse friction massage 
is also performed on the heated tissue. The control of and decrease in edema can aid 
in limiting not only unwanted cross-linkage within damaged tissue, but also inflamma
tion and resulting pain. These are important factors in improving overall function and 
achieving a satisfactory treatment outcome. 

Postural Correction 
Postural correction includes elongation of the spine with head centration. The spinal 
coupling of movement is conceptualized as a series of interlocking cogwheels (see 
figure 3.1 on page 28) that represent the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar segments and 
their synergistic relationship to each other during uprighting or collapsing movements 
with a concomitant increase or decrease in sternosymphyseal distance. An increase in 
palpable tenderness of the superficial musculature indicates a decrease in the sterno
symphyseal distance associated with a slumped posture. 
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Local and Global Movement Exercises 
These exercises restore muscle balance through functional synergism (i.e., cooperation 
among agonists, antagonists, and synergists). The goal is to eliminate the undesir
able hyper- or hypotonicity within the region and throughout the motor system by 

increasing activity in hypoactive muscle chains and 
inhibiting overactive muscle chains. This is achieved 
through a series of isometrics, or smooth and rhyth
mic concentric and eccentric agistic movements 
that are resisted with elastic bands (see figure 10.5). 
Emphasis is placed on the eccentric phase of move
ment, which should be twice as slow as the concen
tric phase. Mild to moderate elastic resistance is used 
to enhance the effects of the exercises; however, the 
quality of the movement is definitely more important 
than the quantity or the loading of the movement. 
Several basic movement tests are performed for clini
cal evaluation, including active ROM tests, to tailor 
the intensity and volume of the exercise program to 
the patient.The procedures just described are com
bined with manual therapy, positioning, interstitial 
edema control, and modifications for posture and 
ADL. The principles incorporated into the Briigger 

approach are important, as they stress the respect for synergistic muscle systems 
whose balance governs the resting posture of patients and whose activation must 
be accounted for when prescribing therapeutic exercises. The Briigger exercises can 
be used in the initial phase of rehabilitation and also as prophylactic activities for 
situations involving ADL. 

Kinesio Taping and Fascial Taping 
Kinesio taping, which was invented by Kenzo Kase in the mid-1990s (Kase et al. 
2003), has been popular due to the pain control and improvement in muscle function 
that it provides. Applying moderately contractile tape over affected muscle, joint, 
or soft tissue appears to cause gentle, passive, and constant contraction tension 
of the epidermis (see figure 10.6). There is no evidence as of yet to suggest that it 
improves joint position sense (Halseth et al. 2004; Murray 2000), but there is some 

Figure 10.5 A Brugger upper-body exercise. 
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Figure 10.6 The physiological effects of kinesio taping. 
Reprinted from Kinesiotaping USA. 
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evidence that it can affect muscle strength (Murray 2000) and 
can change blood flow in the taped muscle of injured subjects 
but not in the muscle of healthy subjects (Kase and Hashimoto 
1998). However, there are many clinical anecdotes on its useful
ness in controlling pain. The mechanism by which pain control is 
achieved is unknown, but it is thought to involve proprioception 
and the sensorimotor system. 

It is thought that kinesio taping can play either a facilitatory or 
an inhibitory role depending on the direction and amount of ten
sion used during tape application, but this has not been verified. 
Inhibitory and facilitatory techniques can be used simultaneously 
to assist in muscle rebalancing. Figure 10.7 gives an example of 
combined facilitatory kinesio taping of the lower trapezius and 
inhibitive kinesio taping of the upper trapezius in UCS. 

Good pain relief and improved function have also been reported 
by patients using functional fascial taping (FFT), a technique 
developed in 1994 by Ron Alexander (Alexander 2008). It is pos
sible to conclude that any taping technique that modulates pain 
can normalize or improve muscle tone (whether it facilitates tone 
or inhibits unwanted tone), breaking the pain cycle and thereby 
improving patient comfort and function. 

Isometrics 
In the 1950s, Charles Atlas popularized isometric exercises as a fitness activity. The 
dynamic tension exercises were the basis of his training program for very weak indi
viduals. Dr. T. Hettinger and E. Muller, a pair of German scientists, gave isometrics a 
scientific popularity after publishing a paper showing that isometrics increase strength 
(Hettinger and Muller 1953). 

The use of isometrics to facilitate tonic muscle fibers can be an important initial 
step in addressing submaximal muscle strength and restoring joint stability. Though 
the activation order of muscle fibers varies under different conditions, in general 
small, slow-twitch tonic fibers are activated first and may confer the joint stability 
and feedback needed for increased load and movement. While there are limitations 
to its use in task-specific dynamic movement, isometric movement is the basis of 
submaximal stabilization control, which is an integral part of many rehabilitation 
approaches. 

The typical prescription of 1 or 2 sets of 5 to 10 repetitions of 5 s minimum contrac
tions with moderate to high force is performed three times a week and can stimulate 
tonic muscle function and strength as well as prepare the patient for more dynamic 
exercises. However, specific dose recommendations cannot be made based on the avail
able research. In PNF and Brugger techniques, isometrics are used extensively—though 
not exclusively—to stimulate agonist contraction and inhibit unwanted antagonist 
activation, thereby increasing active ROM. Umphred (2001) indicated that resistance 
is facilitatory to the muscle spindle afferents and tendon organs. She also noted that 
isometric and eccentric forms of resistance are more facilitatory to extensor muscle 
groups. Eccentric training of agonists results in concurrent strength gains in antago
nists of 16% to 31% (Singh and Karpovich 1967). Gandevia, Herbert, and Leeper (1998) 
attributed the reflex facilitation of muscles to spindle afferents, which contribute up 
to 30% of the excitation of motor neurons in an isometric contraction. Multiangle iso
metrics are recommended, and contribution of the muscle spindles varies from one 
joint position to another. 

Figure 10.7 Facilitation of the lower 
trapezius and inhibition of the upper 
trapezius with kinesio taping. 
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Factors Contributing to Muscle Tightness 
Several factors contribute to muscle tightness, which are described in the following 
sections. Specific treatment techniques are described later in this chapter. 

Reflex Spasm 
Tightness due to reflex spasm is nociceptive or pain generated. Examples are acute 
lumbar antalgia and abdominal spasm associated with appendicitis. In these cases, 
the patient cannot voluntarily relax the muscle. 

• Treatment: Neutralization or elimination of the pain generator with a variety of 
suitable techniques such as cryotherapy, manipulation, traction, and so on can be 
performed to decrease the muscle spasm. Note that the spasm may not be the pain 
generator but can indicate the status of the pain-generating structure. 

Interneuron Spasm 
While joint dysfunction may cause inhibition in some muscles, in other muscle groups 
spasm may be observed. An example is torticollis with involuntary activities of muscles 
such as the SCM. 

• Treatment: Joint manipulation or mobilization has been shown to not only 
improve ROM but also normalize abnormal muscle tone in muscles associated with 
the manipulated joint either directly or indirectly (Herzog et al. 1999). It also has 
been shown to reduce nociceptive input to the dorsal horn (Zusman 1986). There 
is evidence for inducing analgesia via facilitation of the descending inhibitory pain 
pathways (Wright 1995). 

Trigger Point Spasm 
In a muscle spasm caused by TrPs, the muscle fails to relax over time. This is com
monly seen in the trapezius TrP due to prolonged repeated tension. 

• Treatment: TrPs can be deactivated initially with an effective technique such 
as spray and stretch, active release, or strain and counterstrain (Jones 1964), among 
others. Thereafter, a more global approach that involves active CNS participation is 
necessary to avoid recidivism of symptoms. Failure to affect the central regulatory 
mechanisms via some type of neuromuscular reeducation that coordinates muscle 
function and tone will most likely allow the TrP spasm to return, especially in chronic 
conditions. 

Limbic Spasm 
Hypersensitivity of muscle spindles due to overactivity of the limbic system, which 
is caused by any number of stressors, leads to regional increased muscle tone with a 
uniform increase and change in tissue tone throughout. These changes usually occur 
in the cervical and shoulder girdle area or the low back, typically resulting in upper-
quadrant pain or nonspecific low back pain. Janda noted that sensitivity of the scalp 
could be observed in such limbic-driven conditions (Janda, personal communication). 

• Treatment: General relaxation techniques such as massage, self-hypnosis, stress 
reduction, and rest are recommended. These techniques are thought to lower the 
hyperaroused state of the limbic system, which then directly affects muscle tone, 
eliminating the nociceptive response. 
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Muscle Spasm Tightness 
Muscle spasm is usually caused by overuse, secondary to injury, as in tennis elbow 
or trapezius syndrome. A muscle becomes gradually or acutely tight as it fails to relax 
and recuperate between activities. This tightness leads to spasm that may cause pain 
(Mense et al. 2001). 

• Treatment: Facilitation of the muscle followed by stretching if necessary is the 
treatment of choice. If muscle stretching is introduced without previous facilitation, 
further inhibition of the muscle may occur. This leads to deafferentation and loss of 
joint protection. 

Additional Treatment Techniques 
for Muscle Tightness 

Muscle tightness and the eventual shortening of the noncontractile tissue can inhibit 
the antagonist muscle groups and alter the synergistic and stabilization functions of 
segments. Remember that muscles never act in isolation and thus the restoration 
of ideal coactivation for stability is key. Inhibitory techniques can be applied to the 
involved agonist in order to decrease muscle tightness and normalize tone. Restoring 
agonist tone improves the activity of the antagonist and abolishes its resulting inhibi
tion and weakness. Table 10.2 summarizes various techniques used to address muscle 
tightness and the indications for their use. 

Table 10.2 Common Treatment Techniques for Muscle Tightness 

PIR • • • 
PNF: hold relax • • • 

PNF: contract relax • • • 

PFS • 

Static stretch • • • 

Cryotherapy • • • 

Spray and stretch • • • 
Yoga • • • • 
Massage • • • 

Strain and counterstrain • • • 

Meditation • • 

Postisometric Relaxation 
Postisometric relaxation (PIR) was first described by Mitchell et al. (1979) as an osteo
pathic technique called isometrics. It was later modified by Karel Lewit (Lewit 1991, 
1986). PIR is a method of muscle relaxation aimed at neural modulation. It is guided by 
the therapist, but its success is totally dependent on the client. Primarily used to affect 
the contractile component of the muscle tissue, it helps eliminate abnormal muscle tone, 
abolish TrPs and tender points, and improve loss of motion due to altered muscle tone. 
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In PIR, the muscle is isolated biomechanically as much as possible. The patient 
is asked to imagine the contraction or to barely contract the affected muscle and to 
maintain this contraction for 20 to 30 s. This allows for the hypertonic foci of the TrPs 
to be activated and fatigued without much unnecessary activation of the surrounding 
muscle fibers. Then the patient is asked to relax the muscle as completely as possible. 
As the patient relaxes, the limb can be allowed to move to a new position, thereby 
gaining ROM through relaxation as opposed to stretching. This procedure can be 
repeated 3 or 4 times. At that point the tenderness or abnormal tone and ROM are 
reexamined for positive changes. The result is relaxation of the muscle and deactiva
tion of hypertonic areas within the muscle. 

There is no physical stretching of the muscle and therefore the effects of PIR are due 
to changes in neural function. These effects can be enhanced by respiratory or ocular 
synkinesis (Lewit 1986; Lewit et al. 1997). Figures 10.8 through 10.17 demonstrate PIR 
techniques for the muscles prone to tightness in Janda's syndromes. PIR techniques 
for other muscles are described thoroughly in Lewit's text (Lewit 1991). 

Figure 10.10 (a) PIR for the posterior scalenes and (b) PIR for the SCM and anterior and middle scalenes. 

Figure 10.8 PIR for the upper trapezius. Figure 10.9 PIR for the levator scapulae. 
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Figure 10.11 PIR for the suboccipitals. Figure10.12 PIR for the pectoralis major. 

Figure 10.15 PIR for the (a) one-joint and (b) two-joint hip adductors. 
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Figure 10.13 PIR for the hip flexors, 
including the iliopsoas and rectus femoris. 

Figure 10.14 PIR for the thoracolumbar extensors. 
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Figure 10.16 PIR for the triceps surae. 

In all of the stretching techniques discussed in the following sections, some degree 
of mechanical stretch is applied to the tissue. The stretch causes viscoelastic and 
thixotropic (the quality of a solid or gel to become more liquidlike when agitated and 
to return to its former state at rest) effects, which do not change the stiffness of the 
muscle but improve its extensibility. There seems to be confusion regarding the terms 
extensibility and stiffness in the literature. In the case of true structural contractures, 
stretching can be judiciously applied in order to improve the tissue mobility. 

PNF Techniques 
Primarily used to affect the contractile component of the muscle tissue, stretches called 
hold relax and contract relax are adaptations of the original PNF techniques described 
by Kabat, Knott, and Voss in the 1950s and 1960s (Knott and Voss 1968). The muscle 
involved is lengthened to the barrier, which is the first sign of palpable resistance to 
further elongation. 

• Hold relax. The patient performs an isometric contraction for up to 20 s and is 
then asked to relax and allow the therapist to guide the segment further in the direc
tion of resistance. The therapist applies a mild stretch and holds the stretched position 
for another 10 to 20 s. From this new position the procedure is repeated and so on for 
3 to 4 repetitions. This effectively increases the available ROM the muscle or muscle 
group can allow. In a study performed on rabbits, 80% of tissue elongation took place 
in the first four cycles of stretching, and thereafter very little elongation was observed 
(Taylor et al. 1990). 

• Contract relax. Primarily used to elongate contractile tissue, this method is a 
slightly more aggressive form of hold relax in which the affected muscle is taken to the 
barrier, but instead of performing an isometric contraction, the patient performs an 
isotonic shortening contraction, allowing the segment to move away from the barrier 
to a midpoint where the isometric contraction is then maintained for 10 to 20 s. After 
the patient has been asked to relax, the segment is taken to a new but comfortable 
position past the original barrier that provides a moderate stretch, which is maintained 
for another 10 to 20 s. The procedure is repeated 3 to 4 times, each time from a new 
barrier further into the desired ROM. 

• Hold relax and contract relax with antagonist contraction. This is essentially 
the same as the procedures just described, but in addition the antagonist is contracted 
either at the end of the passive stretch or during the stretch to enhance the inhibitory 
effect on the agonist being stretched. 
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Figure 10.17 PIR for the hamstrings. 
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Postfacilitation Stretching 
The postfacilitation stretching (PFS) advocated by Janda et al. (2007) affects both 
contractile and noncontractile tissue elongation. The patient's ability to relax rapidly 
and as completely as possible is essential; otherwise this method is contraindicated 
as it can lead to injury of the muscle. Therefore the patient must demonstrate the 
ability to relax immediately on command. This can be done as a test run where the 
limb or segment is lifted and held by the patient and the therapist places his hands 
below the segment and asks the patient to relax and let the segment drop into the 
therapist's hands. The patient should respond as rapidly as possible without hesi
tation or apprehension. If the patient can demonstrate this correctly, then PFS can 
be utilized. This stretch is performed over the most stable joint available in the 
following steps: 

1. The available ROM is estimated. The stretch range is also estimated by going 
further into the desired ROM and eliciting mild to moderate patient discomfort. 
This will be the barrier at which the stretch is maintained. 

2. The segment is brought back to midrange, and maximal isometric resistance is 
applied for 8 to 10 s. The patient is positioned in such a way that it is relatively 
easy for the therapist to apply significant resistance during the isometric con
traction phase. 

3. At the end of the contraction the patient is ordered to relax. The stretch is 
applied by the clinician rapidly and firmly moving the segment to the estimated 
stretch position and holding it still for about 15 s. 

4. The segment is then returned to a resting position with complete muscle relax
ation for 20 s. 

5. The contract and stretch procedure is performed again three more times, with 
an estimated final barrier going further into the desired ROM. 

6. The patient can rest a few minutes until any sensation of weakness has passed 
before attempting any significant loading of the muscle. 

7. Exercise as such should be avoided immediately after the stretching procedure. 

This procedure is contraindicated for spastic
ity, primary muscle diseases, and patients with 
heart problems, pregnancy, acute pain, and bone 
lesions. It is useful for larger muscles such as the 
iliopsoas, rectus femoris, hamstrings, or latis-
simus dorsi (see figures 10.18-10.21). Moderate 

Figure 10.18 PFS for the iliopsoas. Figure 10.19 PFS for the rectus femoris. 
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Figure 10.20 PFS for the hamstrings. 

discomfort is sometimes experienced. The muscle group may feel warm or weak 
after this stretch series. Due to transient inhibition, care should be taken that the 
muscle is not loaded too soon afterward in any particular function. Uncoupled spinal 
movements should be avoided. 

Static Stretching 
This technique affects both the contractile and the noncontractile tissue of the muscles 
involved. It is simply the placement of the segment at the barrier and allowing either 
gravity or an external force to stretch the muscle tissue over a significant length of 
time. No prestretch contraction is evoked, and the duration of the stretch can be 
significantly longer, such as 3 to 15 min, allowing creep deformation within the tissue. 
Creep deformation is the property of a material to deform over time due to applied 
external forces that do not exceed the integrity of the material; it can lead to temporary 
(elastic) or permanent (plastic) deformation. Stretching can be performed for up to 
1 h with intermittent breaks of 30 to 60 s. 

There are risks involved in stretching, as it can increase tissue plasticity, damage, 
and muscle inhibition. The greater the frequency, force, or velocity used, the greater 
the risk for negative side effects that may lead to chronic inflammation or to poor 
tissue repair (Lederman 1997). 

Cryotherapy 
Cryotherapy is the use of a cold medium to reduce the temperature of biological tis
sues in order to reduce the physiological and physical signs of inflammation, mitigate 
the tissue response to trauma, or provide analgesia for pain. It can be utilized with 
the involved muscle on a stretch (at the tissue barrier) or with the muscle on slack. 
Its analgesic effect can be utilized just before or after exercise to modulate pain and 
decrease the risk for unwanted inflammation. It works as an analgesic because cold 
reduces the firing rate of afferent nerves, thereby reducing pain perception. Muscle 
spasm and hypertonicity are reduced by the decreased firing rate of nerves and 
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Figure 10.21 PFS for the latissimus dorsi. 
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decreased muscle spindle activity and inhibition of the stretch reflex. Pain is also 
gated by the excitation and discharge of large-diameter neurons that in turn gate the 
smaller-diameter pain transmitting nerves. The usual application time of 15 to 20 min 
is often sufficient to achieve these effects. A plastic bag partially filled with crushed 
ice is most practical. Crushed ice remains colder for longer when compared with ice 
cubes. Unwanted air should be expelled and the bag sealed. Wrapping a damp towel 
around the bag provides better conduction. The bag should be secured to the desired 
area for 15 to 20 min. Directly applying ice to the skin should be avoided unless part 
of an ice massage. Ice application can be repeated every 1 to 2 h at most. Effective 
alternatives to ice are cooling topical analgesics such as Biofreeze. These topical agents 
can be applied as a gel, cream, or spray. 

Spray and Stretch 
A cooling agent such as Fluoro-Methane is sprayed as a stream several times over the 
skin of the muscle that contains the TrP or tender point. At the same time, the muscle is 
stretched through a comfortable ROM either passively or actively. To have good effect, 
the coolant must be sprayed across the whole length of the muscle during application. 
Spray and stretch has been demonstrated to relieve TrPs, normalize abnormal tone, 
and improve ROM. It creates strong centrally mediated and local effects, which are evi
denced by the relaxation of the muscle through cutaneous cooling and the abolishment 
of referred pain of visceral origin. There is also a strong anti-inflammatory response 
with the application of the vapocoolant spray, a phenomenon possibly mediated by 
the autonomic nervous system (Travell and Simons 1983). 

Yoga 
Contractile and noncontractile tissue elongation can be achieved by combining relax
ation with meditation and the assumption of end-of-range static or slow poses that 
either passively or actively elongate the muscles. This can affect the extensibility of 
muscles, which can help restore ROM and improve joint loading. For example, tight 
hip flexors that adversely affect lumbar lordosis in standing may lead to mechanical 
low back pain. Through yoga poses and stretching, the hip flexors may be relaxed and 
gain increased extensibility, allowing the lordosis to be less acute and thereby reliev
ing back pain. There is also evidence that isometric contractions decrease passive 
tension in a muscle (Taylor et al. 1990). This response, elicited by the static holding 
postures of yoga, may also reduce undesired hypertonus and therefore provide pain 
relief. Yoga includes strengthening aspects and therefore cannot be considered to be 
a wholly inhibitory process. 

Massage and Myofascial Release 
Rhythmic stroking and soft-tissue mobilization are mentally relaxing, causing the limbic 
system and reticular formation to decrease their activity, which in turn lowers muscle 
tone (Sullivan et al. 1993). This effect can be beneficial, especially when stress factors 
are causing anxiety and the resulting increased muscle tone leads to incoordination 
or inefficient use of the muscular system, a possible cause for the development of 
muscle lesions and imbalance. More aggressive soft-tissue techniques may inhibit 
undesirable muscle tone, restore fascial mobility, and increase circulation and lymph 
flow. Factors that can signal local and regional tonal changes include improved and 
symmetrical ROM, decrease in tender points and pain, and improved strength and 
coordination. 
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Neurodynamic Treatment 
Shacklock (2005) describes a continuum of nervous tissue being affected by compres
sive, tensional, longitudinal, and transverse sliding stressors that can compromise 
physiological and mechanical homeostasis. Due to the effect that stressed nervous 
tissue can have on surrounding tissues (both the interface and the innervated tissues), 
altered neurodynamic status should be evaluated and treated since muscular changes 
in tone, tenderness, and strength can sometimes be directly linked to this factor. For 
example, sciatic irritation often results in perceived tenderness and hypertonicity of 
the hamstrings, leading to decreased ROM in the straight-leg raise when compared with 
the unaffected side. Flossing or sliding techniques can restore mobility and physio
logical homeostasis of the nervous tissue. This in turn can have a profound effect on 
muscle tone, activity, and function. 

Strain and Counterstrain 
This technique, invented by Lawrence Jones (1964), has been an empiric procedure 
utilizing a working hypothesis based on the theory of the facilitated segment (Korr 
1979) and its apparent effect on the excitability of the muscle spindle and indirect 
excitability of the extrafusal fibers of adjacent muscles or muscles served by the 
involved segment. The conclusions of Korr's work on the facilitated segment have 
been questioned by Lederman (1997). However, this does not disqualify strain and 
counterstrain as a useful adjunct in manual treatment. Prolonged central sensitiza
tion of the CNS can arise from brief, low-frequency stimulation of C fibers. This in 
turn can increase the size of the receptive field of dorsal horn neurons and increase 
their responsiveness to harmless stimuli. Any treatment that can break that cycle 
of sensitization can be a useful tool in combination with other interventions (Light 
1992; Woolf 1987). The nociceptive model described by Van Buskirk (1990), among 
others, may also aid in understanding the process of strain and counterstrain. The 
procedure involves the temporary inhibition (up to 90 s) of aberrant spindle activity 
through passively positioning the body segments to allow muscle to shorten to the 
point where hypertonic or painful areas within the muscle are no longer palpably 
painful. This technique appears to allow the muscle spindle and CNS to reassert the 
ideal relationships between muscle length and reported muscle tension, joint posi
tion, and centrally regulated spindle sensitivity. If these factors are synchronized, the 
muscle often relaxes, and tone is normalized after the patient maintains this position 
for 1 1/2 min. Strain and counterstrain can help tremendously in alleviating muscular 
dysfunction, decreasing pain, and restoring motion. 

Meditation 
The relaxation response has been described in literature alluding to various autono
mous reactions induced by relaxation techniques and rituals that may alter CNS 
states. These alterations are evidenced by changes in EMG and electroencephalogram 
(EEG) recordings and by positive subjective experiences of well-being. Benson (1984) 
has been instrumental in researching and describing several methods and results of 
meditation. Meditation can be useful when increased muscle tone and discomfort are 
supported by increased limbic and reticular formation activity in response to stressors 
that trigger physiological responses. These responses to stressors often manifest as 
regional hypertonicity of muscle groups in the shoulder, neck, or low back without 
any particular TrP representation. Stress-induced symptoms can be identified by their 
absence when the patient relaxes or is on vacation, for example. 
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Summary 
The treatment of muscle imbalance is directed at correcting common syndromes 
observed in the patient, the most common of which Janda has classified as the UCS, 
LCS, and layer syndromes. These syndromes have been reviewed in earlier chapters 
and are the result of CNS disequilibrium. They may originate from postnatal develop
mental motor problems or from activities that force single or repetitive changes in 
motor planning. This in turn causes predictable systemic imbalances that may assert 
themselves over time or after injury, fatigue, or disease. 

Muscle imbalance is a systemic phenomenon that develops gradually and does not 
involve all the muscles to the same extent. There are often two primary areas where 
it appears to originate. These areas are linked to the most demanding functions we 
have as upright beings: the pelvic girdle and the shoulder girdle. 

To treat the UCS, the tight and shortened tonic muscles of the cervicopectoral region 
and posterior cervical region must be inhibited. Their antagonists, the scapular fixators 
and depressors along with the deep anterior cervical muscles, must be facilitated and 
their endurance improved before coactivation training. 

In treating the LCS, the tight hip flexors and thoracolumbar erector spinae are 
relaxed and stretched using appropriate techniques. The abdominal and gluteal 
muscles are facilitated and strengthened, and coactivation exercises are utilized to 
coactivate and coordinate the activity initially of the weaker glutes and abdominal 
wall but finally all of the muscle groups involved in synergistic balanced activities 
for stabilization and improved muscle balance. Overall balance of the synergistic 
phasic and tonic muscle groups must be improved. The patient must therefore alter 
his habitual activities and exercise regimen if he is to achieve long-term beneficial 
changes. Reintegration of muscle activity under a variety of conditions and improved 
motor engrams is the goal. 
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Sensorimotor training (SMT) is the third and vital stage in the rehabilitation 
process outlined by Janda. Manual therapy techniques alone are insufficient to 
rehabilitate the motor system; stimulation and integration of improved move

ment and motor strategies are also needed. Cognition, memory, central motor, and 
sensory program adaptations are necessary to improve rehabilitation results. As 
nociception, pain, and inflammation are reduced and ROM and biomechanical load
ing can be tolerated, synergistic movements and integrated whole-body movements 
can be encouraged. 

The concept of progressive stimulation of the subcortical centers for coordinated 
movement patterns and equilibrium reactions is based on the work of Kabat in the 
1950s, Fay in the 1940s, and Freeman in thel960s. Janda emphasized the importance 
of stimulating the entire sensorimotor system through afferent and subsequent 
efferent mechanisms. He noted that peripheral information must be emphasized 
and corrected first (see chapter 9). The cerebellum and other subcortical areas 
provide templates of movement based on primitive movement patterns, while the 
cortical parietal and frontal lobes provide the motor programs that are sent via 
muscular efferents. 

SMT involves the passive and active facilitation of afferents that have a strong 
influence on controlling equilibrium and posture. There is evidence proprioception 
plays a role in maintaining balance and proper function of the lower extremity and in 
limiting the risk for injury (Hrysomallis 2007; McGuine et al. 2000; Payne et al. 1997; 
Tropp, Ekstrand, and Gillquist 1984a, 1984b). In addition, stimulating the sole of the 
foot improves kinesthesia and postural sway (Maki et al. 1999; Watanabe and Okubo 
1981; Waddington et al. 2003), demonstrating the effects of proprioception in maintain
ing proper posture. 

When it comes to improving muscle reaction, neuromuscular exercise programs 
have been shown to be more effective than isolated strength training (Sherry and Best 
2004; Risberg et al. 2007; Wojtys et al. 1996). This finding supports Janda's rationale 
for using functional training over strength training. In addition, SMT has been shown 
to be more effective than strength training in improving function and strength in ACL 
rehabilitation (Beard et al.1994; Pavlu et al. 2001). SMT has also been shown to improve 
muscle balance and strength significantly more than strengthening alone improves it 
(Heitkamp et al. 2001). 

SMT affects the higher centers of subcortical structures through the spinocerebellar, 
spinothalamic, vestibulospinal, and vestibulocerebellar pathways that influence and 
provide key regulatory information to maintain coordinated posture and equilibrium 
(Janda et al. 2007). Janda noted that different layers of muscle with different functions 
must be stimulated differently. For example, the superficial layers of the lumbar spine 
are under direct voluntary control, whereas the deep spinal stabilizers are not. There
fore the deep muscles must be stimulated through reflexive stimulation via SMT, for 
example, rather than through voluntary exercise. 

C H A P T E R 

11 
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The goal is to transform motor execution from the first stage of motor learning 
(where new movements are learned and improved with strong cortical participation) 
to a situation where automatized reactions to unexpected perturbations and forces 
are sped up (the second stage of motor learning, with reduced cortical participation 
in motor decisions and execution). This is considered an important factor for avoid
ing damage to passive and active structures of the musculoskeletal system caused 
by erratic, uncoordinated, and delayed movement strategies that may be too late 
to avoid biomechanical overload and microinjury of the joints, ligaments, tendons, 
or muscles. 

Evidence suggests that an intact motor system can function almost normally in 
the absence of proprioceptive feedback (Rothwell et al. 1982); this is observed in 
many daily activities such as running, jumping, and performing quick repetitive 
movements (such as when playing an instrument or table tennis) for which the 
preprogrammed execution of the movement pattern precedes sensory feedback 
(Cockerill 1972). However, in the absence of proprioception the motor system 
cannot control fine motor movements or recently learned movements—nor can it 
improve upon them. 

SMT has been shown repeatedly to improve proprioception, postural stability, and 
strength (Wester et al. 1996; Ihara and Nakayama 1986; Pavlu et al. 2001; Cordova, Jutte, 
and Hopkins 1999). The initial strength gains and neuromuscular effects of training are 
thought to be due to factors involving neural plasticity, since strength is gained within 
the first 6 wk of training and there is no significant muscle hypertrophy (Moritani and 
deVries 1979; Sale 1988; Shima et al. 2002). CNS stimulation is the key to initial strength 
increases, especially when it comes to coordination and stability. 

This chapter briefly examines the origins of SMT as developed by Janda. It then 
reviews the components of SMT and the progression suggestions for the three training 
phases: static, dynamic, and functional. Utilization of reflex creeping and turning as a 
fourth or adjunctive stage of motor retraining is not a commonly used option and is 
not discussed in this chapter. 

Role of Sensorimotor Training 
In Janda's Treatment 

Janda described three ways to facilitate afferent motor pathways: 

1. Increase proprioceptive flow in three key areas: the sole of the foot, the cervical 
spine, and the SI joints. 

2. Stimulate the vestibulocerebellar system through balance training. 

3. Influence midbrain structures through primitive locomotor activities. 

Several researchers (Ihara and Nakayama 1986; Bullock-Saxton et al. 1993; Balogun 
et al. 1992) have demonstrated that faster muscle contraction can be achieved by 
dynamic stabilization training and that order and degree of contraction synergy can also 
be improved; as a result, an improvement in strength is expected. Janda et al. (2007) 
believed that activation of the deep axial musculature during voluntary exercises was 
accidental at best and that this musculature could not be consistently or efficiently 
activated for training purposes (Arokoski et al. 1999). 

Janda often stated that musculoskeletal injury usually results from one of two 
sources: (1) altered movement patterns due to muscle imbalance, which causes biome
chanical inefficiency and overload of structures over time, and (2) sudden unexpected 
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and uncontrolled end-range loading of tissues and joints that cannot be absorbed 
and deflected in a coordinated fashion due to poor reaction times and equilibrium 
strategies (e.g., poor COG control that has been acquired over time and has replaced 
the more efficient subcortical program strategies). Therefore Janda considered SMT 
an ideal intervention for retraining the reaction time and control of the motor system 
and thereby reducing the risk of reinjury (see table 11.1). 

Table 11.1 Indications and Contraindications for Sensorimotor Training 

Muscle imbalance syndromes 

Instability or hypermobility, either general or local 

Idiopathic scoliosis, mild to moderate 

Postsurgical or posttraumatic rehabilitation 

Chronic neck or back pain syndromes 

Fall prevention 

Mild balance or vestibular disorders 

Acute rheumatologic conditions 

Severe bone weakening or degenerative disease 

Acute fractures or sprains 

Severe knee or ankle instability 

Severe balance or vestibular disorders 

In SMT, the patient can progress through four levels, moving from simpler reflexive 
stabilization strategies to more involved automatized movement strategies: 

1. The volume and intensity of proprioceptive input are increased. This can be 
done by stimulating the bottom of the foot, the deep cervical musculature, and 
the SI area with superficial brushing, tapping, or taping. 

2. The subcortical pathways noted previously are stimulated by introducing a 
degree of challenge to postural stability stressing reflexive stabilization of the 
joints. 

3. Rapid and active subconscious recovery strategies are provoked to excite 
and promote the use of complex and more efficient ingrained motor engrams. 
Engrams are motor patterns of familiar automatized movement stored within 
the CNS. In this case, unconscious reactions and speed of contraction are con
sidered more protective than strength. Isolated segment and joint movements 
then build on each other to form more complex interactions and coordinated 
movements. 

4. Through functional activities, these synergies and strategies are integrated 
automatically into skill building and ADL. 

The criteria for successful SMT are that it elicits the following: 

• Reflexive activation of the motor system 

• Dynamic stabilization through the active control and limitation of undesired 
movement 

• Postural control, with all movement based on maintaining economic and effi
cient posture 

• Coordinated movement with smooth muscular chain interplay for the efficient 
execution of tasks 

The patient must be monitored carefully during the training session to ensure that the 
highest possible quality of movement is provoked and obtained. Not just any move
ment will suffice! 
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Sensorimotor Training Components 
SMT consists of several components that are progressed throughout the program (see 
table 11.2). These define the parameters of posture, BOS, and COG that the patient 
masters during different challenges administered by the therapist. Throughout the 
training, patients are challenged through the systems controlling postural stability, 
such as the visual, vestibular, and exteroceptive systems. The intensity, duration, rate 
of progression, and degree of difficulty depend on the patient's ability to maintain a 
high quality of motor response and overall endurance. A session may last up to 30 min, 
but the duration of any individual exercise is usually only 5 to 20 s and always less 
than 2 min (Pavlu et al. 2007). The number of repetitions can vary from 20 for easy 
exercises to 5 for more difficult exercises. The challenges are selected according to the 
deficits observed during the initial patient evaluation and the subsequent responses 
observed during the actual SMT. In this way the training becomes its own evaluation 
and guides the practitioner's choices for progression. 

Table 11.2 Sensorimotor Training Components 

Sitting Two-leg and one-leg Weight shift External support 

Standing stances Perturbation Visual system 

Minisquatting Stability trainer Upper-extremity motion Vestibular system 

Half-stepping Wobble board Lower-extremity motion Cognitive system 

Walking Rocker board Oscillation Exteroceptive system 

Squatting Posturomed Spinal stability Speed 

Lunging Trampoline Volume, intensity, 

Step jumping Exercise ball duration 

Running Balance sandals 

Preparatory Facilitation 
Just before the exercise session commences, moderately vigorous stimulation is applied 
to the sole of the foot via stroking or tapping or walking on rough or knobbed surfaces 
for about 30 s. In addition, manual or mechanical vibratory oscillation is applied to 
the SI joints and the suboccipital extensors in an attempt to stimulate areas of high 
mechanoreceptor concentration and to increase patient awareness of these areas. 

Posture 
Different postures can be adopted depending on the stage of training. The initial and 
subsequent choice of postures depends on the patient's ability to control the vari
ous postures and the final goal of rehabilitation. Patients can be progressed along a 
continuum of developmental postures in a manner similar to neurodevelopmental 
progression. Supine and prone activities are progressed to quadruped, kneeling, and 
sitting activities. Standing is progressed to functional positions such as stepping or 
jumping. 

Base of Support 
Challenging the BOS begins with progressing from two-leg to one-leg activities. The 
BOS can be altered by changing its texture, firmness, or stability; alterations depend 
on the patient's ability to control movement. Using labile surfaces during exercises 
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increases speed of contraction and motor output (Beard et al. 1994; Blackburn, Hirth, 
and Guskiewicz 2002, 2003; Bullock-Saxton et al. 1993; Ihara and Nakayama 1986). 
Progressive increases in instability elicit progressive increases in muscle activation 
(see figure 11.1; Rogers, Rogers, and Page 2006). The patient can be advanced from 
foam pads and stability trainers to air-filled disks. Janda (Janda and VaVrova 1996) 
described using rocker and wobble boards to introduce the patient to progressively 
unstable surfaces in order to elicit APRs (see figure 11.2). The Posturomed is a 

Figure 11.1 SMT progression used to measure degree postural sway. EO = eyes opened; EC = eyes closed; Air = air-filled 

disk; text = texture. 

Data from N. Rogers et a l , 2006, Journal ofOrthopeadic Sports Physical Therapy 36(1): A53-54. 

Figure 11.2 Rocker and wobble boards. 
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European balance device that provides a rigid platform with instability in the trans
verse plane (see figure 11.3). It has been used successfully in several SMT studies in 
Europe (Eils and Rosenbaum 2001; Heitkamp et al. 2001). 

Exercise balls (see figure 11.4) can also be used as unstable surfaces for SMT. 
Recent research confirms that muscular activation is increased on exercise balls 
compared with firm surfaces (Behm et al. 2005. However, clinicians should avoid 
adding significant amounts of resistance or weight to the extremities while the patient 
is using unstable surfaces. The idea that an unstable base is an ideal platform for 
strength training and significantly loading the extremities and torso is misguided, 
dangerous, and unwise; it was never part of the original thought process of SMT. 
Research shows that muscle activation and force output in the extremities decrease 
significantly when the patient is using an unstable BOS (Anderson and Behm 2005; 
McBride et al. 2006). 

Figure 11.3 The Posturomed. 

Center of Gravity 
Once the goal for COG control is determined, the mode of challenge can be varied in 
order to provoke an array of recovery strategies throughout the training progression. 
Challenges to the COG include weight shifts, perturbations, movements of the upper 
and lower extremities, oscillations, and spinal stabilization. 

Figure 11.4 An exercise ball. 
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Sensorimotor Training Progression 
The three stages of SMT progression are the static, dynamic, and functional stages. 
Each is identified by increasingly difficult challenges to posture, COG, and BOS. 

Static Phase 
The goal of the static phase is to train control of the COG over the BOS while maintain
ing simple postural positions associated with sustaining uprighting and equilibrium 
functions. This stage improves the tonic or holding function of coactivation and sta
bilization of the axial skeleton. The static phase includes formation of the short foot, 
correction of posture, stimulation of proprioception, and progressive challenges to 
the BOS and COG. 

Formation of the Short Foot 
The short foot was described by Janda (Janda and VaVrova 1996) as a posture of 
the foot in which the medial and longitudinal arches are raised to improve the foot's 
biomechanical position. This posture relatively shortens the length of the foot (see 
figure 11.5). The short foot is taught by passive modeling by the therapist and then 
performed actively by the patient. The goal of the short foot is to activate the intrin
sic muscles of the feet in a tonic manner; specifically, a sustained low-level activity 
is desired to increase afferent sensitivity and place the foot in a more neutral and 
less-pronated position in which the longitudinal and transverse arches are actively 
maintained. The short foot should be firm but not fixed or rigid. 

Figure 11.5 The short foot, (a) Beginning, (b) End. 

Teaching of the short foot begins with the patient 
seated. The patient places the foot flat on the floor; 
the knee is flexed at about 80°. The clinician cups the 
heel in one hand and grasps across the dorsum of 
the foot so that the arch and foot can be controlled 
(see figure 11.6). The clinician slowly approximates 
the grasping hand toward the cupping hand that 
remains stationary, allowing the approximation of the 
metatarsal heads toward the heel. The clinician holds 
this position for a few seconds, making sure that the 
patient can perceive the change in foot form and is 
aware that the metatarsal heads all stay in contact with 
the floor. The clinician slowly returns the foot to the 
original position and then repeats the whole process 3 Figure 11.6 Manual short foot. 
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to 5 times, making sure that the tibialis anterior muscle is not overactive during training 
and that the tendon is not prominent during the formation of the short foot. 

Next, the patient is asked to actively assist in the formation of the short foot for 
several repetitions and then finally to perform the action independently. The patient 
can then practice forming the short foot with the foot placed in different positions 
on the floor and with increasing loading through weight bearing until the patient can 
perform this exercise in the standing position. The goal is to train the patient's aware
ness of foot function and its role in maintaining stability while integrating this function 
into the initial postural correction and into the initial stages of weight transfer such 
as marching, half-stepping, or lunging. 

The short foot was initially used on rigid unstable surfaces (such as rocker and 
wobble boards) to improve balance. Its use on softer unstable surfaces (such as foam or 
a minitrampoline) may not be as rewarding and may vary from one patient to another. 

Visual imagery and guidance (both assistive and resistive) can play a very important 
role in the grooving in of new motor patterns (Kelsey 1961; Rawlings et al. 1972; Yue 
et al. 1992). The therapist and patient must focus on the qualitative goal of movement 
and make good use of the patient's cognitive skills. 

Correction of Initial Static Posture 
Postural correction for standing upright is introduced by correcting the patient's body 
segments. The correction progresses from the feet to the head: feet, knees, pelvis, 
shoulders, neck, and head. This helps the patient become aware of the alignment of 
segments in upright posture and of the muscle activity that can be used to control or 
move the COG. 

The feet should be parallel and approximately shoulder-width apart. Active main
tenance of the short foot is required. The COG should be slightly anterior, toward 
the metatarsals. The knees are slightly bent, but no more than 20°, to activate the co-
contraction function of the lower-extremity muscles to stabilize the knee and hip. The 
hips are rotated externally by the hip external rotators and not by the supinators of the 
rear foot. The knees are aligned with the first and second metatarsals. The abdominal 
wall is activated, and the shoulders are kept as broad as possible with activation of 
the scapular fixators and external rotation of the arms. Centration of the head over 
the cervical column completes the postural correction. The perception should be 
one of spinal elongation cranially and of growing away from the support points of the 
arches of the feet and the fingertips. Common postural faults that can be seen during 
SMT include the following: 

• Clawing and curling of the toes during short foot activation 

• Exaggerated internal or external rotation of the knees 

• Knee varus or valgus position 

• Oblique pelvic position 

• Lumbar hyperlordosis 

• Thoracic hyperkyphosis 

• Poor fixation of the shoulder blades 

• Anterior head carriage 

Stimulation of Proprioceptive Input 
Localized areas with high mechanoreceptor densities, such as the sole of the foot, the 
sacral area, and the deep cervical muscles, are manually stimulated by percussive 
techniques. These techniques involve moderate, rapid tapping for 10 s or so over the 
area being stimulated and kneading or rubbing back and forth briskly over the same 
area just before training. 
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Challenge of Base of Support and Center of Gravity 
The basic posture is maintained and reinforced by applying gentle static and 
then more rapid dynamic challenges to different body segments. This technique 
improves control and awareness of position and promotes reflex responses that 
should become automatic. The challenges should never exceed the patient's abil
ity to stay in control or recover successfully, and they should be stopped when 
movement quality deteriorates so that the patient may recover and rest. Continued 
exercise should be based on the patient being able to maintain quality movement 
rather than be based on fatigue or a set timShort or sustained initial challenges are 
performed to test the patient's ability to maintain the COG within the BOS through 
stabilization. Gradually, challenges become more rapid and erratic so that they 
require the control of sway and displacement. The progression of BOS is from firm 
to increasingly labile. Rogers, Rogers, and Page (2006) established the following BOS 
progression, which the patient first performs with the eyes open and then repeats 
with the eyes closed: 

Eyes Open Eyes Closed 
Two-leg balance, firm Two-leg balance, firm 

One-leg balance, firm One-leg balance, firm 

One-leg balance, foam One-leg balance, foam 

One-leg balance, rocker One-leg balance, rocker 

One-leg balance, wobble One-leg balance, wobble 

Exercise balls and minitrampolines can also be intro
duced as labile surfaces (see figure 11.7). Any time the 
patient works on an unstable surface, postural alignment 
and stabilization are critical in the static phase. 

At all times during the training, the patient must 
show increasing control of her COG. Therefore, the 
clinician must observe the 
patient during the session to 
ensure quality of execution. 
The goal is to reflexively rees
tablish efficient strategies for 
COG control through subcon
scious regulation and facilita
tion. Progressive challenges 
to the COG in the static phase 
include weight shifts and per
turbations. Weight shifts can 
be elicited by the clinician or 
an external force such as an 
elastic band (see figure 11.8). 

Figure 11.7 Minitrampoline. 

Figure 11.8 Using an elastic band to elicit 

weight shifts. The clinician provides elastic resis

tance of varying tensions to shift the COG within 

the BOS in varying vectors and at varying tempos. 
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Perturbations should be applied in different directions and at low intensities near the 
COG (figure 11.9) and then gradually increased in intensity and distance from the core. 

The neural contribution to strength increases during the initial weeks of training is 
significant compared with the contribution made by structural changes such as muscle 
hypertrophy which do not occur until several weeks later in the training. Therefore, 
efficiency of motor unit utilization and improved coordination interplay could account 
for the initial strength changes. 

Figure 11.9 Applying perturbations: (a) anterior weight shift, (b) lateral right weight shift, (c) lateral 

left weight shift, and (d) posterior weight shift. 
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Dynamic Phase 
Once the patient demonstrates adequate postural stabilization on various support 
bases and in response to various COG challenges, she can begin the dynamic phase 
of SMT. The dynamic phase builds on a stable core area by adding movement of the 
extremities, half-steps, oscillation, and spinal stabilization techniques. 

Upper- and Lower-Extremity Movements 
Active upper- and lower-extremity movements further challenge the postural system 
both biomechanically and reflexively. This exponentially increases the difficulty of 
COG control and increases demand on stabilization strategies. It also allows the BOS 
to change dramatically and to move in time and space. All the progressions follow 
logical increases in difficulty through judicious combination of the factors shown in 
table 11.2 on page 160. Again, the level of difficulty should not compromise the patient's 
motor quality Movements in the cardinal planes are explored initially; these are fol
lowed by movements in more paracardinal and oblique plane vectors. The goal is to 
force the patient to reestablish axial equilibrium and simultaneously maintain good 
control of the extremities. 

Reflexive stabilization of the stance leg has been demonstrated by EMG of elastic-
resisted kicking (figure 11.10; Cordova et al. 1999; Schulthies 1998). The antagonistic 
supporting muscles of the stance leg are activated in the opposite direction of the 
kick: The hamstrings on the stance leg are activated during a front kick, while the 
quadriceps on the stance leg are activated during a back kick. The important factor 
in any case is not the activation of these muscles but the quality of the stabilization 
chain that includes these muscles in its function. There is also evidence of cross-
training effects on the extensor muscle groups of the contralateral limb. These 
effects may have limited use in situations where the injury or patient endurance 
restricts the dosage of training that the impaired or immobilized leg can tolerate 
(Shima et al. 2002). 

Figure 11.10 Thera-Band kicks: (a) medial, (b) anterior, (c) lateral, and (d) posterior. 
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Half-Step 
The half-step is an important initial dynamic progression that challenges pelvic and 
lumbar control. The goal is to control weight transfer during load acceptance through
out the stance phase; from the heel strike, continuing along the lateral border of the foot 
and then across the metatarsal area to the big and second toes. Good cervicocranial 
alignment, thoraco-lumbo-pelvic alignment, and hip, knee, and foot alignment should 
be maintained during the activity so that the patient avoids unnecessary trunk flexion 
or lower-extremity deviation in the three cardinal planes (see figure 11.11). Once mas
tered, the half-step can be trained on different surfaces of increasing difficulty, such as 
foam stability trainers (figure 11.12). Backward stepping is also trained so the patient 
learns reverse weight transference from toe to heel. 

Figure 11.11 The half-step. Figure 11.12 A half-step 

onto a stability trainer. 

Figure 11.13 Janda's balance sandals. 

Balance Sandals 
Janda also described the use of balance sandals in SMT (see 
figure 11.13; Janda and VaVrova 1996). These balance tools 
are unique to Janda's SMT program and consist of relatively 
hard hemispheres attached to the soles of sandals. The san
dals must be actively gripped by the formation of a short foot 
during use. The patient takes small steps in different direc
tions and at different tempos to challenge distal-proximal 
stability via the lower extremities. Training during any given 
session should not exceed 2 min, though it can be repeated 5 
to 6 times on the same day. Improved muscle activation speed 
and improved motor activation sequence were reported when 
the sandals were used to rehabilitate ankle sprains (Bullock-
Saxton et al. 1994). 
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Oscillation 
Oscillation is facilitatory to the muscle spindle (Umphred 2001). Several devices can be 
used during oscillation exercises to facilitate muscle activation. Page and colleagues (2004) 
quantified the EMG output of upper-extremity muscles during an oscillatory exercise 
with a Thera-Band Flexbar (figure 11.14). In addition to identifying key muscle activations 
(table 11.3), the researchers noted that the oscillatory exercise activated phasic muscles 
at higher levels than antagonistic tonic muscles. This technique may have potential for 
restoring normal muscle balance in patients with upper-extremity disturbances. 

Figure 11.14 Thera-Band Flexbar oscillation. This figure demonstrates muscles predominately activated by using two 

shoulder positions, (a) Scaption position with sagittal oscillation, (b) scaption position with frontal oscillation, (c) flexion 

position with sagittal oscillation, and (d) flexion position with frontal oscillation. 

Table 11.3 Muscle Activation with Flexbar Oscillation 

Wrist extensors Scaption/frontal 42.4 

Serratus anterior Scaption/sagittal 24.2 

Wrist flexors Flexion/frontal 22.3 

Triceps Flexion/sagittal 21.1 

Biceps Flexion/frontal 19.1 

Middle deltoid Flexion/frontal 18.9 

Lower trapezius Scaption/sagittal 17.9 

Upper trapezius Scaption/sagittal 9.5 

Scaption/sagittal Scaption/frontal Flexion/sagittal Flexion/frontal 

Serratus anterior 
Upper trapezius 
Lower trapezius 

Wrist extensors 

Triceps Wrist flexors 
Biceps 
Middle deltoid 
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Spinal Stabilization 
Challenges to spinal stabilization can be introduced in the 
dynamic phase. Generally, any exercise that challenges ver
tical stabilization is implemented at a level that allows the 
patient to maintain postural stability. Dynamic isometrics of 
the cervical spine are useful for facilitating dynamic stabi
lization during movement. For example, the patient may be 
asked to maintain correct cervical posture while stepping 
backward against an elastic band (figure 11.15). This exercise 
facilitates deep stabilizer muscles while imparting movement 
of the body. It allows the cervical flexors and extensors to 
stabilize the spine and head from their midthoracic origins. 

Figure 11.15 Dynamic isometric resistance 

for the cervical spine. 

Impulse training with a soft weight or plyometric 
ball (figure 11.16) can also be introduced at this stage. 
Patients throw a small medicine ball weighing from 1 
to 11 lb (0.5-5 kg) at a rebounder or minitrampoline 
while maintaining postural stabilization on the catch 
and throw portions of the exercise. The weight of 
the ball and the surface the patient stands on can be 
progressed to add challenge. 

Functional Phase 
The final phase of SMT is the functional phase, which 
is characterized by the reintroduction and practice of 
complex synergies that are subsequently utilized in 
ADL. The goal of the functional phase is the automa
tization of more complex and purposeful synergies 
that require movement through space. This phase 
strengthens the quality and endurance of patient 
performance of ADL. 

The complex movements of the functional phase 
include synergies that involve multiple joints, mus
cles, and planes of motion, such as a squat, press, 
or twist. Table 11.4 outlines these movements by 
body region. These movements are first introduced 
as generic movements that are subsequently built 
on and combined for more skilled and purposeful 
action. 

Figure 11.16 Tossing a soft weight. 
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Table 11.4 Functional Phase Synergies in Sensorimotor Training 

Functional movements are made up of coordinated movement synergies. For 
example, bridging and reaching are components of moving from supine to standing. 
Lunging and pulling or pushing may be necessary when dragging heavy loads. Turn
ing and thrusting may be utilized as defensive techniques within activities such as 
boxing, martial arts, or fencing. Turning or twisting the torso and reaching with the 
upper extremity is a daily requirement in so many activities. These movements in 
turn are incorporated into ADL, including occupational, leisure, and sport activities. 
External resistance can be added to make the activities more challenging as the patient 
progresses (see figure 11.17). 

The functional phase reintegrates the patient into ADL with more specific exercises 
tailored to these needs. They may range from improving sedentary functions such as 
sitting time to ergonomic strategies to training for a particular sporting activity. The 
training approaches are too numerous to describe, but there are certain factors common 
to them all. Skill building within ADL is then fine-tuned when appropriate by increasing 
loading tolerance, accuracy, agility, plyometrics, cardiorespiratory capacity, power 
generation, and so on, which all may be necessary components that require practice. 

The quality of functional movement and posture can be monitored through several 
key points: 

• Breathing stereotype 

• Stabilization strategies 

Figure 11.17 Functional activities performed against external resistance. 
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• Lumbopelvic control and position relative to other body segments 

• Shoulder girdle control and scapular position relative to other body segments 

• Head placement and cervical control relative to other body segments 

• Extremity placement and position relative to other body segments 

• Fluidity of movement 

• Speed of movement 

Depending on the speed and type of movements or postures required, video obser
vation and analysis may be necessary to give appropriate feedback for improving 
sensory motor skills. 

Neuroreflexive Treatment (Vojta Approach) 
As discussed in chapter 9, Janda considered reflex treatment of the motor system to 
be an important part of the rehabilitation process, especially when the patient had 
difficulty establishing improved motor patterns voluntarily and through sensory motor 
exercises. In its present form, neurodynamic stabilization, developed by Kolar for use 
within the adult as well as the pediatric population, is now considered an indispens
able part of the treatment paradigm. It provides a logical and empirical basis for both 
the evaluation of biomechanically based pathology and faulty movement, and the 
subsequent treatment and choice of exercise and exercise progression. The details 
of neurodynamic stabilization are beyond the scope of this text. Further information 
can be obtained from the Web site www.rehabps.com. 

Summary 
Chronic musculoskeletal pain and overuse syndromes typically are associated with 
muscle imbalance syndromes. SMT is the critical intervention for muscle imbalance 
syndromes. Because these syndromes are centrally mediated, treatment must address 
the CNS rather than focus on the muscle imbalance itself. SMT integrates whole-
body movement with automatic stabilization, progressing from static to dynamic to 
functional activities. As can be seen in table 11.5 the training aspect based on SMT 
is a more globally comprehensive attempt at training the musculoskeletal system by 
primarily improving CNS function through sensory awareness, coordination, motor 
control quality, and movement reprogramming. It is still undergoing development as 
we come to understand more about the brain. 

Table 11.5 Comparison of Training Aspects 

Preparatory facilitation Yes No 

Stage progressions Yes Random 

Goal Qualitative Often quantitative 

Intensity Not to fatigue Often to fatigue 

Use of short foot Yes No 

Cognitive challenge Yes Not usually 

Used for initial strengthening Yes Not usually 

Global approach Yes Not always 
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CLINICAL SYNDROMES 

Clinicians treating patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain, particularly 
patients with Janda's muscle imbalance syndromes, must evaluate the 
body as a whole system because of the global influence of the sensori

motor system. The principles outlined in this text can also be applied to other 
clinical syndromes, particularly those involving localized muscle imbalances. 
It is beyond the scope of this text to review these clinical syndromes in depth; 
each has a variety of factors and considerations for the clinician. The following 
chapters provide an overview of the role of muscle imbalance and functional 
pathology of the sensorimotor system in common clinical syndromes. 

Chapter 12 reviews common cervical pain syndromes related to muscle 
imbalance, including chronic neck pain and whiplash, headache, and fibro
myalgia. Chapter 13 details common upper-extremity pain syndromes related to 
muscle imbalance, including shoulder impingement and instability and tennis 
elbow. Next, chapter 14 describes common syndromes of the lumbar spine 
related to muscle imbalance, including chronic low back pain and SI disorders. 
Finally, chapter 15 discusses common lower-extremity pain syndromes related 
to muscle imbalance, including anterior knee pain and chronic ankle sprains. 
Each chapter also presents a case study of the various syndromes. 
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CERVICAL PAIN 
SYNDROMES 

The cervical spine orients the head for visual alignment, positions the mouth for 
feeding, and positions or protects the sensory organs (eyes, ears, and nose). The 
cervical spine is one of the key areas of proprioception identified by Janda, and 

thus many cervical pathologies can create global problems in posture and balance. 
This chapter begins by reviewing regional considerations of the cervical spine, 

including functional anatomy and chain reactions. It then discusses chronic neck pain 
and whiplash, describing cervical assessment and rehabilitation following Janda's 
approach. Next, several other pathologies of the cervical region are addressed, 
including cervicogenic headache, facial pain, TMJ disorders, and fibromyalgia and 
myofascial pain. Finally, a case study using Janda's approach to cervical rehabilita
tion is presented. 

Regional Considerations 
The cervical spine is a relatively mobile area of the body, with several unique articula
tions providing a variety of motions. Humans typically use 30% to 50% of their cervical 
ROM in ADL (Bennett, Schenk, and Simmons 2002). Generally, males have 40% more 
strength than females have in the neck (Garces et al. 2002). Although absolute strength 
of the neck muscles is not critical for function, quick and coordinated activation is 
essential for efficient movement and stabilization. 

Functional Anatomy 
The neck flexors and extensors coactivate to maintain alignment and smooth movement 
of the cervical spine and head in both 
extension (semispinalis capitis and cer-
vicis and splenius capitis) and flexion 
(SCM). The normal flexion-to-extension 
strength ratio is 60% (Garces et al. 2002). 
The deep neck flexors (longus capitis, 
longus coli, and rectus capitis anterior) 
function more to retract the cervical 
spine than to flex it (figure 12.1). Deep 
neck flexors maintain posture (cervical 
lordosis) and equilibrium; they do not 
provide dynamic movement (Abrahams 
1977). In particular, the longus colli 
is a postural muscle that counteracts 
the cervical lordosis produced by the 
weight of the head and cervical exten
sion (Mayoux-Benhamou et al. 1994). 

Rectus capitis 
anterior 

Longus capitis 

Occipital bone 

Longus colli 

Anterior 

Figure 12.1 The deep neck flexors. 

Reprinted from R.S. Behnke, Kinetic anatomy, 2nd ed. (Champaign, 
IL: Human Kinetics), 130. 
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The finding of mechanoreceptors in the cervical facet capsules suggests that these 
capsules play an important role in the function and protection of the cervical spine 
(Chen et al. 2006; McLain 1994). Both mechanoreceptors and muscular afferents 
within the cervical spine provide important proprioceptive information for postural 
control (Gregoric et al. 1978; Lund 1980). The longus colli is particularly rich in muscle 
spindles, unlike the cervical extensors (Boyd-Clark, Briggs, and Galea 2002). Proprio
ceptive information is also critical for the newborn learning to align the eyes with the 
horizon for early mobility. Visual alignment is probably the most important function 
of the cervical spine (Zepa et al. 2003). 

The feed-forward mechanism of the cervical muscles is important for stabilization 
preceding arm movement. Falla and colleagues (Falla, Jull, and Hodges 2004; Falla, 
Rainoldi,, et al. 2004) reported that the SCM, deep neck flexors, and cervical extensors 
are activated before arm movement in normal subjects. Fatigue of the neck muscles 
reduces balance (Gosselin, Rassoulian, and Brown 2004; Schieppati, Nardone, and 
Schmid 2003). Patients with chronic neck pain exhibit impaired proprioception (Heikkila 
and Astrom 1996; Loudon, Ruhl, and Field 1997; Revel et al. 1994) and postural sway 
(Karlberg et al. 1995; McPartland, Brodeur, and Hallgren 1997; Sjostrom et al. 2003; 
Treleaven, Jull, and Lowchoy 2005). These findings suggest that the sensorimotor 
system, including cervical proprioception and feed-forward mechanisms, may be 
disrupted in neck dysfunction. 

Chain Reactions 
It's important to remember the interplay between the cervical spine and the shoulder 
girdle. In particular, the upper trapezius and levator scapulae originate on the cervical 
spine. This relationship may have implications for assessment and exercise prescrip
tion addressing patients with cervical spine conditions and patients with shoulder 
conditions. For example, poor scapular stabilization increases activity of the upper 
trapezius for stabilization, which in turn increases scapular elevation and stress on 
the cervical origin of the trapezius. 

Developmental reflexes such as the ATNR are an example of primitive reflexive chains 
in the cervical spine. Infants typically extend the upper extremity on the side to which 
the head is turned and flex the opposite upper extremity. While the ATNR usually is not 
seen past 1 y of life, this reaction demonstrates the effect that proprioceptive input of 
the cervical spine has on the rest of the body. 

Common Pathologies 
Patients with cervical spine dysfunctions often exhibit UCS (see chapter 4). In this 
syndrome, inhibited and weak muscles include the deep neck flexors, serratus anterior, 
rhomboids, and middle and lower trapezius. The upper trapezius, levator scapula, 
suboccipitals, SCM, and pectoralis major and minor are facilitated and tight. 

Specific postural changes are also seen in UCS, including forward head posture, 
increased cervical lordosis and thoracic kyphosis, elevated and protracted shoulders, 
and rotation and abduction and winging of the scapulae (figure 4.26). This postural 
change also causes a decrease in glenohumeral stability as the glenoid fossa becomes 
more vertical due to serratus anterior weakness leading to abduction, rotation, and 
winging of the scapula. In response, the levator scapulae and upper trapezius increase 
activation to maintain glenohumeral centration (Janda 1988). 

Chronic muscle imbalances of UCS often lead to C5-C6 pathology (Janda 2002). 
Radiographic findings often demonstrate osteophytes and narrowed foramen in the 
C5-C6 region. Remember that 20% of younger patients and up to 60% of older patients 
demonstrate radiographic abnormalities without symptoms. These abnormalities 
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lead to many false positives (Boden et al. 1990) if the clinician relies on X ray or MRI 
alone for diagnosis. 

Lund and colleagues (1991) described the pain adaptation model, reviewing the 
muscular changes in several chronic musculoskeletal pain conditions such as TMJ 
dysfunction, tension headache, and FM. They concluded that these types of pain are 
not due to a structural cycle of pain and spasm; rather, these conditions are mediated 
by the CNS as hypertonicity of the antagonists and inhibition of the agonists. This 
muscular imbalance is part of a normal protective adaptation and is not necessarily the 
cause of the pain. In other words, chronic musculoskeletal conditions are essentially 
muscle imbalance syndromes elicited in response to a functional pathology. 

Chronic Neck Pain and Whiplash 
Chronic neck pain (pain lasting more than 1-6 mo) usually is diagnosed without 
specific structural involvement. Whiplash is the result of a sudden acceleration-
deceleration mechanism that transfers energy to the cervical spine (Spitzer et al. 
1995). So-called whiplash-associated disorders (WAD) have come to encompass any 
chronic neck pain associated with a motor vehicle accident (MVA). Neck pain without 
associated trauma typically is diagnosed as mechanical neck pain and often relates 
to poor posture. 

Pathology 
The pathological findings of chronic neck pain and WAD generally point to a functional 
pathology. Pain centralization, altered proprioception, and neuromuscular dysfunction 
indicate primary involvement of the sensorimotor system. 

Pain Centralization Responses 
Several researchers have found that patients with chronic neck pain demonstrate global 
changes in pain response that are evidenced by sensory hypersensitivity throughout 
the body (Sterling et al. 2002; Sterling et al. 2003; Curatolo et al. 2001; Herren-Gerber 
et al. 2004; Jull et al. 2007). Using a pain algometer, researchers noted reduced pain 
pressure thresholds both locally and in other regions of the body. This finding sug
gests that continued activation of nociception and altered central pain processing 
occurs well after the initial injury (Sterling et al. 2002). Patients with chronic whiplash 
demonstrate central hypersensitivity to peripheral stimulation in the neck and lower 
limb as well as significantly lower pain thresholds (Curatolo et al. 2001). 

Proprioceptive Deficits 
Cavanaugh and colleagues (2006) demonstrated that pain and altered proprioception 
result from stretching the mechanoreceptors and nociceptors of the cervical facet 
joint capsule. Patients with chronic neck pain and WAD demonstrate deficits in local 
proprioception, including kinesthesia and joint position sense (Heikkila and Astrom 
1996; Loudon, Ruhl, and Field 1997; Revel, Andre-Deshays, and Minguet 1991; Sterling 
2003; Treleaven, Jull, and Sterling 2003; Treleaven, Jull, and Lowchoy 2005). Heikkila 
and Wenngren (1998) found that joint position sense does not correlate with pain 
intensity, concluding that patients with whiplash essentially have a dysfunction of 
the proprioceptive system. 

Patients with chronic whiplash also demonstrate changes in proprioception when 
compared with control subjects, most notably during gait and task-specific gaze 
control. Heikkila and Wenngren (1998) found that the change in neck proprioception 
that occurs with whiplash affects voluntary eye movements. Patients with chronic 
neck pain (including whiplash) also demonstrate poor postural stability (Karlberg 
et al. 1995; McPartland, Brodeur, and Hallgren 1997; Madeleine et al. 2004; Sterling 
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et al. 2003; Sjostrom et al. 2003; Treleaven, Jull, and Lowchoy 2005). In addition, 
Sterling and colleagues (2003) showed persistent motor system dysfunction in 
patients experiencing whiplash, even after recovery and up to 3 mo beyond. These 
patients most notably demonstrated increased EMG levels in the cervical spine. 
These findings, along with global changes in pain response, support the role of the 
CNS in chronic neck pain. 

Neuromuscular Dysfunction 
Patients with chronic neck pain exhibit up to a 90% deficit in cervical spine strength 
(Prushansky et al. 2005; Silverman, Rodriquez, and Agre 1991; Ylinen et al. 2004). Uhlig 
and colleagues (1995) reported a transformation of fiber type in patients with whiplash, 
noting a shift from slow-twitch fibers to fast-twitch fibers. Others have found atrophy 
and fatty infiltration of the suboccipital muscles in patients with chronic neck pain 
(McPartland, Brodeur, and Hallgren 1997; Hallgren, Greenman, and Rechtien 1994). 
They postulated that this atrophy may decrease the proprioceptive inhibition of 
nociceptors at the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, thus causing pain. 

Compared with uninjured subjects, patients with chronic whiplash demonstrate 
increased tension in the trapezius and infraspinatus when performing repetitive upper-
extremity tasks (Elert et al. 2001). Superficial muscles (SCM and anterior scalene) in 
patients with chronic neck pain often fatigue more easily, particularly on the same side 
of unilateral neck pain (Falla et al. 2004). Similarly, the SCM and upper trapezius have 
shown increased fatigability in subjects with cervical osteoarthritis (OA). 

Recently, the deep neck flexors (longus coli, longus capitis, and rectus capitis 
anterior) have been implicated in chronic neck pain and whiplash, just as the TrA has 
been implicated in chronic low back pain. Falla, Jull, and Hodges (2004b) found that 
the deep neck flexors in particular have reduced EMG activity in patients with neck 
pain as Janda suggested. Interestingly, 85% of patients with chronic neck pain also 
have impaired function of the TrA (Moseley 2004). 

Researchers have shown that the deep neck flexors are weak (Barton and Hayes 
1996; Jull et al. 1999) and have delayed onset in patients with chronic neck pain 
(Falla, Jull, and Hodges 2004a), findings that indicate a faulty feed-forward mecha
nism. Jull, Kristjansson, and Dall'Alba (2004) confirmed Janda's suggestion that the 
SCM is overactivated during head flexion in patients with neck pain. Furthermore, 
Nederhand and coworkers (2000) found elevated EMG activity of the upper trape
zius in patients with whiplash. This accessory muscle is also overactivated when 
patients with chronic neck pain perform repetitive upper-extremity tasks (Falla, 
Bilenkij, and Jull 2004). 

There is also evidence of peripheral neuromuscular deficits in patients with chronic 
neck pain. Suter and McMorland (2002) reported significant inhibition of the biceps in 
these patients. After manipulation of C5, C6, and C7, the patients reportedly improved 
their biceps strength and neck ROM. 

Postural Changes 
Patients with chronic neck pain often exhibit a classic cluster of postural dysfunction: 
forward head, rounded shoulders, and increased thoracic kyphosis. This posture is 
consistent with that of Janda's UCS (see chapter 4). Patients with chronic neck pain 
have problems maintaining cervical lordosis (Falla 2004), which is likely due to weak
ness of the deep neck flexors. In healthy individuals, poor endurance of the deep 
neck flexors is associated with increased cervical lordosis but not with forward head 
posture (Grimmer and Trott 1998). 
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Assessment 
Chronic neck pain often affects the sensorimotor system throughout the body. The 
assessment of patients with chronic neck pain should focus on the upper quarter, 
including the neck, upper thoracic spine, and shoulder girdle. In addition, the pelvis 
and trunk stabilizers should be examined to rule out contributing dysfunction. The 
standard evaluation of chronic neck pain is similar to the evaluation of other cervi
cal dysfunctions discussed later in the chapter. Careful analysis of posture, balance, 
movement patterns, muscle length, muscle strength, and manual assessment follows 
the procedures detailed in chapters 5 through 8. 

Posture 
The patient should be disrobed as much as possible to allow the clinician to visualize 
the body from head to toe. The clinician should perform a systematic assessment of 
posture (see chapter 5). Table 12.1 provides key observations in patients with cervi
cal dysfunction. Each finding suggests a possible indication and begins to provide a 
picture of the root of dysfunction. 

Table 12.1 Key Observations in Postural Analysis for Cervical Spine 
Dysfunction 

Posterior Shoulder elevation Tightness of upper trapezius and levator scapula Posterior 

Pelvic crest inequality Leg-length discrepancy; SI rotation 

Lateral Forward head position Tightness of suboccipitals, SCM, and scalenes; weakness of 
deep neck flexors 

Lateral 

Altered glenohumeral 
position 

Tightness of pectoralis major; weakness of middle and 
lower scapular stabilizers 

Lateral 

Deviant chin and neck angle Hypertrophy of superficial neck flexors 

Anterior SCM hypertrophy Tightness of SCM; accessory respiration Anterior 

Facial scoliosis Global structural dysfunction 

Balance 
As noted, poor postural stability has been found in patients with chronic neck pain. 
The clinician should assess the patient's single-leg balance (see figure 5.19), observing 
both the quality and quantity of stability as well as noting any compensatory strategies 
used by the upper body to maintain postural stability An example of such a strategy 
is excessive head repositioning. 

Gait 
In extreme cases of cervical dysfunction, gait patterns can contribute to the problem. 
The clinician should watch for increased activation of the cervical or shoulder girdle 
muscles during the entire gait cycle, in particular observing any difference between 
stance and swing phases. Sometimes, the effect of the stance phase is distributed all 
the way through the cervical spine, contributing to dysfunction with each step. 
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Movement Pattern 
The three main movement pattern tests for patients with cervical dysfunction are 
cervical flexion (figure 6.4), CCF (figure 6.7), and shoulder abduction (figure 6.6). Clini
cians may also perform the other movement pattern tests from chapter 6 if indicated. 

A positive cervical flexion test (chin jutting on head elevation) indicates weakness 
or fatigue of the deep neck flexors and tightness of the SCM. The CCF endurance test 
(CCFET) has been shown to be reliable and valid in cases of chronic neck pain (Chiu, 
Law, and Chiu 2005; Falla, Campbell et al. 2003; Falla, Jull, and Hodges 2004b; Harris et al. 
2003) and is more specific to the deep neck flexors when compared with standard neck 
flexion (Olson et al. 2006). This is likely because the deep neck flexors generally are 
fatigued (Falla 2004). Variations of the CCFET have been shown to be reliable (Kumbhare 
et al. 2005; Olson et al. 2006) and valid for patients with whiplash (Kumbhare et al. 2005). 
Finally, the shoulder abduction movement pattern provides information on the involve
ment of the upper trapezius and levator scapula with origins on the cervical spine. 

In addition to testing these movement patterns, the clinician should observe the 
patient's breathing pattern while in sitting and in supine positions (figure 6.9). The 
respiratory pattern may change based on the patient's posture and the relation of 
the rib cage to gravity. Accessory respiration due to hyperactivity of the SCM and 
scalenes indicates insufficient stabilization of the rib cage and weakness or inhibition 
of the diaphragm. Each breath facilitates cervical dysfunction. These patients often 
have TrPs and tender points throughout the abdominal wall. 

To gain a whole-body perspective, clinicians should consider assessing the activation of 
the trunk stabilizers. This can be done by having the patient perform abdominal hollowing 
(see figure 6.8). Moseley (2004) found that patients with chronic neck pain who cannot 
perform abdominal hollowing have an increased risk of also developing low back pain. 

Muscle Length and Strength 
After postural and movement pattern assessment, the clinician can begin to postulate 
which muscles are tight or weak. Up until this point in the assessment, the clinician 
has relied only on careful observation. Now muscle tightness and weakness can be 
verified and quantified with hands-on techniques, as discussed in chapter 7. In particu
lar, patients with chronic neck pain and whiplash demonstrate tightness of the upper 
trapezius (Nederhand 2000) and higher activation of the SCM (Barton and Hayes 1996; 
Jull, Kristjansson, Dall'Alba 2004). The clinician should look for the classic patterns of 
muscle tightness and weakness to confirm or rule out Janda's UCS. 

Manual Assessment 
The manual assessment is the final step in the evaluation of the cervical spine. It 
includes testing for joint mobility and soft-tissue palpation. Janda noted several find
ings indicative of cervical restrictions: 

• Pain at the spinous process of C2 indicates a C1-C2 or C2-C3 restriction. 
• A C2 restriction causes pain and TrPs in the levator scapulae and SCM, which 

then cause pain in the occiput and face. 
• A C0-C1 restriction causes pain and spasm of the suboccipital and SCM inser

tions, along with pain at the transverse processes of CI and the TMJ. 

Patients with chronic cervical pain may also present with pain at the T4 to T8 region. 
Midthoracic dysfunction (Liebenson 2001) is characterized by increased thoracic kypho
sis and prolonged forward head posture, both of which stress the midthoracic vertebrae, 
causing pain upon spring testing. This dysfunction may be associated with TrPs in the 
SCM, scalene, masseter, and upper trapezius. Cleland and colleagues (2005) reported that 
thoracic manipulation in patients with chronic neck pain immediately reduces the pain. 

Manual assessment of the cervical region should include evaluation of any scars and 
other fascial restrictions. TrPs and tender points should also be assessed, particularly 
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in the upper trapezius and levator scapulae. The clinician should also note any evi
dence of trigger point chains (see chapter 8). Letchuman and colleagues (2005) found 
that tender points in patients with cervical radiculopathy are more unilateral and are 
located in muscles innervated by the affected nerve root. 

Treatment 
Traditional therapy for cervical spine dysfunction focuses on structural approaches 
such as soft collars, joint manipulation, and modalities. Recent research has shown 
that exercise is an effective and appropriate intervention in the management of cervi
cal pain. Multimodal treatment including exercise and mobilization or manipulation is 
more effective than manipulation or modalities alone (Bronfort et al. 2001; Evans et al. 
2002; Gross et al. 2002; Gross et al. 2004; Kay et al. 2005; Provinciali et al. 1996). Clini
cians should also consider manual therapy for the thoracic spine (Cleland et al. 2005). 
Meta-analysis suggests that therapeutic exercise for cervical dysfunction is most effec
tive when it includes stretching, strengthening, and proprioceptive exercises for the 
neck and shoulder (Sarig-Bahat 2003; Kay et al. 2005). Massage alone is of questionable 
benefit in chronic neck pain (Ezzo et al. 2007; Vernon, Humphreys, and Hagino 2007). 

Active Motion and Stretching 
While soft-collar immobilization has long been used for early management, new 
research suggests that soft collars may cause more harm than good. As with treat
ment for any musculoskeletal injury, active mobilization of the joint and muscles is 
vital to tissue repair and remodeling. The cervical spine should be no exception to 
this approach. Active movement to reduce pain after a whiplash injury is more effec
tive than the standard treatment of rest and soft collar (Rosenfeld, Gunnarsson, and 
Borenstein 2000 2003; Schnabel et al. 2004). In a 2 y follow-up study in Ireland (McKinney 
1989), prolonged wearing of soft collars was associated with prolonged symptoms in 
patients experiencing neck sprains after MVA. Advice to mobilize the neck early after 
neck injury reduced the number of patients with symptoms after 2 y and was shown 
to be superior to manipulation (McKinney 1989). 

Vassiliou and colleagues (2006) performed a randomized controlled trial of patients 
with whiplash, comparing physical therapy treatment with a standard soft-collar 
treatment. The physical therapy included performing active exercises within 14 d 
after injury as well as completing a home program including Briigger's exercises with 
Thera-Band resistance (see figure 12.2). The authors noted significant improvements in 
the physical therapy group after 6 wk and up to 6 mo after the injury when compared 
with the standard treatment group. 

Figure 12.2 Brugger's exercises. 
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Patients with neck sprain or whiplash should be encouraged to perform active ROM 
within pain-free limits as soon after the injury as possible. One simple active exercise 
is cervical retraction (figure 12.3). Active ROM exercises have been shown to reduce 
radicular symptoms in the arm (Abdulwahab and Sabbahi 2000) and to improve rest
ing posture (Pearson and Walmsley 1995). 

Figure 12.3 Isometric cervical retraction, (a) Beginning, (b) End.The cervical spine is 
maintained in neutral as the band is stretched. 

Muscle tightness should be addressed through muscle lengthening techniques. 
Static stretching, contract relax, or P1R can be used (see chapter 10). In particular, 
contract relax is effective at improving cervical ROM (McCarthy, Olsen, and Smeby 
1997). Commonly tight muscles in cervical dysfunction include the upper trapezius, 
scalenes, SCM, and pectoralis major and minor (the same pattern seen in Janda's UCS). 
Kinesio taping may be helpful for inhibiting tight muscles (see chapter 10). Ylinen and 
colleagues (2007) found both stretching and manual therapy to be effective in patients 
with chronic neck pain. 

Another important component of cervical spine treatment is addressing breathing 
patterns. As stated, chronic neck pain is often associated with tightness of the acces
sory respiratory muscles (SCM and scalenes). Simply stretching these tight muscles 
may not be effective. Patients with faulty breathing patterns should be given specific 
exercises to retrain their breathing. 

Strengthening Exercises 
Stretching exercises alone are not as effective as well-rounded programs that include 
muscular flexibility, strength, and endurance training for patients with chronic neck 
pain (Ylinen et al. 2003). Simple strengthening exercises have been shown to be safe 
and effective for cervical spine rehabilitation; in fact, low-tech exercises combined with 
joint mobilization or manipulation produce outcomes similar to those obtained from 
the more expensive high-tech exercises (Evans et al. 2002; Gross et al. 2002; Randlov 
et al. 1998). One simple exercise, CCF (see figure 6.7), has been shown to be effective in 
treating chronic neck pain (Falla et al. 2006). Australian researchers reported that after 
6 wk of using the CCF exercise, patients with chronic neck pain significantly improved 
their posture (Falla et al. 2007). In another randomized controlled trial, performing the 
CCF exercise for 6 wk significantly improved strength and pain when compared to no 
exercise (Chiu, Law, and Chiu 2005). 
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Many times resistance exercises are prescribed to improve posture in patients 
with cervical dysfunction; however, there is a lack of evidence to support the benefits 
of resistance training for postural improvement (Hrysomallis and Goodman 2001). 
Instead, the goal of resistance training should be to improve strength and endurance 
of postural muscles in supporting normal neck function. Specific strength training of 
cervical muscles is more effective than general fitness exercises for improving chronic 
neck pain (Andersen et al. 2008). A simple isometric exercise that targets the deep neck 
flexors is isometric retraction using an elastic band loop (see figure 12.3). 

Both cervical muscles and muscles of the upper thoracic spine and shoulder are 
strengthened in neck rehabilitation. Strengthening activities include isometrics, dumb
bells, elastic resistance, and selectorized machines. Swedish researchers reported that 
only 12 min of machine-based neck strength training, performed twice a week for 8 wk, 
increases neck strength by 19% to 35% (Berg, Berggren, and Tesch 1994). In Finland, 
researchers combined high-intensity (80% 1RM) neck strengthening with elastic bands 
(figure 12.4) and upper-extremity strengthening with dumbbells for 1 y in women with 
chronic neck pain (Ylinen et al. 2003). They reported increases in neck strength of 69% 
to 110% and reduction in pain and disability. 

Figure 12.4 A dynamic isometric exercise involving (a-b) extension and (c-d) flexion 
of the neck. 
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Proprioceptive Exercises 
As stated previously, the cervical spine is an important region for proprioception due 
to its high number of mechanoreceptors (Abrahams 1977; McLain 1994). Because of the 
proprioceptive deficits observed in patients with cervical dysfunction, proprioceptive 
exercises should be included in rehabilitation. Heikkila and Wenngren (1998) found that 
deficits in joint position sense improved in patients with whiplash disorders after 5 wk 
of rehabilitation. Sarig-Bahat (2003) reported strong evidence that both proprioceptive 
exercises and dynamic resistance exercises benefit the neck and shoulder. 

The visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive systems are intimately linked for pos
tural control. Exercises that combine head and eye movement are thought to improve 
cervical proprioception by utilizing pathways such as occulomotor and vestibulo-
ocular reflexes. In a systematic review of exercise for neck pain, French researchers 
(Revel et al. 1994) noted significant improvements in cervical pain, ROM, and func
tion in patients performing eye-head coupling movements. The authors also noted 
that kinesthesia improved in patients as symptoms improved. Fitz-Ritson (1995) 
described phasic eye-head, neck-arm exercises for patients with whiplash that 
utilize the vestibulo-ocular reflex, such as smooth pursuit, eye-head coupling, and 
upper-extremity PNF. Jull and colleagues (2007) found that proprioceptive exercises 
are slightly better than CCF exercise at improving cervical proprioception. 

Sensorimotor Training 

Since many patients with whiplash and chronic 
neck pain demonstrate poor balance, SMT 
(described in chapter 11) should be imple
mented in cervical rehabilitation to restore 
postural stability and global movement pat
terns. Unstable surfaces such as foam pads and 
balance boards help elicit automatic stabilizing 
reactions that cannot be trained voluntarily. Spe
cific stabilization training for the cervical spine 
can also be administered by having the patient 
use exercise balls while in quadruped and stand
ing positions (see figures 12.5 and 12.6). 

Figure 12.5 A cervical exercise using the exercise ball (with the 
patient in quadruped position). 

Figure 12.6 A cervical exercise using 
the exercise ball (with the patient in 
standing position). 
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Cervicogenic Headache and Facial Pain 
Mild headaches are very common and are typically short lived and self-limiting. More 
severe headaches, such as migraines or cluster headaches, are debilitating and occur 
more frequently in some individuals. Cervicogenic headaches are assumed to be asso
ciated with cervical dysfunction and may include facial pain. Patients with facial pain 
demonstrate hyperactivity of the masseter and temporal muscles and hypoactivity of 
the suprahyoid, digastrics, and mylohyoid (Janda 1986b). 

Assessment 
The assessment for headaches and facial pain mirrors the evaluation for the cervical 
spine, beginning with postural assessment. Janda recommended screening the cervi
cal spine in all patients with headache or facial pain (Janda 1986b). 

Forward head posture in particular corresponds with lower endurance of the deep 
neck flexors in cervical headache (Watson and Trott 1993). The CCF test can provide 
valuable information on the strength of the deep neck flexors; patients with cervical 
headache often exhibit poor strength and endurance of these flexors (Jull 1999; Watson 
and Trott 1993; Zito, Jull, and Story 2006). 

Patients with recurrent headache exhibit imbalance in length and strength of the 
right and left SCM muscles (Cibulka 2006). Zito, Jull, and Story (2006) noted significantly 
greater tightness in the muscles implicated in Janda's UCS: the upper trapezius, levator 
scapulae, scalenes, suboccipital, pectoralis major, and pectoralis minor. Patients with 
cervicogenic headache also demonstrate increased EMG levels in the upper trapezius 
when compared with controls (Bansevicius and Sjaastad 1996). 

Patients with cervicogenic headache may also experience more upper cervical 
joint dysfunction. Manual examination provides up to 80% sensitivity in distinguishing 
patients with cervicogenic dysfunction from patients without headache and patients 
with migraines (Zito, Jull, and Story 2006). 

Treatment 
Joint mobilization has been shown to reduce the frequency, duration, and intensity 
of cervical headaches (Schoensee et al. 1995). A systematic review of physical treat
ments for cervicogenic headaches concluded that joint manipulation and exercises are 
effective in both the short and long term (Bronfort et al. 2004); other possibly effective 
treatments include electrical stimulation (TENS) and stretching. Tricyclic antidepres
sants are slightly more effective than spinal manipulation in improving headache in 
the short term, but manipulation provides more long-term sustained benefits and may 
avoid the side effects of medication (Boline et al. 1995). 

In a recent study on exercise for cervicogenic headache (van Ettekoven and Lucas 
2006), patients completed a 6 wk treatment of massage, mobilization, and postural 
exercise. The exercises included elastic-resisted cervical retraction performed twice a 
day for 10 min (see figure 12.3). Subjects reported significant decreases in the frequency, 
intensity, and duration of their headaches. These improvements were sustained for 
6 mo after the program. 

Jull and colleagues (2002) completed a randomized controlled trial of exercise and 
manual therapy for cervicogenic headache. They found that manipulation was as effec
tive as exercise; combining the two treatments produced slightly better outcomes. 
Treatment effects were maintained for 12 mo after the intervention. 
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The treatment for cervicogenic headache should follow the general principles of 
cervical rehabilitation, including postural correction, joint mobilization and manipula
tion, local muscle stretching and strengthening, and progression to SMT. Moore (2004) 
reported on the evaluation and treatment of a patient with cervicogenic headache 
and Janda's UCS. The patient demonstrated classic postural deviations and muscle 
imbalances of UCS, and was successfully treated with therapeutic exercise and spinal 
manipulation. 

Temporomandibular Joint Disorders 
TMJ dysfunction is often associated with muscle imbalance around the head and neck. 
While TMJ dysfunction may be isolated in some patients, the incidence of cervical 
dysfunction is increased in patients with TMJ (Clark et al. 1987). 

Pathology 
Symptoms of TMJ dysfunction include pain in the joint and face, restricted mouth 
opening, locking, headache, muscle pain, and joint popping or clicking. This joint 
noise often is associated with an internal derangement of the cartilaginous anterior 
disc between the temporal bone and the mandible. Over time, OA develops in the TMJ, 
sometimes requiring surgery. 

Janda observed that patients with TMJ dysfunction demonstrate hyperactivity of 
the masseter and temporal muscles and hypoactivity of the suprahyoid, digastrics, 
and mylohyoid (Janda 1986b). Gervais, Fitzsimmons, and Thomas (1989) confirmed 
Janda's observations, noting increased EMG activity in the masseter and temporalis 
of patients with TMJ dysfunction. Nishioka and Montgomery (1988) suggested that 
masticatory hyperactivity is centrally mediated, involving a neurotransmitter imbal
ance in the basal ganglia. 

This primitive pattern of muscle hyperactivity occurs because closing the mouth 
is more important than opening it. Pterygoid spasm is also often present, although it 
isn't clear if the pterygoid is prone to tightness or weakness. Pterygoid spasm alters 
the condyle position, and when coupled with forward head posture, mouth opening 
may become more difficult. This in turn causes tightness of the SCM, scalene, and 
suboccipitals, which then increase forces on the mandible and increase masseter 
activity (Janda 1986b). 

Assessment 
Evaluation of TMJ dysfunction is similar to the cervical assessment noted previ
ously in this chapter, beginning with postural analysis. Poor posture is postulated 
to influence TMJ dysfunction (Rocabado, Johnston Jr., and Blakney 1982). Janda 
(1986b) noted that patients with TMJ disorder often have a forward head posture 
that is complicated by tightness of the upper trapezii and levator scapulae. This 
forward head position leads to opening of the mouth with retraction of the mandible; 
therefore, the jaw protractors and adductors used to close the mouth become tight. 
The resting position of the lower jaw in relation to the upper jaw is also deviated or 
protracted or retracted. 

Movement assessment specific to the TMJ includes examining the active ROM of the 
jaw; the clinician should note any deviations or clicking occurring during the move
ment. In general, patients should be able to open the mouth to a distance equivalent to 
the combined width of the index and middle fingers. Janda's cervical flexion test may 
indicate characteristic weakness of the deep neck flexors seen in TMJ dysfunction. 
Finally, palpation of the TMJ muscles often reveals tightness and TrPs, particularly in 
the lateral pterygoid, masseter, and temporalis. The SCM, scalenes, suboccipitals, and 
upper trapezius may also be tight and tender in patients with long-standing dysfunc
tion and poor posture, suggesting the presence of Janda's UCS. 
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Treatment 
Conservative interventions for TMJ dysfunction include anti-inflammatory medications, 
splinting, and physical therapy involving manual therapy, modalities, and exercise. 
Arthroscopic surgery is performed sometimes in cases of severe internal derangement 
or OA. Muscle balance in tight muscles, including muscles with TrPs, is first addressed 
with spray and stretch (Simons, Travel, and Simons 1999). PIR (see chapter 10) is 
also effective in addressing latent TrPs in the masseter for improved mouth opening 
in TMJ patients. Recently, Kashima and coworkers (2006) demonstrated that cervical 
side bending combined with flexion reduces masseter hardness, but it also increases 
hardness of the upper trapezius on the ipsilateral side. Manual interventions such as 
joint mobilization and lateral pterygoid release may also be helpful (Furto et al. 2006). 
Treatment for patients presenting with TMJ disorders and also Janda's UCS should 
include strengthening of the deep neck flexors (see page 183) and SMT (see chapter 11). 

Two systematic reviews of physical therapy interventions for TMJ dysfunction 
(McNeely, Armijo Olivo, and Magee 2006; Medlicott and Harris, 2006) suggested that 
a successful approach is a combination of treatments, including active exercise and 
manual mobilization, postural training, proprioceptive reeducation, and relaxation 
and biofeedback training. Furto and colleagues (2006) reported that TMJ dysfunction 
treated with a combination of manual therapy and exercise significantly improved in 
as little as 2 wk. 

In a series of studies, Austrian researchers administered an exercise protocol to 
subgroups of patients with craniomandibular disorders and then compared these 
patients with control subjects on a wait list. Exercises included active and passive 
jaw movements, posture correction, and relaxation techniques. The four subgroups 
included (1) patients with anterior disc displacement after reduction (Nicolakis et al. 
2000), (2) patients with anterior disc displacement without reduction (Nicolakis, 
Erdogmus et al. 2001), (3) patients with OA of the TMJ (Nicolakis et al. 2000), and 
(4) patients without OA but still with TMJ dysfunction (Nicolakis et al. 2002). Each 
study found exercise helpful, and exercise had up to 75% success in reducing pain and 
impairment (Nicolakis et al. 2000). 

Fibromyalgia and Myofascial Pain 
Fibromyalgia (FM) affects about 5 million people in the United States, or roughly 2% of 
the population. It occurs more frequently in women than in men (Lawrence et al. 2008). 
The diagnostic criteria for FM were established by the American College of Rheuma
tology in 1990 (Wolfe et al. 1990). FM is defined as chronic widespread musculoskeletal 
pain lasting for at least 3 mo that is combined with tender points in 11 out of 18 specific 
sites on both sides of the body. 

Pathology 
Some researchers (Hakkinen et al. 2001; Staud 2002; Staud, Robinson, and Price 2005) 
have suggested that FM has a central neurological basis rather than a peripheral mus
cular basis, as is commonly believed. Although FM is characterized by widespread 
muscular pain, there is little evidence to support the role of muscle in its pathophysiol
ogy (Simms 1996). Research has shown that pain in FM is not due to muscular tension 
measured by EMG (Bansevicius, Westgaard, and Stiles 2001; Nilsen et al. 2006; Zidar 
et al. 1990), suggesting that pain results not from the muscle but from a dysfunctional 
nociceptive system. Patients with FM experience pain differently than those without FM 
experience it. FM is most notably characterized by a general increase in pain sensitiv
ity and lowered pain thresholds (Gibson et al. 1994; Mountz et al. 1995), particularly 
thermal (cold and hot) thresholds (Berglund et al. 2002; Desmeules et al. 2003; Kosek, 
Ekholm, and Hansson 1996; Lautenbacher and Rollman 1997). 
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Landmark studies by Gracely and colleagues (2002) used functional MRI to investi
gate pain processing in the brains of persons with FM. These researchers found that 
patients with FM experience pain in parts of the brain that are totally different from 
those parts involved in pain experience in patients without FM; furthermore, brains 
of patients with FM became active with less-painful stimuli. This finding suggests that 
FM is augmented by cortical or subcortical pain processing, which is similar to find
ings in patients with chronic low back pain (Giesecke et al. 2004). Patients with FM 
demonstrate increased tension in the trapezius and infraspinatus muscle during repeti
tive upper-extremity tasks when compared with healthy subjects (Elert et al. 2001). 

While FM pain is probably CNS mediated, it's also likely that peripheral nocicep
tive input is necessary to maintain central pain sensitization (Bennett 1996). Kosek, 
Ekholm, and Hansson (1996) suggested that dysfunctional afferent pathways causing 
altered pain processing are due to CNS dysfunction. Desmeules and colleagues (2003) 
demonstrated altered processing of nociceptive input into the CNS in both the brain 
and the spinal cord of patients with FM, an observation indicating a state of central 
sensitization and hyperexcitability in the CNS. Excessive activation of muscular noci
ceptive afferents may contribute to hyperalgesia in FM (Staud, Robinson, and Price 
2005). Because FM is influenced by the sensory system and central processing and 
manifests in the muscular system, it could be considered a dysfunction of the sensori
motor system. 

Assessment 
A comprehensive assessment of patients with FM should follow the procedures outlined 
in chapters 5 through 8 to determine the presence of Janda's syndromes, particularly 
the layer syndrome. Patients with FM exhibit decreased strength and aerobic capacity 
when compared with healthy individuals (Borman, Celiker, and Hascelik 1999; Maquet 
et al. 2002; Mengshoel, Forre, and Komnaes 1990; Norregaard et al. 1995). Muscular 
weakness in FM seems to be related more to lack of voluntary effort than to neuro
muscular mechanisms (Simms 1996). 

TrPs and tender points can be quantified using a pain algometer. Often, this measure 
is useful in quantifying progress made toward reducing pain levels in patients. 

Balance assessment should be included in the evaluation of FM. Because of the 
sensorimotor component of FM pathophysiology, these patients may exhibit balance 
deficits. 

Treatment 
Because of the heterogeneity of FM, treatment programs should be tailored to the 
individual patient. Pharmacological treatment can be combined with nonpharmaco-
logical interventions. Ischemic compression therapy can reduce the pain of myofascial 
TrPs; this pain can also be addressed with combinations of other treatments including 
heat, spray and stretch, TENS, interferential current, and active ROM (Hou et al. 2002). 
Treatment should not focus on reducing TrPs through direct means; rather, exercise 
to affect the global sensorimotor system may be more effective. 

A systematic review in the Cochrane Library (Busch et al. 2002) found that super
vised aerobic exercise improves physical capacity and FM symptoms. Another sys
tematic review of FM exercise studies (Mannerkorpi and Iversen 2003) recommended 
that patients perform low-level aerobic exercise at moderate intensity twice weekly, 
pool exercises, or strength training at low but adequate loads. 

Exercise interventions are helpful but must be started at much lower intensities 
and progressed much more slowly than the prescriptions given for traditional exercise 
programs. Several studies have shown improvements in physical fitness, FM status, 
and pain levels through a well-rounded exercise program including aerobic, flexibility, 
strength, and balance exercises (Buckelew et al. 1998; Jones et al. 2002; Jones et al. 
2008; Martin et al. 1996; Rooks et al. 2007). 
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Resistance training can be particularly effective and safe for FM when provided 
appropriately. Jones and colleagues (2002) compared a 12 wk strengthening pro
gram with a stretching program in patients with FM. While both groups improved, 
the strengthening group exhibited more improvements than the stretching group 
displayed. The strengthening program minimized eccentric contractions, using 
elastic bands that were on slack between repetitions and keeping exercises near the 
midline. Exercises were also performed more slowly on the concentric phase than 
on the eccentric phase. 

Hakkinen and colleagues (2001) reported improved strength and EMG activity after 
a 21 wk strengthening program in patients with FM. The Finnish researchers confirmed 
through several other studies that women with FM have neuromuscular characteristics 
and ability to gain strength that are similar to those of women without FM (Hakkinen 
et al. 2000; Valkeinen et al. 2005; Valkeinen et al. 2006). This finding suggests that fati
gability is not a limiting factor in FM. Moderate to high levels of resistance exercise, 
progressing from 40% to 80% of 1RM, have been safely implemented in patients with 
FM and have been found to improve strength, muscle cross-sectional area, and neuro
muscular activation (Valkeinen et al. 2004; Valkeinen et al. 2005). 

Case Study 
A female collegiate swimmer 21 y of age competed in middle- and long-distance freestyle 
events. Her primary complaint was chronic pain in the neck and right shoulder and 
arm that occurred after swimming for less than 1 h. She was injured approximately 
3 y earlier when someone dove on her head while she was in the pool. She underwent 
two rounds of physical therapy (including modalities, traction, and shoulder and neck 
strengthening) for her cervical spine over the past year but continued to experience 
symptoms when attempting to return to swimming. 

Examination and Assessment 
On physical examination, the patient exhibited generalized hypermobility, bilateral 
pes planus, and a right anterior SI innominate rotation. She also demonstrated upper-
thoracic breathing patterns rather than diaphragmatic breathing. Her cervical and 
lumbar active ROM were both pain free and within normal limits. Manual evaluation 
of the cervical spine was unremarkable. She demonstrated a normal upper- and lower-
quarter neurovascular examination. She had some tender points in the right upper 
trapezius. Both upper extremities demonstrated normal strength except for weakness 
(with a rating of 4/5) in the right lower trapezius. She also had weakness of the right 
gluteus maximus (4/5) and poor endurance of the deep cervical flexors. Her right 
scapula demonstrated winging and instability in a quadruped position. 

Differential diagnosis included cervical sprain or strain, herniated cervical disc, 
thoracic outlet syndrome, shoulder instability, and SI rotation. Diagnostic imaging 
included MRI, which demonstrated sprain of the C1-C2 alar ligament. Dynamic surface 
EMG revealed decreased and delayed activation of the right gluteus maximus and 
inhibition of the right lower trapezius (a 61% decrease in activity when compared 
with the left side). 

The athlete was diagnosed with cervical sprain. Upon physical therapy evaluation, 
she demonstrated several other findings that may have contributed to her chronic 
pain syndrome. These included an anterior SI rotation, abnormal breathing patterns, 
and cervical flexor fatigue. She demonstrated unilateral muscle imbalance of the 
hip and shoulder and instability of the scapulothoracic complex. Immediately upon 
correction of the right SI rotation with the muscle energy technique (MET), the right 
gluteus maximus strength returned to 5 out of 5, indicating muscular inhibition rather 
than weakness. 
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Treatment and Outcome 
The athlete began physical therapy twice a week, with a daily home program. She began 
with MET self-correction, diaphragmatic breathing, and cervical stretches. Janda's SMT 
was initiated for progressive dynamic stabilization training of the foot, pelvis, scapulo-
thoracic region, and cervical spine. Exercises included stabilization on an exercise ball, 
muscle activation using elastic resistance, and balance training with dynamic cervical 
stabilization. Within 1 mo, the athlete was asymptomatic and returned to the pool for 
a progressive reentry program. Meanwhile, she continued a home exercise program. 
She also initiated a land-based cardiorespiratory conditioning program. After 2 mo of 
therapy, she was discharged from physical therapy, demonstrating a normal physical 
examination and full strength of her hip and shoulder. Two months after discharge, she 
competed and achieved an A-cut qualifying time for nationals in the 1,650 yd (1,500 m) 
freestyle event, breaking a school record. 

Janda's Approach Versus the Traditional Approach 
In this athlete, the traditional approach of localized treatment using modalities and 
strengthening exercise was not effective in addressing the source of her pain. This 
case report describes a novel approach to treatment, without the use of modalities, 
for chronic neck pain in a competitive swimmer with cervical instability. Because the 
swimmer's cervical examination was normal and pain occurred only during and after 
swimming, it was postulated that cervical instability and fatigue were contributing to 
pain and compensations, particularly at the hip. Physical examination and surface 
EMG assessment demonstrated unilateral muscle imbalances and an SI rotation that 
may have compensated for cervical and shoulder fatigue, thus causing chronic pain. 
The Janda approach of SMT was used to increase proprioceptive input into the CNS to 
encourage stabilization of the entire body. Because the athlete demonstrated unilateral 
inhibition of her phasic system muscles (cervical flexors, lower trapezius, and gluteus 
maximus), emphasis was placed on multiple muscle activation, particularly of the 
phasic system muscles. Dynamic stabilization and endurance, rather than muscular 
strength, were the focus. Inexpensive home exercise equipment was used to facilitate 
rehabilitation. A reentry program and land-based conditioning program were also used 
for her return to competitive swimming. After 3 y of pain, the athlete was able to return 
to competition within 2 mo of this specialized rehabilitation program. 

Summary 
The cervical spine is a challenging region for clinicians to evaluate and treat. It is an 
important area of proprioception, and new research links cervical dysfunction to the 
sensorimotor system, supporting Janda's approach to chronic cervical pain. Janda's 
UCS may be present in many patients with chronic neck pain, whiplash, headache, TMJ 
dysfunction, and FM. Clinicians should be aware of UCS in these patients so appropri
ate functional interventions can be implemented. 
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UPPER-EXTREMITY 
PAIN SYNDROMES 

Chronic upper-extremity musculoskeletal pain associated with disability has 
been reported in 21% of the U.S. population (Gummesson et al. 2003). The 
complex anatomy of the shoulder plays an important role in positioning the 

entire upper extremity for hand function, creating a vital kinetic chain for daily living. 
Because of its versatility in positioning and posture, the shoulder may be predisposed 
to muscle imbalance syndromes, including impingement, thoracic outlet syndrome, and 
shoulder and neck pain. Lateral elbow pain (i.e., tennis elbow) may also be associated 
with muscle imbalances. As with other regional chronic pain syndromes, clinicians 
must consider neuromuscular factors in managing upper-extremity pain syndromes. 

This chapter begins with a review of the regional considerations of the upper extrem
ity, including functional anatomy of the shoulder complex, proprioception, and chain 
reactions. Next, Janda's functional assessment of the shoulder is discussed. Common 
functional pathologies are reviewed, including shoulder impingement and rotator cuff 
tendinosis, shoulder instability, thoracic outlet syndrome, and lateral epicondylitis. 
Finally, the chapter presents a case study on the evaluation and treatment of functional 
shoulder pain in a baseball player. 

Regional Considerations 
The upper extremity includes the shoulder complex, elbow, wrist, and hand. The 
primary function of the upper extremity is to manipulate the environment. This cre
ates a need for a wide variety of movements and positions to manage everything from 
personal hygiene and dressing tasks to vocational and leisure activities. Magermans 
and colleagues (2005) have described the ROM requirements for upper-extremity ADL. 
Large glenohumeral rotation is necessary for tasks with high elevation angles, while 
large axial rotation of the humerus is used during dressing and grooming. Large ranges 
of elbow flexion are necessary for hair combing, eating, and bathing. Obviously, normal 
function of all joints in the upper extremity is necessary for ADL. 

Functional Anatomy of the Shoulder Complex 
The shoulder complex comprises four articulations: the glenohumeral, scapulothoracic, 
acromioclavicular, and sternoclavicular joints. The synovial glenohumeral joint is sup
ported by capsuloligamentous structures. The glenohumeral capsule itself provides 
little stability in midrange; instead, joint stabilization is provided by dynamic contrac
tion of the rotator cuff during movement (Apreleva et al. 1998; Culham and Peat 1993; 
Lee et al. 2000; Saha 1971; Werner, Favre, and Gerber 2007; Wuelker et al. 1994; Xue 
and Huang 1998). The deltoid (Kido et al. 2003; Lee and An 2002) and biceps (Itoi et al. 
1994; Kim et al. 2001) also stabilize the glenohumeral joint. 

Contrary to the perception that the rotator cuff only performs humeral rotation, 
the primary role of the cuff is stabilization and elevation in the scapular plane (Liu 
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et al. 1997; Otis et al. 1994; Sharkey, Marder, and Hanson 1994). Only mild contraction 
of the rotator cuff is necessary for stability (McQua de and Murthi 2004); therefore, 
rotator cuff strengthening programs do not necessarily have to fatigue the muscles to 
improve their function. In fact, fatigue of the rotator cuff can cause as much as 0.1 in. 
(2.5 mm) of unwanted upward migration of the humeral head during abduction (Chen 
et al. 1999). A decrease in rotator cuff stabilizing force proportionally increases anterior 
displacement of the humeral head (Wuelker, Korell, and Thren 1998). 

While the rotator cuff plays a vital role in maintaining centration of the humeral 
head, it is the dynamic scapular stabilizers that coordinate the position of the glenoid 
with the humerus (Belling-S0rensen and Jorgensen 2000; Kibler 1998b). Fatigue of the 
scapular stabilizers can significantly reduce rotator cuff strength (Cuoco, Tyler, and 
McHugh 2004). Thus scapular stabilization is critical for glenohumeral function since 
the rotator cuff originates on the scapula. 

Scapulohumeral function is controlled by two main muscular force couples. These 
are the (1) rotator cuff and deltoid and (2) scapular rotators. Both are described in 
the following sections. 

Rotator Cuff-Deltoid Force Couple 
As stated previously, the primary function of the 
rotator cuff is not rotation, as commonly defined 
in anatomy texts; rather, its primary function is 
dynamic stabilization of the glenohumeral joint. 
Within the rotator cuff itself, a force couple between 
the subscapularis and the infraspinatus and teres 
minor provides a compressive force, drawing the 
humeral head into the glenoid. This compressive 
force has been described as a force parallel to the 
axillary border of the scapula (Inman, Saunders, 
and Abbott 1944) or as a force perpendicular to the 
glenoid (Poppen and Walker 1978). The net effect is 
a depressor force vector that counteracts the eleva
tion force of the deltoid (figure 13.1). This rotator 
cuff-deltoid force couple is key to shoulder abduc
tion (Lucas 1973; Perry 1978; Sarrafian 1983). In fact, 
the deltoid force needed for abduction is 41% less 
when the rotator cuff is activated along with the 
deltoid contraction (Sharkev, Marder, and Hanson 

1994). The supraspinatus is more active at the beginning of ROM, while the middle 
deltoid is more active near the end (McMahon et al. 1995). 

Scapular Rotator Force Couple 
The upper and lower trapezius are coupled with the serratus anterior to produce 
upward rotation of the scapula. Scapular rotation maintains the optimal length-tension 
relationship of the deltoid during abduction (Doody, Freedman, and Waterland 1970; 
Lucas 1973; van der Helm 1994; Mottram 1997). The trapezius is more active during 
abduction than it is during flexion (Moseley et al. 1992; Wiedenbauer and Mortenson 
1952) and generally plateaus in EMG activity after 120° (Bagg and Forest 1986). 

Different parts of the trapezius have different histological properties that correspond 
to different functional demands: the lower trapezius is better suited for stabilization, 
while the upper trapezius is more suited for movement (Lindman, Eriksson, and 
Thornell 1990). The middle and lower trapezius maintain the vertical and horizontal 
position of the scapula rather than generate torque (Johnson et al.1994), working at a 
constant length to resist protraction of the scapula from the serratus anterior. 

Figure 13.1 Rotator cuff force couples. 

Humeral head 
is drawn toward 
glenoid to optimize 
deltoid force 

Deltoid 
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abduction 
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glenoid 
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The lower trapezius relaxes during flexion (Inman, Saunders, and Abbott 1944) and 
is not active until abduction (Wadsworth and Bullock-Saxton 1997). It becomes more 
active with shoulder elevation to assist the upper trapezius and serratus anterior in 
rotating the scapula upward (Bagg and Forest 1988). Proper balance of the trapezius 
and serratus force couple is believed to reduce the superior migration of the scapula, 
improve posterior scapular tilt, facilitate optimal glenohumeral congruency, and maxi
mize the available subacromial space (SAS) under the coracoacromial arch to avoid 
impingement (Ludewig et al. 2004; Mottram 1997). If the lower trapezius is inhibited, 
the deltoid loses its length-tension relationship and may overwork the infraspinatus 
(Cram and Kasman 1998). Muscle activation and timing are key to not only proper 
activation of the force couple but also overall function of the shoulder complex. For 
example, if the lower and middle trapezius react too slowly in relation to the upper 
trapezius, the upper trapezius may become overactive, leading to scapular elevation 
rather than upward rotation (Cools et al. 2003). 

Using EMG analysis, several authors have described the sequencing of muscle 
activation during shoulder movement. Often, muscles are activated before movement 
in a feed-forward mechanism. This preactivation stabilizes segments before move
ment initiation. For example, during rotation the rotator cuff and biceps are activated 
before the deltoid and pectoralis major, a finding that supports the suggested role of 
the rotator cuff and biceps in stabilizing the glenohumeral joint (David et al. 2000). 
Cools and colleagues reported that the deltoid is activated before the trapezius, while 
Wadsworth and Bullock-Saxton (1997) reported that the upper trapezius is activated 
before abduction. 

Shoulder Proprioception 
The glenohumeral joint capsule of the shoulder consists mainly of the superior, middle, 
posterior, and inferior glenohumeral ligaments. All four types of mechanoreceptors (see 
chapter 2) have been identified in 40% to 50% of human specimens (Guanche et al. 1999). 
Vangsness and colleagues (1995) noted a higher prevalence of type I and II receptors 
in the glenohumeral ligaments as well as in the coracoclavicular and coracoacromial 
joint capsules. Steinbeck and colleagues (2003) specifically identified type I receptors 
in the inferior glenohumeral ligament (IGHL). The IGHL provides the most stability to 
anterior dislocation during the throwing motion (O'Brien et al. 1994). The presence of 
type I Ruffini endings in this ligament is consistent with their function in responding 
to stretch at the limits of motion and suggests that these specific mechanoreceptors 
have a role in muscular reflexes used to stabilize the shoulder (Steinbeck et al. 2003). 

Glenohumeral mechanoreceptors are thought to prevent dislocation through pro
prioceptive feedback mechanisms that help control muscular stabilizers (Jerosch et al. 
1993). Guanche and colleagues (1995) found a reflex arc between the glenohumeral 
capsule and the muscles crossing the shoulder joint in cats. They stimulated branches 
of the axillary nerve terminating in the glenohumeral capsule and noted EMG activity 
in the rotator cuff muscles. This finding suggests the joint capsule plays an afferent 
role in controlling muscular reflexes. Because the rotator cuff functions mainly as a 
dynamic stabilizer rather than a mover, the capsular mechanoreceptors are thought 
to play an integral role in providing feedback to prevent subluxation or dislocation 
through the reflex arc. Guanche and colleagues (1995) provided further evidence for 
a reflexive feedback system through deafferentation of sensory feedback in the joint 
capsule. They showed that in felines, transection of capsular afferent branches of the 
axillary nerve ends EMG activity of the shoulder muscles. 

As stated previously, the mechanical contribution of glenohumeral capsular ligaments 
to shoulder stability is minimal; instead, reflexive co-contractions facilitated by afferent 
capsular feedback are more likely to stabilize the joint (Veeger and van der Helm 2007). 
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Most capsular mechanoreceptor feedback is provided when the capsule is on tension 
rather than when it is relaxed during early and midranges of motion (Jerosch et al. 1997). 

Further evidence to support the role of capsular mechanoreceptors in maintaining 
glenohumeral stability has been shown through studies on shoulder proprioception. 
Shoulder proprioception can be divided into submodalities of kinesthesia and joint 
position sense (Lephart and Fu 2000). Proprioceptive information seems to be enhanced 
during external rotation, when the capsule is taut, rather than during internal rotation 
(Allegrucci et al. 1995; Blasier, Carpenter, and Huston 1994); this is likely due to the 
prevalence of type I mechanoreceptors in the IGHL (Steinbeck et al. 2003). Shoulder 
kinesthesia is reduced after damage to the anterior capsule following glenohumeral 
dislocation (Smith and Brunolli 1989). Lephart and colleagues (1994) also reported 
a significant difference in kinesthesia and joint position sense between stable and 
unstable shoulders. They further noted that surgical reconstruction of the anterior 
capsule restores normal proprioception. These results suggest that the anterior capsule 
plays an important role in maintaining glenohumeral integrity through proprioceptive 
mechanisms. 

Chain Reactions 
The upper extremity forms a single kinetic chain from the upper spine to the fingers. The 
upper extremity is connected to the axial skeleton by only one true articulation: the sterno
clavicular joint. Therefore, the shoulder complex relies on muscles to begin the kinetic 
chain to transfer forces from the trunk. The proximal end of the kinetic chain begins in 
the cervical spine, thoracic spine, and ribs. The upper trapezius and levator scapulae 
have origins on the cervical spine, while the middle trapezius and rhomboids originate 
in the thoracic spine. The ribs serve as an origin for the pectoralis major and serratus 
anterior. The upper thoracic spine extends, rotates, and laterally flexes during elevation 
in the sagittal and scapular planes (Theodoridis and Ruston 2002). Thus thoracic mobility 
is important in the upper-extremity kinetic chain. 

There are several important muscle slings (see chapter 3) to consider in the upper 
extremity; these are summarized in table 13.1. Because 50% of the total force in overhand 
throwing comes from the legs and trunk (Kibler 1995), the entire kinetic chain from the 
foot to the hand, particularly in athletes, should be considered during assessment of 
upper-extremity dysnfuction. 

Table 13.1 Muscle Slings in the Upper Extremity 

Flexor Anterior deltoid, pectoralis minor, trapezius, biceps hand flexors 

Extensor Posterior deltoid, rhomboids, triceps hand extensors 

Anterior Biceps, pectoralis major, internal oblique, contralateral hip abductors, sartorius 

Spiral Rhomboids, serratus anterior, external oblique, contralateral internal oblique, 
contralateral hip adductors 

Kibler's (1998b, 2006) discussion on the upper-extremity kinetic chain helped revo
lutionize the way clinicians approach evaluation and rehabilitation. According to Kibler 
(1998b), the scapula provides the following: 

• A stable glenohumeral articulation 

• Protraction and retraction on the thoracic wall to position the arm 

• Elevation of the acromion to avoid impingement 
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• A base for muscle attachment (rotator cuff and scapular rotators) 
• A link for transferring force proximally to distally in throwing 

The importance of the kinetic chain is evident when describing the pathomechanics 
of rotator cuff tendinitis. Poor scapular stabilization increases activity of the upper tra
pezius for stabilization, which in turn increases scapular elevation. Scapular elevation 
alters the direction of the axis of the glenoid fossa; this change may be accompanied 
by increased and constant activity in the rotator cuff, leading to rotator cuff tendinitis. 

Motor patterns in both the upper and lower extremity are influenced by the upper 
extremity. When a person is standing, elevation of the shoulder activates the contra
lateral erector spinae (Davey et al. 2002) as well as the lower-extremity muscles to 
maintain postural stability (Mochizuki, Ivanova, and Garland 2004). This activation 
results from feed-forward motor control used to stabilize the trunk before arm move
ment begins, regardless of the direction of the arm movement (Hodges et al. 1997b). 
Again, pathology demonstrates the influence of the kinetic chain; patients with shoulder 
and neck pain demonstrate poor postural stability (Karlberg et al. 1995 ). This phe
nomenon indicates a disruption in the feed-forward mechanism (chapter 2), indicating 
CNS involvement in mediating chronic shoulder pain. 

Assessment 
As with other chronic musculoskeletal pain, upper-extremity pain may manifest as 
global changes throughout the body. Long-standing UCS may be compensated for 
with LCS; therefore, the entire body should be included in the assessment of upper-
extremity chronic pain. 

Posture 
A cause-and-effect relationship between posture and muscle imbalance has yet to be 
established; however, it is commonly thought that posture is related to muscle imbal
ance and function. Poor posture has been described with UCS changes (chapter 4). 
Griegel-Morris and colleagues (1992) noted common postural deviations in healthy 
individuals: 66% had forward head posture, 38% had increased thoracic kyphosis, and 
73% had rounded shoulders. The authors also noted that forward head posture and 
increased kyphosis are associated with interscapular pain. 

Forward head posture (protraction of the cervical spine) often is increased in 
patients with shoulder pain (Greenfield et al. 1995). A forward head posture reduces 
flexion ROM of the shoulder (Bullock, Foster, and Wright 2005). Forward head posture 
and rounded shoulders change the normal orientation of the plane of the scapula 
from 30° to 45° anterior to the frontal plane (Doody, Freedman, and Waterland 1970; 
Johnston 1937; Poppen and Walker 1976). This slouched posture significantly alters 
the kinematics of the scapula during elevation (Kebaeste, McClure, and Pratt 1999; 
Finley and Lee 2003). Shoulder protraction also reduces the height of the SAS (Solem-
Bertoft, Thuomas, and Westerberg 1993), implicating rounded shoulders in impinge
ment syndrome. Shoulder strength can also be affected by poor posture: Positioning 
the scapula in protraction or retraction significantly reduces shoulder elevation and 
rotation strength (Kebaetse, McClure, and Pratt 1999; Smith et al. 2002; Smith et al. 
2006). Postural deviations and imbalances consistent with Janda's UCS have been 
reported in swimmers (Layton et al. 2005), dental hygienists (Johnson et al. 2003), and 
persons with upper-extremity work-related disorders (Novak 2004). 

As described in chapter 5, characteristic postural deviations are seen in UCS due 
to muscular imbalance; these include forward head posture (tight suboccipitals and 
weak deep neck flexors), rounded shoulders (tight pectoralis and weak scapular sta
bilizers), and scapular winging and protraction. Winging of the scapula (prominence 
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of the medial border) is often attributed to weakness of the serratus anterior, but it 
may also be caused by weakness of the rhomboids or trapezius (Martin and Fish 2008). 
Mottram (1997) described pseudowinging as prominence of the inferior border (as 
opposed to the medial border). Pseudowinging is related to tightness of the pectoralis 
minor. Scapular instability may be evident in postural analysis. Three presentations 
of scapular instability have been identified: 

1. Pronouncement of the inferior medial border due to imbalance in scapular tilt 
across a transverse axis 

2. Prominence of the entire medial border (winging) due to imbalance across a 
vertical axis 

3. Superior translation and prominence of the superior medial border 

Recently, Burkhart, Morgan, and Kibler (2003) described the SICK scapula (Scapu
lar malposition, Inferior medial border prominence, Coracoid pain, and dysKinesis 
of scapular movement). The SICK scapula (figure 13.2) is most commonly seen in 
athletes with impingement who rely on overhead movements. Typically, the scapula 
is depressed, protracted, and downwardly rotated. 

Janda described a manual test for scapular instability resulting from weakness of 
the rhomboid or serratus anterior. Using one hand to stabilize the anterior shoulder, 
the clinician places the other hand, with fingers extended, at the vertebral inferior 
angle. The clinician then pushes the fingers upward under the scapula. Normally, the 
fingers should disappear under the scapula only to the distal interphalangeal joints; 
with scapular weakness and instability, the fingers will progress further (see figure 13.3). 

Balance and Gait 
Patients with chronic shoulder pain should be assessed for single-leg balance. Subtle 
compensations are sometimes apparent in the single-leg stance, such as elevation of 
the contralateral shoulder. Such elevation may indicate an overactive trapezius that is 
facilitated with every step and lead the clinician to suspect that the source of shoulder 
pain may be located somewhere else in the kinetic chain. 

Figure 13.2 The right SICK scapula is 
protracted, downwardly rotated, and de
pressed. 

Figure 13.3 Janda's test for scapular 
instability. 
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Movement Patterns 
Janda's two primary tests for upper-extremity function are the push-up test and the 
shoulder abduction test (see figures 6.5 and 6.6). In the push-up test, the scapula 
normally abducts and upwardly rotates as the trunk is lifted upward. There is no asso
ciated scapular elevation. Winging of the scapula, excessive scapular adduction, or 
inability to complete scapular ROM in the direction of abduction indicates weakness 
of the serratus anterior. Shoulder shrugging during the push-up indicates overactivity 
of the upper trapezius and levator scapulae. During the shoulder abduction test, any 
elevation of the shoulder girdle that occurs before 60° of shoulder abduction is positive 
for impaired force couples, such as a hypertonic upper trapezius and levator scapulae 
combined with a weak middle and lower trapezius. 

Patients with shoulder pain often exhibit dyskinesis (altered scapular kinematics) 
and altered muscle activation patterns when compared with healthy individuals (Lin 
et al. 2005). Dyskinesis is associated with decreased posterior tilt, decreased upward 
rotation, and increased elevation, which in general are related to an imbalance of scapu
lar rotators that manifests as weakness of the serratus anterior and lower trapezius 
and tightness of the upper trapezius. These altered kinematics can persist even after 
pain has resided (Babyar 1996). 

Muscle Strength and Length 
As described in chapter 4, Janda's UCS includes shoulder muscle imbalance: a tight 
upper trapezius, levator scapulae, and pectoralis major combined with a weak lower 
trapezius and serratus anterior. Janda further noted 
that the posterior rotator cuff and deltoid are prone 
to weakness, possibly jeopardizing the critical rota
tor cuff-deltoid force couple. The pectoralis minor is 
also classified as a muscle prone to tightness; a tight 
pectoralis minor alters scapular kinematics (Borstad 
and Ludewig 2006; Mottram 1997). Borstad (2006) 
reported that the distance between the sternal notch 
and the coracoid process correlates well with pecto
ralis minor shortness (figure 13.4) and that this mea
surement is a better indicator than standard visual 
assessment in supine. Imbalance of the scapular rota
tor muscles also affects the trapezius-serratus ante
rior force couple. Kibler (1998b) agreed with Janda 
that the lower trapezius and serratus anterior are 
prone to inhibition that results in scapular instability. 

Muscle testing with a handheld dynamometer or 
isokinetic dynamometry provides the most accurate measure of muscle strength. 
The shoulder complex is vulnerable to muscle imbalance because of its large range of 
movement and dependence on force couples for dynamic muscular stability. Normal 
abduction-to-adduction (AB:AD) ratios are between 0.79 and 1.0 (Mayer et al. 2001; 
Tata et al. 1993). The normal external rotation-to-internal-rotation (ER:IR) concentric 
isokinetic strength ratio is between 0.74 and 0.87 (Tata et al. 1993; Warner et al. 1990). 
Athletes who depend on overhead movements typically exhibit lower ER:IR ratios 
because they need greater internal rotation strength to meet their functional demands. 

More recently, functional muscle balance in athletes has been reported as the ratio 
of eccentric external rotation to concentric internal rotation (Bak and Magnusson 
1997). This is because the functional motion of overhead throwing involves concen
tric firing of the internal rotators followed by eccentric firing of the external rota
tors after ball release. If eccentric external rotation strength is less than concentric 
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Figure 13.4 Measurement from the sternal notch to the 
coracoid process can be used as an indicator of pectoralis 
minor tightness. 
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internal rotation strength, there is a significantly greater risk of shoulder injury (Wang 
and Cochrane 2001). This ratio has been reported in different athletes (Yildiz et al. 
2006), including badminton players (Ng and Lam 2002), volleyball players (Wang and 
Cochrane 2001), and baseball players (Noffal 2003). 

Imbalances in ROM and flexibility (typically measured by internal and external 
rotation) alter shoulder kinematics. Specifically, anterior tightness alters the scapulo
humeral rhythm and decreases posterior scapular tilt, while posterior tightness 
causes more superior and anterior translation of the humeral head (Lin et al. 2006). 
Posterior capsular tightness, often demonstrated by a loss of internal rotation, may 
increase anterior translation of the humeral head (Lin et al. 2006; Tyler et al. 1999). 
This tightness may also cause many functional problems such as decreased ROM for 
deceleration during follow-through in the throwing motion. 

Athletes with shoulder muscle imbalance are more likely to experience shoulder 
injury (Wang and Cochrane 2001). The mechanics of throwing make athletes sus
ceptible to shoulder imbalances in ROM and strength, particularly external rota
tion weakness and decreased internal rotation ROM (Baltaci and Tunay 2004). The 
posterior rotator cuff (infraspinatus and teres minor) provides dynamic restraint to 
anterior instability during the throwing motion (Cain et al. 1987). In athletes who use 
overhead throwing, posterior cuff weakness may lead to pain due to a rotator cuff 
force imbalance of the external and internal rotators (Wilk et al. 1993). Imbalances in 
both strength and ROM are common in athletes participating in a variety of sports 
requiring overhead movement. 

Baseball players have significantly more external rotation ROM and less internal 
rotation ROM (Borsa et al. 2005, 2006; Donatelli et al. 2000; Tyler et al. 1999); however, 
their total ROM in their throwing arm is not significantly different from that of the 
nondominant arm (Ellenbecker et al. 2002). While most baseball players exhibit greater 
internal rotation strength and lower ER:IR ratios when compared with nonathletes 
(Cook et al. 1987; Ellenbecker and Mattalino 1997; Wilk et al. 1993), researchers have 
also reported normal ER:IR strength ratios in these athletes (Alderink and Kuck 1986; 
Mikesky et al. 1995 ; Sirota et al. 1997). Elbow extension-to-flexion strength ratios are 
between 71% and 100% in baseball players (Mikesky et al. 1995). 

Swimmers also generally have greater internal rotation strength and lower ER:IR 
ratios (McMaster, Long, and Caiozzo 1992; Rupp, Berninger, and Hopf 1995; Warner 
et al. 1990). AB:AD ratios are also reduced in both swimmers and water polo players 
(McMaster, Long, and Caiozzo 1991, 1992). Volleyball players have greater internal 
rotation, elbow extension, and wrist extension strength when compared with nonath
letes (Alfredson, Pietila, and Lorentzon 1998; Wang et al. 1999; Wang and Cochrane 
2001). 

Over time, tennis players demonstrate significantly less internal rotation ROM as 
well as less total ROM on their dominant side (Ellenbecker et al. 1996; Kibler et al. 
1996). Tennis players often have significantly more strength in wrist extension (Ellen
becker, Roetert, and Riewald 2006; Strizak et al. 1983). Ellenbecker and colleagues 
also showed that female tennis players have significantly more forearm pronation 
strength and less supination strength on their dominant side, demonstrating a func
tional muscle imbalance. 
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Common Pathologies 
There are several common chronic pain syndromes of the upper extremity These 
include impingement, instability, thoracic outlet syndrome, shoulder and neck pain, and 
lateral elbow pain. The imbalance and chronic pain in these conditions are generally 
mediated by the CNS and manifested in the muscular structures; therefore, clinicians 
should consider a functional approach rather than a structural approach in managing 
these conditions. 

Shoulder Impingement and Rotator Cuff Tendinosis 
Shoulder impingement was first described as a clinical entity by Neer in 1972 (Neer 
1972). Impingement is caused by narrowing of the SAS either due to bony growth 
(primary impingement) or superior migration of the humeral head caused by weak
ness or muscle imbalance (secondary impingement; Brossman et al. 1996; Hallstrom 
and Karrholm 2006; Jerosch et al. 1989; Ludewig and Cook 2002). The result is inflam
mation or damage to the rotator cuff tendons; therefore, chronic impingement can 
lead to rotator cuff tendinosis. As secondary impingement is related to glenohumeral 
instability (Jobe 1989), it is sometimes described as functional instability; it occurs 
mostly in athletes less than 35 y of age who use overhead throwing motions (Belling 
Sorensen and Jorgensen 2000). 

Pathomechanics of Impingement 
The pathomechanics of secondary impingement may involve one or both of the shoulder 
force couples: the deltoid and rotator cuff or the scapular rotators. Alterations in deltoid 
and rotator cuff coactivation and rotator cuff imbalances are evident in patients with 
impingement (Burnham et al. 1993; Leroux et al. 1994; McClure, Michener, and Karduna 
2006; Myers et al. 2003; Warner et al. 1990). Weakness or damage of the rotator cuff 
leads to an inability to control the upward shear of the humeral head into the SAS after 
activation of the deltoid during abduction (Jerosch et al. 1989; Weiner and Macnab 1970). 
Throwing athletes with shoulder pain exhibit delayed activation of the subscapularis 
when compared with those without pain (Hess et al. 2005). In addition, impingement 
is associated with deltoid weakness (Michaud et al. 1987) and atrophy and a decrease 
in Type II muscle fibers (Leivseth and Reikeras 1994; Kronberg and Bastrom 1997). 

Imbalance in the scapular rotator force couple leads to weakness and altered activa
tion of the middle and lower trapezius and serratus anterior in impingement (Cools 
et al. 2003, 2004, 2005; Ludewig and Cook 2000; Moraes, Faria, and Teixeria-Salmela 
2008; Wadsworth and Bullock-Saxton 1997). These alterations are often seen bilaterally 
(Cools et al. 2003; Cools, Declercq et al. 2007; Roe et al. 2000; Wadsworth and Bullock-
Saxton 1997), a finding that suggests a central mechanism of chronic tendinosis pain, 
consistent with Janda's theories. 

Patients with impingement demonstrate altered kinematics, including less upward 
rotation and external rotation as well as increased anterior tilt (Borstad and Ludewig 
2002; Cole, McClure, and Pratt 1996; Endo et al. 2001; Hebert et al. 2002; Ludewig and 
Cook 2000; Lukasiewicz et al. 1999; McClure, Michener, and Karduna 2006). The change 
in scapular kinematics changes the orientation of the glenoid and is thought to reduce 
the SAS, thus compressing the rotator cuff and biceps tendon (Brossmann et al. 1996; 
Flatow et al. 1994; Ludewig and Cook 2000; Solem-Bertoft, Thuomas, and Westerberg 
1993); these changes also progress with age (Endo et al. 2001). 
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Kibler (2006) described scapular dyskinesis as a loss in scapular retraction and 
external rotation with altered timing and magnitude of upward scapular rotation. This 
leads to an anterior tilt of the glenoid and subsequent reduction in rotator cuff force. 

Compared with uninjured individuals, athletes with impingement have significantly 
more EMG activity in the upper trapezius (74% and 94% maximum voluntary isometric 
contraction [MVIC], respectively) and significantly less EMG activity in the lower trape
zius (56% and 48% MVIC, respectively; Cools, Declercq et al. 2007). Athletes with impinge
ment also demonstrate trapezius muscle imbalance on both the injured and uninjured 
shoulders, showing upper-to-lower-trapezius (UT:LT) ratios of 1.56 to 2.19, which are 
significantly higher than ratios observed in uninjured controls (1.23-1.36 UT:LT). 

In addition to weakness and muscle imbalance, muscle fatigue alters both glenohumeral 
and scapulothoracic kinematics. Rotator cuff fatigue allows the humerus to migrate superi
orly by up to 0.1 in. (2.5 mm; Chen et al. 1999), while scapular fatigue leads to less posterior 
tilt and external rotation of the scapula (Ebaugh, McClure, and Karduna 2006a, 2006b). 

Muscle tightness has also been implicated in secondary impingement. A tight pecto
ralis minor limits upward rotation, external rotation, and posterior tilt and reduces SAS 
(Borstad and Ludewig 2005). Athletes with impingement who use overhead movements 
often have a tight posterior capsule and decreased humeral internal rotation (Myers 
et al. 2006; Tyler et al. 2000). 

There is some debate whether static posture plays a role in impingement. Some research
ers have reported altered scapular position in patients with impingement (Burkhart, 
Morgan, and Kibler 2003; Kibler 1998b; Kugler et al. 1996); other researchers have shown 
no significant difference in scapular posture between subjects with and subjects without 
impingement (Greenfield et al. 1995; Hebert et al. 2002; McClure, Michener, and Karduna 
2006). As discussed previously, however, a cause-and-effect relationship of posture and 
impingement has yet to be established. Posture should be considered as one of many fac
tors in chronic musculoskeletal pain (Lewis, Green, and Wright 2005; Sahrmann 2002b). 

The term swimmer's shoulder is used to describe impingement in swimmers. This 
condition is found in 26% to 50% of competitive swimmers (McMaster and Troup 1993; 
Richardson et al. 1980; Rupp, Berninger, and Hopf 1995). Muscle imbalances in the rotator 
cuff and scapula have been identified in swimmers with impingement (Bak and Magnus-
son 1997; Pink et al. 1993; Rupp, Berninger, and Hopf 1995; Ruwe et al. 1994; Scovazzo 
et al. 1991; Warner et al. 1990). Swimmer's shoulder also correlates with glenohumeral 
instability (McMaster, Roberts, and Stoddard 1998). Carson (1999) noted the value of early 
identification of muscle imbalances in swimmers. He described the use of rebalancing 
techniques in the rehabilitation of a competitive swimmer exhibiting an asymmetrical 
stroke with dysfunction in the contralateral hip and shoulder. 

Rehabilitation of Impingement 
Rehabilitation rather than surgery is recommended for secondary impingement (Brox 
and Brevik 1996; Kronberg, Nemeth, and Brostrom 1990; Michener, Walsworth, and Burnet 
2004; Morrison, Frogameni, and Woodworth 1997). Patients with primary impingement 
(type II and III acromion), however, have only a 64% to 68% success rate with conserva
tive treatment (Morrison, Frogameni, and Woodworth 1997). While rehabilitation and 
arthroscopic surgery improve impingement symptoms equally (Haarh et al. 2005; Haarh 
and Andersen 2006), rehabilitation is less costly (Brox et al. 1993). 

In a systematic review, Michener, Walsworth, and Burnet and colleagues (2004) found 
strong support in the literature for therapeutic exercise of the rotator cuff and scapular 
muscles as well as for stretching of the anterior and posterior shoulder. Furthermore, 
exercise is more effective when combined with joint mobilization (Michener, Walsworth, 
and Burnet 2004; Senbursa, Baltaci, and Atay 2007). The following are impingement 
rehabilitation recommendations with evidence-based rationale: 
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• Integrate the entire upper-extremity chain during exercise. This facilitates the 
kinetic chain from the hand to the spine (Burkhart, Morgan, and Kibler 2003; Kibler 
1998b, 2006; McMullen and Uhl 2000). Figure 13.5 illustrates exercises that integrate 
the whole kinetic chain. 

Figure 13.5 Exercises integrating the upper-extremity kinetic chain, (a) Exercise 1, start; (b) exercise 
1, end; (c) exercise 2, start; (d) exercise 2, end. 

• Include hip and trunk stabilization exercises. This facilitates force transmission 
and proximal stabilization between the upper extremity and the trunk (Burkhart, Morgan, 
and Kibler 2003; Kibler 1998b, 2006; McMullen and Uhl 2000). 

• Isolate the rotator cuff and scapular stabilizers first, before performing multijoint 
movements. Performing multijoint shoulder movements does not increase the strength 
of smaller single-joint muscles such as the rotator cuff (Giannakopoulos et al. 2004). 
Strengthening exercises isolating the rotator cuff should be performed first (Jobe and 
Pink 1993; Malliou et al. 2004). 
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• Exercise in the scapular plane. The scapular plane offers the most balanced 
position of the capsule and provides ideal joint centration during elevation (Borsa, 
Timmons, and Sauers 2003). 

• Exercise both shoulders. Abnormal muscle activation often occurs in both the 
involved and the uninvolved shoulder (Cools et al. 2003; Cools, Declercq et al. 2007; 
Wadsworth and Bullock-Saxton 1997). 

• Include neuromuscular exercises such as closed kinetic chain exercises and PNF. 
Patients with impingement demonstrate reduced proprioception (Machner et al. 2003) 
and so require proprioceptive rehabilitation (Ginn and Cohen 2005; Kamkar, Irrgang, and 
Whitney 1993; Smith and Burnolli 1989). Figure 13.6 illustrates a closed kinetic chain 
shoulder exercise for improving proprioception (Naughton, Adams, and Maher 2005). 

Figure 13.6 A closed kinetic chain exercise performed on a 
wobble board and an exercise ball. 

• Stretch the posterior shoulder when inter
nal rotation is limited. The posterior capsule is 
often tight in athletes with impingement, limiting 
internal rotation and follow-through (Myers et al. 
2006; Tyler et al. 2000). The cross-body stretch 
(see figure 13.7) improves internal rotation 
in subjects with posterior shoulder tightness 
(McClure et al. 2007). 

Figure 13.7 The cross-body stretch for 
posterior shoulder tightness. 
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• Balance the lower trapezius with the pectoralis minor. Weakness of the lower 
trapezius is often opposed by tightness of the pectoralis minor. Mottram (1997) 
described an exercise that sets the scapula by cuing the lower trapezius opposite the 
pectoralis minor (see figure 13.8). A standing door stretch increases pectoralis minor 
length (see figure 13.9; Borstad and Ludewig 2006). 

Figure 13.8 Cuing the lower trapezius 
against the pectoralis minor. 

Figure 13.9 The standing door stretch 
for the pectoralis minor. 

• Strengthen the lower trapezius while avoiding impinge
ment. Traditional strengthening of the lower trapezius uses 
isotonic prone overhead flexion, which may contribute to 
impingement. Exercises with elastic resistance (figure 13.10) can 
activate the lower trapezius in a position free of impingement 
(McCabe et al. 2001). 

Figure 13.10 Lower trapezius 
facilitation and strengthening. 
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• Use scapular and proprioceptive taping. Several impingement stud
ies have found shoulder taping to be effective (Lewis, Green, and Wright 
2005; Page and Stewart 1999; Schmitt and Snyder-Mackler 1999; Selkowitz 
et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2005). Figure 13.11 illustrates kinesio taping that 
inhibits the upper trapezius and facilitates the lower trapezius. 

• Use the full can rather than the empty can exercise. The full can 
exercise is effective for supraspinatus activation (Takeda et al. 2002), 
while the empty can exercise reduces the SAS and alters scapular kine
matics more than the full can does (see figure 13.12; Thigpen et al. 2006). 

• Include exercises for scapular depression. Shoulder depression 
can increase the SAS (Hinterwimmer et al. 2003). The shoulder sling 
exercise facilitates shoulder depression and abduction (figure 13.13). 

Figure 13.11 Kinesio 
taping for shoulder 
impingement imbalance. 

Figure 13.12 The full can 

exercise. 

Figure 13.13 The shoulder 
sling exercise. 

• Incorporate oscillation exercise for muscle balance. Oscillation 
exercise with a Flexbar (see figure 11.14 on page 169) activates phasic 
upper-extremity muscles more than it activates tonic upper-extremity 
muscles (Page et al. 2004). 

• Include biceps and deltoid exercises. The biceps and deltoid are 
important secondary stabilizers (Itoi et al. 1994; Kido et al. 2003; Lee and 
An 2002), and the deltoid is often atrophied and weak (Kronberg, Larsson, 
and Brostrom 1997; Leivseth and Reikeras 1994). 

• Strengthen the serratus anterior. The dynamic hug exercise (figure 
13.14) is more effective than the serratus punch in activating the serratus 
anterior (Decker et al. 1999). 

Figure 13.14 The dynamic hug 
exercise. 
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• Incorporate exercises that balance the upper and lower trapezius. Cools and 
coworkers (2007) recommended four exercises with favorable UT:LT ratios: side-lying 
external rotation (figure 13.15), side-lying forward flexion (figure 13.16), prone horizon
tal abduction with external rotation (figure 13.17), and prone extension (figure 13.18). 

Figure 13.15 External rotation in the side-lying position. 

Figure 13.16 Forward flexion in the side-lying position. 

Figure 13.18 Prone extension. 
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• Include the push-up plus. Additional protraction at the end of a traditional push
up not only activates the serratus but also has a favorable ratio of upper trapezius 
and serratus anterior activation (Ludewig et al. 2004). 

• Progress to plyometrics in athletes who use overhead movements. Plyometric 
training performed by tossing weighted balls can significantly improve the ER:IR ratio 
in baseball pitchers (Carter et al. 2007). 

Shoulder Instability 
Shoulder instability can result from a number of factors, including altered glenoid 
position or hypoplasia, humeral retroversion, and rotator cuff weakness (Saha 1971). 
Glenohumeral instability is classified by the direction of instability The most common 
directions are anterior and inferior; instability in these directions is often due to 
capsular deficiency in the inferior glenohumeral ligament. Multidirectional instability 
describes a more global instability of the glenohumeral capsule, one that involves 
multiple planes. 

Instability is classified as either traumatic or atraumatic in origin. Traumatic insta
bility generally involves unilateral dislocation in one direction (usually anterior and 
inferior) and usually requires reconstructive surgery. Atraumatic instability is often mul
tidirectional, evident in both shoulders, and treated conservatively with rehabilitation. 

As discussed earlier, impingement is related to instability. The term functional 
instability (activity-related symptoms with or without clinically detectable laxity) is 
often used to describe the phenomenon of instability leading to impingement (Belling 
Sorensen and Jorgensen 2000). Mild instability increases the demands on the rotator 
cuff for stabilization, causing fatigue, anterior subluxation, and subsequent impinge
ment (Belling Sorensen and Jorgensen 2000). Functional instabilities can occur in other 
joints (such as the ankle) and are related to sensorimotor dysfunction. Regardless of 
the joint, functional instabilities often exhibit altered muscle activation patterns and 
muscle imbalances in strength and flexibility. 

As stated previously, the glenohumeral joint provides important proprioceptive 
information to the surrounding muscles that provide dynamic stability (Guanche 
et al. 1995). Persons with a traumatic shoulder dislocation often have decreased pro
prioception (Smith and Brunolli 1990), which is restored after reconstructive surgery 
(Lephart et al. 1994; Potzl et al. 2004). Damage to the glenohumeral ligaments disrupts 
the capsular mechanoreceptors, thus reducing feedback to the dynamic stabilizing 
muscles (Jerosch et al. 1993). 

The rotator cuff provides primary dynamic stabilization (Apreleva et al. 1998; Culham 
and Peat 1993; Lee et al. 2000; Saha 1971; Werner, Favre, and Gerber 2007; Wuelker et al. 
1994; Xue and Huang 1998), while the biceps (Kim et al. 2001; Itoi et al. 1994) and deltoid 
(Kido et al. 2003; Lee and An 2002) provide secondary stabilization. Any imbalance in 
strength or activation of the dynamic stabilizers can contribute to functional instability 
(Barden et al. 2005; Belling Sorensen and Jorgensen 2000; Wuelker, Korell, and Thren 
1998). For example, weakness of the infraspinatus decreases the compressive forces 
of the rotator cuff, while tightness of the pectoralis major increases anterior shear 
forces, promoting anterior instability (Labriola et al. 2005). 

Several researchers have demonstrated altered muscle activation patterns in 
patients with shoulder instability (Illyes and Kiss 2006, 2007; Kim et al. 2001; Kron-
berg, Brostrom, and Nemeth 1991; Kronberg and Brostrom 1995; McMahon et al. 1996; 
Morris, Kemp, and Frostick 2004). In general, activation of the serratus anterior, del
toid, and supraspinatus is decreased, while biceps activation is sometimes increased. 
Scapular kinematics are also altered in patients with instability in patterns similar 
to those with impingement: decreased posterior tilt and decreased upward rotation 
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(von Eisenhart-Rothe et al. 2005; Matias and Pascoal 2006; Ogston and Ludewig 2007). 
Scapular position is highly correlated with centering of the humeral head on the glenoid 
(von Eisenhart-Rothe et al. 2005), a finding that highlights the important role dynamic 
scapular stabilization plays in instability. 

Athletes who perform overhead movements are particularly vulnerable to functional 
instability. Swimmers with instability often have impingement, a condition otherwise 
known as swimmer's shoulder (Bak and Fauno 1997; Rupp, Berninger, and Hopf 1995). 
Throwing athletes with shoulder instability demonstrate altered EMG patterns during 
throwing, including increased activity in the biceps and supraspinatus and decreased 
activity in the internal rotators and serratus anterior in order to avoid anterior insta
bility (Glousman et al. 1988). 

There is some debate about the relationship between the shoulder capsule and 
imbalances in shoulder ROM. Glenohumeral instability has been associated with 
imbalances in ROM, most notably an increase in external rotation and a decrease in 
internal rotation (Warner et al. 1990). Excessive external rotation (Mihata et al. 2004) or 
a tight posterior capsule (Lin, Lim, and Yang 2006; Tyler et al. 1999), commonly seen in 
athletes performing overhead movements, is thought to increase anterior and inferior 
translation of the humerus, thus leading to instability. Recently, however, Borsa and 
colleagues (2005) suggested that capsular length is not associated with the character
istic imbalance of increased external rotation and decreased internal rotation found 
in baseball pitchers. They discovered that pitchers have significantly more posterior 
translation of the glenohumeral joint in both shoulders when compared with anterior 
translation, a finding that suggests laxity rather than tightness of the posterior capsule. 
It is possible, therefore, that the lack of internal rotation seen in pitchers is related to 
muscular tightness rather than capsular tightness. 

The principles of rehabilitation for instability are very similar to those of rehabilita
tion for impingement, which were discussed earlier. Strengthening exercises for the 
scapula and rotator cuff can improve functional instability and reduce the recurrence 
of shoulder dislocation (Aronen and Regan 1984; Burkhead and Rockwood 1992; Ide 
et al. 2003). Closed kinetic chain exercises are also beneficial for shoulder instability 
(Naughton, Adams, and Maher 2005). 

Shoulder and Neck Pain 
Shoulder and neck pain (described as cervicobrachial pain syndrome or trapezius 
myalgia) is characterized by muscular pain in the upper trapezius and levator scapulae. 
It is often related to repetitive overhead work activities and prolonged postures and is 
most often observed in females. Novak (2004) noted that work-related upper-extremity 
pain syndromes are characterized by muscle imbalances similar to those described 
in Janda's classification. 

The ratio of UT:LT EMG activation may be useful in quantifying shoulder and neck 
pain; the normal ratio is 1:1 (Cram and Kasman 1998). Patients with shoulder and 
neck pain often have elevated UT:LT ratios due to an overactive upper trapezius. 
Menachem, Kaplan, and Dekel (1993) described pain over the upper medial angle of 
the scapula that radiates into the neck and shoulder in females. Of these patients 
with levator scapulae syndrome, 60% had normal radiographs and notable warmth 
in the area that was possibly related to inflammation of a bursa (Menachem, Kaplan, 
and Dekel 1993). 

Larsson and colleagues (1998) reported significantly lower microcirculation on the 
painful upper trapezius of patients with shoulder and neck pain. Patients with work-
related shoulder and neck pain also have altered EMG patterns (Larsson et al. 1998; 
Madeleine et al. 1999; Schulte et al. 2006; Szeto, Straker, and O'Sullivan 2005; Voerman, 
Vollenbroek-Hutten, and Hermens 2007; Westgaard, Vasseljen, and Holte 2001) that 
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sometimes precede pain (Szeto, Straker, and O'Sullivan 2005). The EMG patterns of the 
upper trapezius in patients with shoulder and neck pain are similar to those in patients 
with other types of chronic neck and shoulder pain (Voerman, Vollenbroek-Hutten, and 
Hermens 2007), suggesting similar neuromuscular dysfunction. Schulte and colleagues 
(2006) reported decreased activity of the biceps in subjects with work-related pain of 
the upper trapezius, a finding that indicates change in the central control strategies. 
Experimental pain created by injecting the upper trapezius reduced EMG activity of 
the upper trapezius and increased EMG activity of the lower extremity, demonstrating 
a CNS response from local nociceptive afferents to reorganize and coordinate activa
tion of the trapezius (Falla, Farina, and Graven-Nielsen 2007). 

Patients with shoulder and neck pain also demonstrate altered processing of 
the somatosensory system. They have increased pain pressure thresholds (PPT) 
and decreased sensitivity to light touch when compared with patients without pain 
(Leffler, Hansson, and Kosek 2003). While the source of the pain is structural, clini
cians must remember to treat the cause of pain functionally through the sensori
motor system. 

Exercise programs including stretching and strengthening of muscle imbalances 
can be beneficial to shoulder and neck pain (Ahlgren et al. 2001; Randlov et al. 1998; 
Vasseljen et al. 1995; Waling et al. 2000), although the long-term benefits are ques
tionable (Waling et al. 2002). Work-related muscle imbalance syndromes require 
workplace and ergonomic modifications as well as specific exercises to correct the 
imbalances (Novak 2004). Biofeedback training may decrease overactivation of the 
upper trapezius in patients with shoulder and neck pain (Madeleine et al. 2006). Six 
weeks of inhibitory taping of the upper trapezius combined with strengthening of the 
lower trapezius can improve the UT:LT ratio (Wang et al. 2005). 

Thoracic Outlet Syndrome 
Thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS) is characterized by compression of the neurovascu
lar structures between the neck and the shoulder—specifically, between the scalenes 
and the first rib or between the pectoralis minor and the coracoid process. Symptoms 
include paresthesia, numbness, and pain in the upper extremity. Obviously, muscle 
tightness and imbalance play a role in TOS. 

Poor posture and repetitive overhead work may contribute to TOS (Mackinnon 
1994). Abnormal posture and compensated work patterns cause an imbalance in 
muscle tightness and weakness in the upper back, neck, and shoulder, contributing to 
increased mechanical pressure around the nerves (Mackinnon, Patterson, and Novak 
1996; Novak, Collins, and Mackinnon 1995). 

Hajek and colleagues (1978) described the postural deviations resulting from muscle 
imbalance in TOS. Tightness of the SCM leads to a forward head position; tightness 
of the upper trapezius and levator scapulae causes elevation and protraction of the 
shoulder girdle, along with altered movement patterns. Tightness of the pectoralis 
minor and major also contributes to shoulder protraction. The authors recommended 
stretching tight muscles with the assumption that the phasic muscles would easily 
recover their strength. 

Novak, Collins, and Mackinnon (1995) reported improvement in 60% of patients 
with TOS at 1 y following a program that included patient education, activity modifica
tion, postural correction, and therapeutic exercise. Exercises included stretching for 
the upper trapezius, levator scapulae, scalene, SCM, and suboccipitals. Strengthening 
exercises were performed for the middle and lower trapezius and serratus anterior. 
Interestingly, these are the same muscles that Janda identified as being prone to tight
ness and weakness, respectively. 
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Lateral Epicondylalgia 
Lateral epicondylalgia (LE) is better known as tennis elbow and is a common 
cause of elbow pain. Lateral pain is more common than medial pain (Pienimaki, 
Siira, and Vanharanta 2002). Recently, tennis elbow was classified as a tendinosis 
or tendinopathy rather than a tendinitis because of its chronicity (Nirschl and 
Ashman 2003; Stasinopoulos and Johnson 2006). The term tendinitis refers to an 
acute inflammation of the tendon, while tendinosis refers to chronic inflammation, 
typically due to overuse. 

The pathomechanics of LE seem to be related to the proximal tendons of the exten
sor carpi radialis (ECR) and extensor digitorum (ED). Anatomical studies have shown 
that the ECR is subject to increased stress, particularly with wrist activities involving 
power (Briggs and Elliott 1985). Dynamic analysis with EMG has shown increased acti
vation of the ECR and ED in patients with LE compared 
with patients without LE (Bauer and Murray 1999; 
Finsen et al. 2005; Morris et al. 1989). More recently, 
however, other authors have noted decreased EMG 
activity in the ECR (Alizadehkhaiyat et al. 2007; Rojas 
et al. 2007). The supinator muscle may also play a 
role in lateral elbow pain (Erak et al. 2004); therefore, 
clinicians should rule out radial tunnel syndrome when 
evaluating a patient with LE. 

These biomechanical findings suggest an imbalance 
of the wrist extensors and flexors in the pathology of 
LE. Muscular imbalance is not confined to the elbow; 
in fact, imbalance has been demonstrated in the 
entire upper extremity (Alizadehakhaiyat et al. 2007). 
As shown with other chronic muscle imbalance syn
dromes (such as chronic neck pain and FM described 
in chapter 12), patients with chronic LE exhibit low
ered PPT and larger referred pain patterns compared 
to control subjects' TrPs (Fernandez-Carnero et al. 
2007); these observations suggest central sensitiza
tion of pain. Thus chronic lateral elbow pain in some 
patients may be mediated by the CNS and may require 
focus on muscle balance rather than the traditional 
focus on the pain itself. This is perhaps why systematic 
reviews and meta-analyses of clinical trials in LE often 
report a lack of evidence to support treatments other 
than exercise (Bisset et al. 2005). 

Because LE is a tendinosis, anti-inflammatory medi
cation may not be as effective as controlled exercise 
(Kraushaar and Nirschl 1999). In particular, resistive 
exercise is an important component in rehabilitation. 
Therapeutic putty shows the highest EMG levels of 
the extensor carpi radialis brevis when compared 
with two other hand exercises (Landis et al. 2005). A 
novel exercise using a Flexbar (see figure 13.19) may 
be effective at managing tennis elbow. The exercise 
focuses on eccentrically loading the wrist extensors, 
which is thought to be more effective than concentric 
exercises for tendinosis (Woodley, Newsham-West, 
and Baxter 2007). The patient begins the exercise by 
grasping the Flexbar with both wrists extended. The Figure 13.19 Eccentric elbow exercise with the 

Flexbar. 
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unaffected wrist then flexes to rotate the Flexbar while the affected wrist remains 
extended. The patient then slowly flexes the affected wrist against the resistance of 
the Flexbar, creating an eccentric contraction of the wrist extensors. 

Tendon rehabilitation should involve balancing opposing muscle groups (such as 
the wrist flexors and extensors) as well as the entire kinetic chain of the shoulder 
(Kibler et al. 1992). Clinicians must consider continued strengthening of the entire 
upper kinetic chain, even after the patient's elbow pain has subsided. Residual weak
ness of the entire upper extremity has been demonstrated after recovery from LE 
(Alizadehkhaiyat et al. 2008); therefore, emphasis should be placed on strengthening 
the rotator cuff and scapular stabilizers during and after recovery. 

Poor body mechanics may also play a role in LE. In a study of tennis players, Kelley 
and coworkers (1994) reported greater EMG levels of the wrist extensors and pronator 
teres during ball impact and early follow-through as well as poor mechanics during 
backhand strokes. Simply instructing tennis players to use a double-hand backstroke 
may reduce the incidence and severity of their LE (Giangarra et al. 1993). 

Elbow braces and taping have shown some reduction of pain (Ng and Chan 2004; 
Struijs et al. 2004, 2006; Vicenzino et al. 2003). These interventions may affect proprio
ception through stimulation of the skin. Recently, a wrist brace applying external wrist 
extension was shown to reduce the elevated EMG levels of wrist extensors during grip 
by patients with tennis elbow (Faes et al. 2006). 

Case Study 
A right-handed male baseball pitcher aged 17 y was diagnosed with right shoulder 
tendinitis. Pain began 2 wk earlier, when he pitched a game and threw 150 pitches; 
he developed right posterior shoulder pain after the game. He rated the pain in his 
right posterior shoulder 7 out of 10, but pain occurred only during throwing. He 
experienced the pain just before ball release and not during deceleration. He denied 
any cervical or elbow pain. He didn't have any night pain, and the pain did not fluc
tuate. He denied any significant medical history or previous shoulder, elbow, back, 
or leg injuries. 

Examination and Assessment 
On examination, he demonstrated right shoulder depression, mild to moderate bilat
eral scapular winging, and a right scapula that was protracted +1.2 in. (+3 cm) when 
compared with the left. He demonstrated prominent bilateral acromioclavicular joints. 
He had decreased spinal curves and no evidence of scoliosis. On visual inspection, he 
appeared to have normal arthrokinematics. He had tenderness over his right posterior 
rotator cuff, just inferior to the angle of the acromion. 

He had full active ROM that was pain free and equal bilaterally with the exception 
of internal rotation at 90° on the right, 55° versus the left internal rotation, 80° (25° 
deficit on right). Horizontal adduction was also reduced on the right, 35° versus 55° 
on the left. He demonstrated increased external rotation at 90° bilaterally. He had a 
-3.5 in. (-9 cm) difference on right internal rotation with Apley's scratch test. 

He demonstrated full, pain-free MMT throughout the shoulder and scapular stabi
lizers with the exception of some pain occurring with resisted internal and external 
rotation at a 90°/90o position. Serratus strength appeared normal during the push-up. 
Isokinetic testing revealed smooth curves for internal and external rotation. He dem
onstrated a 13% deficit for external rotation and an 8% deficit for internal rotation. 
His ER:IR ratio was 54%. He demonstrated moderate weakness (5/10) of his lower 
abdominal muscles; otherwise, his trunk strength was within normal limits (WNL). 
He had mildly decreased bilateral hamstring length. 
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All special tests for the shoulder were unremarkable for the rotator cuff, impinge
ment, labrum, and biceps. He did report right posterior shoulder pain in the appre
hension position, which was relieved with relocation or horizontal adduction into the 
scapular plane. He also had right posterior shoulder pain with a posterior humeral 
glide. He had some pain and tightness of the posterior capsule with overpressure. 

It was postulated that the athlete had a tight posterior capsule that may have 
caused the humeral head to migrate anteriorly, thus stressing the anterior capsule. 
Subsequently, the posterior rotator cuff had to stabilize the anterior translation more 
than usual during the pitcher's prolonged outing. This led to an overuse tendinitis of 
the posterior rotator cuff. 

Treatment and Outcome 
A 4 wk treatment plan was initiated. It included the following three components: 

1. A home exercise program of Thera-Band resistance exercises for the rotator 
cuff and scapular stabilizers, stretching for the right shoulder posterior capsule 
and hamstrings, and strengthening exercises for the lower abdominal muscles 

2. Three sessions of physical therapy for posterior capsule mobilization, scapu
lar and rotator cuff strengthening, shoulder stretching, dynamic stabilization 
activities, plyometrics, isokinetic strengthening, and trunk strengthening 

3. An interval throwing program with progression to the mound 

In 4 wk, the athlete returned to throwing at 100% without pain. He continued the 
stretching and Thera-Band routine as a daily maintenance program. Impingement in 
athletes who rely on overhead movement is common because of the demands placed 
on the shoulder during functional activities. Posterior capsular tightness must be 
addressed in addition to scapular stabilizer strength and dynamic rotator cuff strength. 

Janda's Approach Versus the Traditional Approach 
This case demonstrates the importance of understanding a functional approach to 
shoulder pain. The traditional structural signs of primary SA impingement were not 
apparent in the evaluation; however, signs of shoulder instability and muscle imbalance 
were apparent. While no apparent signs of UCS were present in this athlete, there were 
some initial signs of pelvic dysfunction, including weakness of the lower abdominal 
muscles and tight abdominal muscles, which are possible precursors to LCS. By evalu
ating the entire kinetic chain, the trunk, and the lower extremities of a patient with a 
shoulder complaint, clinicians may find dysfunction elsewhere in the system; however, 
it is impossible to determine which came first in this case. A simple, focused exercise 
program targeting both the shoulder and the pelvis helped this athlete quickly return 
to baseball. Ruling out structural causes of shoulder impingement helps clinicians 
develop appropriate treatment of functional pathology for a quick return to activity. 

Summary 
The shoulder demonstrates an intricate balance of structure and function. By under
standing the functional pathology of shoulder dysfunction, clinicians can perform an 
appropriate assessment and can initiate effective interventions. Several evidence-based 
exercises are effective in functional shoulder rehabilitation. Other upper-extremity 
syndromes, including shoulder instability, TOS, and LE, can be assessed and treated 
quickly once a functional pathology has been identified. 
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Management of low back pain remains a challenge due to a lack of specific 
diagnosis and a lack of consensus on its proper management among the 
various health professions. Back injury can begin with damage to one tissue, 

which may then alter the biomechanical function of the joint. Damage to tissue in 
the low back may have a cascading effect on other tissues, leading to pain as well as 
intolerance of certain activities. Nevertheless, there is increasing evidence that trunk 
muscle function plays an important role in the management of patients with low back 
pain. Impairments of trunk muscle function may compromise the structural integrity 
of the spinal complex, lending it susceptible to further injury, prolonged recovery, 
or chronicity of pain. Management of low back pain requires a better understanding 
of the sensorimotor control mechanisms utilized for trunk stabilization and postural 
control (Ebenbichler et al. 2001; Radebold et al 2001). 

This chapter begins by reviewing key anatomical structures and their functional 
interdependence. Understanding this functional interdependence lays the foundation 
for a deeper appreciation of the complexities involved in the management of chronic 
low back pain. This chapter discusses the role that muscle imbalances, postural con
trol, and altered CNS pain processing play in lumbar pain syndromes. Assessment and 
management strategies using Janda's global approach to the sensorimotor system are 
presented and then illustrated by a case study. 

Regional Considerations 
The spine is stabilized by bone, discs, ligaments, and muscle restraints; this stabiliza
tion system maintains the spine in a neutral zone within the physiological threshold 
to avoid functional instability (Panjabi 1992b). The spine is affected by reactive forces 
placed on it through the multisegmental nature of muscle contraction that is neces
sary for spinal stability. It has been shown that in the absence of muscle contraction, 
the lumbar spine buckles under compressive loads of as little as 4.5 lb (2 kg; Morris, 
Lucas, and Bresler 1961). Significant microtrauma of the lumbar spine can occur with 
rotation of as little as 2°, indicating the importance of neuromuscular control of the 
spine (Gracovetsky, Farfan, and Helleur 1985). Mounting evidence points to the vital 
functional contribution of the various trunk muscles to postural stability (Cholewicki 
and McGill 1995; Gardner-Morse and Stokes 1998; McGill 2002; Hodges and Richardson 
1996, 1997b; 1998; O'Sullivan et al. 1997). Subsequently, specific training regimens 
addressing the functional recovery of these various trunk muscle groups have been 
developed (McGill 1998; Cordo and Nashner 1982; Grenier and McGill 2007; Janda et al. 
2007; Bullock-Saxton, Janda, and Bullock 1993; Richardson and Jull 1993; Richardson, 
Hodges, and Hides 2004; O'Sullivan 2005; Sterling, Jull, and Wright 2001; Sahrmann 
2001; Radebold et al. 2001; Kolar 2007, 1999). 

Sensorimotor control of spinal stability ensures the precise interaction of all the 
muscles of the trunk. The following sections summarize the key muscle groups that 
contribute to spinal stability. 
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Paravertebral Muscle Group 
From a functional perspective, the paravertebral muscles are subdivided into two 
groups: (1) the short, deep muscles of the spine that span one or few segments, such 
as the rotatores, intertransversarii, multifidus, and interspinales (see figure 14.1), and 
(2) the long erector spinae that span multiple segments (see figure 14.2). Traditionally, 
it was believed that the rotators and intertransversarii, collectively known as the deep 
rotators of the spine, create axial twisting torque for rotation of the spine. However, 
these muscles are rich in muscle spindles (Nitz and Peck 1986) and have been shown 
to function as position sensors or transducers at every joint in the thoracic and lumbar 
spine. (McGill 2002). The rotator muscles produce no EMG during isometric rotation 
of the spine in either direction. However, significant EMG activity is recorded when 
spinal rotation changes direction. There is strong evidence that these deep muscles 
of the back function as position sensors in the spinal proprioception system rather 
than as torque generators; hence, they play an important role in the control of posture. 

Contraction of the long erector spinae muscles balances the opposing activity of the 
abdominal muscles. The line of action of these long multisegmental muscles produces 
a large extensor moment while placing a minimum of compressive forces on the spine. 
In addition, the lumbar sections of the longissimus and iliocostalis muscles produce 

Figure 14.2 The erector spinae. 

Reprinted from R.S. Behnke, Kinetic anatomy, 2nd ed. (Champaign, IL: 
Human Kinetics), 134. 
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Figure 14.1 The short, deep muscles of the spine. 

Courtesy of Primal Pictures, Ltd. 
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large posterior shear forces to counter the anterior shear forces generated when the 
upper body is flexed forward as in lifting. However, these muscles lose their oblique 
line of action with lumbar flexion, so that a flexed spine is vulnerable to damaging shear 
forces. Thus fully flexing the spine during exercise or assuming a posterior pelvic tilt 
during flexion movements disables these posterior shear protectors and should not 
be recommended to patients (McGill 1998, 2002; McGill, Hughson, and Parks 2000). 

Rectus sheath 

External 
abdominal 
oblique muscle 

Aponeurotic part 
of external abdominal 
oblique muscle 

Abdominal Muscles 
The abdominal fascia contains the rectus abdominis and connects laterally to the apo
neurosis of the external obliques, internal obliques, and TrA (see figure 14.3). The rectus 
abdominis has been shown to be the 
major trunk flexor and is most active 
during sit-ups and curl-ups (Juker 
et al. 1998). In addition to contribut
ing to trunk flexion, the obliques are 
involved in spinal rotation and lateral 
flexion (McGil l 1991, 1992). They 
appear to play an important role in 
lumbar stabilization when the spine is 
placed under pure axial compression 
(McGill 1991,1992,1996,1998; McGill, 
Hughson, and Parks 2000, 2002). The 
obliques have also been shown to be 
involved in challenged lung ventila
tion, assisting in active expiration 
(Henke et al. 1998). The obliques 
and rectus abdominis demonstrate 
direction-specific activation patterns 
with respect to limb movements, pro
viding postural support before actual 
limb movement begins (Hodges and 
Richardson 1997, 1999). The close 
interlinking of these muscles contributes to the control 
of trunk stability and movements of the spine. 

Hodges and Richardson (1997b) have shown that 
postural activation of the TrA occurs independently of 
the direction of limb movements. It has been proposed 
that the TrA plays a functional stabilization role dif
ferent from that of the rectus abdominis and oblique 
abdominal muscles. As a result, training the TrA forms a 
cornerstone of many stabilization programs. However, 
its central focus in treatment programs is debatable. 
Grenier and McGill (2007) demonstrated little mechani
cal rationale for low-load exercise programs for the 
TrA. Kavcic, Grenier, and McGill (2004) found that no 
single trunk muscle played a dominant role in spinal 
stability, as the roles of individual muscles changed 
across tasks. Contraction of the entire abdominal wall 
has been hypothesized to enhance spinal stabilization 
through the production of hooplike forces around a 
rigid cylinder in the abdominal cavity (see figure 14.4). 
These hooplike forces increase stiffness of the lumbar 
spine and hence stability of the spine (Porterfield and 
DeRosa 1998). 

Pectoralis major 

Rectus abdominis 

Internal oblique 

External oblique 

Figure 14.3 The abdominal fascia contains the rectus abdominis and connects 
laterally to the aponeurosis of the external obliques, internal obliques, and TrA. 

Reprinted, by permission, from S. McGill, 2002, Low back disorders (Champaign: Human Kinetics), 69. 

Figure 14.4 Hooplike forces around a rigid cylinder in the 
abdominal cavity. 

Reprinted, by permission, from S. McGill, 2002, Low back disorders 
(Champaign: Human Kinetics), 81. 
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Intra-Abdominal Pressure 
There is increasing evidence that an increase in intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) con
tributes to spinal stability. Contraction of the abdominal muscles, pelvic floor, and 
diaphragm correlate closely with increased IAP in a variety of postural tasks. (Cress-
well, Grundstrom, and Thorstensson 1994; Hodges and Richardson 1997,1999; Hodges, 
Martin Eriksson, Shirley, and Gandevia 2006; Hodges, Sapsford, and Pengel 2007; McGill 
and Norman 1994; Ebenbichler et al. 2001). While it is well accepted that the diaphragm 
is the primary muscle of inspiration, several researchers have hypothesized that it is 
also involved in the postural control of the trunk (Cresswell, Grundstrom, and Thor
stensson 1994; Hodges and Richardson 1999; Hodges and Gandevia 2000; Hodges, Martin 
Eriksson, Shirley, and Gandevia 2006). Contraction of the diaphragm increases IAP by 
taking advantage of the hooplike geometry of the abdominal muscles and precedes 
initiation of limb movement (Hodges 1999). This contraction of the diaphragm occurs 
simultaneously with activation of the TrA (Hodges 1999) and independently of phase 
of respiration. In addition, the pelvic floor muscles help control IAP and stiffness of the 
lumbopelvic region (Hodges 2007). Furthermore, as IAP is modulated during respira
tion, it is likely to be accompanied by changes in pelvic floor activity. 

Reflexive activation of the lumbopelvic musculature plays an important role in 
dynamic stability and function of the spine (Hodges 1996,1997; Janda 1978, Janda et al. 
2007; Jull and Janda 1987). The ability of the intrinsic spinal muscles in this region to 
provide sufficient spinal stiffness in coordination with IAP contributes to the dynamic 
stability of the spine. Researchers have demonstrated an impaired feed-forward mecha
nism (a delayed onset of TrA activation) in anticipation of extremity movement in 
patients with chronic low back pain (Hodges 1997,1999,1998). Additionally, multifidus 
atrophy has been shown to occur soon after acute episodes of low back pain despite 
early symptom reduction or resolution (Hides, Richardson, and Jull 1994). 

Thoracolumbar Fascia 
The thoracolumbar fascia is a very strong tissue with a well-developed 
lattice of collagen fibers. It covers the deep muscles of the back and trunk. 
The bony attachments of the fascia span from the spinous processes of the 
lumbar spine to the PSIS. The TrA and internal oblique muscles are inter
twined with the posterior fascia, in the same way the latissimus dorsi is 
intertwined with the thoracolumbar fascia, forming part of the hoop around 
the abdomen (see figure 14.5). Contraction of these muscles contributes to 
the stiffening and stabilization of the lumbar spine via the thoracolumbar 
fascia (Porterfield and DeRosa 1998; Ebenbichler et al. 2001; McGill 2002). 

Common Pathologies 
Low back pain is often a vague and nonspecific diagnosis. While chronic 
low back pain may have several etiologies, clinicians should be aware of 
several neuromuscular pathologies found in low back pain syndromes 
that may provide clues about the specific etiology These neuromuscular 
factors include muscle imbalance, poor postural control, minimal brain 
dysfunction, and SI joint dysfunction. Figure 14.5 The thoracolum

bar fascia, TrA, internal oblique, 
and latissimus dorsi. 
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Muscle Imbalances in Low Back Pain 
Chronic low back pain is often associated with imbalances in hip muscle length, 
strength, and endurance rather than with structural factors (Nourbaksh and Arab 
2002). Imbalances in hip R O M have also been implicated in low back pain (Ellison, 
Rose, and Sahrmann 1990; van Dillen et al. 2000). Janda first noted weakness of the 
gluteal muscles in patients with low back pain (1964). Subsequent studies by Nadler 
and colleagues (2000, 2001) confirmed the association of hip extensor weakness and 
low back pain in female athletes; interestingly, however, the researchers did not find 
such an association in male athletes. Nadler (2002) also reported hip abductor weak
ness as a factor in low back pain in female athletes. 

Postural Control and Chronic Low Back Pain 
Precise control of posture and balance is essential for ADL and higher levels of physi
cal activity as well as for the prevention of musculoskeletal injuries. Afferent input 
from the visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive systems is channeled into the CNS, 
resulting in motor output. External perturbations trigger APRs that are necessary to 
maintain equilibrium. These postural responses are specific to the magnitude, type, 
and direction of the perturbation and include responses that merely stiffen the trunk 
for stabilization and responses that are needed to restore equilibrium, particularly 
when the C O G moves outside of the BOS. 

Several researchers have demonstrated that patients with chronic low back pain 
have poor postural control (Byl and Sinnot 1991; Luoto et al. 1998; Radebold et al. 
2001). This finding suggests a sensorimotor dysfunction in these patients. Byl and 
Sinnot (1991) found that patients with chronic low back pain use the hip strategy 
rather than the normal ankle strategy when they have their eyes closed. These patients 
also exhibit delayed or altered reaction times of the trunk and pelvic muscles (Luoto 
et al. 1998; Radebold et al. 2000; Wilder et al. 1996; Hodges 1996, 1997; Bullock-Saxton, 
Janda, and Bullock 1993; Hungerford, Gilleard, and Hodges 2003; Richardson and 
Hodges 1996). Postural control was found to be significantly worse in patients with 
lumbar discectomy than in subjects without discectomy when their eyes were closed 
but not when their eyes were open (Bouche et al. 2006). The authors postulated that 
patients with lumbar discectomy who experience pain develop visual compensations 
for sensorimotor deficits. 

Minimal Brain Dysfunction in Low Back Pain 
Patients with idiopathic chronic low back pain exhibit altered pain processing through
out their body (Giesecke et al. 2004; Giesbrecht and Battie 2005). Janda's neurological 
paradigm was further strengthened by his findings of minimal brain dysfunction in 
patients with chronic low back pain (Janda 1978). He found a lack of coordinated behav
ior in all areas of function, including psychological (intellectual and stress adaptation) 
as well as neuromuscular (motor and sensory deficits) dysfunction. He concluded that 
the minimal brain dysfunction symptoms found in 80% of patients with chronic low 
back pain supported the theory of an organic CNS lesion with maladaptation of the 
system as a functional pathology (Janda 1978). Thus he supported a biopsychosocial 
approach to low back pain. 
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Sacroiliac Dysfunction 
Vleeming and colleagues (1995) noted that the gluteus maximus and contralateral 
latissimus dorsi provide a perpendicular force to stabilize the SI joint. When stimu
lated, the SI joint activates the gluteus maximus, quadratus lumborum, and multifi-
dus (Holm, Inhahl, and Solomonow 2001). Hence, the SI joint provides lumbopelvic 
stabilization for locomotion and posture. Changes in the loading of the SI joint may 
alter the activation of stabilizing muscles. Contraction of the TrA has been shown 
to increase SI joint stability (Richardson et al. 2002). Preactivation of the multifidus 
and internal oblique muscles contributes to compression of the SI joint necessary 
for lumbopelvic stabilization during load transfer from double- to single-leg stance 
(Hungerford, Gilleard, and Hodges 2003). 

In his 1964 thesis, Janda (1964) reported that the gluteal muscles are inhibited 
in patients with SI joint dysfunction, even in the absence of pain. Janda noted that 
patients with SI joint dysfunction have concurrent spasms of the iliacus, piriformis, 
and quadratus lumborum and inhibition of the gluteus maximus on the blocked side. 
They also demonstrate inhibition of the gluteus medius on the contralateral side. 
Patients with SI joint dysfunction also display an increased shift of the pelvis toward 
the nonblocked side during stance. 

Janda suggested that spasm of the piriformis pulls on the sacrotuberous ligament, 
causing SI joint pain. Piriformis spasm is also related to hamstring tightness due to 
the insertion of the long head of the biceps femoris on the sacrotuberous ligament. 
Inhibition of the gluteus maximus and medius is sometimes seen on the contralateral 
side, as is tightness of the lower rectus abdominis. 

Patients with SI joint pain have different motor control strategies compared with 
controls. Hungerford, Gilleard, and Hodges (2003) reported that in patients with 
SI joint pain who assumed a single-leg stance, the internal obliques, multifidus, 
and gluteus maximus were significantly delayed on the symptomatic side, while 
the biceps femoris was activated significantly sooner. Furthermore, the onset of 
E M G activity differed between the painful and nonpainful sides. The authors pos
tulated that the delayed activation of the internal obliques and multifidus altered 
the feed-forward strategy and thus diminished their effectiveness in stabilizing 
the lumbopelvic region. Additionally, the early onset of biceps femoris activation 
may have compensated for a delay in the gluteus maximus for hip extension or for 
augmenting force closure across the SI joint via the sacrotuberous ligament and 
posterior thoracolumbar fascia. Page and Stewart (2000) found hamstring muscle 
imbalances in patients with SI joint pain, noting weaker hamstring muscles on the 
anteriorly rotated side. 

Assessment 
Chronic low back pain affects the entire sensorimotor system. The assessment of 
patients with chronic low back pain includes the upper quarter and lower quarter. 
Careful analysis of posture, balance, movement patterns, muscle length, and muscle 
strength as well as manual assessment follows the procedures detailed in chapters 
5 through 8. 
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Posture 
The patient should disrobe as much as possible so that the clinician can visualize 
the body from head to toe. The clinician should perform a systematic assessment of 
posture (see chapter 5). Table 14.1 provides key observations in patients with lumbar 
dysfunction. Each key observation suggests a possible indication and helps to provide 
a picture of the root of dysfunction. Patients with LCS often exhibit one of two types 
of posture (see chapter 4). LCS type A posture (figure 4.3b) is characterized by more 
of an anterior pelvic tilt, slight hip flexion and knee flexion, lumbar hyperlordosis 
limited to the lumbar spine, and hyperkyphosis in the upper lumbar and thoracolum
bar segments. LCS type B posture (figure 4.3c) is characterized by a minimal lumbar 
lordosis that extends into the thoracolumbar segments with compensatory kyphosis 
in the thoracic area. The head is protracted. The C O G is shifted backward, and the 
knees are in recurvatum. 

Table 14.1 Key Observations in Postural Analysis for Lumbar Spine Dysfunction 

Posterior Iliac crest inequality 

Flattened gluteal muscles 

Asymmetrical and 
hypertrophied paraspinals 

Lateral shift of pelvis 

Leg-length discrepancy or SI rotation 

Weak gluteal muscles with associated ipsilateral SI joint 
dysfunction 

Impaired deep stabilization of the spine, in particular the 
abdominal muscles 

Weakened gluteus medius on the side that the pelvis is 
shifted toward 

Lateral Increased lordosis 

Glenohumeral medial 
rotated position 

Chin and neck angle 

Tight hip flexors or weak gluteal muscles 

Tightness of pectoralis major or weakness of middle and 
lower scapular stabilizers 

Hypertrophy of superficial neck flexors; weakness or 
inhibition of deep neck flexors 

Anterior SCM hypertrophy 

Deep abdominal creases 

Lower rib cage angle flaring 

Tightness of SCM; accessory respiration 

Impaired coordination of abdominal muscles 

Impaired respiration and deep spinal stabilizing system 

Balance 
As noted earlier, poor postural stability is found in patients with chronic low back 
pain. The clinician should asses the quality and timed response of single-leg balance 
(see page 71) while also noting the compensatory strategies used to maintain postural 
stability, such as the ankle, hip, or step strategy. Single-leg balance can discriminate 
those with chronic back pain from those without pain (Luoto et al. 1998) and can be 
used to screen for risk of injury (Tropp, Ekstrand, and Gillquist 1984b; Tropp and 
Odenrick 1988). 
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Gait 
Adequate balance, timing, and recruitment of the musculature are imperative for 
smooth and efficient gait. Any imbalance or impaired recruitment or coordination 
in any part of the kinetic chain will manifest with each step, appearing as faulty 
patterns and inefficient energy expenditure. In short, gait assessment provides an 
overall picture of the dynamic function of the sensorimotor system. Attention is 
directed toward the pelvis and trunk in the sagittal, frontal, and transverse planes. 
The following are the most commonly observed gait faults in patients with chronic 
low back pain: 

• Inadequate apparent hip hyperextension during the terminal stance phase of 
gait. This finding indicates gluteal weakness or inhibition that overstresses the 
lumbar segments. 

• Increased lateral pelvic shift on the stance leg, a contralateral pelvic drop, or 
excessive pelvic rotation. This finding indicates inadequate lateral pelvic and 
trunk stability and control. The muscles primarily supporting the lateral pelvic 
brace are the gluteal and abdominal muscles. Functioning gluteal muscles, in 
particular the gluteus medius, are necessary to counter the adduction moment 
and to control the femoral medial rotation during the early stance phase of the 
gait cycle. Excessive hip adduction during gait has been shown to result from 
gluteus medius weakness (Reischl et al. 1999). 

Movement Patterns 
In functional pathology, observing the quality of movement is more important than 
testing for muscle strength. The clinician should focus on the quality, sequencing, 
and degree of activation of the muscles involved in the movement pattern in order to 
evaluate the coordination of the synergists. The quality and control of the movement 
pattern are imperative, as an improper pattern may cause or perpetuate adverse 
stresses on the spine and other joint structures. The three movement pattern tests for 
patients with lumbar pain are the hip extension (page 79), the hip abduction (page 80), 
and the curl-up (page 82). Clinicians may also perform other movement pattern tests 
described in chapter 6 if indicated. 

A positive hip extension test often indicates inadequate stabilization of the trunk 
or weakness of the gluteus maximus. Delayed recruitment or weak activation of the 
gluteus maximus induces compensatory overload stresses on the lumbar spine and 
simultaneous overactivity of the thoracolumbar erector spinae. Lewis and Sahrmann 
(2005) showed that patients with anterior hip pain have delayed onset of the gluteus 
maximus. Other studies (Hungerford, Gilleard, and Hodges 2003; Voigt, Pfeifer, and 
Banzer 2003; Hodges and Richardson 1996, 1998, 1999; McGill, Hughson, and Parks 
2000, 2002; Radebold et al. 2001) have shown the importance of the feed-forward 
mechanism (activation of the abdominal muscles and lumbar erector spinae in the 
premovement phase of hip extension) in stabilizing the trunk to control the pelvis 
during limb movement. 

A positive hip abduction test provides valuable information about the quality of the 
lateral pelvic brace and indirect information about the stabilization of the pelvis in 
the frontal plane during gait. A delayed recruitment or weak activation of the gluteus 
medius is often associated with tightness of the TFL-IT band and quadratus lumborum 
and concomitantly inadequate spinal stabilization by the abdominal wall. 

A positive trunk curl-up test reveals a dominance of the hip flexors over weakened 
abdominal muscles. If the curl-up is performed with adequate abdominal contraction, 
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flexion or kyphosis of the upper trunk is observed. However, if the movement is per
formed primarily with the hip flexors, curling of the upper trunk is minimal and an 
anterior tilt of the pelvis may be observed. 

A routine examination of the neuromuscular system must also include an evalua
tion of the respiration pattern, especially for patients with chronic musculoskeletal 
pain symptoms that had limited response to previous therapies. The clinician should 
observe the breathing pattern while the patient is in sitting and supine positions (see 
page 88). The respiratory pattern may change as the patient's posture and the relation 
of the rib cage to gravity change. Accessory respiration due to hyperactivity of the 
SCM and scalenes indicates insufficient stabilization of the rib cage by the abdominal 
muscles and weakness or inhibition of the diaphragm. These patients often have tender 
points or TrPs throughout the diaphragm and abdominal wall. 

Muscle Length and Strength 
Following careful assessment of posture and movement patterns, the clinician can 
begin to postulate which muscles are tight or weak. At this time, muscle tightness and 
weakness can be verified and quantified with the hands-on muscle length and strength 
tests described in chapter 7. The clinician should look for the classic patterns of muscle 
tightness and weakness to confirm or rule out Janda's LCS. 

Manual Assessment 
The manual assessment, including joint mobility testing and soft-tissue palpation, is 
the final step in the evaluation. Janda described several findings of the manual assess
ment that may indicate lumbar dysfunction: 

• Pain and tenderness at the spinous processes of the lumbar segments, particu
larly L4-L5 and L5-S1, due to overstress at these segments 

• Hypomobility with or without pain in the upper lumbar or lower thoracic seg
ments due to dominance and overactivation of the thoracolumbar paraspinals 

• TrPs and hypertonicity in the hip flexors, quadratus lumborum, and thoraco
lumbar paraspinals secondary to the dominance of these muscles over the 
inadequate or weakened gluteal and abdominal muscles 

Management of Low Back Pain Syndromes 
Lumbar pain syndromes are best treated with a combination of approaches. Multimodal 
nonsurgical management of low back pain may include manual passive mobilization of 
joints and soft tissue, neuromuscular reactivation, exercise prescription, sensorimotor 
training, posture correction, movement or ergonomic reeducation, and conditioning 
exercises. A comprehensive rehabilitation program should stress enhancement of 
motor patterns and functional tasks rather than focus on specific muscles (Standaert 
and Herring 2007). 

The management strategy should be dynamic in nature, meaning that it should alter 
according to changes in the patient's condition. The clinician should always avoid a 
cookbook mentality in the management and rehabilitation of the patient and so should 
design a strategy that meets the specific needs of each individual patient. Emphasis 
should be placed on patient education regarding the value of fitness and the safety of 
resuming activities. Appropriate patient education may prevent fear and avoidance 
and promote better coping strategies for pain management. 
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Respiration 
Correcting a faulty respiratory pattern is integral to the success of any rehabilitation 
program that addresses the movement system. Treatment must be directed at restor
ing normal subcortical motor programs through motor training. For respiratory train
ing to be effective, however, the new motor program must be practiced repeatedly 
under a variety of conditions until it becomes the program of choice. In circumstances 
where voluntary motor training is unsuccessful, reflex therapy as described by Vojta 
and Peters(1997) and Kolar (1999, 2007) is necessary to activate postural reactions 
including physiological respiration. Lewit (1999, 1980) contends that no other move
ment can be normalized if the breathing pattern is not ideal. 

Dynamic Spinal Stabilization 
After respiration has been addressed, training the patient in the proper abdominal 
brace is essential for any spinal stabilization training, whether static or dynamic. 
Contraction of the closely interlinked abdominal wall muscles and posterior fascia 
produces hoop stresses and elevates IAP, contributing to the stiffening and stabilizing 
forces acting on the lumbar spine. The patient has to be instructed to breathe nor
mally while maintaining the abdominal brace without going into a posterior pelvic tilt 
or lumbar flexion. Once the patient has mastered the abdominal brace in the supine 
position, extremity movements are introduced to challenge the CNS to maintain the 
co-contraction and IAP in order to achieve spinal stability during movement. The chal
lenge of the exercise can then be progressed by adding various postures; reciprocal 
extremity movements; resistance; labile surfaces; dynamic functional movements such 
as squatting, lifting, reaching, pulling, or pushing; and finally functional activities that 
the patient needs or desires. 

Much more research is needed on the efficacy of dynamic stabilization exercises. 
There is controversy among researchers and clinicians as to whether isolated muscle 
activation (the TrA and multifidus viewpoint) or simultaneous contraction of all 
abdominal muscles (the bracing viewpoint) is better (Standaert and Herring 2007). 
The rehabilitation program should be tailored to the patient's primary dysfunction 
and goals. In any case, the clinician should monitor each exercise to ensure that the 
patient maintains the abdominal brace and avoids compensatory movements at 
the spine. It is essential to educate the patient on good alignment and form for the 
purpose of self-correction during the home exercise program, which is performed 
without supervision. 

Sensorimotor Training 
SMT, described in chapter 11, utilizes labile and unstable surfaces to stimulate the 
afferent system to facilitate more effective motor programs on a subcortical level. 
Doing so improves dynamic stability, posture, and movement patterns. 

SMT has been shown to improve muscle reaction time (Luoto et al. 1998) in as 
little as 2 wk (Wilder et al. 1996). Janda (1992) reported on the results of a neck and 
low back rehabilitation program using SMT, noting that 75% of patients had improved 
motor performance and 91% had improved pain. Significant improvement in gluteal 
muscle EMG activity was shown in patients with chronic low back pain who walked on 
balance sandals for 1 wk (Bullock-Saxton, Janda, and Bullock 1993). Balance sandals 
used in functionally closed kinetic chain activities are an effective means of increasing 
lower-extremity muscle activity (Troy Blackburn, Hirth, and Guskiewicz 2003). 

SMT should be initiated early in the rehabilitation process (see chapter 11). Particu
lar attention should be given to ensure that the patient maintains a neutral position 
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of the lumbar and cervical spine during each exercise. The challenge of the exercise 
should allow the patient to balance comfortably on the labile tool without having to 
raise the arms or hold onto an external support. Perturbations can be introduced in 
various ways to facilitate APRs at the subcortical level. 

Case Study 
S.M. is a 46 y old computer programmer. He has a 10 y history of intermittent low back 
pain punctuated with periodic episodes that prevent him from going to work or par
ticipating in recreational soccer and basketball. The most recent flare-up in symptoms 
occurred when he was picking up a lounge chair. He felt a sharp, stabbing pain in his 
low back and referred pain in his left buttock. The symptoms eased after 3 to 4 d of 
staying home from work and taking over-the-counter anti-inflammatory medications. 
Upon returning to work, where he spends most of his day sitting at the computer, he 
started to develop a constant deep, throbbing pain (varying from 2-6 on a scale of 10) 
in the lumbar region and intermittent referred symptoms to the left buttock. Symptoms 
were aggravated after sitting for more than 30 min, bending over to pick up items on 
the floor, putting his pants or socks on, getting in and out of the car, taking his shirt 
off, and participating in sport activities. Symptoms were eased with medications and 
assuming a supine hook-lying position. 

MRI of the lumbar spine revealed disc dessication with a 0.2 in. (4 mm) broad-based 
disc bulge encroaching on the inferior recess of the left neural foramina with foraminal 
narrowing. There was also mild to moderate canal stenosis with hypertrophic facet 
degenerative changes. There were no red flags in his past medical or family history. 
S.M.'s goals were to prevent future flare-ups and return to his recreational soccer and 
basketball games. 

Examination and Assessment 
The following are the findings of S.M.'s initial evaluation: 

• Posture and muscle analysis 

« Narrow base of support and anterior center of mass with compensatory 
posterior sway of thoracic spine 

• Asymmetrical hypertrophy of thoracolumbar paraspinals from T7 to L2, 
with increased muscle bulk on the right compared with the left 

• Hypertrophy of left hamstrings with concurrent hypotrophy of bilateral 
gluteal muscles 

• Thickening of right Achilles tendon; when questioned, patient reported 
recurrent chronic ankle sprains in his younger days 

• Active trunk movements 

• Limited trunk movements secondary to muscle guarding 

• Single-limb stance 

• Increased lateral pelvic shift that is worse on left than right 

• Neurological tests 

• All negative 

• MMT 

• Gluteus medius: right 4/5, left 4 minus/5 

• Gluteus maximus: 4/5 bilaterally 
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• Respiratory pattern 

• Decreased lateral rib cage excursion with inspiration 

• Decreased caudal shift of the rib cage with expiration 

• Movement pattern tests 

• Prone hip extension 

- Right: excessive lumbosacral extension with delayed gluteus maximus 
recruitment 

- Left: hamstring dominance with excessive lumbosacral extension and 
pelvic rotation; delayed gluteus maximus recruitment 

• Hip abduction 

- Compensatory hip flexion indicating TFL dominance over synergist glu
teus medius; concurrent increase in pelvic posterior rotation indicating 
inadequate stabilization from the trunk stabilizers 

• Prone knee flexion 

Increased lumbar rotation and extension secondary to stiff and short 
two-joint hip flexors 

• Muscle length tests 

• One-joint hip flexors: WNL 

• Two-joint hip flexors: stiff bilaterally neither leg hangs perpendicular to the 
floor (knee flexion to 75°) 

• Hamstrings: right 55°, left 50° with passive straight-leg raise 

• Passive joint mobility (posterior-anterior pressures) 

• Hypomobile and painful on right L5-S1 

• Painful on left L4-L5 

• Hypomobile central T8-T9 and T9-T10 

• TrP palpation 

• TrPs in left quadratus lumborum, left psoas major, bilateral adductor longus 
and pectineus, and left hamstrings 

Treatment and Outcome 
The typical and traditional treatment approach to a patient with these findings 
would most likely entail manual joint or soft-tissue mobilizations and muscle length 
or strength restoration. Minimal attention would be given to correcting respiration 
or movement patterns or addressing SMT. In this case scenario, the initial treat
ment s tage focused on educat ing the patient and restoring proper respiratory 
patterns. Abdominal bracing techniques were instructed and the patient practiced 
abdominal bracing with various functional movements such as getting in and out 
of bed or a chair or a car, rolling in bed, bending, and reaching. S.M. noticed a big 
difference in pain level when he engaged his abdominal muscles and when he did 
not. Abdominal bracing was a powerful tool he used for controlling and managing 
his own symptoms. He was also advised to frequently change his positions and to 
avoid a sustained flexed or rotated trunk position when he was sitting at work. He 
was also instructed to widen his B O S and shift his center of mass slightly toward his 
heels when standing so that his weight was more evenly distributed on his feet. This 
reduced tissue stresses on his lumbar segments from excessive paraspinal activity 
and hence reduced his pain level. 
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Initial Stage 
Treatment and exercises during the initial stage also included the following: 

• Active prone knee flexion without any compensatory pelvic rotation or lumbar 
extension (this exercise also aimed at elongating the tight two-joint hip flexors) 

• Passive hip flexor stretch in a modified Thomas test position or half-kneeling 
position 

• Gentle knee extension performed with hips flexed to 90° in supine position to 
elongate the hamstrings as well as improve gliding of perineural structures 

• PIR techniques for hamstrings and two-joint hip flexors to inhibit the tone of 
these muscles with spontaneous reduction of the TrPs and subsequent improve
ment in recruitment and strength of the gluteal muscles 

After the third visit, S.M.'s symptoms significantly changed from a constant pain 
to an intermittent pain, depending on the type of activities he engaged in. Referred 
symptoms to his left buttock were infrequent. He reported that he was now able to 
sit for greater than an hour but changed position every 30 to 40 min for preventative 
measures. He still had trouble with reaching overhead and bending his trunk, all nec
essary movements for his recreational sports. 

Intermediate Stage 
The intermediate stage of rehabilitation consisted of the following: 

• PIR for the quadratus lumborum and adductors followed by facilitation of the 
gluteus medius 

• Gluteal (medius and maximus) strengthening exercises with focus on proper form 

• Abdominal bracing concurrent with bilateral arm elevation in supine position 
to prepare S.M. for overhead reaching activities in ADL or soccer and basketball 

• Abdominal bracing concurrent with unilateral hip flexion in supine position to 
prepare S.M. for independent lower-extremity movements while maintaining 
spinal stability 

• Hip hinge exercises in the sagittal and transverse planes to encourage a neutral 
spine posture (i.e., movement from the hips rather than flexion and rotation at 
the lumbar segments) 

• SMT 

After the sixth visit, S.M.'s symptoms were very much under control. S.M. rarely 
experienced low back pain except for the times when he sat longer than normal. He 
returned to treadmill walking and slow running for 30 min without aggravation of 
symptoms. His next goal was to gradually return to recreational soccer and basketball. 

Final Stage 
The final stage of the rehabilitation was to return the patient to his previous activity 
level. This stage consisted of the following: 

• Further SMT with increasing challenge using elastic resistance, free weights, 
proprioceptive tools, and plyometrics 

• Putting S.M. in positions that troubled his back and training proper motor pat
terns, such as overhead throwing, kicking a soccer ball, shooting a basket, and 
dribbling a ball, to spare his back 

• Continued patient education on the importance of proper and ideal ergonomics 
and postural balance 
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The entire rehabilitation process for S.M., from initial evaluation to discharge, 
entailed 12 sessions spread over 3 mo. In the beginning rehabilitation focused on pain 
management and patient education; it then progressed to restoring muscle length and 
recruitment balance and finally to designing a specific exercise program to return 
the patient to his desired activity goals. Emphasis was placed on proper movement 
patterns to ensure ideal motor programs in the CNS were enhanced. In summary, a 
comprehensive rehabilitation program should focus on enhancing motor patterns and 
functional tasks rather than focus on specific muscles. 

Janda's Approach Versus the Traditional Approach 
The traditional treatment approach often attempts to reduce pain and dysfunction 
of the musculoskeletal system through various modalities such icing, applying heat, 
taping, external bracing, and joint or soft-tissue mobilization. The Janda approach 
includes all of these modalities, especially in the early stages, but also includes a care
ful analysis of muscle imbalance and its role in the perpetuation of the dysfunction. 
The muscular system lies at a functional crossroads since it is influenced by stimuli 
from both the CNS and the musculoskeletal systems. Muscles that tend to get weak 
often go hand in hand with muscles that tend to get tight. The traditional approach of 
strengthening a weak muscle entails progressive overload during exercise training in 
order to increase muscular strength, power, hypertrophy, and endurance. However, 
strengthening of a weak muscle in the presence of a tight or hypertonic muscle may 
be less than effective because the tight muscle is recruited first due to its lowered 
irritability threshold. Janda 'a approach hypothesized that a weak muscle may merely 
be one that is inhibited because of a tight or hypertonic antagonist (Sherrington's 
law of reciprocal inhibition). He hypothesized that restoring muscle tension or the 
length of a tight muscle might spontaneously facilitate a weak antagonist. In the case 
scenario of S.W., PIR techniques to inhibit the hypertonic hip flexors caused spon
taneous improvement of gluteal recruitment. The normalization of muscle tone and 
length should be followed by specific strengthening, SMT, movement reeducation, and 
endurance training. 

Summary 
Lumbopelvic muscle function plays an important role in the management of patients 
with low back pain. Impairments of lumbopelvic muscle function may compromise 
the structural integrity of the spinal complex, making it susceptible to further injury, 
prolonged recovery, or chronicity of pain. Management of low back pain requires an 
understanding of the sensorimotor mechanisms utilized for trunk stabilization and 
postural control. 
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Pain syndromes of the lower extremity are often related to adaptive pathogenic 
changes that occur over time, such as muscle imbalances and asymmetrical 
strength deficits. These adaptive changes become painful or are a result of trauma 

for which poor compensation has taken place. Being bipedal, humans do not have much 
room for compensatory or strategic redistribution of forces; their ability to function 
while resting an injured lower limb is severely limited. This chapter begins by discuss
ing regional considerations of the lower extremity such as functional anatomy and so 
on. This is followed by a brief review of the kinetic chain reactions of the extremity. 
Assessment and common pathologies are described. The chapter ends with a case study. 

Regional Considerations 
The lower extremities are a complex set of joints and muscles that work together, often 
as one functional unit. While gait and balance are the primary functions of the lower 
extremities, these extremities are also important components in functional tasks such 
as lifting or running. Lower-extremity function is heavily influenced by chain reactions, 
which often can be linked to chronic musculoskeletal syndromes throughout the body. 

Functional Anatomy 
Undoubtedly, the lower extremities are important to human gait and function. The 
lower-extremity skeleton includes the hemipelvis, femur, tibia, fibula, and bones of 
the foot, and the lower-extremity joints are the hip, knee, and ankle. The antigravity 
role played by the lower extremity demands several functions of the musculoskeletal 
system, including muscular, biomechanical, proprioceptive, and transfer functions. 

• Muscular function. Powerful muscles capable of significant eccentric function 
include pennate and multipennate fiber arrangements to allow for significant force 
production during short arcs of ROM with long levers. The large bulk of the antigrav
ity muscles used for power generation and transfer is evident in the size of the gluteal 
muscles, quadriceps, adductors, hamstrings, gastrocnemius, and soleus. An oblique and 
transverse arrangement of muscle groups such as the gluteus maximus, hamstrings, pop-
liteus, and peroneus longus allows for efficient transverse motion during normal function. 

• Biomechanical function. Biomechanically, the lower extremity requires a rapidly 
changeable lever system that allows for alternating flexibility and rigidity during the 
gait cycle. In addition, the lower extremity requires the ability to control its segments 
in space on a stable lumbopelvic unit; this is referred to as an open chain function. 
The ability to support the more proximal segment of the lower extremity on a stable 
weight-bearing tripod of the foot with the ideal control of mass by the hip and pelvic 
musculature (sometimes referred to as the reverse open chain function) is also necessary 
for proper function. In particular, control of pronation and supination are important 
for gait (Ker et al. 1987). 
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• Proprioceptive function. The lower extremity also plays a role in proprioceptive 
function. As described in chapter 2, afferent information from the foot is important for 
controlling posture and gait (Freeman 1965). The phenomenon of biped ambulation in 
humans is characterized by an intricate timing of biomechanical events presided over 
by subcortical programs and reflex reactions that can be modulated depending on the 
circumstances under which movement occurs. Walking on a gravel surface or slowly 
scaling a hilly terrain requires different strategies of feed-forward planning and feedback 
adjustments as opposed to sprinting, during which there is little time for feedback and 
subsequent adjustments. Even during normal uninterrupted gait, the system runs on 
autopilot. It is thought that supraspinal pathways integrated with spinal cord CPGs 
are responsible for adult locomotory gait, rhythm, and perpetuation (Leonard 1998). 

• Energy transfer function. A network of ligaments and tendons that store and 
release energy creates a system of force transmission from distal to proximal seg
ments of the lower extremity. This system is intimately linked to the trunk and upper 
body. The pelvic stabilizers, the stabilizing core of abdominal muscles, the respiratory 
and pelvic diaphragms, and the axial spinal musculature and fascia are also crucial 
to lower-extremity function (Dalstra 1997; Vleeming et al. 1995; Lee 1997; Cholewicki, 
Juluru, and McGill 1999). The transfer of energy from the lower body to the trunk to the 
upper body is an excellent example of chain reactions occurring in the lower extremity. 

Kinetic Chain Reactions 
The erect posture adopted by humans can have significant consequences for the over
load and deterioration of the lumbopelvic region. It is not unusual for patients in their 
late 30s or 40s to begin displaying signs of breakdown in lumbopelvic function. The 
region has a rich and intricate concentration of nerves from the two major plexuses 
serving the pelvis and lower extremity. The muscular arrangement is complex, and 
muscles of the region serve multiple roles to support the axial skeleton and the viscera 
as well as act as a crossroads for force transference between the lower extremities 
and the torso and upper extremities. 

The entire lower extremity should be considered as a whole rather than as individual 
joints and segments because of the complex chain reactions occurring throughout. 
These complex motions are often evident during gait. A detailed description of gait is 
beyond the scope of this chapter; however, a brief review will demonstrate the complex 
chain reactions occurring during ambulation. 

Ambulation consists of cyclical and alternating swing and stance phases. A full 
gait cycle lasts approximately 1 s, about 38% of which is swing phase and 62% of 
which is stance phase (see figure 15.1; Root, Orion, and Weed 1997). Pronation and 

Figure 15.1 Phases of the gait cycle. 

Adapted, by permission, from P. Houglum, 2005, Therapeutic exercise for musculoskeletal injuries, 2nd ed. (Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 358. 

Time (% of cycle) 
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supination are the two main aspects of kinetic and arthrokinematic movement during 
the stance phase. The stance phase is initiated by a chain reaction of calcaneal ever-
sion and subsequent talar motion through inertia of the leg and ground friction at 
heel strike. The swing phase is a true open chain, the goal of which is to transform 
ground reaction forces into forward momentum. This momentum assists in supina
tion of the contralateral stance limb, clearing the ground, and preparing the swing 
limb for the ensuing stance phase. Since the swing phase of gait is governed only by 
muscular effort and is free of the ground reaction constraints that govern the stance 
phase, a milder and altered form of pronation and supination occur in the foot, and 
talar involvement is minimal. 

Pronation of the foot allows for energy storage, shock absorption, terrain adap
tation, and balance maintenance. Supination, on the other hand, is more active, 
requiring concentric muscle activity and momentum of the swing leg combined 
with arthrokinematic mechanisms that force the foot toward osseous stability and 
predominantly concentric muscle activity for propulsion. If the timing, the degree 
of pronation and supination, or the strength of the involved muscles changes, the 
coordinated alignment of the bones becomes inefficient and the achievement of sta
bility on demand becomes impossible. For example, weakness of the hip may lead 
to an inability to externally rotate the femur. This may in turn lead to an inability to 
achieve ideal resupination of the foot. Thus the screw-home mechanism (the coupled 
arthrokinematic relationship of extension and external rotation of the tibial plateau 
on the femur) needed for knee stability is compromised and patellofemoral pain may 
result (Ireland et al. 2003). 

As described in chapter 3, several obligatory motions are seen in the closed kinetic 
chain reactions of the lower extremity. These reactions can occur distally to proximally 
or proximally to distally, and their obligatory motions include (1) pronation that leads 
to tibial internal rotation that leads to knee valgus and flexion that leads to hip inter
nal rotation and (2) supination that leads to tibial external rotation that leads to knee 
varus and extension that leads to hip external rotation. Because these movements are 
obligatory, any deficit in motion at one segment must be compensated for by another 
segment. Without compensation, the deficit may prevent necessary motions. For 
example, increased pronation in the foot during the foot-flat phase of gait facilitates 
femoral internal rotation; however, terminal extension of the knee before push-off 
requires external rotation to complete the screw-home mechanism. 

Assessment 
A review of Janda's principles highlights the great insight and predictive thought pro
cess that brought him many admirers within the fields of rehabilitation and medicine. 
The assessment and intervention for lower-extremity musculoskeletal pathologies 
follows the processes described in parts II and III of this text. As stated previously, 
the entire lower extremity should be evaluated regardless of the diagnosis or the 
location of pain. Chapters 5 and 8 detail the specific progression of musculoskeletal 
evaluation. 

• Posture and alignment. Assessment begins with an evaluation of posture and 
alignment, particularly of the lower extremity but also throughout the body. The 
structural variations observed in both limb and foot may lead to compensatory pat
terns that cannot be accommodated throughout a lifetime. For example, forefoot and 
rear-foot varus, valgus deformities, Morton's foot, genu recurvatum, or genu valgus 
may lead to pronated or supinated feet. This change in foot position can affect pos
tural stability (Cote et al. 2005), increase postural fatigue over time (Rothbart 2002), 
and eventually lead to repetitive strain injury or an increased risk for traumatic injury 
from an external source. 
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• Balance and gait Balance and gait are evaluated next. The clinician assesses the 
efficiency of the movement and the control of the support (foot) or suspension (pelvis 
and hip) structures. Single-leg stance is an easy test to perform. When administering 
this test, the clinician notes the patient's duration and quality of balancing with eyes 
open and eyes closed (Janda and VaVrova 1996); normative data on duration and age 
are available (Bohannon et al. 1984); see chapter 5. A videotaped review of gait is very 
helpful in identifying deviations from expected function, such as the utilization of the 
rocker mechanism at the ankle and MTP (metatarsal phalangeal) joints. Excessive 
pronation during gait and running is associated with a variety of conditions including 
ACL injury, plantar fasciitis, medial tibial stress syndrome, and stress fractures (Beck
ett et al. 1992; Delacerda 1980; Giladi et al. 1985; Smith et al. 1997; Viitasalo and Kvist 
1983). The effect that subtalar pronation, which is measured by static anatomical foot 
alignment, has on the impact forces or the rate of loading when landing from jumping, 
during which the sequence of heel-to-toe action is reversed, has been questioned (Har-
grave et al. 2003). In fact, the neuromuscular component of shock absorption may be 
more important than the biomechanical components, which are the components cur
rently measured for assessment. The intrinsic joint stability provided by the muscles, 
the distribution of forces within the kinetic chains as organized by the CNS, and the 
tensile properties of tendons and ligaments may play a more important role than the 
one pronation or supination or any other joint angle plays during dynamic movement. 

• Movement patterns. The most common movement pattern tests performed for 
lower-extremity dysfunction are the prone leg raise and side-lying hip abduction (see 
chapter 6). Despite the tendency of phasic muscles to become inhibited with lower-
extremity injury (Bullock-Saxton et al. 1994), there is no hard and fast rule as to which 
muscle and to what degree inhibition may occur in; that is to say, spraining an ankle 
does not automatically lead to an inhibited gluteus maximus. Lehman (2006) questioned 
the validity of the prone leg extension for assessment based on a single case of a runner 
with an ankle sprain who showed no delay in gluteus maximus activation. The prone 
leg extension is more sensitive to functional chronic sensorimotor dysfunction than 
to acute or subacute structural lesions such as an ankle sprain; therefore, Lehman's 
findings are not surprising. 

• Muscle length and strength testing. Gross ROM and bilateral comparison can 
indicate muscle imbalances and areas of tightness or inhibition. MMT can be used to 
quantify muscle weakness. Asymmetrical stress factors should be eliminated in order 
to decrease biomechanical overload and compromise. Clinicians can then begin to 
determine biomechanical causes of pain based on muscle imbalance. At this time, 
muscles can be palpated for tender points or TrPs; the possible patterns and chains 
of these points are established. 

• Neurological screening. It is always important to rule out neurological com
promise of the lower extremity that might result from spinal pathology or functional 
instability. Entrapment of nerves from the lumbosacral plexus, most notably the sciatic 
nerve, can cause pain and dysfunction in the lower extremity. The subclinical pre
sentation of such lumbar pathology can include diverse symptoms such as apparent 
hamstring strain, Achilles tendinitis, trochanteric bursitis, knee pain, adductor pain, 
plantar fasciitis, and metatarsalgia. 

• Functional movement patterns. Functional movement analysis is often helpful in 
lower-extremity pain syndromes. Functional movements include single-leg squatting, 
stepping up, stepping down, lunging, and single-leg standing rotation. 

A rather important aspect that is often overlooked clinically is torsional deviation in 
the compensatory overload of the lower extremity. These variations in the transverse 
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plane depend on increased or decreased version of the hip and tibial torsion. The result 
is misalignment between the hip and knee, the knee and foot, or the hip, knee, and 
foot and increased muscular system load. It is hypothesized that the musculoskeletal 
system does not easily tolerate transverse plane and coronal plane faults (such as 
pelvic obliquity or rotated pelvis), as it does sagittal plane faults (such as increased or 
decreased lumbar lordosis), because the effects of asymmetric loading on rotational 
movements are more pronounced with these types of faults. 

Intervention 
Once the assessment has been completed, the clinician summarizes the findings and 
prioritizes a treatment plan based on the principles described in chapters 9 through 11. 
First and foremost, the patient's activities are restricted if necessary to allow for tissue 
recovery and healing. Local modalities are used to reduce pain and inflammation. Inter
vention follows Janda's three stages of rehabilitation: (1) normalization, (2) restoration 
of muscle balance, and (3) SMT and training of skilled movements. 

1. Normalization. First, CNS input from the peripheral proprioceptors is normalized. 
Manual therapy, including soft-tissue mobilization to improve soft-tissue mobility where 
restricted, may be applied to joints and tissues throughout the lower extremity, from 
the hip to the metatarsals. External devices such as orthotics, wedges, or supports 
can be helpful at restoring normal biomechanical position for optimal proprioceptive 
input. Taping of the feet, legs, hips, and thighs using rigid taping or kinesio taping in 
combination with other modalities of choice may help with soft-tissue unloading and 
pain relief. 

2. Restoration of muscle balance. When restoring muscle balance, muscle tight
ness is addressed first. The clinician attempts to normalize tone in muscles that dis
play hypertonicity or spasm and then to facilitate inhibited muscles. The techniques 
described in chapter 10 are used to normalize abnormal tone and eliminate TrPs or 
tender points in the intrinsic and extrinsic muscles. Origin-insertion stimulation, along 
with isometric exercises and submaximal eccentric exercises (Umphred 2001), can be 
introduced to facilitate inhibited pelvic and lower-extremity muscles and prepare them 
for further loading and complex exercises. As stated earlier, the patterns of imbalance 
may or may not follow traditional patterns described by Janda, depending on the 
chronicity of the injury. For example, the clinician may find that the vastus lateralis 
is inhibited and fails MMT (rather than the vastus medialis obliquus, which is more 
commonly inhibited). 

3. SMT and training of skilled movements. The use of SMT to improve hamstrings-
to-quadriceps strength ratios has been demonstrated (Heitkamp et al. 2001). Weight-
bearing femoral control is retrained based on the altered ROM findings. The clinician 
assesses the need for SMT to improve strength control and coordination with emphasis 
of either distal-proximal or proximal-distal control. Next, intervention progresses to 
movement synergies for the lower quarter, such as stepping, lunging, hopping, jumping, 
and twisting, with particular attention given to the dysfunctional movements noted in 
the assessment. Next is retraining of movement control and top-down or bottom-up 
stability. The goal is to slowly increase endurance and load of the motor system via 
microprogression while maintaining phasic-tonic balance in exercise choices. This 
progresses to repetitive qualitative training of fundamental movements in order to 
establish these patterns centrally and to increase endurance in these skilled move
ments. Gradually the patient returns to normal activities with a reentry program 
consisting of microprogressions. 
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Muscle Balance and Imbalance in the Lower Extremity 
As noted in chapter 4, imbalance in muscle strength is sometimes necessary for func
tional activities such as sports. For example, soccer players playing different positions 
exhibit different hamstrings-to-quadriceps strength ratios (Oberg et al. 1984). Runners 
have tighter hamstrings and soleus muscles than nonrunners have (Wang et al. 1993), 
and indoor track runners develop invertor-to-evertor strength imbalances after training 
(Beukeboom et al. 2000). While these functional muscle imbalances are not associated 
with pain or pathology, they can lead to injury. 

In in older adults, reduced ROM in hip extension during gait (possibly due to hip 
flexor tightness or gluteus maximus weakness) has been associated with an increased 
risk of falls (Kerrigan et al. 2001). In addition, older adults have significantly weaker 
hip abduction and adduction, which may also contribute to lateral instability and falls 
(Johnson et al. 2002). 

Several researchers have described the role of muscle imbalance in sport injuries. 
Knapik and colleagues (1991) reported a higher risk of injury in athletes with imbal
ances in knee flexor strength or hip extension flexibility greater than 15% between 
the right and left sides. Female athletes with hip extensor weakness are more prone 
to lower-extremity injury (Nadler et al. 2000); similarly, female athletes demonstrat
ing global hip weakness, particularly in hip abduction and external rotation, tend to 
develop anterior knee pain (Cichanowski et al. 2007). Hip external rotation and abduc
tion weakness is associated with lower-extremity injury in athletes (Leetun et al. 2004). 
Soccer players with flexibility imbalances have a higher incidence of musculoskeletal 
injury (Ekstrand and Gillquist 1982, 1983; Witvrouw et al. 2003). 

Common Pathologies 

Figure 15.2 The assessment for leg 
length discrepancy. 

Janda's LCS is sometimes seen in lower-extremity pathology, although it is not 
as prevalent as it is in patients with chronic low back pain. Nonetheless, evidence 
suggests that muscle imbalance and altered function play a significant role in the 
musculoskeletal pathologies commonly seen in the lower extremity These imbal
ances can reflect strength asymmetry between limbs, agonist-antagonist strength 
asymmetry in a single limb, or altered firing patterns (Knapik et al. 1991; Nadler et al. 
2000; Tyler et al. 2001; Lewis and Sarhmann 2005). When addressing lower-extremity 

pathology, the strong relationship between limited motion and 
decreased strength (and therefore muscle inhibition) cannot be 
overstressed (Ireland et al. 2003). Supporting Janda's observation 
that gluteus maximus weakness occurs in lower-extremity pathol
ogy, Nadler and colleagues (2000) found significant differences 
in side-to-side symmetry of maximum hip extension strength 
between female athletes with lower-extremity injury and female 
athletes without injury. Precipitating factors other than direct 
trauma may include fatigue, postural stresses, leg-length discrep
ancy, nutritional deficiencies, and muscle constriction (Travell and 
Simons 1992; Brunet et al. 1990; Friberg 1983; Gofton and Trueman 
1971; Morscher 1977). Janda noted that patients with discrepan
cies tend to shift toward the longer side. He also suggested that 
the significance of leg-length disparity (see figure 15.2) varies 
among individuals and depends on a person's choice of compen
sation through the sensory motor system. Arbitrary definitions 
of what constitutes pathological leg-length discrepancy are not 
clinically helpful. 
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Hip and Thigh Pain 
When considering a musculoskeletal cause for symptoms arising from the hip, thigh, 
and groin, it is important to rule out gastrointestinal and genitourinary causes as well 
as possible compression or entrapment of the neurovascular tissues. Symptoms can 
arise out of local trauma, but when the etiology is insidious and gradual, the diagnos
tic algorithm can be difficult and obscure. For example, sport hernia (a tear of the 
transverse fascia of the posterior aspect of the inguinal canal, sometimes involving the 
fascial attachment of the rectus abdominis or external and internal oblique muscles) 
may display pain patterns and symptoms similar to those of osteitis pubis and athletic 
pubalgia (Gerhardt, Brown, and Giza 2006). Chronic musculoskeletal pain associated 
with muscle imbalance includes groin pain and injury, hamstring strain, iliotibial band 
syndrome, and hip arthritis. 

Groin Pain and Injury 
Groin strains are quite common in sports that require 
multiple changes of direction during running. The groin 
area consists of the hip adductor group, which is prone to 
tightness per Janda's classification, possibly predisposing 
the area to strain. The adductors originate on the pubis 
and insert on the medial posterior aspect of the femur 
(see figure 15.3). Researchers have shown that the cause 
of groin injury may not be the groin area itself but rather 
the supporting areas of the abdominal core and hip. 

Athletes with chronic groin pain demonstrate delayed 
activation of the TrA compared with controls (Cowan et al. 
2004). Researchers found that hockey players are 17 times 
more likely to be injured when their strength ratios of hip 
abductors to adductors are inadequate (< 80%), whereas 
flexibility is not a significant factor in predicting injury 
(Tyler et al. 2001). 

Holmich et al. (1999) utilized a successful gradual 
strengthening and conditioning program for weak abdomi
nal muscles and hip adductors in athletes with chronic 
groin pain. Furthermore, a preventive strengthening pro
gram for the hip adductors was utilized to forestall likely 
injuries in at-risk ice hockey players (Tyler et al. 2001). 
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Figure 15.3 The hip adductors (groin area). 

Reprinted from R.S. Behnke, 2006, Kinetic Anatomy, 2nd ed. 
(Champaign: Human Kinetics), 198. 

Hamstring Strains 
Hamstring strains are common in sports requiring fre
quent starts and stops and changes of direction. Chronic 
and repetitive hamstring strains are very difficult to 
manage during a sport season. Hamstring strains have 
been associated with muscle imbalances, although there 
is some discrepancy in the literature. While some researchers report that strength 
imbalances rather than flexibility imbalances are factors in hamstring strain (Orchard 
et al. 1997), others report the exact opposite, finding flexibility imbalances rather than 
strength imbalances to be the causative factors (Worrell et al. 1991). Still other research
ers report both (Jonhagen et al. 1994). Sprinters with previous hamstring injury have 
tighter hamstrings and lower eccentric torque than uninjured sprinters have (Jonha
gen et al. 1994). A low hamstrings-to-quadriceps strength ratio (<60%) and low side-
to-side hamstrings strength ratio (<90%) have been associated with hamstring injury 
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(Cameron, Adams, and Maher 2003; Orchard et al. 1997). Some authors have suggested 
that hamstring injuries due to muscle imbalances can be reduced with eccentric train
ing programs (Croisier et al. 2002). A recent study reported that a progressive agility 
training program with trunk stabilization exercises is more effective than an isolated 
hamstring stretching and strengthening rehabilitation program (Sherry and Best 2004). 

Iliotibial Band Syndrome 
The IT band originates as the TFL, becoming a thick, fibrous 
fascial band running down the side of the thigh and insert
ing on the lateral condyle of the tibia (see figure 15.4). The 
IT band also has fascial insertions into the lateral aspect 
of the patellar retinaculum. Iliotibial band syndrome (1TB 
syndrome) is often related to running and is a relatively 
common symptom among athletes. Incidental palpation 
may reveal a tender IT band on many individuals even 
though it may not be a cause for complaint. Clinically, a 
tight IT band is a secondary response to increased stabil
ity demands; therefore, it is important to find out why this 
strategy has been adopted and if the inappropriate stresses 
can be redistributed and the symptoms eliminated. Often, 
patients with a tight IT band exhibit hip abductor weakness 
and adductor tightness. Hip abductor tightness may occur 
as a result of poor stabilization of the pelvis (from weak 
gluteus medius) in the frontal plane, which facilitates the 
TFL as a secondary hip stabilizer. Fredericson et al. (2000) 
found significant gluteus medius weakness in runners with 
ITB syndrome. After 6 wk of rehabilitation, 90% of the ath

letes returned to running pain free. Kinesio taping to inhibit a tight adductor may also 
be helpful in reducing ITB syndrome (see figure 15.5). 

Hyperpronation or hypopronation can cause excessive lateral heel strike or excessive 
medial translation and rotation of the femur, both of which have been associated with 
ITB syndrome. A sudden increase in activity volume can also precipitate symptoms. It is 
questionable whether the IT band itself is the true culprit or whether the muscles that 
attach to it and lie underneath it are to blame for the apparent tightness. Sometimes the 
symptomatic limb displays no apparent tightness during Ober's test (see figure 15.6), 
and sometimes the nonsymptomatic 
side is tighter. In many cases, release 
of the IT band and normalization of 
vastus lateralis tone can improve ROM 

Fibula 

Figure 15.4 The IT band. 

Reprinted from R.S. Behnke, 2006, Kinetic anatomy, 2nd ed 
(Champaign: Human Kinetics), 193. 

Figure 15.5 Kinesio taping to inhibit the hip 

adductors in the ITB syndrome. Figure 15.6 Ober's test for a tight IT band. 
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and reduce pain levels so dramatically that a true contracture of the IT band must be 
called into question. The number of failed lateral release surgeries must also cause the 
clinician to ponder the logic of a purely structural solution that ignores neuromuscular 
considerations. There are anecdotal reports that stretching the IT band harvested from 
cadavers is impossible. 

Gait analysis may give insight into compensation or cause for the symptoms in 
ITB syndrome. Loss of proximal or distal control and weakness should be identified 
and treated both manually and with exercise; however, proper function of the local 
musculature and tone normalization are key to relieving symptoms. 

Hip Pain and Arthritis 
While the hip is one of the most stable joints in the body, it is also one of the most 
load bearing. Chronic hip pain can be caused by tendinitis of the iliopsoas or IT 
band (as already discussed) or by degenerative arthritis. Janda identified the gluteus 
maximus and medius as being prone to weakness and the iliopsoas as being prone 
to tightness. Lewis and Sahrmann (2005) demonstrated that altered firing patterns 
might be the cause of anterior hip pain. 

Hip OA is a degenerative process that sometimes leads to total 
joint replacement. Arthritic joints exhibit arthrogenous muscle 
inhibition (AMI; Hurley and Newham 1993), in which the muscles 
surrounding an arthritic joint become weak and inhibited. AMI 
is most likely due to a loss of normal proprioceptive input from 
intact joint mechanoreceptors (see figure 15.7). While cause 
has not been established, muscle imbalances similar to those in 
Janda's LCS have been identified in patients with hip OA. Long 
and colleagues (1993) reported inhibition of the gluteus maximus 
and medius as well as facilitation of the TFL, rectus femoris, and 
adductors in hip OA. Patients with hip OA also exhibit altered 
muscle activation patterns (Long et al. 1993; Sims et al. 2002) and 
impairments in balance (Majewski et al. 2005) and gait (Watelain 
et al. 2001). 

While total hip replacement (THR) may provide pain relief and 
improve general function, significant strength deficits of up to 80% 
loss remain up to 2 y postoperation (Long et al. 1993; Horstmann et al. 1994; Horstmann 
et al. 2002; Reardon et al. 2001; Shih et al. 1994). These deficits remain consistent with 
Janda's observations in knee extension, hip abduction, and hip extension. Patients who 
have undergone THR also demonstrate impaired postural control and motor strategies 
(Majewski et al. 2005; Nallegowda et al. 2003; Trudelle-Jackson et al. 2002). Patients 
with abnormal gait patterns resulting from muscle imbalance often need revision 
(Long et al. 1993); therefore, a second phase of rehabilitation conducted 4 mo after 
THR is recommended in patients with residual deficits (Trudelle-Jackson et al. 2002). 

Figure 15.7 The cycle of arthrogenous 

muscle inhibition. 

Knee Pain and Injury 
Because the primary extensors of the knee are the quadriceps (of which the vasti 
muscles are prone to weakness) and hamstrings (prone to tightness), the knee may be 
predisposed to muscle imbalance syndromes. Common knee dysfunctions associated 
with muscle imbalance include anterior knee pain, ACL injury, and knee OA. 

Anterior Knee Pain 
Anterior knee pain (AKP), also known as patellar tendinitis or patellofemoral pain 
syndrome (PFPS), is a common symptom associated with physical activity over time. 
It is often acquired gradually and insidiously and is experienced during activity such 
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Weak gluteal medius 

TFL overactive 

Tight IT band 

Figure 15.8 Biomechanical cause of AKP from muscle 
imbalance. 

as running, going up or down stairs, or squatting 
or even when resting, when the knee is passively 
flexed for prolonged durations such as in sitting. 
The pain may be felt in the soft tissue surrounding 
the knee or under the patella or both. 

Consistent with Janda's pattern of imbalance 
in the LCS, weakness of the vasti and hip muscles 
is associated with AKP (Cichanowski et al. 2007; 
Ireland et al. 2003; Moller et al. 1986; Robinson and 
Nee 2007). Patients with AKP may demonstrate 25% 
to 50% reductions in hip abduction, extension, and 
external rotation. Another possible mechanism for 
hip weakness that causes knee pain is the IT band 
acting as a stabilizer for hip stability in the frontal 
plane (due to gluteus medius weakness). In this 
case, shortened fascial connections with the distal 
IT band and the lateral patellar retinaculum could 
alter patellar tracking, causing AKP (see figure 15.8; 
Page 2001). 

Piva and colleagues (2005) noted poor flexibility 
in the hamstrings, quadriceps, and gastrocsoleus 
as well as a significant decrease in hip abductor 
strength in patients with PFPS. Witvrouw and col
leagues (2001) also noted poor flexibility of the 
hamstrings and quadriceps but found no strength 
deficits in athletes with patellar tendinitis. 

In addition to strength and flexibility, an impor
tant consideration in the assessment of AKP is the 
timing of muscle activation relative to other muscle 

groups. Voight and Wieder (1991) described a motor control deficit in patients with 
AKP, noting a reversal of the normal order of firing between the vastus medialis (VM) 
and the vastus lateralis (VL) in which the VL fired earlier. Depite this observed assym-
etry in VM and VL activation, it seems that strengthening the muscles that control 
the patella directly may not be as effective as improving the muscle imbalance at the 
hip. As little as 6 wk of rehabilitation to improve strength and flexibility of the hip can 
reduce patellofemoral pain (Tyler et al. 2006). 

Recently, researchers in Finland demonstrated that home exercises alone are as 
effective as home exercises plus arthroscopic surgery for patients with PFPS (Ket-
tunen et al. 2007). Clinically, great emphasis has been placed on strengthening the 
VM versus the VL in an attempt to improve patellar tracking and control relative to 
the trochlear groove. The EMG evidence has not supported this idea (Grabiner et al. 
1986; Taskiran et al. 1998; Mirzabeigi et al. 1999). With the use of EMG biofeedback, 
selctive and preferential recruitment of the VM during voluntary activities is possible; 
however, it does not reduce pain any more so than exercising without biofeedback 
reduces pain (Zhang and Ng 2007). This apparent lack of effect may be because the 
major strength imbalance does not occur at the knee but possibly occurs more 
proximally or even distally. 

Biomechanical causes of PFPS can be addressed by evaluating femoral control 
throughout knee flexion and extension during reversed open chain actions performed 
with the foot fixed, especially in weight bearing. Grazing and pathological overload of 
the patella can arise from the relative movement between the femur and the tibia and 
the lateral displacement of the patella tendon insertion at the tibial tuberosity relative 
to the femoral trochlear groove. As observed clinically, there is often a loss of trans
verse control of the femur behind the patella (Gray 1996). This loss of control is due 
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either to excessive or inadequate femoral rotary range or control or to uncoordinated 
femoral rotation relative to patella position during activity. 

Secondary aggravating complications can arise from changes in soft tissue and 
muscle tone, such as tightening of the IT band and lateral retinaculum, hypertonicity 
of the VL, spasm of the popliteus, and VM weakness. The vasti muscles can be a source 
of referred pain to the knee (Travell and Simons 1983), and the VM may be as sensitive 
as the popliteus to abnormal internal and external rotary stresses at the knee. Weak
ness of the VM often causes overload of the popliteus as it assists in terminal knee 
extension through the screw-home mechanism. 

Knee Arthroscopy 
In addition to the knee injury and its effects on the sensorimotor system, further 
trauma—albeit skilled and intentional—results from surgery in the athlete. The resulting 
effect on muscle balance and strength makes it imperative that some form of rehabilita
tion is carried out after surgery. As suggested by Janda, reflex muscle inhibition occurs 
after surgery in the quadriceps (Morrisey 1989), not only locally at the surgical site but 
also at the hip (Jaramillo, Worrell, and Ingersoll 1994) and even in the absence of pain 
after meniscectomy (Shakespeare et al. 1985). As to be expected, the degree of reflex 
inhibition can be linked to the degree of joint damage (Hurley 1997). A detailed clini
cal examination of the patient can reveal a considerable number of inhibited muscles, 
some of which may be critical for successful rehabilitation. If these inhibitions are not 
discovered during the clinical examination, the rehabilitation process may be delayed 
or fail. Scar tissue treatment in terms of pain, nociception, and mobility is critical for 
postsurgical rehabilitation success. 

Anterior Cruciate Ligament injury 
ACL tears are common among athletes in sports requiring quick changes in direc
tion, such as basketball and football. Female athletes are more prone to ACL injury, 
possibly due to poor control of dynamic knee stability when landing from a jump. 
This lack of control may be due to a muscle imbal
ance involving weak hip extension, abduction, and 
external rotation (Ireland et al. 2003) that prevents 
females from counteracting the valgus-adduction-
internal-rotation mechanism of ACL injury (see 
figure 15.9). 

The hamstrings counteract the anterior tibial 
shear and excessive internal tibial rotation of the 
quadriceps near full extension (Aagaard et al. 
2000). Stretch to the ACL inhibits the quadriceps 
but simultaneously stimulates the hamstrings 
(Solomonow et al. 1987). Hamstring weakness 
in female athletes has also been implicated as a 
factor for ACL injury (Buckley and Kaminski 2003). 
Some authors recommend specific hamstrings-to-
quadriceps strength ratios to prevent ACL injury 
(Moore and Wade 1989), while others report no 
relationship between knee strength imbalances and 
injuries (Grace et al. 1984). Baratta and colleagues 
(1988) reported that athletes with hypertrophied 
quadriceps had inhibited hamstrings unless they 
actively included hamstring strengthening in their 
programs. These authors suggested that failing to 
exercise the antagonist hamstrings increases the 
risk of ligamentous damage. Figure 15.9 The mechanism of ACL injury. 
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The ACL is thought to play an important proprioceptive role in knee stability; when it 
is damaged or absent, there is a loss of afferent information necessary for ideal muscle 
function (Barrack et al. 1989; Pitman et al. 1992). Single-leg balance can also decline 
(Zatterstrom et al. 1994) as a result of ACL deficiency (ACL-D). 

Patients with ACL-D are at a higher risk of developing knee OA due to chronic 
instability and loss of afferent input from the ACL (O'Connor et al. 1992); therefore, 
surgical reconstruction of the ACL is often necessary. A significant degree of proprio
ception can be restored by sensory reinnervation of the ACL graft postsurgery (Ochi 
et al. 2002). After ACL injury, strength and balance can be improved with training, 
especially with SMT as described in chapter 11 (Beard et al. 1994; Chmielewski et al. 
2005; Fitzgerald et al. 2000; Ihara and Nakayama 1986; Risberg et al. 2007; Zatterstrom 
et al. 1994). SMT has been found to be more effective than strength training in restor
ing neuromuscular function after ACL injury (Beard et al. 1994; Ihara and Nakayama 
1986; Risberg et al. 2007). 

Postoperative complications associated with muscle imbalance may hinder reha
bilitation. Page (2001) reported that 79% of patients with ACL reconstruction and AKP 
have a tight IT band and weak hip abductors. The incidence of OA among patients with 
reconstructed knees is very high: Up to 78% of injured knees had degenerative changes 
(von Porat et al. 2004). This is not surprising in the light of the following findings in 
patients who previously underwent ACL reconstruction: 

• Altered muscle activation, often with increased EMG activity of the hamstrings 
and quadriceps inhibition (Williams et al. 2005) 

• Altered quality of the chondral and ligamentous knee restraints (Vasara et al. 
2005) 

• Elevated cartilage metabolic markers for up to 2 y after surgical repair, suggest
ing abnormal cartilage metabolism (Beynnon et al. 2005) 

Knee Osteoarthritis 
As stated previously, Janda's muscle imbalance patterns are seen clinically in OA. 
Interestingly, quadriceps weakness has been identified as a cause of knee OA (Becker 
et al. 2004; Hootman et al. 2004; Slemenda et al. 1997; Slemenda et al. 1998), a finding 
that connects muscle imbalance and OA. In fact, there is a 64% less risk of developing 
knee OA when the quadriceps is strong (Hootman et al. 2004). Fitzgerald and col
leagues (2004) suggested that quadriceps activation failure is a possible neuromuscular 
mechanism for knee OA. In this case the muscle is not weak so much as it is not able 
to contract efficiently. 

While strength and ROM deficits in patients with knee OA are obvious, a less obvi
ous but important factor that often goes unappreciated is the loss of proprioception 
as a result of the physical changes within the joints. This loss can lead to a decreased 
awareness of body position and increased postural sway (Hassan et al. 2001; Wegener 
et al. 1997). Reduced proprioception in older adults may be responsible for the initia
tion or advancement of knee degeneration (Barrett et al. 1991). This may be due to a 
process termed neurogenic acceleration of osteoarthrosis by O'Connor and colleagues 
(1992). Neurogenic acceleration is the loss of afferent proprioceptive input combined 
with joint instability that speeds up the arthritic process. 

The use of elastic knee bandages was found to increase the proprioceptive ability 
of joint position sense by 40% (Barrett et al. 1991). This finding indicates that external 
supports or tape may be useful in giving proprioceptive feedback by allowing the patient 
to access afferent information from other receptors or to use existing proprioception 
more efficiently. 
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Foot and Ankle Injury and Pain 
When viewed as part of a kinetic chain, the distal end of the lower extremity can be 
an important instigator in the development and maintenance of pathology throughout 
the body. As noted in chapter 2, the foot is a very important area for proprioception 
as well as for posture and balance. Two common foot and ankle pathologies involv
ing muscle imbalance and sensorimotor dysfunction are chronic ankle sprains and 
plantar fasciitis. 

Chronic Ankle Sprains 
A significant amount of research has been done on the etiology, consequences, and 
rehabilitation of ankle sprains. Acute lateral ankle sprains have been associated with 
muscle imbalances, particularly weakness of the dorsiflexors and invertors (Baumhauer 
et al. 2001; Wilkerson et al. 1997), as well as impairments in balance (Goldie et al. 1994). 
In many cases, acute ankle sprains heal without incident and leave no noticeable defi
cits; however, ankle sprains may also lead to impairments such as chronic instability, 
pain and swelling, and increased risk for reinjury. 

Chronic ankle sprains are also referred to as functional ankle instability (FAI). They 
have been associated with arthrogenic muscle weakness (McVey et al. 2005; Tropp 1986), 
including inhibition of the peroneals (Hopkins and Palmieri 2004; Santilli et al. 2005) and 
even the hip abductors (Nicholas et al. 1976; Bullock-Saxton 1994). However, contradic
tory evidence stating that weakness is not a factor has also been given (Kaminski et al. 
2001; Lentell et al. 1990; Ryan 1994). Rather than weakness, altered muscle activation 
patterns have been found in patients with FAI. Onset latency in several muscle groups is 
altered in the ankle (Delahunt et al. 2006; Konradsen and Ravn 1990) as well as in the hip 
abductors and hip extensors (Beckman and Buchanan 1995; Bullock-Saxton et al. 1994). 

FAI is most likely due to a sensorimotor dysfunction rather than a strength deficit 
(Tropp, Askling, and Gillquist 1985). More than 30 years ago, Freeman and colleagues 
(1965) described functional instability as a loss of afferent proprioceptive input with a 
resulting loss of dynamic muscular stabilization in soldiers with chronic ankle sprains 
and normal strength. More recently, Ryan (1994) confirmed their findings, reporting 
normal strength but significant impairments in single-leg balance in patients with FAI. 
Deafferentation (the loss of afferent proprioceptive input) has been considered to be a 
factor limiting the ability of recovery after injury (Cornwall and Murrell 1991; Freeman 
1965; Nicholas et al. 1976; Lentell et al. 1990). It is quite possible that due to the varied 
circumstances, degree of damage, and individual sensory motor responses involved 
during and after injury, different compensatory factors may occur at different times 
with different individuals. Hence the apparent conflicting evidence. 

Clinically the importance of proprioception from the lower leg has long been 
acknowledged. Fitzpatrick and colleagues (1994) found that the most critical factor 
in maintaining upright stance and determining postural sway was afferent input from 
the lower legs. O'Connell (1971) had long ago demonstrated the effect of impaired 
proprioception on the positive support reaction or extensor thrust reaction that 
arises from stimulation of the cutaneous, muscle, and joint mechanoreceptors of the 
foot. This input, combined with other complex stimuli, is necessary for maintaining 
upright posture and gait. Several authors (Cornwall and Murrell 1991; McGuire et al. 
2000; Payne 1997; Tropp et al. 1984) have found evidence supporting the role that pro
prioception plays in maintaining balance and proper function of the lower extremity 
and limiting the risk for ankle injury. The compensatory postural changes and reli
ance on hip stability and strategies for balance seen in FAI (Brunt 1992; Perrin et al. 
1997; Pinstaar et al. 1996; Tropp and Odenrick 1988) may predispose the individual 
to further injury or pain. 
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The rehabilitation approach at present favors the use of unstable surfaces and SMT 
(see chapter 11) to aid the individual in regaining strength, eliminating inhibition, or 
compensating more efficiently for deafferentation. In 1965, Freeman described the 
use of unstable rocker and wobble boards to restore the automatic sensorimotor 
functions of the ankle and lower extremity in soldiers with FAI. Many authors have 
demonstrated that SMT for 4 to 8 wk has very positive effects on improving proprio
ception, functional stability, balance, and postural control (Clark et al. 2005; Eils and 
Rosenbaum 2001; Freeman et al. 1965; Gauffin et al. 1988; Linford et al. 2006; Hale et 
al. 2007; Holme et al. 1999; Kidgell et al. 2007; Osborne et al. 2001; Tropp et al. 1984; 
Wester et al. 1996). More recently, Osborne and colleagues (2001) found that SMT in 
patients with chronic ankle sprain improves muscle activation speed in both ankles, 
suggesting a possible training effect on the entire CNS. 

In the 1970s, Janda developed balance sandals (see figure 11.13 on pagel68) for use 
in SMT. These sandals increase the level of activation and reduce the onset activation 
time in the lower leg (Blackburn et al. 2003; Lanza et al. 2003) and hip (Bullock-Saxton 
et al. 1993; Myers et al. 2003). SMT can also be prophylactic in reducing the risk for 
injury (Clark et al. 2005; Holme et al. 1999; McHugh et al. 2007; van der Wees 2006; Ver-
hagen et al. 2005; Wester et al. 1996). While full recovery and ideal kinematics may not 
be attainable, a well-rounded and specific rehabilitation plan coupled with a sensible 
choice of future activities may allow the patient many years of pain-free function and 
a high quality of life. 

Plantar Fasciitis 
This condition is a common pathology of the plantar foot for both sexes. It reaches a 
peak among women 40 to 60 y old and is not uncommon among athletes. The origin of 
the fascial and muscle tissue (Forman and Green 1990) at the medial calcaneal tubercle 
is the classic location for pain, although lateral fascial foot pain is sometimes present. 
Pain is often more intense upon loading the foot after significant rest, such as when 
rising in the morning. It can also result from a sudden increase in load or prolonged 
standing or walking. Other exacerbating factors include pes planus and weight gain 
(Prichasuk and Subhadrabandhu 1994). 

Plantar fasciitis is thought to be caused by excessive overload of the plantar fascia 
and foot intrinsic muscles due to improper biomechanics (Root, Orion, and Weed 1977; 
Valmassey 1996). The increased tendo-osseous strain resulting from compromise of 
the windlass mechanism (the tightening of the plantar fascia and increase in foot arch 
height and stability via dorsiflexion of the hallux by virtue of the fascia's attachment 
to the hallux; Hicks 1954) due to loss of functional stability either within the foot or 
within the proximal hip and pelvic area leads to inflammation and sometimes tears 
within the tissue. Failure of the pelvis to perform its suspension function and the 
proximal musculature to help supinate and lock the foot or control the rate of load 
onto the foot from proximally to distally (top-down) often contributes to this etiology. 

While muscle imbalance has been found in plantar fasciitis, more research is needed to 
determine if muscle imbalance is a cause or effect of plantar fasciitis. Increased tension 
on the Achilles tendon increases the strain on the plantar fascia (Cheung et al. 2006). Not 
surprisingly, Achilles tightness and lack of ankle dorsiflexion are associated with plantar 
fasciitis (Kibler et al. 1991; Riddle et al. 2003). Weakness around the ankle and in the 
intrinsic foot muscles has also been reported (Allen and Gross 2003; Kibler et al. 1991). 
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Loss of intrinsic muscle function is often overlooked. If left untreated, it can lead 
to an unresolved condition of plantar fasciitis. For example, loss of strength in the 
flexor hallucis brevis may lead to an unstable first ray. In turn, the control of the 
foot into pronation and the effectiveness of the windlass mechanism can both be 
compromised as the first ray becomes unstable and elevates during load bearing. 
Given the numerous steps taken during an average day, the repetitive strain on the 
passive restraining structures such as the plantar fascia can cumulate and eventu
ally lead to symptoms. 

Conservative treatments such as stretching, taping, orthotics, and night splints 
have been used successfully in the treatment of plantar fasciitis; however, a review 
of treatment strategies for plantar fasciitis did not deem any definitive approach as 
being more efficacious due to a lack of randomized controlled trials (Atkins et al. 
1999; Crawford and Thomson 2003). Recently, a non-weight-bearing stretch of the first 
metatarsophalangeal joint and foot was shown to be more effective than traditional 
weight-bearing Achilles stretches in reducing chronic heel pain (see figure 15.10; 
DiGiovanni et al. 2003). Elastic band taping to unload the plantar fascia may also be 
useful. Massage of the plantar fascia before getting out of bed in the morning is also 
helpful (see figure 15.11). 

Figure 15.10 First metatarsophalangeal joint stretch for 

plantar fasciitis. 

Case Study 
A young male aged 32 y presented with left foot pain diagnosed as plantar fasciitis. 
He had been experiencing symptoms for the past 3 wk and described significant pain 
(5/10), especially upon rising and initial weight bearing and ambulation. The symptoms 
decreased with continued ambulation. Running provoked symptoms after several 
minutes. So far, rest and decreased activity had not improved his symptoms, and the 
patient was eager to return to his activities, such as playing basketball and running 2 
or 3 times a week. 
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Examination and Assessment 
On physical examination, the patient's posture was grossly unremarkable. He exhib
ited no signs of significant UCS, LCS, or layer syndrome. However, he did present with 
bilateral forefoot varus and increased midfoot pronation on the left in standing and 

during gait. Decreased active and passive internal 
rotation of the left hip was noted (see figure 15.12). 
There was also decreased dorsiflexion ROM at the 
left talocrural joint. There was local tenderness 
at the medial calcaneal tuberosity and along the 
medial aspect of the plantar fascia. There were 
also TrPs located in the plantar intrinsics such 
as the quadratus plantae, medial gastrocnemius, 
external hip rotators, and lumbar paraspinal mus
culature (see figure 15.13). 

MMT for inhibition demonstrated decreased 
strength (4/5) and inhibition of the tibialis ante
rior, flexor hallucis longus, VM, gluteus medius 
and maximus, and short external rotators of the 
hip. Tightness of the hip adductors (especially 
the one-joint adductors) was noted. Single-leg 
balance was poor, with the patient displaying 
qualitative and quantitative deficits on both 
sides. He could balance for only about 10 s with 
increased hip sway and high activity of the lower-
extremity muscles. 

Gait assessment revealed poor ability to control the leg in the transverse plane and 
increased internal rotation excursion during the stance phase on the affected side. 
There was a loss of hip extension at heel rise and toe-off. This diminished when the 
patient walked while carrying a lightweight book overhead. This observation indicated 
a coordination deficit that responded to neural challenging for balance. 

The breathing stereotype was also assessed for signs of inefficient use of the dia
phragm and therefore possible compromise of torso stability. In this case it was not 
pathological. 

The clinical evaluation aims to document not only the postural presentation but 
also data pertaining to the tone changes and nociceptive and pain distribution pat
terns that represent the level of compensation within the system. In addition, balance 
deficits can be related to functional deficits that affect the patient's ability to control 
his body spatially. The pattern of muscle inhibition and overactivation, along with 
the aforementioned data, provides insight into CNS function and dysfunction. It is 
from this viewpoint that the clinician must engage the rehabilitation process and 
its principles. 
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Figure 15.12 Limited internal rotation in the case study 

patient. 



Figure 15.13 Diagram of TrP locations in the case study patient. 
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Treatment and Outcome 
Physical therapy was initiated twice a week. The patient was treated with PRRT (see 
chapter 9), which significantly reduced palpatory discomfort along the entire TrP 
chain and increased hip and ankle ROM. Origin-insertion facilitation and brushing 
of the quadratus plantae, flexor hallucis longus, tibialis anterior, VM, short external 
rotators, and gluteus medius were implemented. Isometric exercises were also used 

to assist in muscle facilitation. Teaching of the short foot 
and SMT for balance and coordination was introduced 
with bilateral and later unilateral stance positions during 
both the static and dynamic phases (see figure 15.14). 
The functional phase, including step-ups, step-downs, and 
lunges, was added as tolerated. The quality of control in 
three dimensions, absence of pain, and maintenance of 
normal muscle function were the criteria for progression. 
Retro walking on a treadmill was used to help facilitate 
hip extension with lumbopelvic stability and to challenge 
respiration while maintaining stability. Since the patient 
displayed no true contractures within the musculature, 
no aggressive stretching was administered. He performed 
full-ROM exercises as part of his routine. He was taught 
PIR techniques for the plantar intrinsics and hold relax 
for the gastrocnemius and soleus complex for postactiv-
ity release. Elastic resistance was introduced toward the 
end of the rehabilitation process to provide added load 
to his workouts as he progressed to jumping, hopping, 
and cutting drills used to prepare him for a return to his 
usual ADL. 

The patient responded well and within six visits was 
pain free and able to start running again. He was limited 
at first to alternating walking and running as he increased 
his distances. His single-leg balance increased to 17 s per 
side, and he required less muscle activity to maintain his 
position. His ROM became symmetrical in the ankle and 
hips. The left foot appeared to be controlled better during 

loading. The patient also returned to basketball 5 wk later, working on jumping and 
landing and improving the endurance strength for this activity through exercise 
drills and microprogression of activities. 

Figure 15.14 Standing external and internal 

hip rotation. 
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Janda's Approach Versus the Traditional Approach 
The Janda approach is an attempt to define the process of rehabilitation through 
the evaluation and treatment of the sensory-motor system and CNS as an indivisible 
unit. The traditional approach with its Cartesian divisions and isolation of treatment 
to specific areas alone while ignoring the interrelationships that exist between dif
ferent parts of the the body and the CNS is becoming obsolete. Table 15.1 is a brief 
overview of some of these differences. 

Table 15.1 Comparison of Janda Approach and Traditional Approach for 
Rehabilitation in Case Study 

Emphasis on breathing stereotype Yes No 

Assessment for LCS, UCS, or layer syndrome Yes No 

Qualitative gait analysis Yes No 

Breathing assessment Yes Seldom 

Use of short foot Yes No 

Cognitive challenge Yes Not usually 

SMTfor initial and continued strengthening Yes Not usually 

Use of traditional machine-based exercise No Common 

Summary 
Assessment and treatment of muscle imbalances may have a role in reducing lower-
extremity injuries by identifying individuals at increased risk (Knapik et al. 1991). 
While more prospective studies are needed to establish a cause-and-effect relation
ship between muscle imbalances and injury, imbalances associated with injury risk 
have been identified in the groin (Tyler et al. 2001) and knee (Witvrouw et al. 2001). 
Quadriceps weakness has also been identified as a risk factor for developing knee 
OA (Hootman et al. 2004). 

Assessment of postural stability and proprioception may also help prevent ankle 
injuries (Payne 1997; Tropp et al. 1994) by identifying individuals who may benefit 
from preventive SMT. SMT, including the use of balance boards and foam stability 
trainers, has been shown to reduce the risk for ACL injury (Caraffa et al. 1996; Cerulli 
et al. 2001; Myklebust et al. 2003) and ankle sprains (Clark et al. 2005; McHugh et al. 
2007; Sheth et al. 1995; van der Wees 2006; Verhagen et al. 2005). SMT can also be 
used in preseason and in-season sport training programs to reduce injuries in soccer, 
handball, and volleyball (Ekstrand et al. 1983; Emery et al. 2005; Knobloch et al. 2005; 
Malliou et al. 2004; Petersen et al. 2005; Wedderkopp et al. 1999; Wedderkopp et al. 
2003). It is therefore necessary to perform a comprehensive global exam of the patient 
to assess for sensorimotor deficits that may lead to possible injury. A program of 
general strengthening is a poor substitute for proper evaluation. 
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